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Abstract

We study selected aspects of Theoretical Physics confronting some key issues related
to the fundamental interactions along the line of Black Holes (BHs) and Attractors
and its thread may be found in the three concepts of Supersymmetry, Supergravity
and Holography which encompass all of String theory and Quantum gravity. Then
we also had an encounter with maximally symmetric spaces in General Relativity
such as de Sitter and we did some significant computation in this backdrop which
is tempting to pursue keeping in mind the recent observational data in favor of
inflationary picture of the Universe.

We present a simple model for studying the effect of quantum perturbative cor-
rection to the N = 2 prepotential function. In [1], we compute the effective black
hole potential VBH of the most general N = 2, d = 4 (local) special Kähler geome-
try with quantum perturbative corrections, consistent with axion-shift Peccei-Quinn
symmetry and with cubic leading order behavior.

We also determine the charge configurations supporting axion-free attractors,
and explain the differences among various configurations in relations to the pres-
ence of “flat” directions of VBH at its critical points. Furthermore, we elucidate the
role of the sectional curvature at the non-supersymmetric critical points of VBH, and
compute the Riemann tensor (and related quantities), as well as the so-called E-
tensor, which expresses the non-symmetricity of the considered quantum perturba-
tive special Kähler geometry.

Then in a follow-up paper [1], we reconsider the sub-leading quantum pertur-
bative corrections to N = 2 cubic special Kähler geometries. Imposing the invari-
ance under axion-shifts, all such corrections (but the imaginary constant one) can
be introduced or removed through suitable, lower unitriangular symplectic trans-
formations, dubbed Peccei-Quinn (PQ) transformations. Since PQ transformations
do not belong to the d = 4 U-duality group G4, in symmetric cases they generally
have a non-trivial action on the unique quartic invariant polynomial I4 of the charge
representation R of G4. This leads to interesting phenomena in relation to theory of
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extremal black hole attractors; i.e., the possibility to make transitions between differ-
ent charge orbits of R, with corresponding change of the supersymmetry properties
of the supported attractor solutions. Furthermore, a suitable action of PQ transfor-
mations can also set I4 to zero, or vice versa it can generate a non-vanishing I4:
this corresponds to transitions between “large” and “small” charge orbits, which
we classify in some detail within the “special coordinates” symplectic frame.

Finally, after a brief account of the action of PQ transformations on the recently
established correspondence between Cayley’s hyperdeterminant and elliptic curves,
we derive an equivalent, alternative expression of I4, with relevant application to
black hole entropy. It is worth pointing out here that, In the case of target man-
ifolds for scalars (of N = 2 vector multiplets) which are "symmetric spaces", the
theory of attractors displays a beautiful connection with Group Theory and Differ-
ential Geometry. And quite recently there had been a flurry of activities in the in-
terplay between two different disciplines for e.g. Black Hole Physics and Quantum
Information Theory, giving birth to new intriguing ideas such as “Black Hole/Qubit
correspondence”. We can hope for many such surprising results to come along the
way from Black Holes related research in near future.

We also studied, in [1] spinor two-point functions for spin-1/2 and spin-3/2
fields in maximally symmetric spaces such as de Sitter(dS) spacetime, by using in-
trinsic geometric objects. The Feynman, positive- and negative-frequency Green
functions are then obtained for these cases, from which we eventually display the
supercommutator and the Peierls bracket under such a setting in two-component-
spinor language. In a follow-up paper [2], we complete, the explicit representation
of the massive gravitino propagator in four-dimensional de Sitter space with the
help of the general theory of the Heun equation. As a result of our original contribu-
tion, all weight functions which multiply the geometric invariants in the gravitino
propagator are expressed through Heun functions, and the resulting plots are dis-
played and discussed after resorting to a suitable truncation in the series expansion
of the Heun function. It turns out that there exist two ranges of values of the inde-
pendent variable in which the weight functions can be divided into dominant and
sub-dominant family.

As a note, Chapters 6, 7, 8 contain original results obtained during the PhD years.
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Chapter 1

Prolegomena

The first part of the thesis considers various aspects of black holes, which are objects
with their mass compressed to a tiny volume. Their salient feature is that nothing,
not even light, can escape from within a certain vicinity of them. Since we can’t look
beyond the boundary of this vicinity, it is rightly called the "horizon". The extraor-
dinary features of black holes raise a variety of puzzles which are worth studying.
Many different branches of Physics come together with their own proper description
of black holes. The attractive force of black holes on other objects ranges typically
over macroscopic, and even astronomical, length scales. Therefore, the classical
branches of Physics such as mechanics, gravity, electromagnetism and thermody-
namics are relevant for studying these massive objects. However, since the mass of
such objects is confined to an extremely small volume, the proper understanding of
black holes demands for a framework combining consistently physics of very large
and small length scales. Such an elusive framework is yet to be found and the most
promising candidate for this is String theory or M theory at present.

The first notion of a black hole appeared in a letter by the Rev. John Michell to
Henry Cavendish back in 27th of November, 1783. It read as follows [1] :

[...] If there should really exist in nature any bodies whose density is not less than that
of the Sun, and whose diameters are more than 500 times the diameter of the Sun, since
their light could not arrive at us, or of there should exist any other bodies of a somewhat
smaller size which are not naturally luminous; of the existence of bodies under either of these
circumstances, we could have no information from sight; yet, if any luminous bodies infer
their existence of the central ones with some degree of probability, as this might afford a
clue to some of the apparent irregularities of the revolving bodies, which would not be easily
explicable on any other hypothesis; but as the consequences of such a supposition are very
obvious, I shall not prosecute them any further. [...]

11
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Michell’s predictions, though deeply routed in 18th century concepts about grav-
ity and light and fallen into long oblivion, were well ahead of his time. Not only
did he envisage objects whose escape velocity exceeds the speed of light, render-
ing them completely dark, but also proposed an indirect method to detect them,
which is essentially one of those few currently employed. Presently there is empiri-
cal evidence for black holes to be regarded as ubiquitous in the universe, occupying
centers of most galaxies [2]. A decade after Michell’s discovery, in 1795, Laplace in-
dependently suggested the existence of black holes. The most striking thing about
the history of black holes is that although the name "black hole" seems apt enough
for such an object which does not emit light, the name itself was coined by J. A.
Wheeler nearly 200 years later, in 1967 only.

The notion of black hole was made more precise after General Relativity (GR)
superseded Newtonian gravity in 1915-16. Einstein’s GR provides a new revolu-
tionary vision on gravity in general and it was the first time in the history of physics
an equation was written with geometry on one side and matter on the other. Space
and time are no longer static, but are deformed by the presence of massive objects.
The attractive forces between massive objects is a consequence of the deformation
of space-time precisely given by the so-called Einstein’s equations. The first black
hole solution was discovered by Schwarzschild in 1915. In this solution, all mass of
the universe was concentrated in a point, which is surrounded by the horizon. GR
predicts that the horizon of a black hole with the mass of the Earth is 1cm2. Another
interesting quantity found was the surface gravity, the strength of gravitational force
at the horizon.

Soon after, more complicated black hole geometries came into being, for exam-
ple, solution of a theory which captures both GR and Electromagnetism. The black
holes of this Einstein-Maxwell theory carry electromagnetic charges and were first
described by Reissner in 1916 and Nördstrom in 1918. It turns out that the mass
of these black holes must be larger than a certain minimum value, as predicted by
cosmic censorship conjecture, and is determined in terms of the charges. At the min-
imum value of the mass, the surface gravity vanishes and then the black holes are
called extremal black holes. Such "extremal" black holes are considered in this thesis
for reasons to be explained later.

During the 1970’s, Bardeen, Bekenstein, Carter, Gibbons, Hawking and others
studied the laws that are satisfied by the black hole quantities, such as their mass,
horizon area and surface gravity. Interestingly enough, these studies revealed a
closed resemblance with the laws of classical thermodynamics. In fact, the three
laws of thermodynamics could be naturally extended to incorporate GR. This is
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more than an analogy, indeed there is a one-to-one correspondence between horizon
area with entropy and surface gravity with temperature.With these identifications,
the three laws of thermodynamics also hold good for Black Hole physics. In 1975
Hawking performed a semi-classical analysis [3] to show that black holes radiate as
objects with a certain temperature like in Planck’s black-body radiation.

After this little exposition of black holes, we hope it is clear that, not only the
astrophysical significance, but their unusual and counter intuitive properties make
them interesting in their own right to a relativist, and there are sufficiently good
reasons to study them in detail. In modern parlance black holes have acquired the
status of "the hydrogen atom of quantum gravity" as aptly put by Juan Maldacena
in his thesis [4], for it is in black holes that the urge to reconcile GR and Quan-
tum Mechanics becomes most apparent : Black Holes do not conform to the laws of
thermodynamics unless the quantum effect - the Hawking Radiation is taken into
account, but if the quantization is restricted only to electromagnetic radiation and
does not include gravity itself, the purely thermal Hawking radiation violates uni-
tary evolution of states in quantum mechanics, thus irrecoverably destroying all the
informations that have entered the black hole, this famous puzzle i.e. "information
paradox", has a hope for resolution only in a quantum gravity set up [5].

The crucial step in any attempted quantum description of black hole consists
of identifying their micro-states. A proposed model in this direction can then be
tested by verifying whether the statistical Boltzmann’s entropy agrees with the en-
tropy computed from the macroscopic properties of black hole. In theories involv-
ing scalar fields the latter will in general depend on the horizon values of the scalar.
For charged extremal black holes this poses a potential problem regardless of the
detail of the model, because the microscopic entropy is fully determined in terms
of the quantized charges and should not depend on any continuously varying pa-
rameters. It turns out, however, that a phenomenon called "Attractor Mechanism"
ensures that the horizon values of the scalars are not arbitrary, rather they are deter-
mined in terms of the dyonic black hole charges.

The Attractor Mechanism was first invented in the context of Supersymmetric
black holes [6–9] and later was extended to non-supersymmetric extremal counter-
parts [10; 11] in four dimensions. In the absence of higher-curvature corrections to
the bosonic part of the action, the attractor equations constraining the moduli scalars
at the horizon to be functions of the moduli field, arise as the extremization condi-
tion for the effective potential, known as the black hole effective potential [8; 10–12].
It is intuitively understood as the electromagnetic energy of the vector fields in a
scalar medium.
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A different way to describe the attractor mechanism is the entropy function for-
malism [13; 14]. In this approach one defines an entropy function, whose extrem-
ization determines the values of the scalar fields at the horizon. The entropy of the
black hole is then given by the value of the entropy function at the extremum. The
original calculation defines the entropy function as the Legendre transform with re-
spect to the electric field of the Lagrangian density integrated over the event horizon
and applies to spherically symmetric black holes in a broader class of theories rather
than being confined to theories with an effective black hole potential, i.e. arbitrary
theories of gravity including possible higher order curvature corrections coupled to
Abelian gauge fields and neutral scalars, provided that the gauge potentials appear
in the Lagrangian solely through field strengths or are trivial for a given solution.

The attractor mechanism reduces the problem of finding the horizon values of
the scalar field to solving a set of equations, but to obtain full solutions interpolating
between the asymptotic values of field at infinity and that at the horizon, one still
needs to solve the second-order differential equation of motion. A subset of solu-
tions can however be derived by rewriting the action as a sum of squares of the first
order flow equations [10; 15; 16]. The interpolating solutions are then given in terms
of harmonic functions [6; 8; 17–20]. This is always the case for supersymmetric so-
lutions, but there are examples where harmonic functions have also been found for
the non-supersymmetric case [21] as well and the authors of [22; 23] demonstrated
a class of non-supersymmetric solutions described by the first-order equations.

In this thesis we shall concern ourselves with the black hole attractor mechanism
in four- dimensionalN = 2 supergravity (SUGRA). The amount of supersymmetry
in this theory (8 supercharges in four dimension) already permits non-trivial dy-
namics, but is simultaneously restrictive enough to substantially simplify the analy-
sis, as the theory is completely specified in terms of a single function called the pre-
potential function. In a broader context, since N = 2 SUGRA provide low-energy
field-theoretic description of Calabi- Yau compactifications in string and M theory,
the results obtained in the SUGRA regime might be directly employed to test the
string theoretical microscopic models of these black holes.

1.1 Timeline of Black Hole Physics updated till 2005

• 1640 - Ismael Bullialdus suggests an inverse-square gravitational force law.

• 1684 - Isaac Newton writes down inverse-square Law of universal gravitation.

• 1758 - Rudjer Josip Boscovich developes his Theory of forces, where gravity
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can be repulsive on small distances. So according to him such strange classical
bodies, similar to white holes, can exist, which won’t let other bodies to reach
their surfaces.

• 1784 - John Michell discusses classical bodies which have escape velocities
greater than the speed of light.

• 1795 - Pierre Laplace discusses classical bodies which have escape velocities
greater than the speed of light.

• 1798 - Henry Cavendish measures the gravitational constant G.

• 1876 - William Clifford suggests that the motion of matter may be due to
changes in the geometry of space.

• 1909 - Albert Einstein together with Marcel Grossmann starts to develop a
theory which would bind metric tensor gik, which defines a space geometry,
with a source of gravity, i.e. with mass.

• 1910 - Hans Reissner and Gunnar Nordström defines Reissner-Nordström sin-
gularity and Hermann Weyl solves special case for a point-body source.

• 1916 - Karl Schwarzschild solves the Einstein vacuum field equations for un-
charged spherically-symmetric non-rotating systems.

• 1917 - Paul Ehrenfest gives conditional principle a three-dimensional space.

• 1918 - Hans Reissner and Gunnar Nordstróm solve the Einstein-Maxwell field
equations for charged spherically-symmetric non-rotating systems.

• 1918 - Friedrich Kottler gets Schwarzschild solution without Einstein vacuum
field equations.

• 1923 - George Birkhoff proves that the Schwarzschild spacetime geometry is
the unique spherically symmetric solution of the vacuum Einstein equations.

• 1939 - Robert Oppenheimer and Hartland Snyder calculate the gravitational
collapse of a pressure-free homogeneous fluid sphere and find that it cuts itself
off from communication with the rest of the Universe.

• 1963 - Roy Kerr solves the vacuum Einstein equations for uncharged symmet-
ric rotating systems.

• 1964 - Roger Penrose proves that an imploding star will necessarily produce a
singularity once it has formed an event horizon.
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• 1965 - Ezra Newman, E. Couch, K. Chinnapared, A. Exton, A. Prakash, and
Robert Torrence solve the Einstein-Maxwell field equations for charged rotat-
ing systems.

• 1967 - Werner Israel presented the proof of the no hair theorem at Kings Col-
lege in London.

• 1967 - John Wheeler coins the term "black hole".

• 1968 - Brandon Carter uses Hamilton-Jacobi theory to derive first-order equa-
tions of motion for a charged particle moving in the external fields of a Kerr-
Newman black hole.

• 1969 - Roger Penrose discusses the Penrose process for the extraction of the
spin energy from a Kerr black hole.

• 1969 - Roger Penrose proposes the cosmic censorship hypothesis.

• 1971 - Identification of Cygnus X-1/HDE 226868 as a binary black hole candi-
date system.

• 1972 - Stephen Hawking proves that the area of a classical black hole’s event
horizon cannot decrease.

• 1972 - James Bardeen, Brandon Carter, and Stephen Hawking propose four
laws of black hole mechanics in analogy with the laws of thermodynamics.

• 1972 - Jacob Bekenstein suggests that black holes have an entropy proportional
to their surface area due to information loss effects.

• 1974 - Stephen Hawking applies quantum field theory to black hole spacetimes
and shows that black holes will radiate particles with a blackbody spectrum
which can cause black hole evaporation.

• 1989 - Identification of GS2023+338/V404 Cygni as a binary black hole candi-
date system.

• 1994 - Robert Wald and Vivek Iyer give a proposal for dynamical black hole
entropy.This is known as Wald entropy in the literature and this generalization
implies an elegant formal expression for the black hole entropy given a general
action including higher derivative terms.
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• 1996 - Sergio Ferrara, Gary Gibbons, Renata Kallosh and Andrew Strominger
together invoked Attractor Mechanism for N = 2 extremal Black Holes in
Maxwell-Einstein Supergravity theory.

• 1996 - Andrew Strominger and Cumrun Vafa explains the microscopic origin
of the black hole entropy, originally calculated thermodynamically by Stephen
Hawking and Jacob Bekenstein, from string theory.

• 2002 - Astronomers present evidence for the hypothesis that Sagittarius A* is
a supermassive black hole at the centre of the Milky Way galaxy.

• 2002 - NASA’s Chandra X-ray Observatory identifies double galactic black
holes system in merging galaxies NGC 6240.

• 2004 - Further observations by a team from UCLA present even stronger evi-
dence supporting Sagittarius A* as a black hole.

• 2005 - Ashoke Sen proposes Black Hole entropy function and Attractor Mech-
anism for higher derivative gravity theories.

1.2 A de-Sitter Space Odyssey

1.2.1 Mathematical Formulation

De Sitter n-space or dSn is the maximally symmetric n-dimensional spacetime with
positive cosmological constant Λ. Its symmetry group is SO(1, n). If we introduce
variables x0, x1, . . . , xn obeying x2

0 − ∑n
1=1 x2

i , the de Sitter metric is simply (up to a
constant factor)

ds2 = −dx2
0 +

n

∑
i=1

dx2
i . (1.2.1.1)

Alternatively, one can write the metric as

ds2 = −dt2 + cosh2 t dΩ2, (1.2.1.2)

where dΩ2 is the metric on a unit round (n− 1)-sphere. This spacetime has compact
spatial sections (such as t = 0), so when we speak of asymptotically de Sitter space –
as we should in the presence of gravity, since the metric fluctuates – the asymptopia
in question is in the past and future. There is no notion of spatial infinity. This is
in sharp contrast with Anti de Sitter space, the maximally symmetric spacetime of
negative cosmological constant, where, as we have come to know well in the last
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few years, asymptopia is at spatial infinity. It also contrasts with Minkowski space,
which from a conformal point of view has a natural null infinity.

In de Sitter space, there is no positive conserved energy. In fact, no matter what
generator we pick for SO(1, n), the corresponding Killing vector field, though per-
haps timelike in some region of de Sitter space, is spacelike in some other region.
For example, a typical Lorentz generator in de Sitter space is

K = x1
∂

∂x0
+ x0

∂

∂x1
. (1.2.1.3)

Whether this generator moves us forwards or backwards in time (towards increas-
ing or decreasing x0) depends on the sign of x1. The conserved charge associated
with K is positive for excitations supported at positive x1 and negative for those at
negative x1. This is the best we can do: there is no positive conserved energy in de
Sitter space.

Consequently, there cannot be unbroken supersymmetry in de Sitter space. If
there is a nonzero supercharge Q, we can (possibly after replacing Q by Q + Q† or
i(Q− Q†)) assume that Q is Hermitian. Then Q2 cannot be zero, and is a nonnega-
tive bosonic conserved quantity; but there is no such object.

We can rotate de Sitter space to Euclidean signature by setting x0 → ix0 (or
equivalently, set t = iτ and take τ = π/2 − θ). The Euclidean continuation is a
standard n-sphere Sn, with symmetry group SO(n + 1). After the continuation, the
operator K becomes the generator of a rotation, and obeys

exp(2πK) = 1. (1.2.1.4)

Because of this, the Euclidean de Sitter path integral can be interpreted in terms of
a thermal ensemble. This leads to the notion of a de Sitter temperature [24] and the
associated entropy [25] Like the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a black hole, the de
Sitter entropy can be written

S =
A

4G
, (1.2.1.5)

where G is Newton’s constant, and A is the area of a horizon. In this case, however,
the horizon is observer-dependent, and because of this it is not entirely clear which
concepts about black holes carry over to de Sitter space.

An observer in de Sitter space can only see part of the space. This is because
of the exponential inflation that occurs in the future: the space expands so fast that
light rays do not manage to propagate all the way around it. To make the causal
structure of de Sitter space clear, one can introduce a new “time” coordinate u by

u = 2 tan−1 et, (1.2.1.6)
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so that for −∞ < t < ∞, u ranges over 0 < u < π. The metric becomes

ds2 =
1

sin2 u

(
−du2 + dΩ2

)
. (1.2.1.7)

The asymptotic past I− consists of a copy of Sn−1 at u = 0, and the asymptotic
future I+ consists of a copy of Sn−1 at u = π. Any trajectory in de Sitter space
begins at some point P in I− and ends at some point Q in I+. From a causal point
of view, in a sense considered by Bousso [26] any observer can be identified with
the pair (P, Q). The region of de Sitter space that one can influence, and likewise
the region that one can see, depend only on P and Q, and not on the details of one’s
trajectory in spacetime. What one can see is determined only by Q, and the region
that one can influence depends only on P.

To describe in detail the horizon of an observer, let us write dΩ2 = dχ2 + sin2 χdΩ̃2,
where χ is a polar angle, ranging over 0 ≤ χ ≤ π, and dΩ̃2 is the round metric on
an (n− 2)-sphere. The de Sitter metric then becomes

ds2 =
1

sin2 u

(
−du2 + dχ2 + sin2 χ dΩ̃2

)
. (1.2.1.8)

Consider now an observer who sits at the “north pole” of the sphere, that is, at
χ = 0. (In fact, any geodesic in de Sitter space is equivalent to χ = 0 by the action
of the de Sitter group.) From the form of the metric, we see that the propagation of
light rays is bounded by |dχ/du| ≤ 1. Since the spacetime “ends” in this coordinate
system at u = π, a light ray emitted at χ > π − u will never reach the observer at
χ = 0. So the boundary of the region that this observer can see is given by

χ = π − u. (1.2.1.9)

This is the horizon. In general, the (n − 2)-sphere of given χ and u has metric
(sin χ/ sin u)2dΩ̃2, and its area is proportional to (sin χ/ sin u)n−2. Relating χ to
u by 1.2.1.9, we see that the horizon area is time-independent. This is in keeping
with general theorems saying that the area of the past horizon of an observer cannot
decrease in time. For de Sitter space, this horizon area is precisely constant, and for
a generic perturbation of de Sitter space, it is an increasing function of time.

By studies of D-branes and in a variety of other ways, we have learned in the last
few years to interpret the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a black hole like every
other entropy in statistical mechanics: it is the logarithm of the number of quantum
states of the black hole. It has been argued [27] that the same holds for de Sitter
space, more precisely that the Hilbert space of quantum gravity in asymptotically
de Sitter space time has a finite dimension N, and that the entropy of de Sitter space
is

S = ln N. (1.2.1.10)
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1.2.2 Physical Consideration

The recent observational data in favor of the presence of a positive cosmological
constant in the universe make it especially important to understand how to for-
mulate consistent theory of all interactions in de Sitter (dS) space. This is highly
nontrivial: Quantum field theory in dS presents us with a lot of puzzles [28–31], and
whether and how they could be resolved in the underlying fundamental theory is
not at all clear, as is still not known how to obtain a stable de Sitter solution in the
best-so-far candidate for such a unifying theory – string theory.1 A key ingredient
in the final picture may be holography, which is believed to be an essential feature
for any consistent theory of quantum gravity [34; 35]. One realization of this idea is
the AdS/CFT correspondence [36–38], which has been studied in a huge number of
cases during the last few years (for a review see [39]). Another is the recently pro-
posed dS/CFT correspondence [40]. Although it is hoped that it may shed light on
quantum gravity in de Sitter space, the lack of a clear relation to string theory is hin-
dering an explicit realization of this proposal, and it is largely modeled on analogy
with AdS/CFT (see, for example, the prescription for computation of scalar field
correlation functions in the boundary theory [41]). There have even been papers
arguing that dS/CFT is merely an analytic continuation of AdS/CFT [42; 43]. One
should not forget, however, the fundamental differences between physics in dS and
AdS. For example, the analytic continuation of the vacuum state in AdS space does
not coincide with any of the vacua of de Sitter space2. Also, unlike AdS, dS has two
boundaries, posing the (as yet unsettled) question whether the dual theory should
be thought of as a single CFT [40; 57] or two entangled CFT’s [58].

Field theory in de Sitter space was studied extensively in the ’80s due to interest
sparked by inflationary cosmology. A technique of calculation of propagators in
maximally symmetric spaces was developed in a series of papers [59–61]. The main
idea is the following: One chooses a basis of bitensors which are invariant under
the symmetry group of the space under consideration, and makes an Ansatz for the
propagator in terms of these bitensors multiplied by coefficients that are functions
only of the geodesic distance. The coefficient functions are then determined so that

1Recently there has been a progress in that direction: Fré, Trigiante and Van Proeyen [32] found
stable de Sitter vacua in N = 2 supergravity in 4 dimesnions. However, their embedding in string
theory is still an open problem. Another exciting recent development is [33], where metastable dS
vacua were found in type IIB string theory.

2As known since [44–46], there is an infinite one parameter family of de Sitter invariant vacua
in dS. Their possible role in the cosmology of the early universe has been explored in [47–51] and
references therein. In addition the question which one is the most reasonable (physical) vacuum
state in dS is still unsettled [50; 52–56].
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the propagator satisfies the appropriate field equations and constraints. The original
papers considered spins 0 and 1 in arbitrary dimension and also spins 1/2 and 2 in
four dimensions. Subsequently these methods were used to find the antisymmetric
tensor propagator in dS [62] and also the propagators of various p−forms of interest
in supergravity/string theory in AdS [63–65].3 However, only quite recently was
this method extended to spin 1/2 field in arbitrary dimension [66], and the spin 3/2
field has not been treated so far. 4

Since dS is not a supersymmetric background, it may seem uninteresting to con-
sider the superpartner of the graviton in it. However, if dS is to be reconciled with
the current lore of a fundamental theory, i.e. string theory, then the lack of super-
symmetry in de Sitter space should be understood as a symmetry which is present
in the theory but broken in the specific vacuum state. Given that superymmetry
breaking in supergravity leads to massive gravitinos, massive spin 3/2 fields are
essential for understanding the effective description of quantum gravity processes
in de Sitter space. Motivated by this, we will find in this thesis the propagator of
massive gravitino in four space-time dimension.

1.3 Synopsis

The physics of Black Holes is the main theme of this thesis. Black Holes (BHs) can
be studied either macroscopically in terms of geometrical quantities related to their
thermodynamics or microscopically by microstate counting, a prescription provided
by Statistical Mechanics. The Attractor Mechanism due to Ferrara, Kallosh and
Strominger connects the entropy of extremal Black Holes to the extrema of a cer-
tain effective potential, in a way which is reminiscent of the moduli stabilization
in flux compactifications. Moreover, Attractors and their entropy formula seems
deeply connected to the topological string partition functions that appear in count-
ing problems for instantons and other non-perturbative phenomena. The attrac-
tive nature of four and higher-dimensional Extremal Black Holes and extended ob-
jects (p-branes) toward universal horizon geometries is also at the heart of the holo-
graphic (AdS/CFT) Correspondence between (super)conformal Yang-Mills theories
and (super)gravity theories in Anti de Sitter spaces as was conjectured by Malda-

3The basis of bitensor structures used in the AdS/CFT literature differs from the original basis of
[59]. We comment more on that in a subsequent footnote.

4Aspects of spin-3/2 propagation were studied already by Lichnerowicz [67]; more recent in-
teresting studies on higher spin fields in constant curvature spaces (e.g. the discovery of partial
masslessness and new local gauge invariances) can be found in [68] and references therein.
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cena. Despite many attempts, however, a satisfactory microscopic explanation of
Black Hole entropy is still missing. The best results obtained so far show a pre-
cise agreement between the entropy determined by the microstates describing the
degrees of freedom of special configurations of D-branes wrapped on Calabi-Yau
manifolds and the macroscopic semiclassical result, obtained using the Bekenstein-
Hawking formula (or its generalization given by Wald) for supersymmetric extremal
charged Black Holes in supergravity theories, in the large charge limit. This re-
sult relies heavily on the Attractor Mechanism, which also explains why the en-
tropy does not depend on any continuous parameters, even though a large num-
ber of massless scalar fields enter the low-energy supergravity models. Although
this mechanism was first found in supersymmetric configurations, there are by now
good reasons to believe that it also extends to other non-supersymmetric, albeit ex-
tremal, configurations. The thesis aims to extend the study of Extremal Black Holes
to more general situations, and study in detail, the mathematical structure of the
moduli space of the scalars of the vector multiplets. It also aims to explore quantum
corrections to the classical formulae for the pre-potential function for N = 2 which
are quite important for backgrounds with enhanced supersymmetry.

State-of-the-art

Supersymmetry, a deep and elegant space-time symmetry relating fermions, with
half-odd spin, and bosons, with integer spin, to one another, led to major advances
in Quantum Field Theory and accounts for the construction of a consistent candidate
for a unified theory encompassing Quantum Gravity and Standard Model of Parti-
cle Physics. When combined with local gauge invariance, global supersymmetry
yields Supersymmetric Yang Mills Theories (SYM). Thanks to remarkable cancella-
tions between bosons and fermions in their quantum corrections, SYM’s can be re-
liably studied beyond perturbation theory, so that certain holomorphic observables
can be fully determined, and provide a possible solution of the Hierarchy problem,
a natural candidate for Dark Matter and a conceptual framework for addressing
the Dark Energy problem. When combined with general covariance, supersym-
metry becomes a local symmetry. The resulting Supergravity theories provide a
low-energy effective description of more fundamental theories such as Superstrings
and M-theory and play a crucial role in the analysis of Supersymmetry Breaking, a
necessary ingredient for all realistic elaborations beyond the Standard Model. The
gravity part of the theory reduces to the Einstein-Hilbert action coupled to a certain
number of matter fields whose specific nature depend on the particular low-energy
effective theory. Typically these fields are massless scalars, called moduli, spin 1/2
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fermions, spin 1 gauge fields and spin 3/2 fermions and gravitinos. The letter, N in
N -extended supergravity, are the gauge fields of local supersymmetry. In the past
ten years or so, (local) supersymmetry proved to be an unprecedented tool also in
the study of Black Holes (BHs), the endpoints of gravitational collapse whereby a
horizon surface prevents the possible formation of a space-time singularity. BHs are
classically inaccessible, but are known to possess rich thermodynamical properties
and emit Hawking Radiation due to quantum fluctuations. Both supersymmetric
and other extremal BHs are subject to an Attractor Mechanism that allows one to
understand better, if not to fully prove, the Bekenstein-Hawking formula relating
Entropy to Horizon area. Indeed BHs can be treated as thermodynamical objects, so
that a characteristic entropy, proportional to the area of their Horizon, can be asso-
ciated to each and every one of them. The physical explanation of this quantity is
deeply linked to quantum gravity effects. Hence, BHs present them to be an impor-
tant test candidate for the quantum theories of gravity such as Superstring Theory or
M-Theory, for which Supergravity represents a universal low-energy limit. In situa-
tions where higher curvature effects may be neglected, asymptotically flat charged
BH solutions, with a static and spherically symmetric ansatz can be identified. These
solutions generalize the famous Schwarzschild BH, but the presence of additional
quantum numbers (such as charges and scalar hair) make their properties drastically
different and brings about new phenomena. A new important feature of electrically
(and/or magnetically) charged BHs, as well as of rotating BHs, is the unconven-
tional thermodynamic behavior called Extremality. Extremal BHs are possibly stable
gravitational objects with finite entropy but vanishing temperature, where the con-
tribution to the gravitational energy comes from their electromagnetic and rotational
(angular momentum-spin) attributes. The extremal situation entails a particular re-
lation between entropy, charges and spin, since in this case the gravitational mass is
not an independent quantity. For four-dimensional stationary and spherically sym-
metric BHs, in an environment of scalar fields, typically described by a non linear
sigma-model, BHs have scalar ’hair’ (scalar charges) which correspond to values of
the moduli fields at (asymptotically flat-space) infinity. These values may vary con-
tinuously, since they represent the coordinates of an arbitrary point in the moduli
space of the theory or, in a more geometrical language, a point in the target mani-
fold of the scalar non-linear Lagrangian. Nevertheless the BH entropy, as given by
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy-area formula, remains independent of the scalar
charges (no hair), and depends only on the asymptotic (generally dyonic) charges.
The apparent puzzle is resolved by the "Attractor Mechanism", a fascinating phe-
nomenon that combines Supersymmetry, BHs, Dynamical system, Algebraic geom-
etry and even Number theory. For instance, in Type II superstring compactifications
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to four dimension on Calabi-Yau manifolds, the low-energy dynamics is governed
by (ungauged) N = 2 supergravity coupled to vector and hyper-multiplets with
no scalar potential. The corresponding dyonic BH solutions expose two different
behaviors: the hyper-scalars can take arbitrary constant values while the radial evo-
lution of the vector multiplet scalars is described by a dynamical system. Under
some mild assumptions the scalar trajectory flows to a fixed point, located at the
BH horizon radius, in the target (moduli) space. The attractive nature of the "fixed
point", a point of vanishing phase velocity that represents the system being in equi-
librium, is due to supersymmetry. Hence supersymmetric attractors, also known as
BPS after Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommerfeld, are somehow reminiscent of the dynam-
ical flows of dissipative systems. In approaching the fixed point, the orbit looses
practically all memory of initial conditions (scalar hair), even though the dynamics
is fully deterministic. As a result, the scalar fields at the BH horizon depend only
on the dyonic asymptotic charges. For all BPS, N = 2 critical points the scalars are
fixed, and the resulting attractor varieties are of interest for both Algebraic Geom-
etry and Number Theory. For "large BHs", the Einstein approximation is valid, a
non-vanishing horizon area emerges (no naked singularities), and the entropy can
be shown to depend solely on the BH gravitational mass (ADM mass) computed
at the critical point, which is satisfied at the horizon. The horizon geometry has in
this case a universal form, described by the Bertotti-Robinson metric, which is the
product of a 2-dimensional Anti de-Stter space and a 2-sphere. Non-BPS extremal
BHs exist as well, and in some specific cases they also show an attractor behavior.
However in this case not all scalars of the vector multiplets flow to a fixed point, but
some of them remain, at least in the classical approximation, as flat directions as is
always the case with hypermultiplet scalars. In spite of this, the entropy of non BPS
BHs enjoys the same property met in the supersymmetric case: it only depends on
the dyonic charges and not on the continuous values of the moduli fields. In the case
of target manifolds for scalars which are "symmetric spaces", the theory of attractors
displays a beautiful connection with Group Theory and Differential Geometry. In
this case the BPS or non-BPS nature of the BH attractors can be related to the nature
of the orbits for the dyonic (asymptotic) charge vector. Different orbits correspond to
fixed points of different BPS types. All non-flat directions are attractive, which mean
the Hessian matrix of a certain BH effective potential function is semi-positive defi-
nite. A microscopic account of the BH entropy and other thermodynamic properties
may require a more fundamental description in terms of the branes that naturally
appear both in Supergravity and in String Theory.

The structure of this thesis is then the following. In chapter 2, we discuss some
general preliminaries on Black Holes in Einstein General Relativity and then in Su-
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pergravity theories. We give a general introduction to Supersymmetric Black Holes,
BPS bound, Extremality and the horizon geometry before giving a pictorial rep-
resentation of Attractor Mechanism at work for extreme RN BHs in N = 2, d = 4
Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory. Finally we present a realization of AdS/CFT
conjecture from low energy supergravity point of view by considering asymptoti-
cally flat D3-“black brane” as a solitonic solution ofN= 2, d = 10 Type IIB SUGRA.

In chapter 3, we recall the so-called thermodynamic properties of Black Holes,
and give a general introduction to the Laws of Black Hole thermodynamics. We
also invoke the concept of Hawking temperature and the semi-classical Bekenstein-
Hawking Entropy Area formula. Then we present a physical picture of the Attractor
Mechanism and towards the end of the chapter give an illustrative toy example
sketching the Attractor Mechanism at work for N = 2, d = 4 dilatonic BH of the
heterotic string theory.

In chapter 4, we first present the field contents of N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Ein-
stein Supergravity theory and show that the scalar fields zi of the vector multiplets
are solely responsible for the Attractor behavior and they can be regarded as arbi-
trary coordinates on a complex manifold MnV (dimCMnV = nV), which is actually a
special Kähler manifold. We present a fairly detailed introduction to Special Kähler
Hodge geometry and the symplectic structure of the Moduli space. Then we make
a digression and update the reader with nitty-gritty details of the mathematical for-
mulation of the Electric Magnetic duality, Central Charge and Attractor Mechanism
in this setting.

The structure of chapter 5 is the following. After a general introduction on Black
holes and Constrained geodesic motion we reconsider Extreme Black Holes in the
previously introduced nV-fold N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell-Einstein supergravity theory
(Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory), i.e. a N = 2, d = 4 supergravity theory
in which the gravity multiplet is coupled to nV Abelian vector supermultiplets, and
therefore the overall gauge group is (U(1))nV+1. We then show how the (regular)
Special Kähler geometry (SKG) of the moduli space of such a theory allows one to
simplify the investigation of the critical points of the Effective Black Hole potential
VBH. We apply the formalism not only to Supersymmetric Attractors, but also give
a flavor of the same in the non-supersymmetric case.

Chapter 6 studies the effective black hole potential VBH of the most general
N = 2, d = 4 (local) special Kähler geometry with quantum perturbative correc-
tions, consistent with axion-shift Peccei-Quinn symmetry and with cubic leading
order behavior. Then we determine the charge configurations supporting axion-
free attractor, and explain the differences among various configurations in relations
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to the presence of “flat” directions of VBH at its critical points and also elucidate
the role of the sectional curvature at the non-supersymmetric critical points of VBH,
and compute the Riemann tensor (and related quantities), as well as the so-called
E-tensor, which expresses the non-symmetricity of the considered quantum pertur-
bative special Kähler geometry.

Chapter 7 discusses the sub-leading quantum perturbative corrections toN = 2
cubic special Kähler geometries. We prove that imposing the invariance under
axion-shifts, all such corrections (but the imaginary constant one) can be introduced
or removed through suitable, lower unitriangular symplectic transformations, called
Peccei-Quinn (PQ) transformations. Finally we stressed the important fact that since
PQ transformations do not belong to the d = 4 U-duality group G4, in symmet-
ric cases they generally have a non-trivial action on the unique quartic invariant
polynomial I4 of the charge representation R of G4 which leads to interesting phe-
nomena in relation to theory of extremal black hole attractors; i.e., the possibility to
make transitions between different charge orbits of R, with corresponding change
of the supersymmetry properties of the supported attractor solutions. Toward the
very end of the chapter, after a brief account of the action of PQ transformations,
we explain some new results on the recently established correspondence between
Cayley’s hyperdeterminant and elliptic curves, we derive an equivalent, alternative
expression of I4, with relevant application to black hole entropy.

In Chapter 8 we switch gears and treat at length topics related to the analytic
structure of massive gravitino propagator in four-dimensional de Sitter space. In-
cidentally this chapter seems altogether different from the rest of the thesis and is
independent of considerations made in other chapters and so can be read as a sep-
arate chapter. Here we present a self-consistent analysis of spinor two-point func-
tions for spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 fields in maximally symmetric spaces such as de
Sitter(dS) spacetime, by using intrinsic geometric objects. We then obtain the Feyn-
man, positive- and negative-frequency Green functions and eventually display the
supercommutator and the Peierls bracket under such a setting in two- component-
spinor language. We also complete, the hitherto unknown, explicit representation
of the massive gravitino propagator in four-dimensional de Sitter space with the
help of the general theory of the Heun equation. We find that, all weight func-
tions multiplying the geometric invariants in the gravitino propagator can be ex-
pressed through Heun functions, and there exist two ranges of values of the inde-
pendent variable in which the weight functions can be divided into dominant and
sub-dominant families.

We round off in chapter 9 with an extensive general summary and outlook.
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Chapter 2

Black Holes in Supergravity

2.1 General considerations

The aim of the present chapter is to deal with black holes (BHs) in different space
time dimensions and find their relations to supersymmetry (SUSY). On the same
footing of monopoles, massless point-particles, massive charged particles and so
on in Quantum Field theory (QFT), BHs are indeed at the heart of any theory of
quantum gravity and play a central role for testing the correctness of these theories
such as String theory and Loop Quantum Gravity for example.

In Einstein’s GR a BH is nothing but a singular metric satisfying the Einstein
equations. The simplest example of such a metric is given by the four-dimensional
Schwarzschild metric solution. This is a spherically symmetric, static solution of the
vacuum Einstein’s equation Rµν − 1

2 gµν = 0 that follow from the Einstein Hilbert
action action:

This metric is expected to describe the spacetime outside a gravitationally col-
lapsed non-spinning star with zero charge. The solution for the line element is given
by

ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν = −
(

1− 2GM
r

)
dt2 +

dr2

(1− 2GM
r )

+ r2dΩ2 . (2.1.1)

where t is time, r is the radial coordinate and Ω is the solid angle on a 2-sphere.
This metric appears to be singular at r = 2GM as some of its components vanish or
diverge. However, this is a well known fact that the singularity at r = 2GM is not a
real one but it is a coordinate artifact. The Riemann-Christoffel(RC) curvature ten-
sor is well-behaved here. The surface r = 2M (in natural units) is called the Event
Horizon(EH) of BH. The EH is special in the sense that it is a quite particular sub-
manifold of the 4-dim Schwarzschild background which is a null hypersurface i.e.
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a codimension-1 surface locally tangent to the light cone structure. the normal four-
vector nµ to such a hypersurface is lightlike. If dxµ is the set of tangent directions to
the EH, then the covariant one-tensor nµ satisfies the following relation:

nµdxµ = 0 = nµnµ = gµνnµnν (2.1.2)

Thus nµ is both normal and tangent to the EH and represent the direction along
which the local light-cone structure is tangent to the EH, thus characterizing it as
the boundary submanifold, topologically separating the "outer" part, where the light
rays escape to infinity, from the "inner" part, where it is trapped.

The real singularity of the Schwarzschild metric appears at r = 0 where the RC
tensor diverges as follows:

RµνρσRµνρσ =
48G2M2

r6 (2.1.3)

There is a strong principle in Black Hole physics called "Cosmic Censorship Prin-
ciple (CCP)" that tells that for every point of the space-time continuum having a
singular RC tensor, it should be "covered" by a surface named event horizon (EH)
with the property of being an asymptotical locus for the dynamics of particle probes
falling toward the singularity, and preventing any information from evading away
from beneath the singularity to the rest of the universe through the horizon, thus for-
bidding existence of any "naked singularity". From this point of view, black holes
are the solutions of Einstein equations exhibiting an EH in the Penrose diagram.

Two salient features related to the EH are its area AH and the surface gravity κs.
AH is simply the area of the 2-sphere S2 defined by the EH, while the surface gravity
is constant on the horizon and is related to the force measured at spatial infinity
holding a unit test charge in place or equivalently the red-shifted acceleration felt by
a particle staying on the EH. Formally, κs is defined to be the coefficient that relates
the Riemann-covariant directional derivative of the horizon normal four-vector nµ

along itself to nµ, i.e.
nν∇νnµ = κsnµ (2.1.4)

At this point a question naturally crops in our mind : "How do we incorporate
SUSY in such a framework?" and the answer is not difficult. As is well known, that
GR can be made supersymmetric by adding a spin s = 3

2 Rarita-Schwinger (RS)
field, i.e. the Gravitino, to the field content of the GR theory, we consider. The
resulting theory is the N = 1 supergravity (SUGRA) theory. Clearly, setting the
gravitino field to zero, the Schwarzschild metric is still a singular solution of the
N = 1, d = 4 SUGRA, as it is nothing but the bosonic sector of such a theory.
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Nevertheless, it breaks SUSY, indeed no fermionic Killing symmetries are preserved
by the Schwarzschild BH metric background. Mathematically speaking,

δε(x)Ψµ|Schw.BH = 0 (2.1.5)

has no solutions with ε(x) being the fermionic local SUSY transformation param-
eter, and Ψµ denoting the gravitino RS field. In general the Riemann flat metric
backgrounds preserve SUSY. For example, 4-dim Minkowski space preserve four
SUSYs related to four constant spinors which are the components of the 4-dim Ma-
jorana spinor, thus allowing one to include the fermionic Killing symmetries in the
isometries of the manifold under consideration.

In summary, while the 4-dim Minkowski space preserves the four SUSYs corre-
sponding to the constant spinors, the Schw. metric background does not have any
fermionic isometry, and therefore, it breaks all the SUSY degrees of freedom (d.o.f.s).
Of course, due to the asymptotically Minkowskian nature of the Schw. singular met-
ric, such SUSY d.o.f.s are restored in the limit r → ∞. This feature will characterize
all singular spherically symmetric, static, asymptotically Minkowskian solutions to
SUGRA field equations, that will be considered in the following section.

2.2 Supersymmetric Black Holes

The most general static, spherically symmetric, charged solution of the Einstein
Maxwell theory given by the Lagrangian

S =
1

16πG

∫
d4x
√
−g
[
R− FµνFµν

]
(2.2.1)

gives the Reissner-Nordstrom (RN) black hole whose line element is given by

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M
r

+
Q2

r2

)
dt2 +

dr2(
1− 2M

r + Q2

r2

) + r2dΩ2 (2.2.2)

This 4-dim RN BH metric reduces to the Schw. BH metric when the total charge Q
is set to zero. Now 2.2.2 can be written as

ds2 = −∆
r2 dt2 +

r2

∆
dr2 + r2dΩ2 (2.2.3)

where
∆ = r2 − 2Mr + Q2 = (r− r+) (r− r−) (2.2.4)
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where r± are not necessarily real

r± = M±
√

M2 −Q2 (2.2.5)

So in this case beside the real space-time singularity at r = 0 there are two other
distinct "coordinate-singular" surfaces at r±. The outer one placed at r+, is called the
"Cauchy horizon", while the one at r− is called proper EH. A general comment here
is that both Schw. and RN BHs belong to the large family of spherically symmetric,
static, asymptotically flat 4-dim singular metric backgrounds of Maxwell-Einstein
theory and thus they may be re-obtained from the stationary Kerr-Newman solution
describing the most general asymptotically-flat stationary and axi-symmetric vacuum
spacetime that is non-singular on and outside an event horizon, and obeys ‘vacuum’
Einstein-Maxwell equations.

Now the KN metric in Boyer-Linquist coordinates can be written as

ds2 = −
(
∆− a2 sin2 θ

)
Σ

dt2 − 2a sin2 θ

(
r2 + a2 − ∆

)
Σ

dt dφ

+

((
r2 + a2)2 − ∆a2 sin2 θ

Σ

)
sin2 θdφ2 +

Σ
∆

dr2 + Σdθ2 (2.2.6)

where

Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ (2.2.7)

∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 + e2 (2.2.8)

The three parameters are M, a, and e. It can be shown that

a =
J

M
(2.2.9)

where J is the total angular momentum, while

e =
√

Q2 + P2 (2.2.10)

where Q and P are the electric and magnetic (monopole) charges, respectively. Now
setting the parameter a to be zero we get back our favorite non-rotating dilatonic RN
metric written as 2.2.3 and setting both the parameters a and e to zero we recover
the Schw. metric given by 2.1.1.

Clearly, the reality of the radii 2.2.5 crucially depends on the ratio between the
mass and the total electric charge of the RN-BH. Indeed M2 < Q2 implies non-
existence of BH horizons and presence of space-time RN "naked" singularity, which
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is thus prohibited by CCP as discussed before. The physical and reality condition
on the radii thus, as dictated by CCP, is equivalent to the constraint

M2 > Q2 (2.2.11)

which is stunningly similar to the Bogomol’ny-Prasad-Sommerfeld (BPS) bound for
the stability of monopole solutions in spontaneously broken gauge theories, formu-
lated in natural units as adopted here.

When the BPS-like condition arising from the CCP is “saturated”, i.e. when

M2 = Q2, (2.2.12)

the EH and the Cauchy Horizon coincide; and the resulting RN BH is said to become
“extremal”1 (or “extreme”), acquiring an extra feature of 1

2 -BPS SUSY-enhancement.
Indeed, it may be rigorously proved that an extremal RN BH preserves 4 supersym-
metries out of the total 8 related to the asymptoticalN= 2 Minkowski background2.
Though a surprise, yet the appearance of the BPS-saturated bound (2.2.12) stems
from the fact that the extremal RN BH metric background is a solitonic stationary
solution of field equations in N= 2, d = 4 Maxwell-Einstein supergravity theory
(Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory).

For a generic RN BH, the surface gravity reads

κs =
1
2

r+ − r−
r2
+

=
√

M2 −Q2

r2
+

. (2.2.13)

It is worth pointing out that in the case of a Schw. BH (Q2 = 0, r+ = 2M), the usual
expression for the surface gravity of a massive star is recovered

κs =
1

4M
. (2.2.14)

1In Sect. 5 we will give a general, equivalent characterization of extreme (and non-extreme) BHs,
pointing out that extreme RN BHs are only a particular subset of the class of 4-d. static, spherically
symmetric, asymptotically flat extreme BHs.

2A generalization to electrically and magnetically charged static BHs yields a BPS-like saturated
bound of the kind

M2 = Q2 + P2,

allowing one to interpret the considered s-t singularity as a Schwinger dyonic massive particle with
electric charge Q and magnetic charge P (related by the Dirac-Schwinger quantization relation).

This is the first example of electric-magnetic duality, due to the U(1)-invariance of the classical
Maxwell Eqs., corresponding to SL(2, R)-duality rotational covariance on the Abelian field strength
F and its Hodge dual ∗F. In presence of n electric and n magnetic charges, the electric-magnetic
duality group is enlarged to Sp (2n, R) ([1], [2]). As it will be seen later, the existence of dyons is
strictly related to the number of s-t dimensions being considered.

In what follows we will not explicitly consider magnetic charges, but such a fact will not touch the
core and the generality of the whole treatment.
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But the most interesting consequence of Eq. (2.2.13) is that the saturation (2.2.12)
of the BPS bound implies the vanishing of the surface gravity. Actually, the ex-
treme RN BH is just a particular example of 4-d. static, spherically symmetric and
asymptotically flat extreme BHs, which, within such fundamental structural fea-
tures, may be characterized as the most general (U(1))n-charged class of singular
Riemann backgrounds with vanishing surface gravity (with n ∈N).

As is well known, the N= 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory may
be obtained from the classical, non-SUSY, 4-d. Maxwell-Einstein theory (whose field
content is given by the Riemann metric gµν and the Maxwell vector potential Aµ) just
by adding two s = 3

2 RS gravitino fields ΨA
µa (x) (A = 1, 2 is the SUSY index, while

µ and a are the Lorentz vector and spinor indices, respectively). Notice that, in such
an approach to supersymmetrization, no extra bosonic fields are introduced; con-
sequently, all non-SUSY solutions of Maxwell-Einstein theory (including RN BH)
are also solutions of N= 2 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory, provided that
fermions are set to zero.3

For generic values of the couple of parameters (M, Q), neither does the RN BH
possess a regular Horizon geometry, nor does it preserve any of the 8 supersym-
metries of the local maximalN= 2, d = 4 SUSY algebra. The necessary condition to
obtain a minimal regularity of the geometric structure in proximity of the Horizon(s)
is expressed by the CCP BPS-like constraint (2.2.11).

The 8 supersymmetries related to the asymptotical maximally-SUSY Minkowski
background in N= 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory simply come
from the existence of two Majorana spinors, each with 4 real components. Moreover,
in N= 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory it is possible to prove the
CCP by using the local SUSY algebra in the same way the Positive Energy Theorem
can be proved in GR with the use of SUSY. Roughly speaking, we may obtain the
condition M2 > Q2 from the requirement of positivity of the operators appearing on
the right-hand sides (r.h.s.’s) of the anticommutator of two supercharges in the RN
BH metric background. The saturation of the CCP BPS-like bound (2.2.11) makes the
RN BH “extremal”, and allows one to obtain 4 independent solutions to the Killing
spinor Eqs.

δε(x)Ψ
A
µ

∣∣∣
extreme RN BH

= 0. (2.2.15)

3Such an argument is very powerful and versatile; for instance, it may be applied to disentangle
some symmetry structures of ordinary pure QCD. In fact, such a theory (containing only gluons)
may be supersymmetrized just by adding some s = 3

2 fermionic fields; such an additive procedure
makes nothing but explicit some hidden SUSY properties of the starting theory. For instance, this has
been used in literature in the calculation of tree-level gluonic amplitude in pure QCD.
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Thus, BPS-saturated RN BHs can be actually described in terms of massive charged
particles, corresponding to

(
M, Q2)-parameterized, pointlike representations of the

N= 2, d = 4 SUSY algebra. BPS-saturation implies nothing but the extreme RN BH
solution to preserve one half of the supersymmetries related to 4-d. asymptotical
Minkowski background.

Another fundamental feature of theN= 2 (d = 4) extreme RN BHs is the restora-
tion of maximal SUSY at the EH.

Denoting with rH ≡ r+ = r− the radius of the EH, for an arbitrary value r > rH

of the radius the spherically-symmetric solutions of N= 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein
Supergravity Theory represented by extreme RN BHs preserve only one half of the
8 supersymmetries related to their asymptotical limit, i.e. to the 4-d. Minkowski
space, and therefore to the associated N= 2, d = 4 superPoincaré algebra. Going
towards the EH, i.e. performing the limit r → r+

H, one gets a restoration of the
previously lost 4 additional supersymmetries, reobtaining a maximally-symmetric
N= 2 metric background, for e.g. the 4-d. Bertotti-Robinson (BR) AdS2 × S2 BH
metric4 ([3]-[5]).

It is instructive to explicitly show that the “near-Horizon” limit of the extreme
RN BH metric in d = 4 is the BR metric AdS2 × S2. First of all, let us BPS-saturate

the 4-d. RN BH metric given by Eq. (2.2.2), by simply putting M2 = Q2

ds2
RN,extreme (M) ≡ ds2

RN

(
M, Q2

)∣∣∣
Q2=M2

=

= −
(

1−
rg (M)

2r

)2

dt2 +
(

1−
rg (M)

2r

)−2

dr2 + r2dΩ.

(2.2.16)

Eq. (2.2.16) describes a 1-parameter family of static, spherically-symmetric, asymp-
totically flat, charged singular metrics in d = 4. The metric functions diverge at
two points, i.e. at r = 0 (real s-t singularity) and at rH ≡ rg (M) /2 (EH), where
rg (M) ≡ 2M is the Schwarzchild radius. It is worth noting that the charged nature
of the extreme RN BH decreases the radial coordinate of the EH, which is now at
one half of the value related to the corresponding uncharged Schw. BH with same
mass.

4Actually, the BR metric provides the first example of the celebrated Maldacena’s AdS/CFT con-
jecture, i.e. the AdS2/CFT1 case. Indeed, the dynamics of superstring theories in the bulk of AdS2

may be associated with a supersymmetric conformal field theory on the 1-d. boundary of such a
space, i.e. with the superconformal (quantum) mechanics (see e.g. [6], [7] and [8]).
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Redefining rH ≡ r′g ≡ rg (M) /2, and dropping the prime and the notation of the
dependence on M, we get

ds2
RN,extreme (M) = −

(
1−

rg

r

)2
dt2 +

(
1−

rg

r

)−2
dr2 + r2dΩ =

= − 1
r2

(
r− rg

)2 dt2 + r2 (r− rg
)−2 dr2 + r2dΩ.

(2.2.17)

By performing the limit r → r+
g and considering only the leading order, we therefore

obtain

limr→r+
g

[
ds2

RN,extreme (M)
]

= − 1
r2

g

(
r− rg

)2 dt2 + r2
g
(
r− rg

)−2 dr2 + r2
gdΩ. (2.2.18)

The mass of the spherically-symmetric BR geometry is related to the area AH = 4πr2
g

of its EH by the simple relation

M2
BR =

AH

4π
= r2

g; (2.2.19)

by substituting such a relation in Eq. (2.2.18), we get

limr→r+
g

[
ds2

RN,extreme (M)
]

= − 1
M2

BR

(
r− rg

)2 dt2 + M2
BR
(
r− rg

)−2 dr2 + M2
BRdΩ.

(2.2.20)
Now, by performing the change of radial variable

r′ ≡ r− rg (2.2.21)

and dropping out the prime once again, we get the following expression:

limr→0+

[
ds2

RN,extreme (M)
∣∣∣
r(′)≡r−rg

]
= − r2

M2
BR

dt2 +
M2

BR
r2

(
dr2 + r2dΩ

)
. (2.2.22)

It is easy to recognize that this is nothing but the BR metric AdS2 × S2, with
opposite scalar curvatures for AdS2 and S2. Indeed, the metric given by Eq. (2.2.22)
belongs to the general class of static 4-d. black hole metrics of the kind

ds2 = −e2U(x)dt2 + e−2U(x)dx2, (2.2.23)

with U (x) satisfying the 3-d. D’Alembert equation

∆e−U(x) = 0. (2.2.24)
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In particular, the spherically-symmetric BR metric corresponds to the choice

e−2U(x) =
AH

4π |x|2
=

M2
BR

r2 , (2.2.25)

which consequently relates U (x) to the Newtonian gravitational potential (see Sub-
sects. 5.1 and ??).

Notice that the change of radial coordinate specified by Eq. (2.2.21) encodes the
very relationship between the extremal RN BH and the BR metric background: in-
deed Eq. (2.2.21) yields that the real s-t singularity of the BR geometry is on the EH
of the extreme RN BH, which, as previously observed, is at one half of the gravi-
tational radius of the Schw. BH of the same mass. Consequently, the BR geometry
may be seen as the “near-Horizon” asymptotical metric structure of the extreme RN
BH5; the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.2.22) should always be considered for small values of the
radius (i.e. for r → 0+), physically corresponding to the proximity to the EH of the
extreme RN BH.

The BR metric AdS2 × S2 yielded by Eq. (2.2.22) corresponds to the direct prod-
uct of two spaces of constant (and opposite) Riemann-Christoffel scalar curvature.
Consequently, it is R-flat, and it may be also shown that it is conformally-flat, i.e.
that all components of the related Weyl tensor vanish. Such a peculiar feature may
be made manifest by choosing a suitable system of coordinates, called “conformal
coordinates”, defined as follows:

ρ ≡
M2

BR
r
⇔
∣∣∣y∣∣∣ ≡ M2

BR
|x| . (2.2.26)

By exploiting such a change of coordinates, we finally get

limρ→∞

[
ds2

RN,extreme (M)
∣∣∣
ρ≡M2

BR
r

]
= −

M2
BR

ρ2 dt2 +
M2

BR
ρ2

(
dρ2 + ρ2dΩ

)
=

=
M2

BR∣∣∣y∣∣∣2
(
−dt2 + dy2

)
, (2.2.27)

which is manifestly conformally flat, as it can be also seen by explicitly checking
that the Weyl tensor vanishes

Cµνλδ = 0. (2.2.28)

5In Subsects. 5.1 and ?? we will see that such a result may be extended to a generic (4-d., static,
spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat) extreme BH.
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Notice that the conformal coordinates make the conformal flatness of the BR metric
manifest by giving a stereographic treatment of the singularity, because they map
the real s-t singularity at r = 0 to the point at the infinity ρ→ ∞.

The phenomenon of the doubling of the SUSY near the EH was discovered for
the first time in Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory in [9] (see [10] for an intro-
ductory report and further References). As we will see later, it is related to the ap-
pearance of a covariantly-constant on-shell superfield ofN= 2 (d = 4) SUGRA [11].
In presence of a dilaton such a mechanism was studied in [12]. In the context of ex-
act 4-d. BHs, string theory and conformal theories on the world-sheet, the BR metric
has been studied in [13]. Finally, the idea of extremal, singular p-branes metric con-
figurations interpolating between maximally-symmetric asymptotical backgrounds
has been developed in [14].

Therefore, for what concerns the SUSY-preserving features of the considered ex-
treme RN BHs, there is a strong similarity between the asymptotical (r → ∞) and
“near-Horizon” (r → r+

H) limits. They share the identical property corresponding to
maximally-SUSY metric backgrounds in 4 dimensions, thus preserving 8 different
supersymmetries, although they do deeply differ on the algebraic side. The asymp-
totical 4-d. Minkowski flat background is associated to the N= 2, d = 4 super-
Poincaré algebra (rigid SUSY asymptotical algebra). Instead, the Horizon geometry
has an AdS2× S2 structure of direct product of two spaces with non-vanishing, con-
stant (and opposite) curvature, and it is associated to another 4-d. maximal N= 2
SUSY algebra, i.e. to psu(1, 1 |2).

psu(1, 1 |2) is an interesting example of superalgebra containing neither Poincaré
nor semisimple groups, but (direct products of) simple groups as maximal bosonic
subalgebra (m.b.s.). Indeed, in this case the m.b.s. is so(1, 2)⊕ su(2), with related
maximal spin bosonic subalgebra (m.s.b.s.) su(1, 1)⊕ su(2). This perfectly matches
the corresponding bosonic isometry group of the BR metric, which is nothing but
the direct product of a 2-d. hyperboloid and a 2-sphere

AdS2 × S2 =
SO(1, 2)
SO(1, 1)

× SO(3)
SO(2)

. (2.2.29)

Summarizing, it may be shown that the N= 2, d = 4 extreme RN BH is a 1
2 -

BPS SUSY-preserving soliton solution in N= 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergrav-
ity Theory. It interpolates between two maximally supersymmetric metric back-
grounds, i.e. Minkowski for r → ∞ and BR for r → r+

H, related to two different
4-dim. N= 2 superalgebras, i.e. respectively to the rigidN= 2, d = 4 SUSY algebra
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Figure 2.1: The d = 4 extreme RN BH as a 1
2 -BPS SUSY-preserving soliton solution

in N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory. It interpolates between two
maximally supersymmetric metric backgrounds, i.e. Minkowski (related to the rigid
N = 2, d = 4 superPoincaré algebra) for r → ∞ and Bertotti-Robinson (related to
the psu(1, 1 |2) superalgebra) for r → r+

H. SQM stands for supersymmetric (but not
superconformal) quantum mechanics, related by ADS/CFT correspondence to the
interpolating regime of the considered RN extremal BH.

given by the superPoincaré algebra and to the psu(1, 1 |2) superalgebra6. See Fig.
2.1 for a graphical synthesis.

There exists an interesting connection with the statistical mechanics of dynamical
systems, which will be amply treated in the following Sections; here we anticipate
that the radius rH of the EH of the extreme RN BH may be considered as an “attrac-
tor” for the evolution dynamics of the (scalar fields of the) physical system being
considered, corresponding to the restoration of maximal SUSY.

6N= 2, d = 4 superPoincarè and psu(1, 1 |2) are the only superalgebras compatible with the con-
straint of asymptotically flat metric background in the considered case.

The situation drastically changes when one removes such a constraint (i.e. when generic, asymp-
totically Riemann geometries are considered). For example, asymptotical maximally symmetric
metric configurations could be considered; among the Riemann manifolds with non-zero constant
Riemann-Christoffel intrinsic scalar curvature, one of the most studied in such a framework is the
anti De Sitter (AdS) space. When endowing the AdS background with some local SUSY, one obtains
a particular case of the so-called “gauged” SUGRAs.
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Generalizations of the previous treatment to the case of p-dim. objects in d s-t di-
mensions are also possible. Nevertheless, as we will discuss later, it may be shown
that for d > 6 it is not possible to have regular (generalized) Horizon geometries,
and the calculations of the entropy of the considered (possibly extended) s-t singu-
larities always give vanishing (or unphysical constant) results. The aforementioned
case of the extreme RN BH is a particular example of p = 0-dim. brane in d = 4
s-t dimensions, and, as shown by Gibbons and Townsend in [14], BR geometry is
nothing but a p = 0-“black brane”.

In general, a p-dim. extreme “black brane” in d s-t dimensions is an extended p-
dim. object saturating a suitable generalization of the BPS bound (2.2.12), for which
the (p + 1)-dim. generalization of EH may be construed, together with a dimension-
ally extended version of the CCP. Also notice that in this case the real s-t singularity
extends over a p-dim. (hyper)volume in s-t. The “near-Horizon” asymptotical ge-
ometry of a p-dim. “black brane” is given by the (p, d)-generalization of BR metric,
i.e. by the direct product

AdSp+2 × Sd−p−2. (2.2.30)

In general, the request of asymptotically Minkowski d-dim. s-t geometry in pres-
ence of a p-brane implies the consistency condition [15]

p < d− 3. (2.2.31)

Moreover, in d s-t dimensions an electric p-brane has a (d− p− 4)-brane as mag-
netic dual. In the particular case in which the dimensions of an electric brane and of
its magnetic dual coincide, i.e. when the pair (p, d) satisfies the condition

d
2

= p + 2, (2.2.32)

the considered p-brane can be dyonic, i.e. it may have both electric and magnetic
charge, respectively denoted with e and m. Finally, when the p satisfying the dyonic
condition (2.2.32) is odd, the related p-brane may be self- (or anti-self-)dual, i.e. with
e = ±m, depending on the projective (or anti-projective) nature of the Hodge ∗-
operator

(∗)2 = ±I. (2.2.33)

Therefore, in d = 4 the only possible choice is p = 0, corresponding to the
extreme BHs. Moreover, the couple (p, d) = (0, 4) satisfies the dyonic condition
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(2.2.32), but p is not odd. Consequently, in d = 4 the 0-brane may be dyonic, but not
self-(or anti-self-)dual. In other words, the extreme BH, such as the extreme RN one,
may have simultaneously electric and magnetic charge, but they will not be related
by the simple relation e = ±m.

For d = 5 the condition (2.2.31) yields p = 0, 1 as allowed values. The relation
(2.2.32) is never satisfied, therefore 5-dim. dyons do not exist.

1) p = 0 corresponds to the Tangherlini extreme BH ([21], [22]); its “near-Horizon”
geometry corresponds to AdS2 × S3, admitting two Killing spinors. Moreover, by
AdS/CFT it corresponds to completely solvable superconformal field theory (SCFT2)
on the 2-d. Minkowski manifold corresponding to the boundary of AdS3.

2) p = 1 corresponds to a “black-string” in 5 dimensions, which is the magnetic
dual of the Tangherlini extreme BH. It has an AdS3 × S2 “near-Horizon” geometry
and, by application of the AdS/CFT correspondence, it yields a completely solvable
superconformal quantum mechanics (SCFT1).

2.3 A Prelude to AdS/CFT

The most popular realization of Maldacena’s AdS/CFT correspondence is given by
the 10-dim. manifold AdS5 × S5. By the previous reasonings, this may correspond
to the “near-Horizon” geometry of a 3-“black-brane” in a 10-dim. s-t. It is worth
noticing that, by the previous analysis, in d = 10 the asymptotical flatness implies
0 6 p 6 6, and the dyonic condition (2.2.32) holds true for the odd value p = 3.
Therefore, a 3-“black-brane” in d = 10 may be dyonic, with e = ±m, depending on
the projectivity (or anti-projectivity) of the 10-dim. Hodge ∗-operator.

Actually, AdS5 × S5 describes the “near-Horizon” geometry of a D3-brane in
N= 2, d = 10 Type IIB SUGRA7. In such a context, the flat asymptotical (r → ∞)
geometry is the 10-d. Minkowski space with the associated maximally symmetric
N= 2, d = 10 rigid superPoincaré algebra (32 supersymmetries, related to the exis-
tence of two Majorana-Weyl spinors, each with 16 real components). On the other
side, also AdS5 × S5 is maximally supersymmetric, being related to the psu(2, 2 |4)
superalgebra8 (with 32 real fermionic generators).

7We do not consider Type IIA SUGRA simply because it does not admit D3-“black-branes” as
solutions. In general, the p-dim. “black-brane” solutions have p even in IIA and p odd in IIB
theories.

8The considered Lie superalgebras psu(1, 1 |2) and psu(2, 2 |4) belong to the so-called unitary
series of superalgebras psu (n1, n2|m), admitting su (n1, n2)⊕ su (m)⊕ (1− δn1+n2,m) u(1) as m.s.b.s..
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psu(2, 2 |4) is another example of superalgebra containing neither Poincaré nor
semisimple groups, but (direct products of) simple groups as m.b.s.; indeed, in this
case the m.b.s. and m.s.b.s. are respectively so(4, 2)⊕ so(6) and su(2, 2)⊕ su(4), and
there is a perfect match with the corresponding bosonic isometry group of AdS5 ×
S5, which is nothing but the direct product of a 5-d. hyperboloid and a 5-sphere

AdS5 × S5 =
SO(4, 2)
SO(4, 1)

× SO(6)
SO(5)

. (2.3.1)

Notice that the isometry group SO(4, 2) of AdS5 is nothing but the conformal
group in 4 dimensions, i.e. the symmetry group of the N= 4 Super Yang-Mills
(SYM) gauge theory on the 4-dim. Minkowski space corresponding to the boundary
of the 5-dim. hyperboloid AdS5. Thus, the conformally invariant 4-dim. N= 4 SYM
gauge theory stands to the embedding of a D3-“black brane” in a 10-dim. (asymp-
totically flat) s-t, as the superconformal quantum mechanics (SC (Q) M = CFT1)
stands to an extreme BH, eventually of the extremal RN type treated above, in 4-d.
(asymptotically flat) space-time.

Such cases are different realizations of the AdS/CFT, which conjectures a close
(holographic) duality between gravity theories (superstrings and their low-energy
limit given by SUGRA theories) in the bulk of AdS manifolds and strongly coupled,
conformally invariant gauge theories on the flat Minkowskian boundaries of such
spaces.

Thus, as shown in Fig. 2.2, the considered asymptotically flat D3-“black brane”
is a solitonic solution ofN= 2, d = 10 Type IIB SUGRA, which interpolates between
two maximally supersymmetric metric backgrounds, i.e. Minkowski at r → ∞ (by
construction) and AdS5 × S5 (which may be seen as an higher-dim. generalization
of BR metric) in the “near-Horizon” limit. It corresponds to a consistent 1

2 -BPS solu-
tion, therefore preserving 16 supersymmetries out of the 32 related to the maximally
SUSY backgrounds.

It is worth noticing that such a 1
2 -BPS solution can still be interpreted in terms

of a N= 4 SYM gauge theory, but the conformal invariance is lost (or better, spon-
taneously broken) for a generic value of9 rH < r < ∞. This is due to the fact that

In general, Lie SUSY algebras admit a classification similar to their non-supersymmetric counter-
parts (see e.g. [16]-[20]). For instance, beside the exceptional cases, another infinite series of Lie su-
peralgebras is the orthosymplectic one, i.e. osp (n1, n2|m), admitting so(n1, n2)⊕ sp(2m) as m.s.b.s..

In general, the fermionic generators are in the bi-fundamental representation of the corresponding
superalgebra, e.g. in (n1 + n2, m)-repr. for both psu (n1, n2|m) and osp (n1, n2|m).

9rH now stands for (the set of parameters specifying) the suitable generalization of the EH in the
case of spatially-extended s-t singularities embedded in higher dimensions.
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Figure 2.2: The asymptotically flat D3-“black brane” as a 1
2 -BPS SUSY-preserving

soliton solution in N = 2, d = 10 Type IIB SUGRA. It interpolates between two
maximally supersymmetric metric backgrounds, i.e. 10-d. Minkowski (related to the
rigid N= 2, d = 10 superPoincaré algebra) for r → ∞ and AdS5 × S5 (related to the
psu(2, 2 |4) superalgebra) for r → r+

H.
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for rH < r < ∞ the N= 4 SYM gauge theory “living” on the boundary may be
approximately described in terms of a Born-Infeld action, containing higher-order
derivative terms which (spontaneously) break conformal invariance. The conformal
invariance of the 4-d. N= 4 SYM gauge theory defined on the boundary manifold
is restored only in the “near-Horizon” limit, i.e. when r → r+

H, and therefore when
the bulk tends to a direct product structure AdS5 × S5. The restoration of the max-
imal supersymmetry of the metric background at the (generalized) EH (from 16 to
32 preserved supersymmetries) yields an enhancement of the symmetry features ex-
hibited by the (holographically) related “boundary” (strongly-coupled) N= 4 SYM
gauge theory, which correspondingly becomes conformally invariant.

Concluding, in d-dim. N -extended SUGRAs there exist stable (i.e. BPS-saturated),
static, spherically symmetric, asymptotically flat p (< d− 3)-dim. solitonic metric
background solutions. They interpolate between two maximally supersymmetric
backgrounds, i.e. the d-dim. flat Minkowski space in the limit r → ∞, and the d-dim.
generalized BR geometry. The latter is obtained in the “near-Horizon” limit r → r+

H,
and it may be expressed as the direct product of a constant, (strictly) negative-
curvature space (the (p + 2)-dim. hyperboloid, or anti de Sitter space AdSp+2 =
SO(p+1,2)
SO(p+1,1) ) and of a constant, (strictly) positive-curvature space (the (d− p− 2)-dim.

sphere Sd−p−2 = SO(d−p−1)
SO(d−p−2) ).

Depending on the number of (real) supersymmetries preserved by the maximal
backgrounds (and therefore depending on d and N ), the interpolating solitonic so-
lutions may have different BPS SUSY-preserving features. Despite being extremal
(i.e. saturating - a suitable generalization of - the BPS-like bound (2.2.11)), they may
also be non-BPS, i.e. they may also not preserve any of the supersymmetries of the
two regimes considered above. For example, in 4-dim. N = 8-extended SUGRA
(having 32 real fermionic generators) we may have 1

2 -BPS, 1
4 -BPS, 1

8 -BPS and non-
BPS stable (i.e. BPS-saturated) singular solitonic metric backgrounds, with 16, 8, 4
and 0 supersymmetries preserved out of 32, respectively.

Lastly, it is possible to classify the BPS-preserving features of such solutions in
an invariant way, using the lowest-order invariants and the orbits of the U-duality
symmetry groups of the starting SUGRA theory. Such groups are Lie non-compact
exceptional groups of various ranks and correspond to the isometry groups of the
manifold of the non-linear sigma model related to the relevant set of scalars. Such
a manifold is nothing but a moduli space of the considered SUGRA theory. The
process of restoration of maximal SUSY in the “near-Horizon” dynamics of the con-
sidered system is deeply related to the “Attractor Mechanism” in the moduli space.



Chapter 3

Black Hole Entropy and Attractors

One of the remarkable properties of black holes is that one can derive a set of laws
of black hole mechanics which bear a very close resemblance to the laws of thermo-
dynamics. This is quite surprising because a priori there is no reason to expect that
the spacetime geometry of black holes has anything to do with thermal physics.

3.1 Laws of Black Hole Mechanics and the concept of
Hawking Temperature

(1) Zeroth Law : In thermal physics, the zeroth law states that the temperature T of
a body at thermal equilibrium is constant throughout the body. Otherwise heat will
flow from hot spots to cold spots. Correspondingly for black holes one can show
that the surface gravity κ is constant on the event horizon. This is obvious for spher-
ically symmetric horizons but is also true for more general non-spherical horizons
of spinning black holes.

(2) First Law : As is well known, the first law of thermodynamics reads

δE = TδS− pδV, (3.1.1)

and expresses the total variation of the energy E as equal to the temperature T times
the variation of the entropy S, plus other work terms, such as a term proportional
(through the pressure p) to the change of the volume V of the considered system.
The corresponding formula for BHs is [23]

δM =
κs

4π

δAH

4
+ φδq + ωδJ. (3.1.2)

49
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It states that the variation of the mass M of the BH is related to the variation of the
EH area AH, with two kind of additional terms: a work term proportional (through
the rotational angular frequency ω) to the variation of the total angular momentum
J, and another term proportional (through the electric/magnetic potential φ evalu-
ated at the Horizon) to the variation of the charge q.

Second Law : In a physical process the total entropy S never decreases, ∆S ≥ 0.
Correspondingly for black holes one can prove the area theorem that the net area
never decreases, ∆A ≥ 0. For example, two Schwarzschild black holes with masses
M1 and M2 can coalesce to form a bigger black hole of mass M. This is consistent
with the area theorem since the area is proportional to the square of the mass and
(M1 + M2)2 ≥ M2

1 + M2
2. The opposite process where a bigger black hole fragments

is however disallowed by this law.

The formal analogy is actually much more than what it seems. Bekenstein and
Hawking discovered that there is a deep connection between black hole geometry,
thermodynamics and quantum mechanics.

Hawking ([24], [25], [26]) has shown that κs
4π can be interpreted precisely as the

temperature of the BH

TBH =
κs

4π
. (3.1.3)

Therefore, by comparing Eqs. (3.1.1) and (3.1.2), one obtains the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy-area (BHEA) formula, relating the entropy S of a s-t singularity
with the area AH of its EH (that should be always there, if one forbids the existence
of “naked” singularities by advocating the CCP)

S =
AH

4
. (3.1.4)

In Eqs. (3.1.2) and (3.1.4) the various quantities have been defined in Planck
units, i.e. they have been made dimensionless by multiplication with an appropriate
power of Newton’s constant G0 (recall we set h̄ = c = G0 = 1). By recalling that
such a constant appears in the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian density

LEH =
1

16πG0

√
|g|R, (3.1.5)

it is clear that the chosen normalization makes all quantities appearing in the first
law of BH mechanics independent of the scale of the metric.

In the case of extreme BHs in SUGRA theories, the formula (3.1.4) may be macro-
scopically determined by using the U-duality symmetries of string theories encoded
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in the SUGRA low-energy actions. More specifically, the classical Einstein-Maxwell
theory may be naturally embedded into N= 2 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity The-
ory, leading to extensions involving a number of Abelian gauge fields and a related
variety of massless scalar moduli fields. The BH mass M will, in general, depend on
the values taken by the moduli at the spatial infinity, and therefore additional terms
on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.1.2) will appear.

For Schw. BHs the only relevant parameter is clearly the mass M, and, beside
Eq. (2.2.14), we get the relation1

AH = 16πM2 = 4πr2
H,Schw., (3.1.6)

where rH,Schw. ≡ rg (M) ≡ 2M. By differentiation, Eq. (3.1.6) is consistent with Eq.
(3.1.2) constrained by (δ) q = 0 = (δ) J.

For the RN BH, the situation is more involved, due to the previously performed
classification based on the ratio between M and q. As previously pointed out, for
extreme RN BHs (i.e. with M = |q|), the surface gravity vanishes; the other relevant
relations read

AH = 4πM2 = 4πr2
H,extreme RN, φ =

√
4π

AH
q =

q
rH,extreme RN

, (3.1.7)

where rH,extreme RN ≡ M = rH,Schw.
2 . As it has to be, by differentiating, we obtain

consistency with Eq. (3.1.2) constrained in the subspace of static, extreme RN BHs
(i.e. with δJ = 0 and δM = δq). Since in this case κs = 0, and therefore the extreme
RN BHs, as all extreme BHs, have TBH = 0, by the “BH counterpart” of the third
law of thermodynamics one would expect that the entropy vanishes. Clearly, this
is not the case, because Eq. (3.1.7) yields that the area of the Horizon remains finite
for zero surface gravity (and thus, by Eq. (3.1.3), for TBH = 0), and the BHEA (3.1.4)
still holds, yielding

SBH = πM2 = πr2
H,extreme RN. (3.1.8)

3.2 Attractor Mechanism : A Propaedeutic Introduction

This part of the thesis deals with a general dynamical principle, named “Attrac-
tor Mechanism” (AM), which governs the dynamics inside the moduli space, and
therefore allows one to determine the BH entropy through the special role that the
moduli of the theory have in (generalized) BR geometries. In such a framework,

1In all spherically symmetric 4-d. BHs AH = 4πr2
H , where rH is the radius of the EH of the BH.
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SUSY is related to dynamical systems with fixed points, describing the equilibrium
state and the stability features of the system2. When the AM holds, the particular
property of the long-range behavior of the dynamical flows in the considered (dis-
sipative) systems is the following: in approaching the fixed points, properly named
“attractors”, the orbits of the dynamical evolution lose all memory of their initial
conditions, but however the overall dynamics remains completely deterministic.

The first example of AM in supersymmetric systems was discovered in the the-
ory of extreme BHs in N= 2, d = 4 and 5 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theorys
coupled with matter multiplets (i.e., Abelian vector multiplets and hypermultiplets)
([27], [28]). The corresponding dynamical system to be considered in this case is the
one related to the radial evolution of the configurations of the relevant set of scalar
fields of such theories (in this case, as it will be explained later, only the scalars from
the vector multiplets have to be taken into account for the dynamics in the “near-
Horizon” limit).

Otherwise speaking, we have to consider the behavior of the moduli fields of
the theory as they approach the core of the s-t singularity. When reaching the prox-
imity of the EH, they dynamically run into fixed points, getting some fixed values
which are only function (of the ratios) of the electric and magnetic charges of the
configuration of Abelian Maxwell vector potentials being considered.

The inverse distance to the Horizon is the fundamental evolution parameter in
the dynamics towards the fixed points represented by the “attractor configurations”
of the moduli. Such “near-Horizon” configurations of the moduli, which “attract”
the dynamical evolutive flows in the moduli space, are completely independent of
the initial data of such an evolution, i.e. on the asymptotical (r → ∞) configurations
of the moduli. Therefore, for what concerns the dynamics of the moduli, the system
completely loses memory of its initial data, because the dynamical evolution will
be “attracted” by some fixed configuration points, exclusively depending on the
electric and magnetic charges of the Maxwell vector field content of the theory.

Thus, there is a substantial (and irreversible) loss of physical information in the

2We recall that a point x f ix where the phase velocity v
(

x f ix

)
vanishes is called a fixed point, and

it gives a representation of the considered dynamical system in its equilibrium state,

v
(

x f ix

)
= 0.

The fixed point is said to be an attractor of some motion x (t) if

limt→∞x(t) = x f ix.
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motion of moduli configurations towards the EH of the extreme BHs, which there-
fore may be considered as dissipative dynamical systems from an information the-
ory perspective (for recent developments along this line, see e.g. [29]).

Now, it should be reminded that there exists an interesting phenomenon in the
physics of BHs, described by the so-called No-Hair Theorem: there is a limited num-
ber of parameters describing (geo)metric structures and physical fields far away
from the s-t singularity represented by the BH, i.e. in the r → ∞ limit. In other
words, the spatial asymptotical configurations of BH metric are finitely-determined.

In the framework of SUGRA theories extreme BHs may be interpreted as BPS-
saturated interpolating metric singularities in the low-energy effective limit of higher-
dim. superstring or M theory. Their asymptotically relevant parameters include the
mass, the (conserved, quantized) electrical and magnetic charges (defined by inte-
grating the fluxes of related field strengths over 2-spheres at the infinity), and the
asymptotical values of the (dynamically relevant set of) scalar fields.

From what shortly mentioned above, we may generalize and strengthen the No-
Hair Theorem for extreme BHs in SUGRA theories, stating that such BHs lose all
their “scalar hair” near the EH3. This means that the extreme BH metric solutions,
in the “near-Horizon” limit in which they approach the BR metric, are character-
ized only by those discrete (quantized) parameters which correspond to the con-
served charges associated with the gauge symmetries of the theory, but not by the
continuously-varying asymptotical values of the (dynamically relevant set of) scalar
fields.

Thence, it appears evident that our ability to make (microscopic) sense of the
entropy of a BPS-saturated BH in SUGRA is deeply based on the AM.

Indeed, by such a general dynamical principle, starting from unconstrained,
continuously-varying scalar field configurations, in the “near-Horizon” limit r → r+

H
we obtain some discrete, “attractor” field configurations, completely independent
of the initial data of the evolution, but instead totally determined by the conserved
charges of the system.

The change of the nature (continuous→discrete, quantized) of the scalar field
configurations approaching the EH allows one to consistently define the concept of
entropy of an extreme s-t singularity, at least in a microscopic approach. Indeed,
being the moduli some continuous parameters which can be freely specified in the
asymptotical Minkowskian metric background of the theory, in general one could

3As it will be shown in Subsect. 4.2, such a phenomenon holds, under certain conditions, also in
generic, non (necessarily) supersymmetric frameworks.
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think that the entropy might depend on such values. Such a dependence on un-
constrained values of the moduli would presumably lead to a possible violation
of the Second Law of Thermodynamics, because, due to the functional moduli-
dependence exhibited by the entropy, one could be allowed to quasi-statically de-
crease it by performing infinitesimal transformations in the moduli space. Thanks to
the AM, the entropy actually depends only on the values of the moduli at the EH of
the BH, and such “attractor configurations” of the moduli turn out to be insensitive
to the asymptotical continuous moduli configurations. Therefore, the BH entropy
ends being a function purely of the (quantized) conserved charges of the system.

At this point, one could (and should) ask the following question: how the initial-
data-independent “attractor” moduli configurations are fixed?

A priori, one can expect that the answer would be completely model-dependent,
i.e. that such fixed, quantized values of the “near-Horizon” moduli configurations
would (strictly) depend on the features of the dynamical dissipative system given by
the evolution of the (dynamically relevant set of) scalar fields in the moduli space.
In other words, one would expect that such an answer would (heavily) rely on the
(geo)metrical structure of the moduli space of the considered SUGRA theory.

But actually this is not the story. Indeed, at least in supersymmetric frameworks,
the AM characterizes the “attractors” as stable fixed points corresponding to the
critical points of the absolute value of the “central charge function” Z in the moduli
space. This is an universal, model-independent feature of the “attractors”4. The area
AH of the EH is proportional to the square of such an absolute value, computed at
the point where it is extremized in the moduli space [30].

Let us denote with {ϕ} a configuration of the relevant set of scalar fields of the
considered SUGRA theory. {ϕ} will correspond to a point in the moduli space M
and, in general, it will depend on the continuously varying, unconstrained initial
configuration {ϕ∞}, i.e. on the initial point of the dynamical flow in M correspond-
ing to the radial evolution of the moduli (which is the only relevant in the considered
class of static, spherically-symmetric SUGRA solutions)

{ϕ} = {ϕ (ϕ∞)} . (3.2.1)

4Strictly speaking, this holds only for supersymmetric extreme BH attractors, i.e. for attractor
configurations which preserve 1

2 of the original supersymmetries of the N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell
Einstein Supergravity Theory being considered.

But non-supersymmetric extreme BH attractors may exist, too. Such a class of attractor configura-
tions, which has been recently pointed out to be “discretely disjoint” from the class of supersymmet-
ric attractors (at least in the one-modulus case, see [72]), is defined as the class of critical points of a
suitably defined “BH effective potential” function VBH , which are not also critical points of |Z|. For
a detailed teatment, see Sect. 5, and in particular the Subsubsects. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
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The AM states that the “near-Horizon” asymptotical moduli configurations {ϕH} ≡
limr→r+

H
{ϕ} will be independent of {ϕ}. Moreover, at least at the quantum level, it

will be discrete, since it exclusively depends on the (quantized) asymptotical values
of the electric charges {q} and magnetic charges {p} of the system

AM :


{ϕH} 6= {ϕH (ϕ∞)} ,

{ϕH} = {ϕH (p, q)} .
(3.2.2)

Such a functional dependence on the charges may be determined by solving the
general, model-independent “Attractor” or “Extremal” Equations (AEs)

∂ |Z (ϕ; p, q)|
∂ϕ

∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕH(q,p)

= 0, (3.2.3)

where Z is the “central charge” function5 of the SUSY algebra inN = 2 SUGRAs, or

5Usually, what is initially known is the central charge Z, which is the asymptotical (r → ∞) value
of the “central charge” function

Z (ϕ∞; p, q) ≡ limr→∞Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q) ,

for a given BH charge configuration (p, q).
Clearly, if no other informations are available, the extrapolation of Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q) from Z (ϕ∞; p, q)

is simply obtained by substituting ϕ∞ with ϕ (r). Consequently, such an operation relies on the
assumption (implying a certain loss of generality) that the limit r → ∞ is “smooth”, in the sense
that there are no functional structures vanishing for r → ∞ (they potentially would contribute in
determining the criticality conditions (3.2.3), and thus they would eventually modify the form of the
AEs).

Let us analyze this issue a bit more in depth. Let us consider the function Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q), assuming
that

∀a :


∃ limr→∞ ϕa (r) ≡ ϕa

∞;

|ϕa
∞| < ∞.

First of all, one should assume that, at least for the considered BH charge configuration, the fol-
lowing limit exists:

limr→∞Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q) ≡ = (ϕ∞; p, q) , |= (ϕ∞; p, q)| < ∞.

Now, in general, it holds that
= (ϕ (r) ; p, q) 6= Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q) ,

where
= (ϕ (r) ; p, q) ≡ = (ϕ∞; p, q)|ϕ∞=ϕ(r) .

In other words, in general,

limr→∞Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q) 6= Z (limr→∞ ϕ (r) ; p, q) = Z (ϕ∞; p, q) :
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the highest absolute-valued eigenvalue of the complex antisymmetric central charge
matrix in N > 2-extended SUGRAs (see Sect. 6 for explanations).

Eq. (3.2.3) has the following meaning. The (charge-dependences of the) “near-
Horizon” moduli configurations {ϕH} are such that, when substituted in the func-
tion Z (q, p, ϕ), they give an extremum value of Z with respect to (w.r.t.) its func-
tional dependence on {ϕ}. Otherwise speaking, the “near-Horizon” value (inde-
pendent of {ϕ∞})

ZH (q, p) ≡ Z (q, p, ϕ∞ = ϕH (q, p)) (3.2.4)

the asymptotical limit of a function is, in general, different from the function of the asymptotical
limit(s). Clearly, this yields that, in general,

∂Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q)
∂ϕa (r)

6= ∂= (ϕ∞; p, q)
∂ϕa

∞

∣∣∣∣
ϕ∞=ϕ(r)

, ∀a.

Now, if one assumes the asymptotical limit r → ∞ to be “smooth”, i.e. that it holds true that

limr→∞Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q) = Z (ϕ∞; p, q) ,

it is thence clear that
∂Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q)

∂ϕa (r)
=

∂Z (ϕ∞; p, q)
∂ϕa

∞

∣∣∣∣
ϕ∞=ϕ(r)

, ∀a.

Thus, by also assuming that

∀a :


∃ limr→r+

H
ϕa (r) ≡ ϕa

H ;

∣∣ϕa
H
∣∣ < ∞.

,

and that the Horizon limit r → r+
H is “smooth”:

limr→r+
H

∂Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q)
∂ϕa (r)

=
∂Z
∂ϕa (ϕ (r) ; p, q)

∣∣∣∣
ϕ(r)=ϕH

,

one finally gets

limr→r+
H

∂Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q)
∂ϕa (r)

=
∂Z
∂ϕa (ϕ (r) ; p, q)

∣∣∣∣
ϕ(r)=ϕH

=

=
∂Z (ϕ∞; p, q)

∂ϕa
∞

∣∣∣∣
ϕ∞=limr→r+H

ϕ(r)≡ϕH

, ∀a.

Therefore, by such assumptions the general criticality conditions of the function Z (ϕ (r) ; p, q) at
the “attractor” points read

∂Z
∂ϕa (ϕ (r) ; p, q)

∣∣∣∣
ϕ(r)=ϕH(p,q)

=
∂Z (ϕ∞; p, q)

∂ϕa
∞

∣∣∣∣
ϕ∞=ϕH(p,q)

= 0, ∀a,

corresponding to a more precise formulation of Eq. (3.2.3).
We will assume all aforementioned hypotheses to hold throughout this thesis.
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is an extremum6 value in the functional dependence of Z on {ϕ} at given BH charges
(p, q).

6It is worth noticing that usually such an extremum is assumed to be a (local, not necessarily
global) minimum, as it can be explicitly verified in some models.

However, for the time being it is not possible to exclude situations with different extrema (such
as local or global maxima, flex or cusp points), or also cases in which Eq. (3.2.3) does not admit
solutions.

By the way, due to positive definiteness of the potential in SUSY theories, for sure a minimum will
exist, but a priori nothing forbids the existence of an entire, discrete or (not necessarily countable)
continuous family of minima. If this happens, the Horizon geometry of a p-dim. “black brane” in
a d-dim. s-t will still be given by the (p, d)-generalization of BR metric, i.e. by the direct product
AdSp+2 × Sd−p−2, but such a limit geometry will now be realized by each one of the “near-Horizon”
moduli configurations belonging to the considered family.

Also, given the set of moduli
{

ϕi}
i∈I , it could happen that a subset J of the discrete index range I

exists, such that

@ lim
r→r+

H

ϕj, ∀j ∈ J ⊆ I, (∗)

i.e., that a certain subset of the moduli does not admit a “near-Horizon” limit.
Consequently, in order to preserve the core of the AM in such a particular case, a priori a number

of possible assumptions may be made:

1) actually Z = Z
(

q, p,
{

ϕk
}

k∈K

)
, where K is the complementary set of J with respect to I;

or 2) AEs should be slightly generalized as

∂ |Z (ϕ; p, q)|
∂ϕk

∣∣∣∣
ϕk=ϕk

H(p,q)
= 0, ∀k ∈ K,

meaning that the “near-Horizon” extremization of the central charge function happens only w.r.t. the
moduli well-defined at the EH. Thus, in the limit r → r+

H the central charge function, extremized w.r.t.

to its functional dependence on
{

ϕk
}

k∈K
, might still possibly depend on the subset of unconstrained,

continuously-varying asymptotical configurations of moduli
{

ϕ
j
∞

}
j∈J

:

ZH

({
ϕ

j
∞

}
j∈J

; p, q
)
≡ Z

({
ϕk
}

k∈K
=
{

ϕk
H (p, q)

}
k∈K

,
{

ϕ
j
∞

}
j∈J

; p, q
)

.

Such a possibility, however, should be disregarded, because, in general, it should lead to a violation
of the Second Principle of Thermodynamics in the BH physics;

or 3) in general, Eq. (∗) corresponds to a vanishing Horizon value of the central charge function

ZH (p, q) ≡ Z (ϕ∞ = ϕH (p, q) ; p, q) = 0,

and therefore the BHEA (and ADM mass -see a bit further below in the main text-) formulae become
inconsistent and inapplicable, leading to a non-regular Horizon geometry. As we will see later, this
happens for all non-minimal BPS SUSY-preserving extremal solutions in N > 2-extended, d = 4, 5-
dim. SUGRAs, and also in N > 2-extended, d > 6-dim. SUGRAs (where the BHEA formula may
also give unphysical, constant non-zero results).
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3.3 An Illustration

A simple example illustrating the AM at work may be given by the N = 2, d = 4
dilatonic BH of the heterotic string theory. In this case the BPS-saturation condition
fixes the so-called Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass of the BH to be equal to the
absolute value of the central charge function, which in turn will be a function of the
electric charge q and magnetic charge p of the BH, and of the asymptotical value φ∞

of the dilaton

MADM (q, p, φ∞) = |Z (q, p, φ∞)| = 1
2

(
e−φ∞ |p|+ eφ∞ |q|

)
,

φ∞ ∈ R, (q, p) ∈ Z2 (in suitable units).

(3.3.1)

The general theory based on the AM, when applied to the present case, gives the
following “four-step recipe” to obtain the entropy of the dilatonic BH:

i) Write down the extremization condition for the absolute value of the central
charge function depending on the dilatonic function g (φ) ≡ eφ, at fixed values of
the charges (p, q) (see Footnote 6)

∂ |Z (φ (g) ; p, q)|
∂g

=
1
2

∂

∂g

(
1
g
|p|+ g |q|

)
= − 1

g2 |p|+ |q| = 0. (3.3.2)

ii) Solve such a condition, obtaining the fixed value of the dilatonic function

∂ |Z (φ (g) ; p, q)|
∂g

= 0⇔ g = gH (p, q) =
∣∣∣∣ p

q

∣∣∣∣ 1
2

, (3.3.3)

In the present pedagogical treatment we will implicitly assume, for simplicity’s sake, that the AEs
admit, at least in relation to the minimal BPS SUSY-preserving extremal backgrounds, (at least) one
regular solution, corresponding to a purely charge-dependent “near-Horizon” moduli configuration.

Finally, it should be mentioned that for an arbitrary geometry of the moduli space the form of the
relevant central charge function Z (ϕ; p, q) may be also very complicated. For instance, this is what
happens for the N = 2, d = 4 SUGRA obtained by the compactification of N = 2, d = 10 type I IB
SUGRA on Calabi-Yau threefolds.

Nevertheless, despite this fact, the extremization procedure expressed by the AEs allow one to con-
sistently compute the entropy of the corresponding extremal singular metric backgrounds following
a model-independent, universal procedure.

As far as we know, no Existence and/or Uniqueness Theorems have been proved for Eq. (3.2.3),
even though substantial progress has been made in the study of the topological properties of the
moduli spaces as “attractor varieties” (see e.g. [31], [32] and [33]).
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Figure 3.1: Realization of the Attractor Mechanism in the N = 2, d = 4 extremal
1
2 -BPS dilatonic BH. Independently of the set of initial (asymptotical r → ∞) mod-
uli configurations (corresponding to the initial data of the dynamical flow inside
the moduli space), the “near-Horizon” (r → 0+, with r denoting the radial dis-
tance from the Event Horizon) evolution of the moduli-dependent dilatonic function
g−2 (φ) ≡ e−2φ converges towards a fixed “attractor” value, which is purely de-
pendent on the (ratio of the) quantized conserved charges of the BH. Such a purely
charge-dependent phenomenon of “attraction” of the moduli field configurations
encodes the intrinsic loss of information in the (equilibrium) thermodynamics of the
extremal dilatonic BH.

and therefore of the dilatonic moduli at the EH

φH (g) ≡ φ (gH (p, q)) = ln [gH (p, q)] =
1
2

ln
∣∣∣∣ p

q

∣∣∣∣ . (3.3.4)

An example of the evolution of the moduli-dependent dilatonic function g−2 (φ) ≡
e−2φ towards a purely charge-dependent value at the EH of the N = 2, d = 4 dila-
tonic BH is shown in Fig. 3.1.

iii) Insert such a fixed value into the expression of the central charge function,
by putting φ (g) = φH (g). In such a way, one gets the fixed value |ZH (p, q)| of the
absolute value of the central charge function at the EH of the dilatonic BH; clearly,
due to the saturation of the BPS bound, it equals the value of the ADM mass of the
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EH, too (see Eq. (3.3.1))

MADM,H (p, q) = MADM

(
φ (g) = φH (g) =

1
2

ln
∣∣∣∣ p

q

∣∣∣∣ ; p, q
)

=

= |ZH (p, q)| =
∣∣∣∣Z(φ (g) = φH (g) =

1
2

ln
∣∣∣∣ p

q

∣∣∣∣ ; p, q
)∣∣∣∣ =

= |pq|
1
2 . (3.3.5)

iv) Use the BHEA formula to get the (semiclassical, leading-order) entropy of the
N = 2, d = 4 dilatonic BH

SBH =
AHorizon

4
= πM2

ADM,H (p, q) = π |ZH (p, q)|2 = π |pq| , (3.3.6)

where we used the definition of the ADM mass at the EH of the BH

M2
ADM,H ≡

AHorizon

4π
. (3.3.7)

Notice that the BH entropy given by Eq. (3.3.6) is purely charge-dependent, and it
may be checked that it coincides with the result obtained by completely different
(model-dependent, microscopic) methods.

In the d = 4 (5)-dim. N = 2 SUGRAs coupled to nV Abelian vector multiplets
(named N = 2 nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theorys), the extremization
of the central charge function Z through Eq. (3.2.3) may be made “coordinate-free”
in the moduli space MnV , by using the fact that such a nV-dim. complex manifold
has actually a (real) special Kähler metric structure. The geometric properties of the
moduli space and the overall symplectic structure of such N = 2 SUGRAs will be
considered in the next Section.

The final result of the AM in such theories is the macroscopic, model-independent
derivation of BHEA formula, yielding

SBH =
A
4

= π |ZH (p, q)|2 (3.3.8)

and
SBH =

A
4
∼ |ZH (p, q)|

3
2 , (3.3.9)

in d = 4 and d = 5, respectively.

Recently, many applications of the above ideas have been worked out, especially
in the case of string theory compactified on 3-dim. Calabi-Yau manifolds. Also, by
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using some properly formulated D-brane techniques, the topological entropy for-
mula of BH has been obtained, by counting the related microstates in string theory.
The results of such a procedure, whenever obtainable, are in agreement with the
model-independent determination of the entropy which uses the Attractor Mecha-
nism. The four-step algorithm given by Eqs. (3.3.2)-(3.3.6) is just one of the possible
realizations of such a model-independent approach to the equilibrium thermody-
namics of BHs.

It should be also mentioned that several properties of the fixed “attractor” mod-
uli configurations have been investigated. In particular, it has been shown that the
Attractor Mechanism is also relevant in the discussion of the BH thermodynamics
out of the extremality (i.e. when the BPS-like bound (2.2.11) is not saturated).

In the remaining part of these introductory notes we will see how the AM works
in the relevant context, for e.g. in the so-called N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell
Einstein Supergravity Theorys.
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Chapter 4

Attractor Mechanism in N = 2, d = 4
Maxwell-Einstein Supergravity

The multiplet content of a completely general N = 2, d = 4 supergravity (SUGRA)
theory is the following (see e.g. [34] and [35]):

1. the gravitational multiplet (
Va

µ , ψA, ψA, A0
)

, (4.0.1)

described by the Vielbein one-form Va (a = 0, 1, 2, 3) (together with the spin-connection
one-form ωab), the SU(2) doublet of gravitino one-forms ψA, ψA (A = 1, 2, with the
upper and lower indices respectively denoting right and left chirality, i.e. γ5ψA =
−γ5ψA = 1), and the graviphoton one-form A0;

2. nV vector supermultiplets (
AI , λiA, λ

i
A, zi

)
, (4.0.2)

each containing a gauge boson one-form AI (I = 1, ..., nV), a doublet of gauginos

(zero-form spinors) λiA, λ
i
A, and a complex scalar field (zero-form) zi (i = 1, ..., nV).

The scalar fields zi can be regarded as arbitrary coordinates on a complex manifold
MnV (dimCMnV = nV), which is actually a special Kähler manifold;

3. nH hypermultiplets
(ζα, ζα, qu) , (4.0.3)

each formed by a doublet of zero-form spinors, that is the hyperinos ζα, ζα (α =
1, ..., 2nH), and four real scalar fields qu (u = 1, ..., 4nH), which can be considered as
arbitrary coordinates of a quaternionic manifold QnH (dimRQnH = 4nH).
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In this Section we will sketch the formulation of the N = 2, d = 4 SUGRA cou-
pled to nV Abelian vector multiplets in presence of electric and magnetic charges,
i.e. of the so-called N = 2, d = 4 nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory.
We will then show how the Attraction Mechanism explicitly works, in relation to
the special Kähler geometry of the manifold MnV of the scalars zi’s from the Abelian
vector supermultiplets, finally specializing the AE (3.2.3) for such a framework1.

1Here we will not deal with the nH hypermultiplets. Indeed, in the N = 2, d = 4 nV-fold
Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory the symplectic special Kähler geometry is completely deter-
mined by the nV complex scalar fields coming from the considered nV Abelian vector supermulti-
plets.

Such a fact may be understood by looking at the transformation properties of the Fermi fields:
the hyperinos ζα, ζα’s transform independently of the vector fields, whereas the gauginos’ SUSY
transformations depend on the Maxwell vector fields.

Consequently, the contribution of the hypermultiplets may be dynamically decoupled from the
rest of the physical system. Thus, it is also completely independent of the evolution dynamics of the
complex scalars zi’s coming from the vector multiplets (i.e. from the evolution flow in the moduli
space MnV ).

Disregarding for simplicity’s sake the fermionic and gauging terms, the SUSY transformations of
hyperinos (see Eq. (4.2.1) further below) read

δζα = iUBβ
u ∂µquγµεAεABCαβ. (∗∗)

Eq. (∗∗) does not constrain the asymptotical configurations of the quaternionic scalars of the hyper-
multiplets, which therefore may continuously vary in the manifold QnH of the related quaternionic
non-linear sigma model.

In the gauged N -extended SUGRA (generally corresponding to asymptotically non-flat back-
grounds), and consequently also in the N = 2, d = 4, (nV , nH)-fold gauged Maxwell Einstein
Supergravity Theory, the situation is much more complicated.

Of course, the geometry of the scalar sigma models remains the same, since it is completely fixed by
the internal metric structure of the kinetic terms of the scalars. For a generic value of (nV , nH) ∈N2,
it is given by the direct product

MnV ×QnH

of the special Kähler-Hodge manifold of the complex scalars from the Maxwell vector supermulti-
plets and of the quaternionic manifold of the scalar fields from the hypermultiplets, respectively.

But, unlike the “ungauged”, asymptotically flat case which will be treated in the following pages,
some interaction terms between the above two different sets of scalars will arise in the bosonic part
of the gauged SUGRA Lagrangian. Such terms are generated by the Killing vectors coming from the
introduction of covariant derivatives w.r.t. the gauging of (some of) the isometries of QnH , and they
do not allow one to dynamically decouple the hypermultiplets any more.
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4.1 Special Kähler-Hodge Geometry and the Symplec-
tic structure of Moduli Space

Let us start by considering the moduli space MnV of the N = 2, d = 4 nV-fold
Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory; it is a complex nV-dim. manifold having
the nV scalar complex fields zi (i = 1, ..., nV) as local coordinates; such fields come
from the vector multiplets coupling to N = 2, d = 4 SUGRA.

The key feature is that MnV is a Kähler-Hodge manifold with special Kähler
structure, i.e. a nV-dim. special Kähler-Hodge manifold with symplectic structure.

Firstly, MnV is a Kähler manifold, i.e. a complex Hermitian manifold with the
metric

Gij (z, z) ≡ ∂j∂iK (z, z) , (4.1.1)

where K (z, z) is the so-called (real) “Kähler potential” scalar function. The Her-
miticity of the metric directly follows from the reality of K (and from the fact that
such a function is assumed to satisfy the Schwarz Lemma about partial derivatives
on MnV )

Gij = ∂j∂iK = ∂j∂iK = ∂i∂jK = Gji. (4.1.2)

Secondly, since MnV is a special Kähler manifold, its Riemann-Christoffel curva-
ture tensor satisfies the so-called “special Kähler geometry (SKG) constraints”

Rijkl = GijGkl + GilGkj − CikpCjlpGpp, (4.1.3)

where Cijk is the rank-3, completely symmetric, Kähler-covariantly holomorphic
tensor of SKG 

Cijk = C(ijk);

DlCijk = 0.
(4.1.4)

It is also immediate to show that [56]

D[lCi]jk = 0, (4.1.5)

where square brackets denote antisymmetrization w.r.t. the enclosed indices. In-
deed, the (differential) Bianchi identities for the Riemann-Christoffel tensor read

D[lRi]kjp = 0; (4.1.6)

by using the SKG constraints (7.2.1.39) and recalling the Kähler-covariant holomor-
phicity of Cijk (DlCijk = 0) and the validity of the Metric Postulate in MnV (DkGij =
0), one immediately gets (

D[lCi]jn

)
CkpnGnn = 0, (4.1.7)
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and Eq. (4.1.5) follows from the observation that Eq. (4.1.7) holds for any (non-
vanishing) C n

kp = CkpnGnn.

Since in a (commutative) Kähler manifold the completely covariant Riemann-
Christoffel tensor Rijlm may be rewritten as2

Rijkl = −Gmn
(

∂l∂j∂mK
)

∂i∂n∂kK + ∂l∂i∂j∂kK, (4.1.8)

the SKG constraints (7.2.1.39) may be reformulated as follows:

−Gmn
(

∂l∂j∂mK
)

∂i∂n∂kK + ∂l∂i∂j∂kK =

=
(

∂j∂iK
)

∂l∂kK +
(

∂l∂iK
)

∂j∂kK− CikpCjlpGpp;

(4.1.9)

m

Gmn
[(

∂l∂j∂mK
) (

∂i∂n∂kK
)
− CikmCjln

]
=

= ∂l∂i∂j∂kK−
(

∂j∂iK
)

∂l∂kK−
(

∂l∂iK
)

∂j∂kK;

(4.1.10)

m
Cn

kmCnjl =

=
(

∂j∂iK
)

∂l∂kK +
(

∂l∂iK
)

∂j∂kK+

−∂l∂i∂j∂kK + Gmn
(

∂l∂j∂mK
) (

∂i∂n∂kK
)

,

(4.1.11)

where, as usual, the contravariant and covariant metric tensors are related by the
orthonormality condition

GijGl j = Gij∂j∂lK = δi
l . (4.1.12)

Thirdly, since MnV is a Kähler-Hodge manifold, it admits a U(1) line (Hodge)

2It should also be recalled that in a Kählerian manifold the (completely covariant) Riemann-
Christoffel tensor, as well as its contractions Rij and R and the (completely covariant) Weyl conformal
curvature tensor Cijkl , are all real [37]

Rijkl = Rijkl ; Rij = Rij;

R = R; Cijkl = Cijkl .
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bundle =, whose first Chern class coincides with the Kähler class of MnV

c1 [=] = K [MnV ] . (4.1.13)

Such a property allows one to locally write the U(1) connection Q as

Q = − i
2

[
(∂iK) dzi −

(
∂iK
)

dzi
]

. (4.1.14)

Let us now consider a Kähler transformation

K (z, z)→ K (z, z) + f (z) + f (z), (4.1.15)

where f is an arbitrary holomorphic function. Clearly, due to definition (4.1.1), such
a transformation does not affect the Kähler metric structure, and thus it actually
expresses an intrinsic gauge metric degree of freedom of the considered manifold.
Consequently, beside the usual Hermitian covariance, one will have to take it into
account when writing down the Kähler-covariant derivatives of any tensor quan-
tity. In a general (commutative) Kähler geometry, a generic vector V i which under
(4.1.15) transforms as

V i (z, z)→ exp
{
−1

2

[
p f (z) + p f (z)

]}
V i (z, z) , (p, p) ∈ R2, (4.1.16)

is said to have Kähler weights3 (p, p). Its Kähler-covariant derivatives are defined
as follows:

DjV i (z, z) = ∂jV i (z, z) + Γ i
jk (z, z)V k (z, z) + p

2

(
∂jK (z, z)

)
V i (z, z) ;

DjV i (z, z) = ∂jV i (z, z) + p
2

(
∂jK (z, z)

)
V i (z, z) ,

(4.1.17)

where Γ i
jk (z, z) denotes the symmetric connection given by the Christoffel symbols

of the second kind of the Kähler metric

Γ i
jk (z, z) ≡

{
i

jk

}
(z, z) = Gil (z, z) ∂jGkl (z, z) =

= Gil (z, z) ∂j∂l∂kK (z, z) = Γ i
(jk) (z, z) . (4.1.18)

The Kähler transformation property (4.1.16) may be rewritten as follows:

V i (z, z)→ exp
{
−1

2
(p + p) Re ( f (z))

}
exp

{
− i

2
(p− p) Im ( f (z))

}
V i (z, z) ;

(4.1.19)
3The Kähler weights are real. Notice that p is not the complex conjugate of the holomorphic

Kähler weight p, but it rather simply stands for the anti-holomorphic Kähler weight.
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it is then immediate to realize that a generic Kähler transformation may always
be decomposed in a U(1) phase transformation (singled out by p = −p) and in
a proper Kähler transformation (singled out by p = p). Due to the reality of the
Kähler weights, the complex conjugation of Eq. (4.1.16) yields

V i (z, z)→ exp
{
−1

2

[
p f (z) + p f (z)

]}
V i (z, z) , (4.1.20)

and thus one gets that the complex conjugation simply exchanges the Kähler weights:

if V i has Kähler weights (p, p), then V i
has Kähler weights (p, p).

Since we are considering a U(1) line bundle = over the moduli space MnV , only
the quantities with Kähler weights constrained by p = −p will properly belong
to the related U(1) ring. Clearly, real or (anti)holomorphic quantities will not be-
long to such a U(1) ring, unless they are Kähler gauge-invariant, i.e. they have
(p, p) = (0, 0). An example of tensor belonging to the U(1) ring is the completely
symmetric, Kähler-covariantly holomorphic rank-3 tensor Cijk (z, z), having Käh-
ler weights (2,−2); as a consequence of the general formulae (4.1.17), its Kähler-
covariant derivatives read



DlCijk (z, z) =

= ∂lCijk (z, z)− Γ m
li (z, z) Cmjk (z, z)− Γ m

lj (z, z) Cimk (z, z) +

−Γ m
lk (z, z) Cijm (z, z) + (∂lK (z, z)) Cijk (z, z) ;

DlCijk (z, z) = ∂lCijk (z, z)−
(

∂lK (z, z)
)

Cijk (z, z) = 0.

(4.1.21)
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Therefore, the integrability condition (4.1.5) may be rewritten as follows:

∂[lCi]jk − Γ m
[li] Cmjk − Γ m

[l|j C|i]mk − Γ m
[l|k C|i]jm +

(
∂[lK

)
Ci]jk = 0;

(4.1.22)

m

∂lCijk − ∂iCl jk − Gmk


(

∂l∂k∂jK
)

Cimk −
(

∂i∂k∂jK
)

Clmk+

+
(

∂l∂k∂kK
)

Cijm −
(

∂i∂k∂kK
)

Cl jm


+ (∂lK) Cijk − (∂iK) Cl jk = 0.

(4.1.23)

A more intrinsic characterization of MnV , which makes its Sp (2nV + 2)-covariance
manifest, is the following one.

Let us start by defining the (Kähler-covariantly holomorphic with Kähler weights
(1,−1)) symplectic sections of the Hodge bundle = on MnV (Λ = 0, 1, ..., nV)

V (z, z) ≡

 LΛ (z, z)

MΛ (z, z)

 , with DiV =
(

∂i −
1
2

∂iK
)

V = 0. (4.1.24)

Notice that such sections may be arranged in a Sp (2nV + 2)-covariant vector V. By
defining a scalar product in the related representation space using the (2nV + 2)-
dim. symplectic metric

ε ≡
(

0 −I

I 0

)
(4.1.25)

(I stands for the (nV + 1)-dim. identity), the symplectic sections may be normalized
as follows: 〈

V, V
〉
≡ VTεV = LΛMΛ −MΛLΛ ≡ −i. (4.1.26)

Therefore, it is natural to introduce the (2nV + 2)-dim. vector of the holomorphic
Kähler-covariant derivatives of the sections4 of =

Ui ≡ DiV =
(

∂i +
1
2

∂iK
)(

LΛ

MΛ

)
≡
(

f Λ
i

hiΛ

)
; (4.1.27)

4In general, f Λ
i and hiΛ are functions defined in MnV , with a local index i and a global index Λ.

As the n-bein allows one to transform local Poincaré-covariant indices in global diffeomorphism-
covariant indices (and viceversa), similarly such quantities allow one to switch between global
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consequently, the Kähler-covariant holomorphicity of V implies Ui ≡ DiV = 0 =
Ui ≡ DiV. It may be then shown that in SKG

DiUj = iCijkGkkUk, (4.1.28)

DiU j = GijV; (4.1.29)

here Cijk may be defined to be the (2,−2)-Kähler-weighted section of (T∗)3 ⊗ =2,
totally symmetric in its indices and Kähler-covariantly holomorphic5. In [36] it was
shown that Eqs. (7.2.1.34)-(4.1.29) (with the properties (4.1.4) and the constraints
(7.2.1.39) - or equivalently the integrability condition (4.1.5) for Cijk) define a flat
symplectic connection; thus, the symplectic-covariant derivatives always coincide
with the ordinary, flat derivatives.

It is worth mentioning that, while Eq. (7.2.1.38) is typical of SKG, Eq. (4.1.29)
holds in contexts more general than SKG. To clarify such a point, let us derive it, by
considering, without any loss of generality, the section LΛ. As stated above, this is
a Kähler-covariantly holomorphic symplectic section with Kähler weights (1,−1);
thus, it holds that

DiDjL
Λ =

(
∂i −

1
2

(∂iK)
)(

∂j +
1
2

(
∂jK
))

LΛ =

= ∂i∂jL
Λ +

1
2

(
∂i∂jK

)
LΛ +

1
2

(
∂jK
)

∂iL
Λ +

−1
2

(∂iK) ∂jL
Λ − 1

4
(∂iK)

(
∂jK
)

LΛ; (4.1.30)

now, by recalling Eq. (4.1.1) and using the fact that the Kähler-covariant holomor-
phicity of LΛ implies

∂iL
Λ =

1
2

(∂iK) LΛ, (4.1.31)

Sp (2nV + 2)-covariant indices and local indices in the Kähler-Hodge manifold MnV associated to
the non-linear σ-model of the complex scalars coming from the nV considered vector multiplets.

It is also worth noticing that, in the particular cases in which such a manifold is a symmetric space
of the kind G/H (as it happens for all N > 3, d = 4 SUGRAs, and in particular for the maximal
N = 8, d = 4 SUGRA with non-compact E7(7) symmetry: see Subsect. 6.2), the functions f Λ

i and hiΛ
are nothing but the representative cosets of such a space.

5In an alternative defining approach, Eqs. (7.2.1.34), (4.1.27), (7.2.1.38) and (4.1.29) may be also
considered as the fundamental differential constraints defining the local special Kähler geometry of
MnV . Indeed, it may be shown that they yield the SKG constraints (7.2.1.39) (see e.g. [38]). For a
thorough analysis of the various approaches to the definitions of (global and local) SKG, see e.g. [40]
and [41].
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one gets

DiDjL
Λ = ∂i∂jL

Λ +
1
2

GijL
Λ − 1

2
(∂iK) ∂jL

Λ; (4.1.32)

since LΛ satisfies the Schwarz lemma on (flat) partial derivatives in MnV , by reusing
Eq. (4.1.31), this implies

DiDjL
Λ = GijL

Λ. (4.1.33)

By repeating the same procedure for MΛ, one obtains the result (4.1.29), which there-
fore relies only on the Kähler-covariant holomorphicity of the vector V with Kähler
weights (1,−1) (and, rigorously, on the commutation of flat partial derivatives act-
ing on K and V).

The SG constraints (7.2.1.39) (or (4.1.9)-(4.1.10)) may be solved by formulating
the following fundamental Ansätze:

MΛ (z, z) = NΛΣ (z, z) LΣ (z, z) , (4.1.34)

hiΛ (z, z) = NΛΣ (z, z) f Σ
i (z, z) . (4.1.35)

whereNΛΣ is a complex symmetric matrix. Such Ansätze are the fundamental rela-
tions on which the symplectic special Kähler geometry of the N = 2, d = 4 nV-fold
Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory is founded. They express the Sp(2nV + 2)
symmetry acting on the special Kähler geometry of the moduli space MnV .

By conjugating Eq. (4.1.34), the symmetry of NΛΣ and the conditions of normal-
ization of sections given by Eq. (4.1.26) imply

−i ≡
〈
V, V

〉
= LΛMΛ −MΛLΛ =

= LΛNΛΣLΣ −NΛΣLΣLΛ =

=
(
NΛΣ −NΛΣ

)
LΛLΣ = 2iIm (NΛΣ) LΛLΣ;

m

Im (NΛΣ) LΛLΣ = −1
2

. (4.1.36)

Thence, by using Eqs. (4.1.26), (7.2.1.38), (4.1.29), (4.1.34) and (4.1.35), it may be
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explicitly calculated that

I.
〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0⇔

〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0;

I I. Gij = −i
〈

Ui, U j

〉
;

I I I. Cijk =
〈

DiUj, Uk
〉

.

(4.1.37)

Notice that the first result, i.e.
〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0, is trivial because Ui ≡ DiV = 0 by

construction.

Moreover, it can also be proved that

〈V, Ui〉 = 0⇐⇒
〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0. (4.1.38)

Indeed, by exploiting the distributivity of the Kähler-covariant derivative w.r.t. the
symplectic scalar product 〈·, ·〉 and the Kähler-covariant holomorphicity of V, and
using Eq. (7.2.1.38), one gets

Di
〈
V, Uj

〉
=
〈

DiV, Uj
〉
+
〈
V, DiUj

〉
= iCijkGkk 〈V, Uk

〉
. (4.1.39)

Now, by also recalling the normalization (4.1.26), it holds that

0 = Di
〈
V, V

〉
=
〈

DiV, V
〉
+
〈
V, DiV

〉
=
〈
Ui, V

〉
= −

〈
V, Ui

〉
. (4.1.40)

By substituting such a result back into Eq. (4.1.39), one gets

Cijk (z, z) Gkk (z, z)
〈
V (z, z) , Uk (z, z)

〉
= 0, ∀ (z, z) ∈ MnV

m〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0⇐⇒ 〈V, Ui〉 = 0, (4.1.41)

q.e.d. .

Moreover, it is straightforward to calculate

〈
V, Ui

〉
≡ VTεUi = −LΛhiΛ + MΛ f

Λ
i =

= −LΛNΛΣ f Σ
i +NΛΣLΣ f Λ

i = 0, (4.1.42)

where in the second line we used the Ansätze (4.1.34) and (4.1.35) and the symme-
try of NΛΣ. Summarizing, in the SKG framework the vector V is symplectically
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orthogonal to all its Kähler-covariant derivatives

〈V, Ui〉 = 0;

〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0;

〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0;

〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0.

(4.1.43)

Notice that Eq. (7.2.1.38) and the last relation of Eq. (4.1.43) yield〈
V, DiUj

〉
=
〈
V, DiDjV

〉
= iCijkGkk 〈V, DkV

〉
= 0. (4.1.44)

By applying the Kähler-covariant holomorphic derivative to
〈
V, Ui

〉
= 0 and

using Eqs. (4.1.26) and (4.1.29), it is immediate to prove the result II of Eq. (4.1.37);
indeed

0 = Dj
〈
V, Ui

〉
= Dj

〈
V, DiV

〉
=
〈

DjV, DiV
〉
+
〈
V, DjDiV

〉
=

=
〈

DjV, DiV
〉
+ Gji

〈
V, V

〉
⇐⇒

〈
DjV, DiV

〉
= iGji. (4.1.45)

Now, by complex conjugating the Ansatz (4.1.34) and considering the Ansatz
(4.1.35), one gets 

MΛ = NΛΣLΣ,

hiΛ = NΛΣ f Σ
i .

(4.1.46)

It then appears natural to define some square matrices with (nV + 1)2 complex en-
tries, corresponding to completing the (nV + 1)× nV complex matrices f Λ

i and hiΛ

to a square form as follows:

f Λ
I ≡

(
f Λ
i , LΛ

)
, hIΛ ≡

(
hiΛ, MΛ

)
; (4.1.47)

consequently, NΛΣ may be written as

NΛΣ = hIΛ

(
f−1
)I

Σ
. (4.1.48)

It is clear that Eq. (4.1.48), through the definitions given by Eq. (4.1.47), is completely
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equivalent to the set of Ansätze (4.1.34) and (4.1.35)

NΛΣ (z, z) = hIΛ (z, z)
(

f−1
)I

Σ
(z, z)

Eq. (4.1.47)⇐⇒


MΛ (z, z) = NΛΣ (z, z) LΣ (z, z) ,

hiΛ (z, z) = NΛΣ (z, z) f Σ
i (z, z) .

(4.1.49)

Moreover, by Kähler-covariantly differentiating Eq. (4.1.34) and using Eq. (4.1.35)
and (7.2.1.34), we may obtain the following results:(

NΛΣ −NΛΣ
)

f Σ
i = − (DiNΛΣ) LΣ. (4.1.50)(

DiNΛΣ
)

LΣ = 0. (4.1.51)

Clearly, the very definition ofNΛΣ by Eq. (4.1.34) implies that such a matrix has van-

ishing Kähler weights, because MΛ and LΛ are components of the same (2nV + 2)-
tet in the vector representation of the symplectic group Sp(2nV + 2). If NΛΣ were
not Kähler gauge-invariant, it would violate the symplectic inner structure of the
special Kähler-Hodge geometry of MnV (such a feature of NΛΣ is clear also by look-
ing at Eq. (4.1.36), by simply noticing that a quantity and its complex conjugate have
always opposite Kähler weights: see Eqs. (4.1.16) and (4.1.20)).

Therefore, Eqs. (4.1.50) and (4.1.51) may actually be rewritten as follows:(
NΛΣ −NΛΣ

)
f Σ
i = − (∂iNΛΣ) LΣ

m
2i (Im (N ))ΛΣ f Σ

i = − (∂iNΛΣ) LΣ; (4.1.52)

(
∂iNΛΣ

)
LΣ = 0. (4.1.53)

It is worth mentioning that Eq. (4.1.53) does not imply the holomorphicity of NΛΣ,
as it will be clear further below.

Now, due to the Kähler-covariant holomorphicity of the sections LΛ’s and MΛ’s
of the Hodge bundle = over MnV , we may define some symplectic-indexed holo-
morphic functions XΛ (z) and FΛ (z) in the moduli space MnV by using the related
Kähler potential

LΛ (z, z) ≡ exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

)
XΛ (z) ;

MΛ (z, z) ≡ exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

)
FΛ (z) ;

(4.1.54)
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we may then arrange them in the holomorphic (2nV + 2)-dim. symplectic vector

Φ (z) ≡

 XΛ (z)

FΛ (z)

 = exp
(
−1

2
K (z, z)

)
V (z, z) . (4.1.55)

It is also easy to realize that Eqs. (4.1.54) define nothing but sections of an holomor-
phic line bundle over MnV , and all previous formulae may be rewritten in terms of
such sections. First of all, we may obtain a simple symplectic-invariant expression
of the Kähler potential in the moduli space by recalling the normalization of the
sections given by Eq. (4.1.26)

−i =
〈
V, V

〉
= exp (K (z, z))

〈
Φ (z) , Φ (z)

〉
(4.1.56)

m

K (z, z) = −ln
[
i
〈
Φ (z) , Φ (z)

〉]
≡ −ln

[
iΦT (z) εΦ (z)

]
=

= −ln

i
(

XΛ (z) , FΛ (z)
)( 0 −I

I 0

) XΛ (z)

FΛ (z)


 =

= −ln

i
(

XΛ (z) , FΛ (z)
) −FΛ (z)

XΛ (z)


 =

= −ln
{

i
[

XΛ (z) FΛ (z)− XΛ (z) FΛ (z)
]}

(4.1.57)

m

exp [−K (z, z)] = i
[

XΛ (z) FΛ (z)− XΛ (z) FΛ (z)
]

. (4.1.58)
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Eq. (4.1.55) trivially yields

|V (z, z)〉 = exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

) XΛ (z)

FΛ (z)


⇓

|Ui (z, z)〉 = exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

) (∂iK) XΛ (z) + ∂iXΛ (z)

(∂iK) FΛ (z) + ∂iFΛ (z)

 ,

(4.1.59)

and therefore, using Eq. (4.1.41), we get that

〈V, Ui〉 = 0⇔ XΛ (z) ∂iFΛ (z)−
(

∂iXΛ (z)
)

FΛ (z) = 0, ∀i = 1, ..., nV . (4.1.60)

Notice that the symplectic holomorphic vector Φ has Kähler weights (2, 0), i.e.
under a Kähler gauge transformation (4.1.15) it transforms as Φ (z) → Φ (z) e− f (z).
This is clearly due to the fact that the symplectic holomorphic sections XΛ (z) and
FΛ (z) have Kähler weights (2, 0), and therefore under a Kähler gauge transforma-
tion (4.1.15) they respectively transform as

XΛ (z) −→ e− f (z)XΛ (z) ;

FΛ (z) −→ e− f (z)FΛ (z) .
(4.1.61)

Thus, XΛ (z) and FΛ (z) may be considered as symplectic sections of the holomor-
phic line bundle over MnV . Due to its Kähler transformation properties (4.1.61),
the set

{
XΛ}

Λ=0,1,...,nV
may be regarded, at least locally, as a set of homogeneous

coordinates in the Kähler-Hodge manifold MnV , provided that the nV × nV holo-
morphic matrix of change between the Kähler gauge-invariant sets of coordinates{

zi}
i=1,...,nV

and

{ta(z)}a=1,...,nV
≡
{

Xa (z)
X0 (z)

}
a=1,...,nV

, (4.1.62)

i.e.

ea
i (z) ≡ ∂i

(
Xa (z)
X0 (z)

)
, (4.1.63)

is invertible.
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If, as we suppose, this is the case, then

FΛ (z) = FΛ (z (X)) = FΛ (X) . (4.1.64)

By using the relation (4.1.60) and the homogeneity of degree 1 of FΛ (X)

XΣ∂ΣFΛ = FΛ (4.1.65)

(where ∂Σ ≡ ∂/∂XΣ), it is thus possible to state that a symplectic coordinate frame{
XΛ} always exists such that FΛ (X) may be written in terms of a scalar potential F,

holomorphic and homogeneous of degree 2 in the XΛ’s

FΛ (X) = ∂ΛF(X),

XΣ∂ΣF = 2F.
(4.1.66)

The function F(X) = F(X (z)) is the (holomorphic) prepotential of vector multiplet
couplings ([39], [42], [43], [44]) in the considered N = 2 (d = 4) Maxwell Einstein
Supergravity Theory. Due to the additivity of the Kähler weights, by definition the
prepotential F has Kähler weights (4, 0).

From the definition (4.1.62) it follows that the ta’s are Kähler gauge-invariant
coordinates, i.e. they have Kähler weights (0, 0). It is also possible to choose a
particular set of homogeneous coordinates in MnV , named “special coordinates”
([45], [46], [47], [36], [48]), corresponding to the position

ea
i (z) ≡ ∂i

(
Xa (z)
X0 (z)

)
= δa

i , (4.1.67)

i.e. to 
X0 = 1;

Xi = ti = zi.
=⇒ f Λ

i ≡ DiLΛ = e
1
2 KDiXΛ = e

1
2 KδΛ

i .

(4.1.68)

By such considerations, it is then clear that the coordinates zi’s and zi’s and the
related partial differential operators ∂i’s and ∂i’s have vanishing Kähler weights.

By using the definitions (4.1.54), the lower-boundedness of the Kähler potential
allows one to rewrite Eq. (4.1.53) as follows:(

∂iNΛΣ

)
XΣ = 0. (4.1.69)
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By considering the set of local homogenous coordinates {ta(z)}a=1,...,nV
previously

defined, the above result may be recast in the following form:[
∂

∂ziNΛΣ (z, z)
]

XΣ (z) = 0

m

∂i

[(
Xa

X0

)
(z)
] [

∂

∂
(

Xa
X0

)NΛΣ
(
X, X

)]
XΣ = 0

m

ea
i (z)

[
∂

∂
(

Xa
X0

)NΛΣ
(
X, X

)]
XΣ = 0,

(4.1.70)

where in the last line we introduced ea
i (z) ≡ ea

i (z). By specializing Eq. (4.1.70) to
“special coordinates”, we may rewrite it as

∂

∂Xi
NΛ0

(
X, X

)
+

[
∂

∂Xi
NΛj

(
X, X

)]
X j = 0. (4.1.71)

Thus, provided that the matrix ea
i exists (and it is invertible), due to the generally

non-trivial dependence of NΛΣ on the (eventually “special”) homogenous coordi-
nates of MnV , it is clear that(

∂iNΛΣ

)
LΣ = 0 ; ∂iNΛΣ = 0, (4.1.72)

as previously pointed out.

At this point, in order to investigate more in depth the differential properties
of the complex symmetric matrix NΛΣ, let us consider the non-trivial orthogonal
relation given by Eq. (4.1.41), and let us use the Ansätze (4.1.34) and (4.1.35)

0 = 〈V, Ui〉 ≡ VTεUi;

m
MΛ f Λ

i − LΛhiΛ = 2i (Im (N ))ΛΣ LΛ f Σ
i = 0. (4.1.73)

Thence, Eqs. (4.1.52) and (4.1.73) imply (for lower-bounded Kähler potential)

(∂iNΛΣ) LΛLΣ = 0⇔ (∂iNΛΣ) XΛXΣ = 0. (4.1.74)
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It is interesting to notice that, despite the symmetry of ∂iNΛΣ and XΛXΣ in the
symplectic indices, the dipendence of NΛΣ on the X’s is such to make the product
(∂iNΛΣ) XΛXΣ vanish. Thus, the differential properties ofNΛΣ may be summarized
as follows: 

(
∂iNΛΣ

)
XΣ = 0;

(∂iNΛΣ) XΛXΣ = 0.

(4.1.75)

It should also be noticed that under coordinate transformations the holomorphic
symplectic vector of sections Φ (z) transforms as

Φ̃ (z) = e− fS (z)S(z)Φ (z) , (4.1.76)

where the holomorphic (2nV + 2) × (2nV + 2) matrix S(z) has a symplectic real
structure, i.e. it is an element of Sp(2nV + 2, R), preserving the (2nV + 2)-dim. sym-
plectic metric defined in Eq. (4.1.25); the S-dependent factor e− fS (z) corresponds to
(an holomorphic) Kähler transformation. We may naturally divide S(z) in (nV + 1)-
dim. sub-blocks

S(z) =

 A(z) B(z)

C(z) D(z)

 . (4.1.77)

The symplecticity condition ST(z)εS(z) = ε then implies the following relations
among the sub-blocks: 

ATD− CTB = I,

ATC− CT A = BTD− DTB = 0.
(4.1.78)

Now, by differentiating both sides of the degree 2 homogeneity property of F (X)
(with Kähler weights (4, 0))

F (X) =
1
2

XΛFΛ, (4.1.79)

we trivially reobtain that FΛ (having Kähler weights (2, 0)) is homogeneous of de-
gree 1 in the XΛ’s (see Eq. (4.1.65))

FΣ = XΛFΛΣ, (4.1.80)

where we defined the Kähler gauge-invariant rank-2 symmetric tensor FΛΣ ≡ ∂2F
∂XΛ∂XΣ ,

denoted with F (z) in symplectic matrix notation6. By iterating the differentiation,

6Attention should be paid to carefully distinguish between:
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we get
XΛFΛΣΞ = 0, (4.1.81)

simply meaning that the completely symmetric, rank-3 symplectic tensor FΛΣΞ ≡
∂2F

∂XΛ∂XΣ∂XΞ is homogeneous of degree 0 in the coordinates XΛ’s; moreover, by a sim-
ple counting, such a tensor turns out to have Kähler weights (−2, 0).

By recalling the definitions (4.1.27) and (4.1.54), the Kähler covariant derivatives
of FΛΣ read

DiFΛΣ = ∂iFΛΣ =
∂FΛΣ (z)

∂zi = DiXΞ (z)
∂FΛΣ (z)

∂XΞ =

= e−
1
2 K(z,z)DiLΞ (z, z)

∂FΛΣ (z)
∂XΞ = e−

1
2 K(z,z) f Ξ

i (z, z) FΛΣΞ (z) .

(4.1.82)

Consequently, by using such a result we may write

hiΛ ≡ Di MΛ = e
1
2 KDiFΛ = e

1
2 KDi

(
XΣFΛΣ

)
=

= e
1
2 K
(

DiXΣ
)

FΛΣ + e
1
2 KXΣDiFΛΣ =

(
DiLΣ

)
FΛΣ + f Ξ

i XΣFΛΣΞ =

= FΛΣ f Σ
i .

(4.1.83)

By recalling the Ansatz (4.1.35), we thus obtain that the two following formulae are
equivalent:

hiΛ = NΛΣ f Σ
i ; (4.1.84)

hiΛ = FΛΣ f Σ
i . (4.1.85)

Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that, whereas Eq. (4.1.84) always holds, Eq.
(4.1.85) is meaningful only in the cases in which the prepotential F may be defined7.

1) the quantities F, FΛ, FΛΣ ≡ ∂2F
∂XΛ∂XΣ ≡ F

and
2) the quantitiesF−Λ, F+Λ, FΛ and ∗FΛ, which are related to the Abelian vector field strengths in

theN = 2, d = 4 nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory; they will be introduced in Subsect.
3.2.

7For a discussion of some relevant cases in which F does not exist (such as the low energy effec-
tive action of N = 2 heterotic string theory), see e.g. [38].
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Now, by using the definition (4.1.27) and Eqs. (4.1.82) and (4.1.83), from the third
of Eqs. (4.1.37) we get

Cijk =
〈

DiUj, Uk
〉
≡
(

DiUj
)T

εUk =

=
(

DiDjLΛ, DiDjMΛ

)( 0 −I

I 0

) DkLΛ

Dk MΛ

 =

=
(

DiDjLΛ, DiDjMΛ

) −Dk MΛ

DkLΛ

 =

= −
(

DiDjLΛ
)

Dk MΛ +
(

DiDjMΛ
)

DkLΛ =

= −hkΛDi f Λ
j + f Λ

k DihjΛ = −NΛΣ f Σ
k Di f Λ

j + f Λ
k Di

(
NΛΣ f Σ

j

)
=

= −NΛΣ f Σ
k Di f Λ

j + f Λ
k
(

DiNΛΣ
)

f Σ
j + f Λ

k NΛΣDi f Σ
j =

= f Λ
k
(
∂iNΛΣ

)
f Σ
j = f Λ

k (∂iFΛΣ) f Σ
j =

= e−
1
2 K f Λ

k f Ξ
i f Σ

j FΛΣΞ = e−
1
2 K f Λ

i f Σ
j f Ξ

k FΛΣΞ, (4.1.86)

where we also used the Kähler gauge-invariance of the complex matrix NΛΣ and
the symmetry of the tensor Cijk. The symplectic-invariant and Kähler-covariant ex-
pression (4.1.86) for Cijk may be further elaborated (at the price of losing the manifest
Kähler covariance) by expliciting the Kähler-covariant derivative encoded in f Λ

i and
using Eq. (4.1.81)

Cijk = e−
1
2 K f Λ

i f Σ
j f Ξ

k FΛΣΞ = e−
1
2 K
(

DiLΛ
) (

DjLΣ
) (

DkLΞ
)

FΛΣΞ =

= eK
(

DiXΛ
) (

DjXΣ
) (

DkXΞ
)

FΛΣΞ =

= eK
[
∂iXΛ + (∂iK) XΛ

] [
∂jXΣ +

(
∂jK
)

XΣ
] [

∂kXΞ + (∂kK) XΞ
]

FΛΣΞ =

= eK
(

∂iXΛ
) (

∂jXΣ
) (

∂kXΞ
)

FΛΣΞ. (4.1.87)

By further specializing such a result in the symplectic frame (4.1.68) of “special co-
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ordinates”, for which f Λ
i = e

1
2 KδΛ

i , one finally gets (see also Eq. (4.1.62))

Cijk = eKδΛ
i δΣ

j δΞ
k FΛΣΞ (t) = eKFijk (t) = eK∂i∂j∂kF (t) ,

(4.1.88)

which is symplectic-invariant, but manifestly Kähler-non-covariant.

It is easy to see that, in the case in which the prepotential F exists, the symplectic-
orthogonality relation (4.1.41) between the Sp (2nV + 2)-covariant vectors V and Ui

reduces to nothing but an integrability condition in the “special coordinates” (4.1.68)
of MnV . In order to show this, let us firstly explicit the relation (4.1.41), by writing

0 = 〈V, Ui〉 ≡ VTεUi =
(

LΛ, MΛ

)( 0 −I

I 0

) DiLΛ

Di MΛ

 =

=
(

LΛ, MΛ

) −Di MΛ

DiLΛ

 = MΛDiLΛ − LΛDi MΛ =

= −eK
(

XΛDiFΛ − FΛDiXΛ
)

=

= −eK
{

XΛ [∂iFΛ + (∂iK) FΛ]− FΛ

[
∂iXΛ + (∂iK) XΛ

]}
=

= −eK
(

XΛ∂iFΛ − FΛ∂iXΛ
)

= eK
[
∂i

(
XΛFΛ

)
− 2FΛ∂iXΛ

]
=

= eK
[
∂i

(
XΛFΛ

)
− 2∂iF

]
= eK∂i

(
XΛFΛ − 2F

)
. (4.1.89)

If we now specify the result (4.1.89) to the “special coordinates” (4.1.68) and recall
the property (4.1.81) of homogeneity of degree 0 of the function FΛΣΞ, we get

〈V, Ui〉 = 0⇐⇒ ∂iF− X j∂i∂jF = 0;

⇓
∂k∂iF− ∂i∂kF− X j∂k∂i∂jF = 0;

m
∂k∂iF (t) = ∂i∂kF (t) , ∀ (i, k) ∈ {1, ..., nV}2 , (4.1.90)

which is satisfied iff the function F (t) satisfies the Schwarz Lemma on partial deriva-
tives, i.e. if it is integrable in the “special coordinates” of MnV . Thus, we may say
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that, whenever the prepotential F exists, its generalized, symplectic-invariant inte-
grability condition in the moduli space MnV is given by the orthogonality relation
〈V, Ui〉 = 0.

Now, by recalling Eqs. (4.1.76)-(4.1.78) and using the relation (4.1.79), we may
rewrite the transformation law of XΛ and F (X) under symplectic transformations
(disregarding the Kähler transformation factors) respectively as follows:

X̃ (z) = [A (z) + B (z)F (z)] X (z) ; (4.1.91)

F̃
(

X̃
)

= F̃ ((A + BF ) X) = 1
2 X̃Λ F̃Λ =

=
[

F(X) + XΛ (CTB
)Σ

Λ FΣ + 1
2 XΛ (CT A

)
ΛΣ XΣ + 1

2 FΛ
(

DTB
)ΛΣ FΣ

]
.

(4.1.92)

Analogously, by using the Ansatz (4.1.34), the transformation property (4.1.76) yields
the following transformation law for the matrix N :

ÑΛΣ

(
X̃, F̃

)
= (C + DN (X, F)) (A + BN (X, F))−1 . (4.1.93)

Eq. (4.1.91) shows that the transformation X → X̃ can eventually be singular, thus

implying the non existence of the prepotential F (X), depending on the choice of
the symplectic gauge ([49], [38]). On the other hand, some physically interesting
cases, such as the N = 2 −→ N = 0 SUSY breaking [50], correspond to situations
in which F (X) does not exist. Therefore, the tensor calculus constructions of the
N = 2 theories actually turn out to be not completely general, because they use
special coordinates from the very beginning, and they are essentially founded on
the existence of the prepotential F (X).

By considering the low-energy N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergrav-
ity Theory Lagrangian density, we may observe that Im (NΛΣ) and Re (NΛΣ) are
respectively related to the kinetic and topological terms F 2 and FF̃ of the (field
strenghts of the) Maxwell vector fields; for this reason, usually the matrixNΛΣ is re-
ferred to as the “kinetic matrix” of the N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity
Theory.

Furthermore, from the Ansatz (4.1.35) and the second result of (4.1.37) we obtain
an interesting relation, relating the metric Gij of the Kähler-Hodge manifold MnV to
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the symplectic vector functions f Λ
i and hiΛ through Im (NΛΣ)

Gij = −i
〈

Ui, U j

〉
≡ −iUT

i εU j =

= −i
[
−
(

DiLΛ
)

DjMΛ + (Di MΛ) DjL
Λ
]

=

= −i
[
−
(

DiLΛ
)
NΛΣDjL

Σ +NΛΣ

(
DiLΣ

)
DjL

Λ
]

=

= −2Im (NΛΣ)
(

DiLΛ
)

DjL
Σ = −2Im (NΛΣ) f Λ

i f
Σ
j . (4.1.94)

Whenever the prepotential F may be defined, by using Eq. (4.1.85) it may be analo-
gously obtained that

Gij = 2Im (FΛΣ) f Λ
i f

Σ
j . (4.1.95)

As previously noticed, the function f Λ
i , endowed with a local index in the SKG of

MnV and with a global index in Sp(2nV + 2) (symplectic symmetry), plays a key role
in intertwining such two different levels of symmetry, revealing the inner special
Kähler-Hodge symplectic structure of the N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Super-
gravity Theory.

In regular SKG, the Kähler metric Gij is (strictly) positive definite in all MnV .
By using Eq. (4.1.94), this implies the (strictly) negative definiteness of the real
(nV + 1) × (nV + 1) matrix Im (NΛΣ); a shorthand notation for such a condition,
encoding the regularity of the SKG of MnV , reads

Im (NΛΣ) < 0, (4.1.96)

which also follows from the position of such term in the low-energy N = 2 (d = 4)
Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory Lagrangian density.

At this point, whenever the Jacobian matrix ea
i (z) exists and is invertible, a num-

ber of useful formulae may be obtained, relating the two main symplectic matrices
introduced so far, i.e. the “kinetic”one (NΛΣ) and the one given by the double sym-
plectic derivatives of the prepotential (FΛΣ, also denoted with F ). The main result
is8

NΛΣ = FΛΣ − 2iTΛTΣ (LIm (F ) L) , (4.1.97)

8Provided that the holomorphic prepotential F (X) satisfies the Schwarz lemma in the moduli
space, the symmetry of the (nV + 1) × (nV + 1) complex matrix NΛΣ is evident from Eq. (4.1.97),
which anyway holds true only whenever the holomorphic Jacobian matrix ea

i (z), defined by Eq.
(4.1.63), exists and is invertible.

In general, the fundamental Ansätze, expressed by Eqs. (4.1.34) and (4.1.35) and formulated in
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where the symplectic vector TΛ is defined as follows:

TΛ ≡ −i

(
Im (F ) L

)
Λ

LIm (F ) L
= 2i (Im (N ) L)Λ , (4.1.98)

and the following relations hold:

LIm (F ) L = −1
2 ;

TΛLΛ = −i;

4LIm (F ) L = (LIm (N ) L)−1 .

(4.1.99)

Now, instead of saturating the symplectic indices of the product f Λ
i f

Σ
j , as made

in (4.1.94) and (4.1.95), we may instead saturate the Kähler ones, and the obvious
choice is to use Gij; by doing this, we introduce the symplectic tensor

UΛΣ ≡ Gij f Λ
i f

Σ
j = −1

2

(
(Im (N ))−1

)ΛΣ
− LΛLΣ, (4.1.100)

where in the last passage we used Eqs. (4.1.37) and (4.1.94). Notice that in our
notation NΛΣ is nothing but the inverse of NΛΣ

NΛΣNΣ∆ ≡ δΛ
∆ , (4.1.101)

and moreover it holds that

NΛΣ = NΣΛ =⇒
(
(ImN )−1

)ΛΣ
=
(
(ImN )−1

)ΣΛ
. (4.1.102)

By considering Eqs. (4.1.94), (4.1.95) and (4.1.100), we finally get

UΛΣ =
1
2

(
(Im (F ))−1

)ΛΣ
+ LΛLΣ ≡

≡ T Λ
I GI JT Σ

J . (4.1.103)

order to solve the so-called “Special Geometry constraints” given by Eq. (7.2.1.39), does not imply
the symmetry ofNΛΣ. Therefore, assuming such a property, which is then largely used, would seem
to imply some loss of generality.

Actually, also in the particular cases in which it is not possible to define a local system of homoge-
nous coordinates in the moduli space (i.e. when the matrix ea

i (z) does not exist or it is not invertible),
it may be shown that Eqs. (4.1.34) and (4.1.35) are always solved by a symmetric matrix NΛΣ.

Thus,
NΛΣ = NΣΛ

does not yield any loss of generality in the study of the symplectic special Kähler structure (of the
moduli space) of the N = 2 (d = 4) nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory.
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In the second line we defined the (nV + 1)-dim. square matrix

T Λ
I ≡

(
T Λ

i , T Λ
0 ≡ LΛ

)
(4.1.104)

and, similarly to what previously done for the f ’s and h’s, we extended the Kähler
metric to a (nV + 1)-dim. square form

GI J ≡
(

Gij ≡ Gij, Gi0 = 0, G00 = −1
)

. (4.1.105)

Because of Eqs. (4.1.94), (4.1.95) and (4.1.96), we obtain that Im (F ) is a (nV + 1)-
dim. square symplectic matrix, with nV positive and one negative eigenvalues. UΛΣ

is a (nV + 1)-dim. square symplectic matrix, too, but instead it has rank nV because,
as it may be explicitly shown, it annihilates the vector9 TΛ and its conjugate TΛ

TΛUΛΣ = UΛΣTΣ = 0. (4.1.106)

From Eq. (4.1.103) we can further compute

[det (2Im (F ))]−1 = det
(

UΛΣ − LΛLΣ
)

, (4.1.107)

and using the (nV + 1)-dim. square matrices T Λ
I and GI J , we obtain

det (2Im (F )) = −det
(

Gij

)
|det (T )|−2 . (4.1.108)

By means of simple properties of the determinants, such relations yield the follow-
ing result:

det (T ) = exp
[
(nV + 1)

1
2

K
]

(det (e))
(

X0
)nV+1

(4.1.109)

⇓

|det (T )|2 = exp [(nV + 1) K] |det (e)|2
(

X0X0
)nV+1

, (4.1.110)

where det (e) is the determinant of the (nV + 1)-dim. square matrix defined in
(4.1.63), i.e. it is nothing but the Jacobian of the change of basis of coordinates{

zi
}

i=1,...,nV
←→ {ta (z)}a=1,...,nV

≡
{

Xa (z)
X0 (z)

}
a=1,...,nV

(4.1.111)

in the Kähler-Hodge moduli space MnV of the considered theory.

9In the next Subsection we will see that TΛ is nothing but the graviphoton projector in theN = 2,
d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory.
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It then follows that ([40], [41], [43], [44])

∂i∂jln (det (Im (F ))) = ∂i∂jln
(
det
(
Gkl
))
− (nV + 1) Gij. (4.1.112)

At this point, by using the SG constraints (7.2.1.39) satisfied by the RC tensor in the
moduli space, we may compute the corresponding Ricci tensor as follows:

Rij ≡ RijllG
ll = (nV + 1) Gij − CilpCjlpGllGpp. (4.1.113)

By using Eq. (4.1.112), and recalling that on a Kähler manifold the Ricci tensor can
always be written as [37]

Rij = ∂i∂jln
(
det
(
Gkl
))

, (4.1.114)

we finally get

∂i∂jln (det (ImF )) = −CilpCjlpGllGpp. (4.1.115)

Notice that such a result generally characterizes every special Kähler-Hodge sym-
plectic manifold which admits local coordinates defined by means of the (ratios of
the) sections of the related holomorphic line bundle, i.e. for which the (nV + 1)-dim.
square matrix defined in (4.1.63) exists and it is invertible.

4.2 Electro Magnetic Duality, Central Charge and At-
tractor Mechanism : A Primer

In this Subsection we will briefly report how, in N = 2, d = 4 SUGRA coupled
with nV Abelian vector multiplets (and nH hypermultiplets), the phenomenon of
the doubling of preserved supersymmetries (and therefore of the restoration of max-
imal supersymmetry) occurs near the EH of the 1

2 -BPS stable soliton metric solution,
whose simplest example is represented by the previously considered extremal RN
BH. Furthermore, we will see the AM at work in the dynamical evolution of the
relevant set of scalars, i.e. in the on-shell dynamics of the manifold MnV .

For simplicity’s sake, let us set the fermionic bilinears and the N = 2 gener-
alization of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term to zero (i.e. let us disregard the fermionic
contributions and the presence of supersymmetric gaugings). We may then write
the local supersymmetry transformations for the gravitino, for the gaugino and for
the hyperino in a manifestly symplectic covariant way as follows (see [34] and [35],
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where the complete, general SUGRA transformations may be found, too):

δψAµ = DµεA + εABεBT−µνγν;

δλiA = iεAγµ∂µzi + εABεBF i−
µν γµν;

δζα = iεABεAU Bβ
u γµCαβ∂µqu,

(4.2.1)

where we recall once again that λiA, ψAµ and ζα respectively are the chiral gaugino,
gravitino and hyperino fields. Moreover, εA and εA respectively denote the chiral
and antichiral local supersymmetry parameters, and εAB is the SO(2) Ricci tensor

εAB = −εBA, ε2 = −I, (4.2.2)

i.e. the 2-dim. contravariant counterpart of the symplectic metric defined by Eq.
(4.1.25). The moduli-dependent, symplectic-invariant quantities T−µν and F i−

µν re-
spectively are the (imaginary self-dual) graviphoton and vector field strenghts. For
what concerns the gravitino field ψAµ, apart from being a spinor-valued one-form on
space-time, it behaves as a section of the bundle=⊗SU , where SU is an SU(2) prin-
cipal bundle on the quaternionic scalar manifold MnH (dimRMnH = 4nH) related to
the considered nH hypermultiplets. Consequently, the derivative Dµ appearing in
the first line of the transformations (4.2.1) is the covariant derivative w.r.t. the (un-
gauged) U(1)-bundle = on MnV (with connection Q given by Eq. (4.1.14)) and the
(ungauged) SU(2) principal bundle SU on MnH (with connection ωx, where x is an
SU(2) index). In the formalism of forms, we thus have

DεA = dεA −
1
4

γabωab ∧ εA +
i
2

Q ∧ εA +
i
2

ωx (σx)B
A ∧ εB, (4.2.3)

where d is the flat space-time differential, ωab is the spin-connection and σx denotes
the vector of Pauli matrices. Finally, U Bβ

u and Cαβ respectively stand for the quater-
nionic Vielbein 1-form and the Sp(2nH)-invariant flat metric

Cαβ = −Cβα, C2 = −I. (4.2.4)

In order to describe the restoration of the maximal supersymmetry of the metric
background of theN = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory, i.e.
the doubling of the number of preserved supersymmetries with respect to the four
ones preserved by the 1

2 -BPS stable solitonic solution represented by the extremal
(eventually RN) BH, we have to find solutions with unbroken N = 2, d = 4 local
SUSY.
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In the present case, the relevant Killing spinor conditions to be solved are those
given by Eqs. (4.2.1), with the r.h.s.’s set to zero, i.e.

δψAµ = δλiA = δζα = 0. (4.2.5)

I. The first solution to Eqs. (4.2.5) is the one corresponding to the standard flat
vacuum, which is the asymptotical limit (r → ∞) of the spherically symmetric, static
extremal RN BH metric background. The corresponding unbroken, maximalN = 2,
d = 4 SUSY algebra is theN = 2, d = 4 superPoincaré one (asymptotical rigidN = 2
SUSY).

Concerning the field content of the theory in such a case, the 4-d. metric is the
flat, Minkowski ηµν, there are no vector fields, and all complex scalar fields in the
considered nV Abelian vector supermultiplets, as well as the quaternionic scalars in
the nH hypermultiplets, take arbitrary constant values

gµν = ηµν,

T−µν = 0 = F i−
µν ,

∂µzi = 0⇔ zi = zi
∞ ∈ C,

∂µqu = 0⇔ qu = qu
∞ ∈H.

(4.2.6)

zi
∞ is an unconstrained scalar field configuration in the nV-dim. Kähler-Hodge com-

plex moduli space MnV of theN = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity
Theory. The positions (4.2.6) do provide solutions for the unbroken N = 2, d = 4
SUGRA Killing spinor equations with constant, unconstrained values of the SUSY
parameter εA, which therefore makes the local SUSY structure “rigid”, i.e. global.

Thus, the unbroken SUSY manifests itself in the fact that each non-vanishing
scalar field is the first component of a covariantly-constantN = 2 superfield for the
vector and/or the hypermultiplet, but the supergravity superfield vanishes.

II. The second solution to Eqs. (4.2.5) is much more sophisticated; as we will
see by solving the related consistency conditions, it corresponds to the 4-d. BR met-
ric, which is the “near-Horizon” limit (r → r+

H) of the spherically symmetric, static
extremal RN BH metric background.

Firstly, it is possible to solve the Killing conditions for the gaugino and the hy-
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perino just by using a suitable part of the previous Ansätze (4.2.6), i.e.

F i−
µν = 0,

∂µzi = 0⇔ zi = zi
∞ ∈ C,

∂µqu = 0⇔ qu = qu
∞ ∈H.

(4.2.7)

Secondly, we observe that the Killing equation for the gravitino

δψAµ = DµεA + εABT−µνγνεB = 0 (4.2.8)

is not gauge-invariant. Consequently, without loss of generality we may consider
variation of the gravitino field strength in a particular, suitable way, as shown in [11]
and [12].

For what concerns the s-t metric, we may consider the geometry of the back-
ground with vanishing Riemann-Christoffel intrinsic scalar curvature R, vanishing
Weyl tensor Cµνλδ and covariantly constant graviphoton field strength T−µν

R = 0,

Cµνλδ = 0,

Dλ

(
T−µν

)
= 0.

(4.2.9)

While the first solution had a vanishing supergravity superfield, it may be shown
that such a configuration corresponds to a covariantly constant superfield ofN = 2,
d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory Wαβ (x, θ), whose first com-
ponent is given by a two-component graviphoton field strength Tαβ.

The phenomenon of the doubling of preserved supersymmetries near the EH of
the extremal RN BH may be qualitatively explained as follows.

It may be shown that the algebraic condition for the choice of broken versus un-
broken N = 2, d = 4 local SUSY is given in terms of a combination of the Weyl
tensor and of the Riemann-covariant derivative of the graviphoton field strength.
However, by the set (4.2.9) of Ansätze on the structure of the “near-Horizon” metric
background, both the Weyl tensor Cµνλδ and the Riemann-covariant derivative of

the graviphoton field strength Dλ

(
T−µν

)
separately vanish in proximity of the EH.

Thus, all supersymmetries are restored in this limit, and one gets a covariantly con-
stant superfield of N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory
Wαβ (x, θ).
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Considering a generic configuration of such a theory, in which the supergravity
multiplet interacts with nV Abelian vector supermultiplets and nH hypermultiplets,
we obtain that, beside the N = 2 supergravity superfield Wαβ (x, θ), we also have
covariantly-constantN = 2 superfields, whose first component is given, similarly to
what happened for the first solution, by the scalars of the corresponding multiplets.

However, whereas the flat vacuum given by the first solution admitted any value
of the scalars, in the present case the non-trivial geometry of the metric background
(which will then reveal to be the 4-d. BR metric10), defined by the positions (4.2.9),
imposes two consistency conditions for this second solution, i.e.

1. The Riemann-Christoffel tensor must match the product of two graviphoton
field strengths

Rαβα′β′ = TαβTα′β′ . (4.2.10)

2. The vector field strength must vanish (as given by the first position of Ansätze
(4.2.7), too)

F i−
µν = 0. (4.2.11)

Later on, we will analyze the consistency conditions (4.2.10) and (4.2.11) more
in depth. Now we move to deal with some noteworthy symplectic features of the
special geometry of the nV-dim. Kähler-Hodge complex moduli space MnV of such
a theory. The additional symplectic structure allows one to introduce a central ex-
tension operator (and the related Kähler-covariant condensate) by purely geometric
reasonings and in a completely symplectic-invariant way.

Considering the low-energy effective action of the N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Ein-
stein Supergravity Theory, the Kähler metric of MnV appears in the kinetic term of
the complex scalars coming from the considered nV Maxwell vector multiplets; it
reads

Gij∂µzi∂νzjgµν
√
−g. (4.2.12)

As previously mentioned, the symmetric matrix NΛΣ appears in the vector part
of the action, which reads (setting the fermionic contributions to zero)

− 2Im
(
F−Λ

µν NΛΣF−Σµν
)

= −2Im
(
F−Λ

µν G
−µν
Λ

)
, (4.2.13)

10Notice indeed that the conditions of vanishing Weyl tensor and zero (overall) scalar curvature,
respectively expressed by the second and first position of the Ansätze (4.2.9), are compatible with the
properties of the BR metric (see Section 1).
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where F−Λ
µν is the complex, imaginary self-dual Maxwell field strength (see below).

Instead, in general G−Λ is the Legendre transform of F−Λ

G−µν
Λ ≡ δL

δF−Λ
µν

. (4.2.14)

As yielded by Eq. (4.2.13), in the symplectic structure of the N = 2, d = 4 nV-
fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory, the above functional derivative may be
equivalently re-expressed as the following linear combination:

G−Λ ≡ NΛΣF−Σ. (4.2.15)

F−Λ is clearly moduli-independent

∂iF−Λ = 0 = ∂iF
−Λ. (4.2.16)

Through the functional derivative of L given by Eq. (4.2.14), instead G−Λ depends on
the moduli purely through the matrix NΛΣ which however, as previously pointed
out, has vanishing Kähler weights, because otherwise the Kähler structure of MnV

would clash with the Sp(2nV + 2)-covariance of electric–magnetic duality of the
theory. In general, the differential properties of G−Λ are the following:

DiG−Λ = ∂iG−Λ =
(
∂iNΛΣ

)
F−Σ =

(
DiNΛΣ

)
F−Σ 6= 0,

DiG
−
Λ = ∂iG

−
Λ =

(
∂iNΛΣ

)
F−Σ =

(
DiNΛΣ

)
F−Σ 6= 0.

(4.2.17)

The upperscript “−” inF−Λ and G−Λ denotes the (imaginary) self-duality of such
complex symplectic vectors. In order to clarify such a point, let us now briefly ad-
dress the issue of the general structure of an Abelian theory of vectors endowed
with Hodge duality (for more details, see e.g. [34], [1] and [2]).

In general, in the considered context we may introduce a formal operatorH that
maps an Abelian field strength into its Hodge dual(

HFΛ
)

µν
≡
(
∗FΛ

)
µν
≡ 1

2
εµνρσFΛρσ =

1
2

gρλgστεµνρσFΛ
λτ. (4.2.18)

It is immediate to check that such an operator is anti-projective(
H2FΛ

)
µν

=
(
∗∗FΛ

)
µν

=
1
2

gαγgβδεµνγδ

(
HFΛ

)
αβ

=

=
1
4

gαγgβδgλσgρτεµνγδεαβστFΛ
λρ =

= −1
2

(
FΛ

µν −FΛ
νµ

)
= −FΛ

µν, (4.2.19)
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where we used the result

gαγgβδgλσgρτεµνγδεαβστ = ε
αβ

µν ε
λρ

αβ = −2
(

δλ
µ δ

ρ
ν − δ

ρ
µδλ

ν

)
. (4.2.20)

Thus, since H2 = −I, its eigenvalues are ±i, and out of the real Abelian field
strengths FΛ

µν we can introduce imaginary anti-self-dual and imaginary self-dual
complex combinations, respectively as follows:

F±Λ
µν ≡ FΛ

µν ± i
(
HFΛ

)
µν

= FΛ
µν ±

i
2

gρλgστεµνρσFΛ
λτ, (4.2.21)

such that (
HF±Λ

)
µν

=
(
HFΛ

)
µν
± i
(
H2FΛ

)
µν

=

= ∓iFΛ
µν +

(
HFΛ

)
µν

= ∓iF±Λ
µν . (4.2.22)

Notice also that
F±Λ

µν = F∓Λ
µν . (4.2.23)

In N = 2, d = 4 nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory the symplectic
symmetry underlying the geometric structure of the equations of motion becomes
elegantly manifest by considering the following four different kinds of vectors:

1) the (2nV + 2)× 1, Sp (2nV + 2)-covariant complex symplectic vector of imag-
inary self-dual Abelian field strengths

Z− ≡

 F−Λ

G−Λ

 ≡
 FΛ − iHFΛ

GΛ − iHGΛ

 ; (4.2.24)

recall that Sp (2nV + 2, R) is the generalized electric-magnetic duality symmetry
group, i.e. the U-duality symmetry group11, in the N = 2, d = 4 nV-fold Maxwell
Einstein Supergravity Theory.

11More correctly, it should be said that Sp (2nV + 2, R) is the “classical supergravity limit” of the
U-duality group of the corresponding quantum theory, i.e. of the “discrete” version Sp (2nV + 2, Z).

Indeed, the quantization of the conserved charges (related to the Abelian gauge-invariance exhib-
ited by the Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory) leads to the “discretization” of the numeric field
of definition of the group classifying the electric-magnetic transformations. In the case at hand, this
yields

Sp (2nV + 2, R)→ Sp (2nV + 2, Z) .

The classical formulation of the theories is recovered in the (semiclassical) limit of large values of the
integer quantized charges.

For simplicity’s sake and with a slight abuse of language, in the following treatment we will simply
talk about “discrete” and “continuous” versions of the same U-group.
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2) By complex-conjugating Z−, we get the (2nV + 2)× 1, Sp (2nV + 2)-covariant
complex symplectic vector of imaginary anti-self-dual Abelian field strengths

Z+ ≡ (Z−) =

 F−Λ

G−Λ

 =

 F+Λ

G+
Λ

 ≡
 FΛ + iHFΛ

GΛ + iHGΛ

 . (4.2.25)

By definition, the real and imaginary parts of Z− and its complex conjugate Z+

are the real Abelian field strengths of the theory and their Hodge-duals, respectively
reading

3)

Z ≡ Re
(
Z−
)

=
1
2
(
Z− +Z+) =

 FΛ

GΛ

 . (4.2.26)

4)

∗Z ≡ HZ = H
[

1
2
(
Z− +Z+)] =

i
2
(
Z− −Z+) = −Im

(
Z−
)

=

 HF
Λ

HGΛ

 .

(4.2.27)

Thus, we may summarize Eqs. (4.2.24)-(4.2.27) as follows:

Z± =

 F±Λ

G±Λ

 =

 FΛ ± iHFΛ

GΛ ± iHGΛ

 , (4.2.28)

with
Z± = Z∓, HZ± = ∓iZ±. (4.2.29)

Since Z−, Z+, Z and ∗Z are all Sp (2nV + 2, R)-covariant vectors, it is clear that

[C, Sp (2nV + 2, R)] = 0 = [H, Sp (2nV + 2, R)] , (4.2.30)

where C is the complex conjugation operator, H stands for the Hodge duality oper-
ator, and “Sp (2nV + 2, R)” denotes the covariance w.r.t. the action of such a group.
Otherwise speaking, the complex coniugation and/or the Hodge Abelian dualiza-
tion do not have any effect on the symplectic covariance.
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Using the summarizing relations (4.2.28), it is therefore possible to decompose
Eq. (4.2.15) in a real and imaginary part

G−Λ ≡ NΛΣF−Σ = [Re (NΛΣ)− iIm (NΛΣ)]
(
FΣ − i ∗FΣ

)
=

=
[

Re (NΛΣ)FΣ − Im (NΛΣ) ∗FΣ
]
− i
[

Re (NΛΣ) ∗FΣ + Im (NΛΣ)FΣ
]

,

(4.2.31)

implying, for instance

GΛ ≡ Re
(
G−Λ
)

= Re (NΛΣ)FΣ − Im (NΛΣ) ∗FΣ. (4.2.32)

Thus, in a source-free theory we may write, in the differential form language

d
[
Re
(
Z−
)]

= 0, (4.2.33)

Instead, in presence of electric and magnetic sources with non-vanishing fluxes,
we obtain the following “space-dressing” of the components of Re (Z−):∫

S2
∞
FΛ ≡ nΛ

m,

∫
S2

∞
GΛ ≡ ne

Λ,
(4.2.34)

where the integration is performed in the physical space, and S2
∞ is the 2-sphere at

the infinity.

The integration of FΛ and its Legendre transform GΛ performed in (4.2.34) may
respectively be considered as the definition, in a suitable system of units, of the
asymptotical values of the magnetic and electric charges characterizing the charge
configuration of the nV + 1 Maxwell vector fields of the theory (indeed we get a
vector potential from the gravity multiplet plus another one for each considered
vector multiplet).

Clearly, the quantization of such conserved charges (related to the (U(1))nV+1

gauge invariance of the N = 2, d = 4 nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity The-
ory) implies a discrete range for the quantities on the r.h.s.’s of (4.2.34), and there-
fore a “discretization” of the symplectic covariance. Consequently, since for a fixed
Λ
(
nΛ

m, ne
Λ
)
∈ Z2, it is clear that the “dressings” (4.2.34) will be covariant only un-

der Sp (2nV + 2, Z), which is the “discrete” counterpart of the symplectic symmetry
group Sp (2nV + 2, R).
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Therefore, the defining Eqs. (4.2.34) allow one to introduce the (2nV + 2)-dim.
symplectic vector of the electric and magnetic charges of the system as the (asymp-
totical) “space dressing” of Re (Z−)

n ≡
∫

S2
∞

Re
(
Z−
)

=

 nΛ
m

ne
Λ

 . (4.2.35)

Once again, due to the quantization of the electric and magnetic charges, such a
vector is actually Sp (2nV + 2, Z)-covariant.

Particular attention should be paid to the issue of moduli dependence. As is
clear from Eqs. (4.2.16) and (4.2.17), Z− is composed by a moduli-independent term
F−Λ and a moduli-dependent Kähler-scalar G−Λ . Of course, the same holds for its
real part Re (Z−). The subtle, key point is that n, which, as defined in Eq. (4.2.35), is
nothing but the (asymptotical) “space dressing” of Re (Z−), is completely moduli-
independent

∂in = ∂i

(∫
S2

∞

Re
(
Z−
))

= 0 = ∂i

(∫
S2

∞

Re
(
Z−
))

= ∂in. (4.2.36)

In particular

i) ∫
S2

∞

FΛ ≡ nΛ
m (4.2.37)

defines (in suitable units) the magnetic charges of the system; we have moduli inde-
pendence both at the “pre-dressing” and “post-dressing” stages.

ii) By recalling Eqs. (4.2.14) and (4.2.32) we obtain that∫
S2

∞

GΛ =
∫

S2
∞

Re
(

δL
δF−Λ

)
=

=
∫

S2
∞

[
Re (NΛΣ (z, z))FΣ − Im (NΛΣ (z, z)) ∗FΣ

]
≡ ne

Λ

(4.2.38)

defines (in suitable units) the electric charges of the system; while at the “pre-dressing”
stage there is non-trivial moduli-dependence throughNΛΣ (z, z), the (asymptotical)
“space-dressing” of GΛ is such that in the “post-dressing” stage there is no moduli
dependence.

By using the previously introduced symplectic-invariant scalar product, we can
now define two symplectic-invariant combinations of the symplectic field strength
vector Z−.
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The first one is

T− ≡ − 〈Z−, V〉 = MΛF−Λ − LΛG−Λ =

= NΛΣLΣF−Λ − LΛNΛΣF−Σ =

= 2i (Im (N ) L)Λ F−Λ =

= TΛF−Λ,

(4.2.39)

where use of the symmetry ofNΛΣ and of Eqs. (4.1.34), (4.1.98) and (4.2.15) has been
made. TΛ may be considered the symplectic vector counterpart of the graviphoton
field strength T−µν (or, more rigorously, the graviphoton projector).

In general, since the U-duality group Sp (2nV + 2, R) is defined over the real
numbers, a complex symplectic invariant will yield two distinct real symplectic in-
variants, given by its real and imaginary parts, or by (linear) combination of them.
In such a “decomposition” the symplectic invariance is mantained simply due to
the saturation of symplectic, uppercase Greek indices. Further below, we will see
that the two fundamental SKG Ansätze (4.1.34) and (4.1.35) will always determine
the vanishing of one of the two real symplectic invariants obtained by some kind of
“decomposition” of a complex Sp (2nV + 2, R)-invariant quantity.

Let us start by considering the complex Sp (2nV + 2)-invariant T− defined in Eq.
(4.2.39). By using Eq. (4.2.26), we obtain

T− ≡ −
〈
Z−, V

〉
= −2

〈
Re
(
Z−
)

, V
〉
+
〈
Z+, V

〉
. (4.2.40)

Moreover, Eqs. (4.1.34), (4.2.29) and (4.2.15) yield〈
Z+, V

〉
= LΛG+

Λ −MΛF+Λ = NΛΣLΛF+Σ −MΛF+Λ =

= MΛF+Λ −MΛF+Λ = 0. (4.2.41)

Thus, the first complex Sp (2nV + 2)-invariant may be written as

T− ≡ −
〈
Z−, V

〉
= −2

〈
Re
(
Z−
)

, V
〉

= 2MΛFΛ − 2LΛGΛ. (4.2.42)

On the other hand, the second complex symplectic-invariant combination which
may be considered reads (recall that Dj denotes the antiholomorphic Kähler-covariant
derivative in the moduli space)

F−i ≡ −Gij
〈
Z−, DjV

〉
= Gij

[(
DjMΛ

)
F−Λ −

(
DjL

Λ
)
G−Λ
]

. (4.2.43)
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By complex-conjugating it, we get

F+j ≡ F−j = −Gji
〈
Z−, DiV

〉
= −Gij 〈Z+, DiV

〉
=

= Gij
[
(Di MΛ)F+Λ −

(
DiLΛ

)
G+

Λ

]
. (4.2.44)

By using Eq. (4.2.26), we obtain

F+j = −Gij 〈Z+, DiV
〉

= −2Gij 〈Re
(
Z−
)

, DiV
〉
+ Gij 〈Z−, DiV

〉
.

(4.2.45)

As before, Eqs. (4.1.34), (4.2.29) and (4.2.15) yield〈
Z−, DiV

〉
=

(
DiLΛ

)
G−Λ − (Di MΛ)F−Λ =

= NΛΣ

(
DiLΛ

)
F−Σ −NΛΣ

(
DiLΣ

)
F−Λ = 0. (4.2.46)

Thus, the second complex Sp (2nV + 2)-invariant may be written as

F+j = −Gij 〈Z+, DiV
〉

= −2Gij 〈Re
(
Z−
)

, DiV
〉

=

= 2Gij
[
(Di MΛ)FΛ −

(
DiLΛ

)
GΛ

]
. (4.2.47)

By complex-conjugating Eqs. (4.2.41) and (4.2.46), we may summarize the ob-
tained symplectic-orthogonality relations as follows:〈

Z−, V
〉

= 0⇔ 〈Z+, V〉 = 0,

〈Z−, DiV〉 = 0⇔
〈
Z+, DiV

〉
= 0.

(4.2.48)

Let us now consider the “space-dressing” of −1
2 T− in the case of staticity and

spherical symmetry of the moduli configurations (which therefore will at most be
radially dependent zi = zi (r)). Eqs. (4.2.37), (4.2.38) and (4.2.42) yield

− 1
2

∫
S2

∞

T− =
∫

S2
∞

LΛ (z (r) , z (r)) GΛ −
∫

S2
∞

MΛ (z (r) , z (r))FΛ =

= LΛ
∞

∫
S2

∞

GΛ −MΛ,∞

∫
S2

∞

FΛ =

= LΛ
∞ne

Λ −MΛ,∞nΛ
m ≡

≡ Z (z∞, z∞; nm, ne) , (4.2.49)
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where z∞, LΛ
∞ and MΛ,∞ respectively stand for the asymptotical values of the moduli

and of the symplectic sections12

zi
∞ ≡ limr→∞zi(r); (4.2.50)

LΛ
∞ ≡ LΛ (z∞, z∞) = limr→∞LΛ (z(r), z(r)) ; (4.2.51)

MΛ,∞ ≡ MΛ (z∞, z∞) = limr→∞MΛ (z(r), z(r)) . (4.2.52)

Rigorously, the Z defined by Eq. (6.3.0.6) should be denoted13 by Z∞: the central
charge of the asymptotical supersymmetry algebra is the asymptotical value of the
so-called “central charge” function (see Footnote 6 of Sect. 2)

Z (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) ≡ LΛ (z (r) , z (r)) ne
Λ −MΛ (z (r) , z (r)) nΛ

m. (4.2.53)

In the considered static and spherically symmetric case14, Eqs. (6.3.0.6) and (4.2.53)
yield

Z∞ (z∞, z∞; nm, ne) = limr→∞Z (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) . (4.2.54)

From the above definitions, it follows that both the central charge Z∞ and the “cen-
tral charge” function Z (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) are symplectic invariant and they have
the same Kähler weights as the symplectic, Kähler-covariantly holomorphic sections
LΛ and MΛ, i.e. (1,−1). Here and in the following treatment, unless otherwise
noted, we will formulate the hypotheses of staticity and spherical symmetry.

12Eqs. (4.2.51) and (4.2.52) clearly yield the assumption that the asymptotical limit r → ∞ is
“smooth” for the symplectic sections LΛ (z(r), z(r)) and MΛ (z(r), z(r)), in the sense specified in
Footnote 6 of Sect. 2.

13As for the symplectic sections LΛ (z(r), z(r)) and MΛ (z(r), z(r)), the asymptotical limit r → ∞
is assumed to be “smooth” also for Z (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne), in the sense specified in Footnote 6 of Sect.
2.

In what follows, we will mainly deal with “central charge” function Z (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne). The
distinction from the central charge Z∞ of the asymptotical SUSY algebra will usually be clear from
the context, thus we will sometimes omit the subscript “∞”.

14When considering the most general case in which the hypotheses of spherical symmetry and
staticity are both removed, at least the central charge Z∞ may still be defined as follows:

Z∞ ≡ −1
2

∫
S2

∞

T− =

=
∫

S2
∞

LΛ (z (t, r, θ, ϕ) , z (t, r, θ, ϕ)) GΛ −
∫

S2
∞

MΛ (z (t, r, θ, ϕ) , z (t, r, θ, ϕ))FΛ,

where (r, θ, ϕ) denotes the usual spherical spatial coordinates. Clearly, in this case Z∞ will generally
be a non-trivial function of the time t and of the asymptotical configurations (z∞, z∞) of the moduli.
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Let us now “space-dress” −1
2F+jGij; by recalling Eq. (4.2.47), we obtain

− 1
2

∫
S2

∞

F+jGij =
∫

S2
∞

GijG
l j
[(

Dl LΛ
)
GΛ − (Dl MΛ)FΛ

]
=

=
∫

S2
∞

[(
DiLΛ

)
GΛ − (Di MΛ)FΛ

]
. (4.2.55)

Here the following subtlety arises. For what concerns the first term, by using Eq.

(4.2.32) we get∫
S2

∞

(
DiLΛ

)
GΛ =

∫
S2

∞

[
Di

(
LΛGΛ

)
− LΛDiGΛ

]
=

=
∫

S2
∞

{
Di

(
LΛGΛ

)
− LΛDi

[
Re (NΛΣ)FΣ − Im (NΛΣ) ∗FΣ

]}
=

= Di,∞

∫
S2

∞

LΛGΛ

−
∫

S2
∞

LΛ
[
∂i (Re (NΛΣ))FΣ − ∂i (Im (NΛΣ)) ∗FΣ

]
,

(4.2.56)

where Di,∞ denotes the Kähler-covariant derivative w.r.t. the asymptotical configu-
rations of the moduli defined by Eq. (4.2.50). Therefore the holomorphic Kähler-
covariant derivative cannot be moved outside the “space-dressing” integral, be-
cause GΛ is a moduli-dependent Kähler-scalar.

Nevertheless, it should be recalled that the asymptotical “dressing” of such a
Kähler-scalar, i.e. the electric charge (see Eqs. (4.2.34) and (4.2.38)), is by definition
moduli-independent. Therefore it holds that∫

S2
∞

(
DiLΛ

)
GΛ =

(
DiLΛ

)
∞

∫
S2

∞

GΛ = Di,∞

[
LΛ

∞

(∫
S2

∞

GΛ

)]
. (4.2.57)

For what concerns the second term, no problems arise, becauseFΛ is moduli-independent,

and therefore we may move Di outside the spatial integral over S2
∞ after collecting

the term Di
(

MΛFΛ) inside it∫
S2

∞

(Di MΛ)FΛ =
∫

S2
∞

Di

(
MΛFΛ

)
=

= Di,∞

∫
S2

∞

MΛFΛ = Di,∞

(
MΛ,∞

∫
S2

∞

FΛ
)

.

(4.2.58)
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Thus, by collecting Eqs. (4.2.57) and (4.2.58), we finally get

− 1
2

∫
S2

∞

F+jGij =
∫

S2
∞

[(
DiLΛ

)
GΛ − (Di MΛ)FΛ

]
=

= Di,∞

[
LΛ

∞

(∫
S2

∞

GΛ

)]
− Di,∞

(
MΛ,∞

∫
S2

∞

FΛ
)

=

= Di,∞

[
LΛ

∞

∫
S2

∞

GΛ −MΛ,∞

∫
S2

∞

FΛ
]

=

= Di,∞Z∞ (z∞, z∞; nm, ne) ≡ Zi,∞ (z∞, z∞; nm, ne) ,

(4.2.59)

where in the last line we recalled the definition of the central charge Z∞ given by
Eq. (6.3.0.6). Once again, the quantity15 Zi,∞ (z∞, z∞; nm, ne), defined by (4.2.59) and
called Kähler condensate of the asymptotical SUSY algebra, may be seen as the asymp-
totical limit16 of the so-called “Kähler condensate” function

Zi (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) ≡ (DiZ) (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) . (4.2.60)

Such a function is the Kähler-covariant derivative (w.r.t. the r-dependent moduli) of
the “central charge” function defined by Eq. (4.2.53). Thus, in the considered static
and spherically symmetric case, Eqs. (4.2.59) and (4.2.60) yield

Zi,∞ (z∞, z∞; nm, ne) = limr→∞ (DiZ) (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) . (4.2.61)

Summarizing, in the assumed hypotheses of staticity and spherical symmetry, Eqs.
(6.3.0.6) and (4.2.59) respectively are the definitions of the central charge of the
asymptotical N = 2, d = 4 SUSY algebra and of the so-called Kähler condensate

15In what follows, we will mainly consider the “Kähler condensate” function
(DiZ) (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne). The distiction from the Kähler condensate Zi,∞ (z∞, z∞; nm, ne) of
the asymptotical SUSY algebra will usually be clear from the context, thus we will sometimes omit
the subscript “∞”.

16As for the “central charge” function Z (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) and for the symplectic sections
LΛ (z(r), z(r)) and MΛ (z(r), z(r)), the asymptotical limit r → ∞ is assumed to be “smooth” also
for the functions Zi (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne), in the sense specified in Footnote 6 of Sect. 2 (the reasoning
made in such a Footnote for Z and Z∞ may be repeated in a completely analogous fashion for Zi and
Zi,∞).
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of such a central extension operator. Such Eqs. are nothing but the asymptotical
limit of the definitions of the “central charge” function Z (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) and of
the “Kähler condensate” function (DiZ) (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne), respectively given by
Eqs. (4.2.53) and (4.2.60).

A number of equivalent expressions for the “central charge” function and the
related “Kähler condensate” function17 may be easily obtained. First of all, we may
rewrite Eq. (4.2.53) by recalling Eqs. (4.1.34) and (4.1.54)

Z (z, z; nm, ne) = LΛ (z, z) ne
Λ −MΛ (z, z) nΛ

m =

= LΛ (z, z) ne
Λ −NΛΣ (z, z) LΣ (z, z) nΛ

m =

=
(

ne
Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ

m

)
LΣ (z, z) =

=
[

exp
(

1
2

K (z, z)
)] [

XΛ (z) ne
Λ − FΛ (z) nΛ

m

]
=

=
[

exp
(

1
2

K (z, z)
)] (

ne
Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ

m

)
XΣ (z) .

(4.2.62)

Eqs. (7.2.1.34) and (4.2.53) directly yield the Kähler-covariant holomorphicity
of the central charge Z (z, z; nm, ne) of N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein
Supergravity Theory

DiZ (z, z; nm, ne) = 0⇔ DiZ (z, z; nm, ne) = 0. (4.2.63)

By definition, a Kähler-covariantly holomorphic scalar function f with antiholomor-

phic Kähler weight −1 satisfies

Di f (z, z) =
(

∂i −
1
2 ∂iK (z, z)

)
f (z, z) = 0

m

f (z, z) =
[
exp

(
1
2 K (z, z)

)]
g (z) , ∂ig (z) = 0.

(4.2.64)

17Since we will always be dealing with functions in the r-dependent moduli space, in the follow-
ing treatment we will omit to say “function”.
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By considering f (z, z) = Z (z, z; nm, ne), clearly Eq. (4.2.62) implies

g (z; nm, ne) =
(

ne
Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ

m

)
XΣ (z) .

(4.2.65)

Such a function, despite the presence ofNΛΣ (z, z), is holomorphic due to the differ-
ential property of NΛΣ (z, z) expressed by Eq. (4.1.69); indeed

∂ig (z; nm, ne) = ∂i

[(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m

)
XΣ (z)

]
=

= −nΛ
m

(
∂iNΛΣ (z, z)

)
XΣ (z) = 0. (4.2.66)

Now, in order to explicit the Kähler condensate, we must apply the holomorphic
Kähler-covariant derivative to the central charge; by using Eqs. (4.1.27), (4.1.35),
(4.2.36) and (4.2.62), we obtain

Zi (z, z; nm, ne) ≡ DiZ (z, z; nm, ne) = Di
[
LΛ (z, z) ne

Λ −MΛ (z, z) nΛ
m
]

=

=
(

DiLΛ (z, z)
)

ne
Λ − (Di MΛ (z, z)) nΛ

m =

=
(

DiLΛ (z, z)
)

ne
Λ −NΛΣ (z, z)

(
DiLΣ (z, z)

)
nΛ

m =

=
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)

DiLΣ (z, z) =

=
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)

f Σ
i (z, z) =

=
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
) (

∂i + 1
2 ∂iK

) [
exp

(
1
2 K (z, z)

)
XΣ (z)

]
=

=
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)
(∂iK)

[
exp

(
1
2 K (z, z)

)
XΣ (z)

]
+

+
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)

exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

) (
∂iXΣ (z)

)
=

= (∂iK) Z (nm, ne, z, z)|NΛΣ→NΛΣ
+

+
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)

exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

) (
∂iXΣ (z)

)
.

(4.2.67)

Attention should be paid to the complex conjugation of the Kähler-condensate.
Indeed

Zi ≡ DiZ = 0 6= Zi = (DiZ) = DiZ. (4.2.68)
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On the other hand, Zi = 0⇔ Zi = 0.

By using the second relation of Eqs. (4.1.99), the expression (4.2.39) of the symplectic-
invariant quantity T− may be rewritten as follows:

T− = 2i (Im (N ) L)Λ F
−Λ = TΛF−Λ = iLΛTΣF−ΣTΛ.

(4.2.69)

On the other hand, by using the Ansatz (4.1.35) and Eqs. (4.1.27) and (4.2.15), the
expression (4.2.43) of the other symplectic-invariant quantity F−i yields

F−i = Gij
[(

DjMΛ

)
F−Λ −

(
DjL

Λ
)
G−Λ
]

= 2iGij (Im (N ))ΛΣ f
Λ
j F
−Σ.

(4.2.70)

Now, we can introduce F̂−Λ as the component of the imaginary self-dual Maxwell
field strength F−Λ orthogonal to the graviphoton projector TΛ

F̂−ΛTΛ ≡ 0. (4.2.71)

By putting
F̂−Λ ≡ F−Λ + F̆−Λ, (4.2.72)

Eq. (4.2.69) yields
F̆−Λ = −iLΛTΣF−Σ, (4.2.73)

and therefore

F̂−Λ ≡ F−Λ + F̆−Λ = F−Λ − iLΛTΣF−Σ =

=
(

δΛ
Σ − iLΛTΣ

)
F−Σ. (4.2.74)

Let us now apply the antiholomorphic Kähler-covariant derivative to Eq. (4.1.36);
by using Eqs. (7.2.1.34), (4.1.27) and (4.1.51), we get

Di

(
Im (NΛΣ) LΛLΣ

)
= 0⇔ ImNΛΣ f

Λ
i LΣ = 0. (4.2.75)

Notice that such a result cannot be obtained by complex conjugating Eq. (4.1.73). By
adding Eq. (4.1.73) to Eq. (4.2.75), one gets

(ImNΛΣ) LΛ
(

Re f Σ
i

)
= 0⇔


(ImNΛΣ)

(
ReLΛ) (Re f Σ

i
)

= 0;

(ImNΛΣ)
(

ImLΛ) (Re f Σ
i
)

= 0.
(4.2.76)
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On the other hand, by subtracting Eq. (4.1.73) to Eq. (4.2.75), one instead obtains

(ImNΛΣ) LΛ
(

Im f Σ
i

)
= 0⇔


(ImNΛΣ)

(
ReLΛ) (Im f Σ

i
)

= 0;

(ImNΛΣ)
(

ImLΛ) (Im f Σ
i
)

= 0.
(4.2.77)

Now, due to Eq. (4.1.73), in Eq. (4.2.70) we may substitute F−Λ with F̂−Λ given
by (4.2.74), because the extra term is zero

ImNΛΣ f
Λ
j F̂
−Σ = ImNΛΣ f

Λ
j F
−Σ − iImNΛΣ f

Λ
j LΣT∆F−∆ =

= ImNΛΣ f
Λ
j F
−Σ. (4.2.78)

Consequently, it holds that

F−i = 2iGij (Im (N ))ΛΣ f
Λ
j F̂
−Σ, (4.2.79)

and the symplectic-invariant quantity F−i is orthogonal to the graviphoton projec-
tor TΛ, too.

This result allows us to interpret Eq. (4.2.59) as the geometrization of the fluxes
of those Maxwell field strengths which are orthogonal to the graviphoton projector
TΛ.

It is also worth noticing that actually, by the previous construction, the “charge
operators” (Z, Zi) are in correspondence with the integer conserved charges

(
nΛ

m, ne
Λ
)
,

but they refer to the eigenstates of the vector supermultiplets, and therefore, in gen-
eral, they exhibit a non-trivial functional dependence on the moduli.

In a generic point of the nV-dim. Kähler-Hodge complex moduli space of the
N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory there exist, in gen-
eral, two independent Sp (2nV + 2)-invariants homogeneous of degree two in the
(quantized) electric and magnetic charges of the system. Such invariants may be
expressed in a model-independent way as follows [51] :

I1 (z, z; nm, ne) ≡ |Z|2 (z, z; nm, ne) + Gij (z, z) Zi (z, z; nm, ne) Zj (z, z; nm, ne) ,

I2 (z, z; nm, ne) ≡ |Z|2 (z, z; nm, ne)− Gij (z, z) Zi (z, z; nm, ne) Zj (z, z; nm, ne) .

(4.2.80)
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At this point it is useful to introduce the real symplectic (2nV + 2)-dim. square
matrix

M (Re (N ) ,Im (N )) ≡ RT (Re (N ))D (Im (N ))R (Re (N )) ,

(4.2.81)

where

R (Re (N )) ≡

 I 0

−Re (N ) I

 , D (Im (N )) ≡

 Im (N ) 0

0 (Im (N ))−1

 ;

(4.2.82)

consequently

M (Re (N ) ,Im (N )) =

=


Im (N ) + Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1 Re (N ) −Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1

− (Im (N ))−1 Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1

 .

(4.2.83)

Notice that [
Re (N ) , (Im (N ))−1

]
6= 0 (4.2.84)

but, since NΛΣ = N(ΛΣ) (see Footnote 8) and[
Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1

]T
= (Im (N ))−1 Re (N ) , (4.2.85)

the real matrixM (Re (N ) ,Im (N )) is symmetric.

By using Eqs. (4.1.97)-(4.1.99), (4.2.35) and (4.2.83) and by recalling the definition
of the (nV + 1)-dim. complex symmetric square matrix FΛΣ ≡ ∂2F

∂XΛ∂XΣ , denoted with
F (z) in matrix notation, we can rewrite the two symplectic-invariants of degree two
as follows (recall Footnote 6, too):

I1 (z, z; nm, ne) = −1
2

nTM (Re (N ) , Im (N )) n =

= −1
2

(
ne

Λ −NΛΣnΣ
m

) (
(Im (N ))−1

)Λ∆ (
ne

∆ −N∆ΓnΓ
m

)
,

(4.2.86)
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I2 (z, z; nm, ne) = −1
2

nTM (Re (F ) , Im (F )) n =

= −1
2

(
ne

Λ − FΛΣnΣ
m

) (
(Im (F ))−1

)Λ∆ (
ne

∆ − F∆ΓnΓ
m

)
;

(4.2.87)

As is evident, Eqs. (4.2.86) and (4.2.87) are simply related by the matrix interchange
N ↔ F .

By considering Eqs. (4.2.81)-(4.2.83), it is easy to realize that Re (N ) and Re (F )
do not play any role in the expressions (4.2.86) and (4.2.87), because the matrix func-
tion R can be included in the symplectic vector n by a simple redefinition. Indeed,
defining nR(K) ≡ R (K) n (where K = N ,F in this case), one immediately gets

nTM (Re (K) , Im (K)) n = nTRT (Re (K)) D (Im (K))R (Re (K)) n =

= nT
R(K)D (Im (K)) nR(K). (4.2.88)

Therefore, by looking at the signatures of the quadratic forms appearing on the
r.h.s.’s of Eqs. (4.2.86) and (4.2.87), we get that nT

R(K)D (Im (K)) nR(K) is manifestly
a quadratic form with negative signature for K = N , and with nV positive and one
negative eigenvalues for K = F . Summarizing, Eqs. (4.2.86) and (4.2.87) reflect the
fact that Im (N ) is negative definite and that, as previously mentioned, Im (F ) has
an (nV , 1) signature (i.e. has nV positive and one negative eigenvalues).

We will now explicitly derive some important identities of the SKG of MnV ,
which generalize the calculations of Ferrara and Kallosh in [30]. Further below, we
will see that, when evaluated at some particular points in MnV , the obtained identi-
ties will yield the so-called non(-BPS)-SUSY extreme BH Attractor Equations, recently
rediscovered by Kallosh [52] (and explicitly checked in some examples in [53]), but
which had actually already been written in a slightly different fashion in [54].

Let us start by considering DiZ; by recalling the definition (4.2.53), we may write

DiZ = ne
ΛDiL

Λ − nΛ
mDi MΛ; (4.2.89)

by using the Ansatz (4.1.35) we thus get

DiZ = ne
ΛDiL

Λ − nΛ
mNΛ∆DiL

∆. (4.2.90)

The contraction of both sides with GiiDiLΣ then yields

Gii
(

DiLΣ
)

DiZ = ne
ΛGii

(
DiLΣ

)
DiL

Λ − nΛ
mNΛ∆Gii

(
DiLΣ

)
DiL

∆;

(4.2.91)
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now, by using Eqs. (4.1.27) and (4.1.100) and the symmetry of NΛΣ and its inverse
NΛΣ (see Eq. (4.1.102)), such an expression may be further elaborated as

Gii (DiLΣ)DiZ =

= ne
Λ

[
−1

2

(
(ImN )−1

)ΣΛ
− LΣLΛ

]
− nΛ

mNΛ∆

[
−1

2

(
(ImN )−1

)Σ∆
− LΣL∆

]
=

= −1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)ΣΛ
ne

Λ − LΣLΛne
Λ+

+1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)Σ∆
[(ReN )∆Λ + i (ImN )∆Λ] nΛ

m + LΣNΛ∆L∆nΛ
m =

= −1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)ΣΛ
ne

Λ − LΣ (LΛne
Λ −MΛnΛ

m
)
+

+1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)Σ∆
(ReN )∆Λ nΛ

m + i
2 nΣ

m =

= i
2 nΣ

m − LΣZ + 1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)Σ∆
(ReN )∆Λ nΛ

m − 1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)ΣΛ
ne

Λ,

(4.2.92)

where in the last two lines we used the Ansatz (4.1.34) and the definition (4.2.53).
Now, by subtracting from the expression (4.2.92) its complex conjugate, one gets

nΛ
m = 2Re

[
iZLΛ + iGii

(
DiL

Λ
)

DiZ
]

= −2Im
[

ZLΛ + Gii
(

DiL
Λ
)

DiZ
]

.

(4.2.93)

On the other hand, the contraction of both sides of Eq. (4.2.90) with GiiDi MΣ

yields

Gii (Di MΣ) DiZ = ne
ΛGii (Di MΣ) DiL

Λ − nΛ
mNΛ∆Gii (Di MΣ) DiL

∆ =

= ne
ΛGiiN Σ∆

(
DiL∆

)
DiL

Λ − nΛ
mNΛ∆GiiN ΣΞ

(
DiLΞ

)
DiL

∆,

(4.2.94)

where in the last line we used the Ansatz (4.1.35). Once again, by using Eqs. (4.1.100)
and the symmetry ofNΛΣ and its inverseNΛΣ, the above expression may be further
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elaborated as follows:

Gii (Di MΣ) DiZ =

= ne
ΛN Σ∆

[
−1

2

(
(ImN )−1

)∆Λ
− L∆LΛ

]
+

−nΛ
mNΛ∆N ΣΞ

[
−1

2

(
(ImN )−1

)Ξ∆
− LΞL∆

]
=

=
[
−1

2

(
(ImN )−1

)∆Λ
− L∆LΛ

]
[(ReN )Σ∆ − i (ImN )Σ∆] ne

Λ+

+
[

1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)Ξ∆
+ LΞL∆

]
[(ReN )ΣΞ − i (ImN )ΣΞ]NΛ∆nΛ

m =

= −1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)∆Λ
(ReN )Σ∆ ne

Λ + i
2 ne

Σ − L∆LΛN Σ∆ne
Λ+

+1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)Ξ∆
(ReN )ΣΞNΛ∆nΛ

m − i
2NΛΣnΛ

m + LΞL∆N ΣΞNΛ∆nΛ
m =

= −1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)∆Λ
(ReN )Σ∆ ne

Λ + i
2 ne

Σ −MΣLΛne
Λ+

+1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)Ξ∆
(ReN )ΣΞ [(ReN )Λ∆ + i (ImN )Λ∆] nΛ

m+

− i
2NΛΣnΛ

m + MΣMΛnΛ
m =

= −1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)∆Λ
(ReN )Σ∆ ne

Λ + i
2 ne

Σ −MΣZ+

+1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)Ξ∆
(ReN )ΣΞ (ReN )Λ∆ nΛ

m + i
2 (ReN )ΣΛ nΛ

m+

− i
2 [(ReN )ΛΣ + i (ImN )ΛΣ] nΛ

m =

= −1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)∆Λ
(ReN )Σ∆ ne

Λ + i
2 ne

Σ −MΣZ+

+1
2

(
(ImN )−1

)Ξ∆
(ReN )ΣΞ (ReN )Λ∆ nΛ

m + 1
2 (ImN )ΛΣ nΛ

m,

(4.2.95)
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where in the last lines we used the Ansatz (4.1.34) and the definition (4.2.53). Thence,
by subtracting to the expression (4.2.95) its complex conjugate, one gets

ne
Λ = 2Re

[
iZMΛ + iGii (Di MΛ

)
DiZ

]
= −2Im

[
ZMΛ + Gii (Di MΛ

)
DiZ

]
.

(4.2.96)

By expressing the identities (4.2.93) and (4.2.96) in a vector Sp (2nV + 2)-covariant
notation, one finally gets nΛ

m

ne
Λ

 = 2Re

iZ

 LΛ

MΛ

+ iGii


(

DiL
Λ
)

(
Di MΛ

)
DiZ

 =

= −2Im

Z

 LΛ

MΛ

+ Gii


(

DiL
Λ
)

(
Di MΛ

)
DiZ

 , (4.2.97)

or in compact form

n = 2Re
[
iZV + iGii (DiV

)
DiZ

]
= −2Im

[
ZV + Gii (DiV

)
DiZ

]
,

(4.2.98)

where we recalled the definitions (7.2.1.34) and (4.2.35) of the (2nV + 2)× 1 vectors
V and n, respectively. It is worth pointing out that the vector identity (4.2.98) has
been obtained only by using the properties of the SKG of MnV . Such an identity ex-
presses nothing but a change of basis in the lattice Γ of BH charge configurations, be-
tween the real basis

(
nΛ

m, ne
Λ
)

Λ=0,1,...,nV
and the complex basis (Z, DiZ)i=1,...,nV

. Such

a change of basis also introduces a non-trivial dependence on the moduli
(

zi, zi
)

,
since the complex charges (Z, DiZ)i=1,...,nV

refer to the supermultiplet eigenstates,
and they thus are moduli-dependent. The relations yielded by the identity (4.2.98)
are 2nV + 2 real ones, but they have been obtained by starting from an expression
for DiZ, corresponding to nV complex, and therefore 2nV real, degrees of freedom.
The two redundant real degrees of freedom are encoded in the homogeneity (of de-
gree 1) of the identity (4.2.98) under complex rescalings of the symplectic BH charge
vector n; indeed, by recalling the definition (4.2.53) it is immediate to check that the
r.h.s. of identity (4.2.98) acquires an overall factor λ under a global rescaling of n of
the kind

n −→ λn, λ ∈ C. (4.2.99)
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The summation of the expressions (4.2.92) and (4.2.95) with their complex conju-
gates respectively yields(

(ImN )−1
)∆Λ

(ReN )∆Σ nΣ
m −

(
(ImN )−1

)ΛΣ
ne

Σ =

= 2Re
[

ZLΛ + Gii
(

DiL
Λ
)

DiZ
]

;

(4.2.100)[
ImNΛΣ +

(
(ImN )−1

)Ξ∆
(ReN )ΛΞ (ReN )Σ∆

]
nΣ

m+

−
(
(ImN )−1

)∆Σ
(ReN )Λ∆ ne

Σ =

= 2Re
[

ZMΛ + Gii (Di MΛ
)

DiZ
]

.

(4.2.101)

In order to elaborate a shorthand notation for the obtained SKG identities (4.2.93),
(4.2.96) and (4.2.100), (4.2.101), let us now reconsider the starting expressions (4.2.92)
and (4.2.95), respectively reading[

δΛ
Σ − i

(
(ImN )−1

)Λ∆
(ReN )∆Σ

]
nΣ

m + i
(
(ImN )−1

)ΛΣ
ne

Σ =

= −2iLΛZ− 2iGii (DiLΛ)DiZ;
(4.2.102)

−i
[(

(ImN )−1
)Ξ∆

(ReN )ΛΞ (ReN )Σ∆ + (ImN )ΛΣ

]
nΣ

m+

+
[

δΣ
Λ + i

(
(ImN )−1

)∆Σ
(ReN )Λ∆

]
ne

Σ =

= −2iMΛZ− 2iGii (Di MΛ) DiZ.
(4.2.103)

By recalling the definitions (7.2.1.34), (4.1.25) and (4.2.35) and Eq. (4.2.83), the iden-
tities (4.2.102) and (4.2.103) may be synthesized in vector notation as follows:

n− iεM (N ) n = −2iVZ− 2iGii (DiV) DiZ,

(4.2.104)
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where M (N ) denotes the (2nV + 2) × (2nV + 2) real matrix
M (Re (N ) , Im (N )) given by Eq. (4.2.83). By using the symplectic-orthogonality
relations given by Eqs. (4.1.26), II of (4.1.37), (4.1.44) and first and fourth of (4.1.43),
the SKG identity (4.2.104) yields the following relations:

〈V, n− iεM (N ) n〉 = −2Z;

〈
V, n− iεM (N ) n

〉
= 0;

〈DiV, n− iεM (N ) n〉 = 0;

〈
DiV, n− iεM (N ) n

〉
= −2DiZ.

(4.2.105)

The real part of the general, fundamental SKG vector identity (4.2.104) yields

n = −2Re
[
iVZ + iGii (DiV) DiZ

]
= 2Re

[
iVZ + iGii (DiV

)
DiZ

]
=

= 2Im
[
VZ + Gii (DiV) DiZ

]
= −2Im

[
VZ + Gii (DiV

)
DiZ

]
,

(4.2.106)

which is nothing but the SKG vector identity (4.2.98), which in turn summarizes the
identities (4.2.93) and (4.2.96). On the other hand, the imaginary part of (4.2.104)
yields

εM (N ) n = 2Im
[
iVZ + iGii (DiV) DiZ

]
= −2Im

[
−iVZ− iGii (DiV

)
DiZ

]
=

= 2Re
[
VZ + Gii (DiV) DiZ

]
= 2Re

[
VZ + Gii (DiV

)
DiZ

]
,

(4.2.107)

and it summarizes the identities (4.2.100) and (4.2.101). Notice that the imaginary
and real parts of the SKG identity (4.2.104) are linearly related by the (2nV + 2)×
(2nV + 2) real matrix

εM (N ) =

=


(Im (N ))−1 Re (N ) − (Im (N ))−1

Im (N ) + Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1 Re (N ) −Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1

 .

(4.2.108)
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By transporting such a relation to the r.h.s.’s of the identities (4.2.106) and (4.2.107),
one obtains

Re
[
VZ + Gii (DiV) DiZ

]
= εM (N ) Im

[
VZ + Gii (DiV) DiZ

]
:

(4.2.109)

the real and imaginary parts of the symplectic-invariant quantity VZ + Gii (DiV) DiZ
are simply related through a “symplectic rotation” given by the matrix εM (N ), ex-
plicited in Eq. (4.2.108). Clearly, all this is consistent with the previously performed
counting of the real degrees of freedom, since there are only 2nV real independent
relations.

In Sect. 5 we will see that the algebraic Attractor Equations, both for the 1
2 -BPS-

SUSY extreme BH “attractor(s)” and for the non(-BPS)-SUSY extreme BH “attractor(s)”,
are given by nothing but the evaluation of the SKG identity (4.2.106) at some pecu-
liar points in the moduli space MnV , i.e. at the critical points of a suitably defined
“BH effective potential” function VBH (z, z; nm, ne).

At this point, we may come back and reconsider the consistency conditions
(4.2.10) and (4.2.11) for the second solution of the unbroken N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold
Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory Killing spinor Eqs. (4.2.5).

In particular, the condition (4.2.11) expresses the vanishing of the Abelian vector
field strengths of the vector supermultiplets. It may be shown that it is nothing
but an extremum condition for the radial dependence of the moduli of the theory;
i.e. we may equivalently reformulate condition (4.2.11) as follows (∀i = 1, ..., nV

understood throughout):
d
dr

zi (r) = 0, (4.2.110)

where r is the radial distance from the surface of the EH. It should be recalled that
the radial dependence is the only relevant in this framework, due to the spherical
symmetry of the (geo)metric structures involved. Let us remind also that the moduli
of the considered N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory are
the nV complex scalar fields coming from the nV Abelian vector supermultiplets
coupled to the supergravity one.

Notice that Eq. (4.2.110), even though not resembling the previously considered
AEs, is the first case in which some extremizing equation arises in the dynamics of
extremal supersymmetric BHs.

By using the whole formal-geometrical machinery reported above, it may be
proved that Eq. (4.2.110) implies the vanishing of the holomorphic Kähler-covariant
derivative of the central charge, i.e. of the so-called Kähler condensate of the local
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N = 2, d = 4 SUSY algebra

Zi ≡ DiZ =
(

∂i +
1
2

∂iK
)

Z (z, z; nm, ne) = 0. (4.2.111)

As explained in Sect. 2, the fixed values of the moduli at the EH of the extremal
RN BH will be obtained by solving Eqs. (4.2.111), provided that such equations do
have (at least one) solution, i.e. provided that the nV-dim. Kähler-Hodge complex
moduli space MnV of theN = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity The-
ory may be characterized as an “attractor variety” with at least one “attractor” point
([31], [32], [33]). When existing, such “attractor” solutions will be independent of
the asymptotical values of the moduli, i.e. on the initial data of their dynamical evo-
lution flow inside the moduli space, and instead will depend only on the conserved,
quantized electric and magnetic charges of the considered system.

Thus, Eq. (4.2.111) should be more precisely specified at the “attractor” points

Zi|(z,z)=(zH ,zH) ≡ (DiZ)(z,z)=(zH ,zH) =

=
[(

∂i + 1
2 ∂iK

)
Z (z, z; nm, ne)

]
(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0,
(4.2.112)

where (zH, zH) = (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne)) determines the position of the “attrac-
tor” point in MnV . As already pointed out, such a point is independent of the set of
continuously varying, unconstrained initial (asymptotical r → ∞) data (z∞, z∞) ≡
limr→∞ (z(r), z(r)) ∈ MnV , but instead depends only on the set of quantized electric
and magnetic charges (nm, ne) ∈ Γ of the system. Consequently, (zH, zH) generally
corresponds to a discrete set of quantized “attractor” fixed points.

Therefore, beside being always a Kähler-covariantly holomorphic function (see
Eq. (4.2.63)), in correspondence of the “attractor” point(s) the central charge be-
comes a Kähler-covariantly anti-holomorphic function, too. Otherwise speaking,
the set of “attractor” point(s) in MnV could be characterized as follows:

MnV 3 {(zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne))} :


(DiZ) (zH, zH; nm, ne) = 0,

(
DiZ

)
(zH, zH; nm, ne) = 0.

(4.2.113)

Such a set of Kähler-covariant differential conditions may be seen as the realiza-
tion of the Attractor Mechanism in the moduli space, or equivalently as the Kähler-
covariant extremization of the central extension operator of the considered superal-
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gebra. The AM selects the configurations of the moduli at the EH as the ones that
make the central charge Kähler-covariantly anti-holomorphic.

Indeed, we will show that for non-vanishing Z Eq. (4.2.113) is the Kähler-covariant
form of the general, model-independent “Attractor” or “Extremal” Eqs. (3.2.3), the
so-called 1

2 -BPS extreme BH Attractor Eqs..

Before doing this, let us briefly comment on the Kähler weights of the central
charge Z. As previously mentioned, from its very definition (4.2.53) it follows that
Z is a Kähler-scalar function in the moduli space MnV with Kähler weights (1,−1).
Therefore, as largely used above, its Kähler-covariant derivatives read


DiZ =

(
∂i + 1

2 ∂iK
)

Z,

DiZ =
(

∂i −
1
2 ∂iK

)
Z.

(4.2.114)

As, in general, it follows from Eqs. (4.1.16) and (4.1.20), the complex conjugation
acts as a parity on the Kähler weights. Thus, Z is a Kähler-scalar function in MnV

with Kähler weights (−1, 1), and its Kähler-covariant derivatives read


DiZ =

(
∂i − 1

2 ∂iK
)

Z = DiZ,

DiZ =
(

∂i +
1
2 ∂iK

)
Z = DiZ.

(4.2.115)

Since the Kähler weights are additive under multiplication, it is clear that the
square absolute value of Z, i.e. |Z|2 ≡ ZZ, is a Kähler gauge-invariant quantity, i.e.
it has Kähler weights (0, 0). Consequently, the Kähler-covariant derivatives of such
a Kähler-scalar trivially correspond to the ordinary, flat ones; this can be seen also
by explicitly calculating that the terms of Kähler connections ∂iK cancel each other

Di

(
|Z|2

)
= Di

(
ZZ
)

= (DiZ) Z + Z
(

DiZ
)

=

=
[(

∂i +
1
2

∂iK
)

Z
]

Z + Z
[(

∂i −
1
2

∂iK
)

Z
]

=

= ∂i
(
ZZ
)

= ∂i

(
|Z|2

)
= 2 |Z| ∂i |Z| . (4.2.116)
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Let us now calculate18

∂i |Z| = ∂i

√
ZZ =

1
2 |Z|

[
(∂iZ) Z + Z

(
∂iZ
)]

=

=
1

2 |Z|

[
(∂iZ) Z +

1
2

(∂iK) ZZ
]

=
Z

2 |Z|DiZ, (4.2.117)

where in the second line we used the Kähler-covariant anti-holomorphicity of Z
expressed by Eq. (4.2.63), recalling Eq. (6.3.0.7). Thus, we showed that

∂i |Z| =
Z

2 |Z|DiZ ⇔ DiZ = 0, (4.2.118)

or, by complex conjugating, that

∂i |Z| =
Z

2 |Z|DiZ ⇔ DiZ = 0. (4.2.119)

Eq. (4.2.118) yields
∂i |Z| = 0⇔ DiZ = 0. (4.2.120)

This means that, when considering a Kähler-covariant holomorphic Z, its Kähler-
covariant extremization is equivalent to the ordinary extremization of its absolute
value. Thus, we may complete Eq. (4.2.113), obtaining Eq. (3.2.3), i.e. the general
form of the 1

2 -BPS extreme BH Attractor Eqs.

Zi|(z,z)=(zH ,zH) ≡ (DiZ)(z,z)=(zH ,zH) =

=
[(

∂i + 1
2 ∂iK

)
Z (z, z; nm, ne)

]
(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0

m
[∂i |Z (z, z; nm, ne)|](z,z)=(zH ,zH) = 0

m[
∂i |Z (z, z; nm, ne)|

]
(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0.

(4.2.121)

18Throughout this thesis we will, in general, assume the non-vanishing of the central charge

|Z| 6= 0⇔ Z 6= 0⇔ Z 6= 0.
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Thus, in a generic supergravity theory (having a Kähler moduli space) with a
non-vanishing and Kähler-covariantly holomorphic central charge Z, we explicitly
showed that the Kähler-covariant extremization of such a function (expressed by
Eq. (4.2.112)) is equivalent to the ordinary, flat extremization of its absolute value
(given by Eq. (4.2.121)).

Now, we can specialize the general form (4.2.121) of the 1
2 -BPS extreme BH At-

tractor Eqs. to N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory. Such a
theory has a complex moduli space MnV endowed with SKG, and the explicit form
of the central charge is given by Eq. (4.2.62). Thus, by also using Eq. (4.2.67), we get
a more explicit (model-dependent) form of the Kähler-covariant extremization of Z
at the Event Horizon

(DiZ)(z,z)=(zH ,zH) = 0,

m

[(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m

)
f Σ
i (z, z)

]
(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0,

m


(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)
(∂iK)

[
exp

(
1
2 K (z, z)

)
XΣ (z)

]
+

+
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)

exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

) (
∂iXΣ (z)

)


(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0,

m


(∂iK) Z (nm, ne, z, z)|NΛΣ→NΛΣ

+

+
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)

exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

) (
∂iXΣ (z)

)


(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0.

(4.2.122)
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By using Eq. (4.2.121) and recalling Eq. (4.2.53), we finally get
(∂iK) Z (nm, ne, z, z)|NΛΣ→NΛΣ

+

+
(
ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m
)

exp
(

1
2 K (z, z)

) (
∂iXΣ (z)

)


(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0

m

[
∂i

∣∣∣(ne
Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ

m

)
LΣ (z, z)

∣∣∣]
(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0

m

{
∂i

∣∣∣∣[exp
(

1
2

K (z, z)
)] (

ne
Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ

m

)
XΣ (z)

∣∣∣∣}
(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0

m

{
∂i

∣∣∣∣[exp
(

1
2

K (z, z)
)] (

ne
Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ

m

)
XΣ (z)

∣∣∣∣}
(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0,

(4.2.123)

where in the last three lines the flat derivatives may be substituted by the Kähler-
covariant ones, due to the vanishing of the Kähler weights of the absolute value of
the central charge Z. Eqs. (4.2) and (4.2) are the 1

2 -BPS extreme BH Attractor Eqs. of

N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory.

Now, it should be recalled that in (N = 2) supersymmetric theories the satura-
tion of the BPS bound fixes the ADM mass of the BH to be equal to the absolute
value of the central charge

MADM (z∞, z∞; nm, ne) = |Z| (z∞, z∞; nm, ne) . (4.2.124)

By admitting an extension of such a saturated bound to the r-dependent moduli
space MnV , one gets19

MADM (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) = |Z| (z (r) , z (r) ; nm, ne) , (4.2.125)
19Otherwise speaking, we move to consider the “ADM mass” function in MnV ; moreover, we

assume the limits r → ∞ and r → r+
H to be “smooth” (in the sense specified by Footnote 6 of Sect. 2)

also for such a function.
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such that Eq. (4.2.124) is the asymptotical limit r → ∞ of Eq. (4.2.125). Thus, in
the considered case of 1

2 -BPS extremal BHs we may directly translate the previous
results in terms of the “ADM mass” function, obtaining

[∂i MADM (z, z; nm, ne)](z,z)=(zH ,zH) = 0 (4.2.126)

m[
∂i MADM (z, z; nm, ne)

]
(z,z)=(zH ,zH)

= 0. (4.2.127)

Moreover, at the EH it holds that

MADM (z = zH (nm, ne) , z = zH (nm, ne) ; nm, ne) =

= MADM,H (nm, ne) = MBR (nm, ne) ,
(4.2.128)

where we recalled that the “near-Horizon” geometry is described by the BR metric.
Consequently, the extremum value of the “ADM mass” function of the BPS solutions
at the EH is equal to the mass of the BR geometry.

Thus, we may conclude that the AM for 1
2 -BPS extremal BHs, encoded in the

condition of Kähler-covariant anti-holomorphicity of the central charge (see Eq.
(4.2.113)), also implies the extremization of the “ADM mass” function w.r.t. its de-
pendence on z and z.

More in particular, by considering Eq. (4.2.62), we get the explicit expression
of the “ADM mass” function of the 1

2 -BPS extremal BHs in the framework of the
N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory

MADM (z, z; nm, ne) =
∣∣∣(ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m

)
LΣ (z, z)

∣∣∣ =

=
[

exp
(

1
2

K (z, z)
)] ∣∣∣(ne

Σ −NΛΣ (z, z) nΛ
m

)
XΣ (z)

∣∣∣ .

(4.2.129)

An example of the extremization20 of the absolute value of the “central charge”
function Z of the local SUSY algebra (or equivalently for BPS extremal BHs, of the
“ADM mass” function) in the Kähler-Hodge moduli space MnV of theN = 2, d = 4,
nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory is shown in Fig. 4.1.

20In Subsect. 4.4 it will be shown that in N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein Supergrav-
ity Theory with strictly positive definite metric of the moduli space and with a single continuous
branch of the function |Z| (z, z; nm, ne), at most only one extremum point exists, and it is a minimum.
Clearly, the situation completely changes if the hypotheses of strictly positive definiteness of the
metric and/or single continuous branch for |Z| are removed. See e.g. [55].
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jZj

zizi�x(p; q)
Figure 4.1: Minimization of the absolute value of the "central charge" function
|Z| (z, z; nm, ne) of the local SUSY algebra in the (holomorphic part of the) Kähler-
Hodge complex moduli space MnV of the N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell Einstein
Supergravity Theory. In the picture zi

FIX (p, q) stands for zH (nm, ne), i.e. for the
“attractor”, purely charge-dependent value of the moduli at the Event Horizon of
the considered 1

2 -BPS extremal (eventually RN) BH. The Attractor Mechanism fixes
the extrema of the central charge to correspond to the discrete “fixed” points of the
“attractor variety” ([31], [32], [33]) MnV . Of course, the moduli-dependence of the
central charge is shown at a fixed charge configuration of the system, i.e. for a fixed
(2nV + 2)-dim. symplectic-covariant vector n defined in Eq. (4.2.35).
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Moreover, at the “attractor” point(s) corresponding to the radius r = rH, the
two independent Sp (2nV + 2)-invariants I1 and I2 homogeneous of degree two in
the (quantized) electric and magnetic charges (defined in Eqs. (4.2.80) and then
explicited in Eqs. (4.2.86) and (4.2.87)) coincide one with the other, “degenerating”
in one unique value21

IH (nm, ne) ≡ I1(zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne) ; nm, ne) =

= I2(zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne) ; nm, ne) =

= |Z(zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne) ; nm, ne)|2 ≡ |Zh(nm, ne)|2 =

= M2
ADM,H (nm, ne) = M2

BR (nm, ne) ;

(4.2.130)

m

nTM (N (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne))) n = nTM (F (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne))) n =

=
[
ne

Λ −NΛΣ (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne)) nΣ
m
] (

(Im ((zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne))))−1
)Λ∆
·

·
[
ne

∆ −N∆Γ (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne)) nΓ
m
]

=

=
[
ne

Λ − FΛΣ (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne)) nΣ
m
] (

(Im (F (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne))))−1
)Λ∆
·

·
[
ne

∆ − F∆Γ (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne)) nΓ
m
]

=

= M2
ADM,H (nm, ne) = M2

BR (nm, ne) = |Z|2H (nm, ne) .

(4.2.131)

|Z|H (nm, ne) is the purely charge-dependent extremized value of the absolute value
of the “central charge” function of the local N = 2, d = 4 SUSY algebra, reached at
the EH of the BPS extremal (RN) BH.

Now, by recalling the relation between the Horizon area and the BR mass

M2
BR (nm, ne) =

AH

4π
(4.2.132)

21As done above, we assume that the limit r → r+
H is “smooth” (in the sense specified by Footnote

6 of Sect. 2) for all considered functions in the moduli space.
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and by using the BHEA formula, we may relate the entropy of the extremal BPS
(RN) BH to the area of its EH, and therefore to its “ADM mass” function, whose
“near-Horizon” limit coincides with the BR mass.

Thus, the final result is the expression of the entropy of the extremal BPS (RN) BH
in terms of the extremized (minimized) square absolute value of the “central charge”
function of the local N = 2, d = 4 SUSY algebra, reached in correspondence of the
discrete “attractor” moduli configuration(s) at the EH

SBH =
AH

4
= πM2

BR (nm, ne) =

= πM2
ADM (zH (nm, ne) , zH (nm, ne) ; nm, ne) =

= πM2
ADM,H ((nm, ne)) =

= π |Z|2H (nm, ne) . (4.2.133)

As mentioned above, a key feature of the d = 4 and 5, N = 2 SUGRAs coupled
to nV Abelian vector supermultiplets is the fact that the extremization of the “central
charge” function Z through the AEs may be made “coordinate-free” in the moduli
space MnV , by using the fact that such a nV-dim. complex manifold is endowed with
a special Kähler metric structure, on which we reported above for the d = 4 case.

Clearly, the U-duality-invariant, i.e. symplectic-invariant, (re)formulation of the
BHEA in the case of d = 4 and 5, N = 2 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theorys
has various advantages, coming from its manifest symmetry.

Finally, one can also check the first consistency condition (4.2.10) for unbroken
N = 2 SUSY at the EH; such a relation relates the Riemann-Christoffel tensor of the
metric background to the graviphoton field strength. By using the definition of the
“central charge” function, and by evaluating it at the “attractor” fixed point(s), it is
possible to show that one obtains nothing but the BPS-saturation condition for the
BR metric, expressing the validity of the Cosmic Censorship Principle, and conse-
quently yielding the existence of an EH with a regular geometry covering the inner
s-t singularity

M2
BR(nm, ne) = |Z|2H (nm, ne) . (4.2.134)

while, by recalling Eq. (4.2.132), one reobtains the main result given by Eq. (4.2.133).



Chapter 5

Black Holes and Critical Points in
Moduli Space

As we have seen, the d = 4, N = 2 ungauged SUGRAs have two types of ge-
ometries: the space-time geometry and the moduli space geometry. In this Section,
mainly following the seminal paper [55] of Ferrara, Gibbons and Kallosh, we will
consider the fundamental interplay between these two geometries, especially in re-
lation with the Attractor Mechanism.

5.1 Black Holes and Constrained Geodesic Motion

Let us start by considering the 4-d. Lagrangian density of a system of real scalars
and Abelian gauge fields coupled to gravity [55]

L4 = −R
2

+
1
2

Gab∂µφa∂νφbgµν − 1
4

µΛΣFΛ
µνFΣ

λρgµλgνρ − 1
4

νΛΣFΛ
µν
∗FΣ

λρgµλgνρ,

(5.1.1)

with space-time lower Greek indices running from 0 through 3, moduli lower Latin
indices running 1, ..., mφ, and symplectic capital Greek indices running 1, ..., nV + 1.
gµν (x) and Gab (φ) are the 4-d. space-time metric and the mφ-dim. moduli space
metric, respectively. µΛΣ (φ) and νΛΣ (φ) respectively are the real, strictly1 posi-

1We may disregard the possibility to have vanishing eigenvalues for the matrices µΛΣ (φ) and
νΛΣ (φ). Indeed, such zero modes would correspond to Abelian gauge fields with vanishing kinetic
term, which can be thus omitted from the considered Lagrangian density (5.1.1). Consequently, since
the matrices µΛΣ and νΛΣ are real, symmetric and without zero modes, they are always invertible by
an orthogonal transformation. By the way, as it will be evident by looking at Eq. (6.2.0.8), only µΛΣ

needs to be invertible in order for VBH to be consistently defined.

123
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tive definite, moduli-dependent matrices of dilatonic and axionic couplings of the
Abelian gauge fields (they may be considered symmetric without loss of generality).
Finally, ∗FΣ

λρ denotes the usual Hodge ∗-dual

∗FΣ
λρ ≡

1
2

ελρσϕFΣσϕ, (5.1.2)

where ελρσϕ is the 4-d. completely antisymmetric Ricci-Levi-Civita tensor.

We restrict our attention to static (i.e. time-independent) metric backgrounds,
described by the metric Ansatz2 (remind that, unless otherwise indicated, we put
c = h̄ = G0 = 1, and i, j = 1, 2, 3)

ds2 = e2U(x)dt2 − e−2U(x)γij (x) dxidxj. (5.1.3)

Such an Ansatz is a generalization (with non necessarily Euclidean spatial sections)
of the previously considered 4-d. BH metric given by Eq. (2.2.23). The assumption
of staticity allows one to get a 3-d. effective Lagrangian density, from which the field
Eqs. may be derived

L3 =
R
[
γij
]

2
− 1

2
γij∂iφ̂

â∂jφ̂
b̂Ĝâb̂, (5.1.4)

where R
[
γij
]

denotes the intrinsic scalar curvature related to the 3-d. spatial met-
ric γij (x). Moreover, the “hatted” scalar fields include, beside the scalar fields φa

of the 4-d. theory, also the function U (x) defining the space-time metric and the
electrostatic ψΛ and magnetostatic χΛ potentials related to the U(1) gauge fields

φ̂â ≡
(

U, φa, ψΛ, χΛ

)
, (5.1.5)

with the “hatted” indices â ranging in a set of cardinality mφ + 2nV + 3.

In other words, in the passage from the 4-d. theory to the related effective 3-d.
theory, it is convenient to enlarge the scalar manifoldMφ as follows:

(
Mφ, {φa} , Gab (φ)

)
−→

(
Mφ̂,

{
φ̂â
}

, Ĝâb̂

(
φ̂
))

, (5.1.6)

where it should be noted that the U(1)nV+1 gauge invariance implies that Ĝâb̂ is
independent of the e.m. potentials

Ĝâb̂

(
φ̂
)

= Ĝâb̂ (U, φ) . (5.1.7)

2It has been shown by Tod [81] that in N = 2 supergravity theories the general form of static
metrics admitting supersymmetries is given by Eq. (5.1.3).
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We further increase the symmetry of the considered s-t metric background, by
formulating the hypothesis of spherical symmetry corresponding to the Ansatz [55]

γij (x) dxidxj =
c4dτ2

sinh4 (cτ)
+

c2

sinh2 (cτ)

(
dθ2 + sin2θdϕ2

)
, (5.1.8)

where
τ ≡ 1

rH − r
. (5.1.9)

Therefore, since r ∈ [rH, +∞), it follows that τ runs from −∞ (BH Event Horizon)
to 0− (spatial infinity). Moreover,

c2 ≡ κs AH

8π
= (2SBHTBH)2, (5.1.10)

where in the last passage we recalled Eqs. (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) (SBH and TBH respec-
tively denote the entropy and the temperature of the BH).

Summarizing, we are considering the following 4-d. static, spherically symmet-
ric BH metrics:

ds2 = e2U(τ)dt2 − e−2U(τ)
[

c4dτ2

sinh4 (cτ)
+

c2

sinh2 (cτ)

(
dθ2 + sin2θdϕ2

)]
,

(5.1.11)

where τ is the 1-dim. effective evolution parameter defined in Eq. (5.1.9), and we
introduced U

′
(τ) = U (r) and dropped the prime out. By further using the spheri-

cal symmetry (i.e. the (θ, ϕ)-independence) of the BH metric (5.1.11), one obtains a
1-dim., τ-dependent effective theory.

It can be shown that the 1-dim. effective Lagrangian from which the radial Eqs.
of motion may be derived has the purely geodesic form [57]

L1 = Ĝâb̂ (U, φ)
dφ̂â (τ)

dτ

dφ̂b̂ (τ)
dτ

(5.1.12)

constrained by the condition

Ĝâb̂ (U, φ)
dφ̂â (τ)

dτ

dφ̂b̂ (τ)
dτ

= c2, (5.1.13)

which characterizes τ as a “generalized proper time” for the enlarged scalar mani-
foldMφ̂.

Consequently, by assuming the space-time symmetries expressed by Eqs. (5.1.3)
and (5.1.8), the dynamics related to the starting 4-d. Lagrangian (5.1.1) may be
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shown to reduce to a geodesic, constrained dynamics described by Eqs. (5.1.12)
and (5.1.13).

In order to further explicit L1, we may formulate the following “block-diagonal”
Ansatz3 for Ĝâb̂

Ĝâb̂ (U, φ) =


1

1
2 Gab (φ)

ĜΛΣ (U, φ)
ĜΛΣ (U, φ)

 , (5.1.14)

where as usual
ĜΛΣ (U, φ) ĜΣΞ (U, φ) = δΛ

Ξ , ∀U, φ, (5.1.15)

and the unwritten components vanish. Therefore, L1 read

L1 =
(

dU(τ)
dτ

)2

+
1
2

Gab (φ)
dφa (τ)

dτ

dφb (τ)
dτ

+

+ĜΛΣ (U, φ)
dψΛ (τ)

dτ

dψΣ (τ)
dτ

+ ĜΛΣ (U, φ)
dχΛ (τ)

dτ

dχΣ (τ)
dτ

.

(5.1.16)

Now, since Ĝâb̂ is independent of ψΛ and χΛ, we obtain that

dpΛ

dτ
= 0,

dqΛ

dτ
= 0, (5.1.17)

where 
pΛ ≡ 1

2
δL1

δ
(

dχΛ
dτ

) = ĜΛΣ dχΣ
dτ ;

qΛ ≡ 1
2

δL1

δ

(
dψΛ
dτ

) = ĜΛΣ
dψΣ

dτ ,

(5.1.18)

3A particular(ly simple) formulation of the “block-diagonal” Ansatz (5.1.14) reads

Ĝâb̂ (U, φ) =

 1
1
2 Gab (φ)

εnV+1

 ,

where εnV+1 is the (2nV + 2)-dim. symplectic metric given by Eq. (4.1.25).
The factor 1

2 in front of Gab (φ) is introduced for later convenience.
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are identified with the magnetic and electric charges of the BH, respectively (pΛ ≡
nΛ

m, qΛ ≡ ne
Λ). Thus, by using the definitions (5.1.18), Eq. (5.1.16) can be further

elaborated as

L1 =
(

dU(τ)
dτ

)2

+
1
2

Gab (φ)
dφa (τ)

dτ

dφb (τ)
dτ

+ qΛ
dψΛ (τ)

dτ
+ pΛ dχΛ (τ)

dτ
.

(5.1.19)

Now, it can be shown ([58], [57], [59] and [60]; see also [61]) that

qΛ
dψΛ (τ)

dτ
+ pΛ dχΛ (τ)

dτ
= e2UVBH (φ; p, q) , (5.1.20)

where VBH (φ; p, q) is the so-called “BH effective potential”, i.e. a particular, positive
function of the scalars φ’s and of the BH charges, constructed from the (strictly)
positive definite couplings µΛΣ (φ) and νΛΣ (φ) as follows:

VBH (φ, p; q) ≡ 1
2

(
pΛ, qΛ

)
M (φ)

(
pΣ

qΣ

)
, (5.1.21)

where the (2nV + 2)× (2nV + 2), φ-dependent matrix M (φ) is defined as

M (φ) ≡


µΛΣ (φ) + νΛ∆ (φ)

(
µ−1 (φ)

)∆Ξ
νΞΣ (φ) νΛΞ (φ)

(
µ−1 (φ)

)ΞΣ

(
µ−1 (φ)

)ΛΞ
νΞΣ (φ)

(
µ−1 (φ)

)ΛΣ

 .

(5.1.22)

The reality, symmetry and (strict) positive definiteness4 of µΛΣ (φ) and νΛΣ (φ) im-
ply the reality, symmetry and (strict) positive definiteness of the matrix M (φ), and
consequently the positivity of VBH (φ, p; q) in allMφ × Γ.

By substituting Eq. (5.1.20) in Eq. (5.1.19), we can finally write the 1-dim. effec-
tive Lagrangian density as

L1 [U(τ), φ (τ) ; p, q] =

=
(

dU(τ)
dτ

)2
+ 1

2 Gab (φ (τ)) dφa(τ)
dτ

dφb(τ)
dτ + e2U(τ)VBH (φ (τ) ; p, q) .

(5.1.23)
4It is worth pointing out once again that, in order for M (φ) to be well-defined, at least µΛΣ (φ)

must be strictly positive definite on the whole moduli spaceMφ.
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Analogously, it may be shown that the constraint (5.1.13) is equivalent to(
dU(τ)

dτ

)2
+ 1

2 Gab (φ (τ)) dφa(τ)
dτ

dφb(τ)
dτ − e2U(τ)VBH (φ (τ) ; p, q) =

= c2 = (2SBHTBH)2.
(5.1.24)

The general formalism described above, which allows one to treat 4-d. static, spher-
ically symmetric, c2-parameterized BHs with “scalar hairs” coupled to Abelian vec-
tor fields, essentially relies on the metric Gab (φ) of the moduli spaceMφ and on the
“effective BH potential” function VBH (φ; p, q).

To a certain extent, the presented geodesic formulation is the most symmetrical
one, in which the “hatted” fields φ̂ comprise the real scalars φa, as well as the electro-
magnetic potentials ψΛ, χΛ and the Newtonian gravitational potential U. The en-
largement of the scalar manifold is related to the performed dimensional reduction
procedure (d = 4 → d = 1), which allows one to put U, φa and ψΛ, χΛ all on the
same footing.

Physically, by exploiting the (U(1))nV+1 gauge invariance of Ĝâb̂, it is more con-
venient to eliminate the potentials ψΛ, χΛ by introducing their canonically conju-
gate variables qΛ, pΛ, corresponding to the BH electric and magnetic charges. Such
a procedure allows one to define a “BH effective potential” function VBH (φ; p, q),
whereas the real scalars φa’s and the Newtonian potential U remain on the same
footing, and they are described by a simple dynamical model (5.1.23) in the (U, φ)-
space, with a potential VBH (φ; p, q), and constrained and c2-parameterized by Eq.
(5.1.24).

5.2 Extreme Black Holes and Special Kähler Geometry

We now reconsider the previously introduced nV-fold N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell-
Einstein supergravity theory (Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory), i.e. a N = 2,
d = 4 supergravity theory in which the gravity multiplet is coupled to nV Abelian
vector supermultiplets, and therefore the overall gauge group is (U(1))nV+1. We
will see how the (regular) Special Kähler geometry (SKG) of the moduli space of
such a theory allows one to simplify the investigation of the critical points of the
function VBH. In this and in the next Subsection we will refer to and complete the
treatment presented in Sect. 3. We will denote the BH charges as follows: ne

Λ ≡ qΛ,
nΛ

m ≡ pΛ.
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Let us start by switching to a complex parametrization of the moduli space: in
order to do this, we assume mφ to be even, i.e. mφ = 2nφ, nφ ∈ N. Therefore,
by complexifying the 2nφ-dim. real Riemann manifoldMφ (with local coordinates
{φa} , a = 1, ..., mφ), we obtain a nφ-dim. complex Hermitian manifold Mz,z with

local coordinates
{

zi, zi
}

(i, i = 1, ..., nφ) [72]

Gab (φ) dφadφb = 2Gij (z, z) dzidzj, Gij = Gji. (5.2.1)

In particular, as it pertains to the framework of nV-fold N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Ein-
stein Supergravity Theory, we assume that such an Hermitian geometry is a Käh-
lerian one, regular (i.e. with the metric tensor strictly positive definite everywhere)
and of the special type; i.e., we assume that

Gab (φ) dφadφb = 2
∂2K (z, z)

∂zj∂zi
dzidzj, K (z, z) = K (z, z); (5.2.2)

Gij (z, z) strictly positive definite ∀ (z, z) ∈ Mz,z; (5.2.3)

Rijlm = GijGlm + GimGl j − CilpCjmpGpp, (5.2.4)

where the real function K (z, z) (satisfying the Schwarz Lemma in Mz,z) is called
Kähler potential, Rijlm is the Kähler Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor and Cilm

is the rank-3, completely symmetric, Kähler-covariantly holomorphic tensor of SKG
(with Kähler weights (2, 2)).

Now, in order to study the “BH effective potential” function VBH (z, z; p, q) in
(regular) SKG, we need to identify it with a symplectic-invariant, Kähler gauge-
invariant, real positive function in such a geometric context. The natural and imme-
diate choice is given by the first invariant I1 (z, z; p, q) of the SKG, defined as [51]

I1 (z, z; p, q) ≡ |Z|2 (z, z; p, q) + Gii (z, z) (DiZ) (z, z; p, q)
(

DiZ
)
(z, z; p, q) ,

(5.2.5)

where Z (z, z; p, q) is the central charge function of nV-fold N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell
Einstein Supergravity Theory; let us also recall that Eqs. (4.1.54) and (4.2.53) yield

Z (z, z; p, q) = LΛ (z, z) qΛ −MΛ (z, z) pΛ = e
1
2 K(z,z)

[
XΛ (z) qΛ − FΛ (z) pΛ

]
.

(5.2.6)
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By recalling Eq. (4.2.86), I1 may also be defined as

I1 (z, z; p, q) ≡ −1
2

(
pΛ, qΛ

)
M (Re (N ) , Im (N ))

 pΣ

qΣ

 , (5.2.7)

withM (Re (N ) , Im (N )) defined by Eqs. (4.2.81)-(4.2.83) to be the real (2nV + 2)×
(2nV + 2), (z, z)-dependent symmetric matrix

M (Re (N (z, z)) ,Im (N (z, z))) ≡

≡



Im (N (z, z))ΛΣ +

+Re (N (z, z))Λ∆(
(ImN (z, z))−1

)∆Ξ

Re (N (z, z))ΞΣ

−Re (N (z, z))ΛΞ

(
(ImN (z, z))−1

)ΞΣ

−
(
(ImN (z, z))−1

)ΛΞ
Re (N (z, z))ΞΣ

(
(ImN (z, z))−1

)ΛΣ



.

(5.2.8)

Consequently, by performing the fundamental identification

VBH (z, z; p, q) = −I1 (z, z; p, q) , (5.2.9)

the comparison of Eqs. (6.2.0.7)-(6.2.0.8) with Eqs. (5.2.7)-(5.2) yields

Re (N (z, z))ΛΣ = −νΛΣ (z, z)

Im (N (z, z))ΛΣ = −µΛΣ (z, z)

 =⇒ NΛΣ (z, z) = −νΛΣ (z, z)− iµΛΣ (z, z) .

(5.2.10)

The reality, symmetry and (strict) positive definiteness of the matrices µΛΣ (z, z)
and νΛΣ (z, z) imply the reality, symmetry and (strict) negative definiteness of the
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matrix NΛΣ (z, z), and thence of its real and imaginary parts separately (concern-
ing its imaginary part, this was already noted in Eq. (4.1.96)). Consequently, the
matrixM (Re (N ) , Im (N )) is (strictly) negative definite, and Eq. (5.2.7) yields that
I1 (z, z; p, q) (and thus, by the identification (5.2.9), the “BH effective potential” func-
tion VBH (z, z; p, q)) is (real and) positive in allMz,z × Γ. The (strict) negative defi-
niteness of the quadratic form of BH charges appearing in the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.2.7) im-
plies that I1 and VBH vanish iff the fluxes of the nV + 1 Abelian vector field strengths
all vanish

I1 (z, z; p, q) = 0 = VBH (z, z; p, q)

m
pΛ = 0 = qΛ, ∀Λ = 0, 1, ..., nV . (5.2.11)

By using Eqs. (5.2.1) (Gij = ∂j∂iK understood throughout) and (5.2.10), we may
rewrite the 4-d. Lagrangian density (5.1.1) as follows:

L4 = −R
2 + Gij∂µzi∂νzjgµν+

+1
2 (ImNΛΣ)FΛ

µνFΣ
λρgµλgνρ + 1

2 (ReNΛΣ)FΛ
µν
∗FΣ

λρgµλgνρ.

(5.2.12)

Now L4 denotes the purely bosonic part of the Lagrangian density of nV-fold N =
2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory, with i, i ∈ {1, ..., nV} and Λ, Σ ∈
{0, 1, ..., nV}.

Let us now consider the infinitesimal Kählerian metric interval inMz,z; by using
Eq. (5.2.2) we get

|dz|2 = Gijdzidzj =
(

∂j∂iK
)

dzidzj =
1
2

Gabdφadφb; (5.2.13)

m∣∣∣∣ dz
dτ

∣∣∣∣2 = Gij
dzi

dτ

dzj

dτ
=
(

∂j∂iK
) dzi

dτ

dzj

dτ
=

1
2

Gab
dφa

dτ

dφb

dτ
. (5.2.14)

Thus, by recalling Eqs. (5.2.5) and (5.2.9), Eqs. (5.1.23) and (5.1.24) may be respec-
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tively rewritten as

L1 [U(τ), z (τ) , z (τ) ; p, q] =
(

dU(τ)
dτ

)2
+
∣∣∣ dz(τ)

dτ

∣∣∣2 +

+e2U(τ)

 |Z|
2 (z (τ) , z (τ) ; p, q) + Gii (z (τ) , z (τ)) ·

· (DiZ) (z (τ) , z (τ) ; p, q)
(

DiZ
)
(z (τ) , z (τ) ; p, q)

 .

(5.2.15)

(2SBHTBH)2 = c2 =
(

dU(τ)
dτ

)2
+
∣∣∣ dz(τ)

dτ

∣∣∣2 +

−e2U(τ)

 |Z|
2 (z (τ) , z (τ) ; p, q) + Gii (z (τ) , z (τ)) ·

· (DiZ) (z (τ) , z (τ) ; p, q)
(

DiZ
)
(z (τ) , z (τ) ; p, q)

 .

(5.2.16)

5.3 Critical Points of Black Hole Effective Potential in
Special Kähler Geometry

We will now study the critical points of the “BH effective potential” function VBH in
the (regular) Special Kähler Geometry (SKG) of the vector supermultiplets’ moduli
spaceMz,z of the nV-fold N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory. As
previously pointed out, such critical points are “attractors” in the dynamical system
describing the radial evolution of the moduli from r → ∞ to r → r+

H. In order
to perform such an analysis, we need to recall a few results from SKG5; beside the
Kähler-covariant holomorphicity of Z, i.e. (see Eq. (4.2.63))

DiZ = 0⇔ DiZ = 0, (5.3.1)

we will largely use Eqs. (7.2.1.38) and (4.1.29) which, by definition (4.2.53), yield

DiDjZ = iCijkGkkDkZ; (5.3.2)

DiDjZ = GijZ ⇔ DiDjZ = GjiZ. (5.3.3)

5Beside Sect. 3, see e.g. [36], [44], [45], [46], [47], [56], [73], [74], [46], [75] and [76] for further
insights on SKG and moduli space geometries of N = 2 SUGRA more in general.
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Let us start from the fundamental identification (5.2.9)

VBH (z, z; p, q) = I1 (z, z; p, q) ≡
≡ |Z|2 (z, z; p, q) + Gii (z, z) (DiZ) (z, z; p, q)

(
DiZ

)
(z, z; p, q) .

(5.3.4)

Thence, by recalling that VBH and |Z (z, z; p, q)| are Kähler-gauge invariant scalars
inMz,z, by using Eqs. (4.2.117), (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) we can calculate (also remind that
inMz,z the Metric Postulate holds)

DiVBH = ∂iVBH = ∂i

[
|Z|2 + Gjk (DjZ

) (
DkZ

)]
=

= 2ZDiZ + iCijkGjmGkk (DmZ
) (

DkZ
)

. (5.3.5)

Therefore, we get that the critical points of |Z| are critical points also for VBH; indeed,
by assuming that Z 6= 0 (everywhere in Mz,z, and in particular at the Horizon,
critical “attractor” points) and using Eq. (4.2.117), Eq. (5.3.5) yields

∂i |Z| = 0⇔ DiZ = 0 =⇒ ∂iVBH = 0. (5.3.6)

It should be stressed that the opposite, in general, is not true

∂iVBH = 0 ; ∂i |Z| = 0⇔ DiZ = 0. (5.3.7)

Thus, in the framework of the nV-fold N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity
Theory with (regular) SKG ofMz,z, the Horizon, “attractor” points for the consid-
ered extreme BH, i.e. the critical points of the “BH effective potential” function
VBH (z, z; p, q) inMz,z, may be divided in two disjoint classes:

1] the “attractors” which are critical points also of the absolute value of the cen-
tral charge |Z| (z, z; p, q) (the so-called 1

2 -BPS-SUSY preserving extreme BH “attrac-
tors”, treated in Subsubsect. 4.3.1)

and

2] those that are not critical points of |Z| (z, z; p, q) inMz,z (the so-called NON-
(BPS-)SUSY extreme BH “attractors”, treated in Subsubsect. 4.3.2).

Clearly, such a distinction (and the whole treatment given below) is paramet-
rically dependent on the BH charge configuration, i.e. it is parameterized by the
Sp (2nV + 2)-covariant vector

(
pΛ, qΛ

)
, with the group Sp (2nV + 2) defined on R

at classical level and on Z when the charge quantization is taken into account.
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5.3.1 Supersymmetric Attractors

Let us start by considering the 1
2 -BPS-SUSY preserving extreme BH “attractors”, i.e.

the points
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
inMz,z defined by

∀i ∈ {1, ..., nV} :



(∂i |Z|)(zsusy,zsusy) = 0⇔ (DiZ)(zsusy,zsusy) = 0;

m{[
∂i + 1

2 ∂iK (z, z)
]

Z (z, z; p, q)
}
(zsusy,zsusy)

= 0;

⇓
(∂iVBH)(zsusy,zsusy) = 0.

(5.3.1.1)

In order to eventually characterize such points as maxima or minima of the func-
tion |Z| (z, z; p, q) inMz,z, we have at least to calculate the Kähler-covariant second
derivatives of |Z|, and then evaluate them at

(
zsusy, zsusy

)
. By using Eqs. (5.3.1),

(4.2.117), (5.3.2) and (5.3.3), we obtain

DiDj |Z| = Di∂j |Z| = Di

(
Z

2 |Z|DjZ
)

=

= i
Z

2 |Z|

[
i

Z

2 |Z|2
(DiZ) DjZ + CijkGkkDkZ

]
; (5.3.1.2)

DiDj |Z| = Di∂j |Z| = Di

(
Z

2 |Z|DjZ
)

=

=
1

4 |Z|
(

DiZ
)

DjZ +
1
2
|Z|Gji. (5.3.1.3)

On the other hand, by recalling the general properties of Hermitian and Kählerian
manifolds [37], one gets

DiDj |Z| = Di∂j |Z| = ∂i∂j |Z| − Γ k
ij ∂k |Z| =

= ∂i∂j |Z| − Gki
(

∂i∂i∂jK
)

∂k |Z| ; (5.3.1.4)

DiDj |Z| = Di∂j |Z| = ∂i∂j |Z| . (5.3.1.5)

Since the Kähler potential K and the central charge |Z| are both assumed to sat-
isfy the Schwarz Lemma inMz,z, such Eqs. respectively yield

DiDj |Z| = DjDi |Z| ; (5.3.1.6)
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DiDj |Z| = DjDi |Z| , (5.3.1.7)

as it can be checked by looking at the explicit expressions (5.3.1.2) and (5.3.1.3). Con-
sequently, by evaluating at the point(s)

(
zsusy, zsusy

)
inMz,z defined by Eq. (5.3.1.2),

Eqs. (5.3.1.2)-(5.3.1.5) yield(
DiDj |Z|

)
(zsusy,zsusy) =

(
∂i∂j |Z|

)
(zsusy,zsusy) = 0; (5.3.1.8)

(
DiDj |Z|

)
(zsusy,zsusy) =

(
∂i∂j |Z|

)
(zsusy,zsusy)

=

=
1
2
|Z|
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
Gji
(
zsusy, zsusy

)
. (5.3.1.9)

It is now possible to introduce the 2nV × 2nV complex Hessian matrix H|Z|ı̂ ̂ of the
function |Z| (z, z; p, q) inMz,z, as follows:

H|Z|ı̂ ̂ (z, z; p, q) =


H|Z|ij H|Z|

ij

H|Z|
ji

H|Z|
ij

 ≡

≡


DiDj |Z| DiDj |Z|

DjDi |Z| DiDj |Z|

 =


DiDj |Z| DiDj |Z|

DiDj |Z| DiDj |Z|

 =

=



i Z
2|Z|


i Z

2|Z|2
(DiZ) DjZ+

+CijkGkkDkZ

 1
4|Z| (DiZ) DjZ + 1

2 |Z|Gij

1
4|Z|

(
DiZ

)
DjZ + 1

2 |Z|Gji −i Z
2|Z|


−i Z

2|Z|2
(

DiZ
)

DjZ+

+CijkGkkDkZ





,

(5.3.1.10)

where the “hatted” indices ı̂ and ̂ may be holomorphic or anti-holomorphic (nφ =
nV) Thus, by evaluating at the point(s)

(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
inMz,z defined by
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Eq. (5.3.1.2), the Hessian becomes

H|Z|ı̂ ̂
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q) ; p, q

)
=

= 1
2 |Z|

(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q) ; p, q

)
·

·

 0 Gij
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
Gji
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
0

 ;

(5.3.1.11)

since Gij = Gji, we obtain(
H|Z|ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q) ; p, q

))†
= H|Z|ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q) ; p, q

)
.

(5.3.1.12)

Eq. (5.3.1.12) means that the 2nV × 2nV complex Hessian matrix H|Z|ı̂ ̂ evaluated at

the 1
2 -BPS-SUSY preserving extreme BH “attractor” point(s)

(
zsusy, zsusy

)
in Mz,z is

Hermitian for any BH charge configuration. Consequently, H|Z|ı̂ ̂
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
is

always diagonalizable by a unitary transformation, and it has 2nV real eigenval-
ues; from Eq. (5.3.1.11) and well known Theorems of mathematical analysis, it then
follows that, for an arbitrary but fixed BH charge configuration

(
pΛ, qΛ

)
∈ Γ

Gij
(
zsusy, zsusy

)
strictly positive (negative) definite

m(
zsusy, zsusy

)
at least local miminum (maximum) of |Z| (z, z; p, q) inMz,z. (5.3.1.13)

Since we assume that the SKG of Mz,z is regular, i.e., that the metric Gij is strictly

positive definite everywhere, we obtain at least a local minimum of |Z| at the 1
2 -

BPS-SUSY preserving extreme BH “attractor” point(s). However, if we go beyond
the regular regime of SKG, Gij may be singular (i.e. not invertible) and/or without
a well-defined definiteness (i.e. with some positive as well as negative eigenvalues);
in such a case, Eq. (5.3.1) yields that the eventually existing (at least local) maxima of
|Z| are reached out of the regular SKG ofMz,z. In general, going beyond the regular
regime of SKG, some “phase transitions” may happen in Mz,z, corresponding to
a breakdown of the 1-dim. effective Lagrangian picture6 of 4-d. (extreme) BHs
presented in Subsects. 4.1-4.3, unless new massless states appear [55].

6Such a 1-dim. effective framework should be understood as being obtained by integrating all
massive states of the theory out.
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Moreover, by recalling Eq. (5.3.4) and using the very definition (5.3.1.2), the value
of the function VBH at the 1

2 -BPS-SUSY preserving extreme BH “attractor” point(s)
reads

VBH
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
= |Z|2

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
, (5.3.1.14)

implying that the (semiclassical, leading order) entropy at such 1
2 -BPS-SUSY preserv-

ing extreme BH “attractor(s)” is

SBH,susy = π |Z|2
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
. (5.3.1.15)

Now, in order to establish if the points
(
zsusy, zsusy

)
are eventually maxima or

minima of VBH (z, z; p, q) inMz,z, we have at least to calculate the Kähler-covariant
second derivatives of VBH, and then evaluate them at

(
zsusy, zsusy

)
. By using Eqs.

(4.1.4), (5.3.1), (5.3.2), (5.3.3) and (5.3.5) and exploiting the validity of the Metric
Postulate inMz,z, we obtain

DiDjVBH = Di

[
2ZDjZ + iCjklGkmGll (DmZ

) (
DlZ

)]
=

= 2i
[
2C(ij)kGkkZDkZ + 1

2

(
D(iCj)kl

)
GkmGll (DmZ

)
DlZ

]
;

(5.3.1.16)

DiDjVBH = Di

[
2ZDjZ + iCjklGkmGll (DmZ

) (
DlZ

)]
=

= 2
[(

DiZ
)

DjZ + Gji |Z|
2 + CjklCimkGkmGllGnk (DnZ) DlZ

]
,

(5.3.1.17)

where in the last lines of both Eqs. we used the symmetry of the rank-3 tensor Cjkl:
Cjkl = C(jkl), and in the last line of Eq. (5.3.1.16) also the symmetry of the Kähler-
covariant derivative of such a tensor (D[iCj]kl = 0, see Eq. (4.1.5)).

By using Eqs. (7.2.1.39), (4.1.8) and (4.1.9)-(4.1.11), the expression (5.3.1.17) can
be further written as follows:

DiDjVBH = 2
[(

DiZ
)

DjZ + Gji |Z|
2 + CjklCimkGkmGllGnk (DnZ) DlZ

]
=

= 2



(
∂i∂jK

)
|Z|2 +

+


2δn

j δl
i
+ Gnl

(
∂i∂jK

)
+

+GllGnkGmm
(

∂k∂i∂mK
)

∂j∂m∂lK− GllGnk∂k∂l∂i∂jK

 ·

·
[(

∂n + 1
2 ∂nK

)
Z
] [(

∂l + 1
2 ∂lK

)
Z
]

.


.

(5.3.1.18)
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On the other hand, by recalling the general properties of Hermitian and Kähle-
rian manifolds [37], one gets

DiDjVBH = Di∂jVBH = ∂i∂jVBH + Γ k
ij ∂kVBH = ∂i∂jVBH + Gki∂i∂i∂jK∂kVBH;

(5.3.1.19)

DiDjVBH = Di∂jVBH = ∂i∂jVBH. (5.3.1.20)

Since the Kähler potential K and “BH effective potential” VBH are both assumed to
satisfy the Schwarz Lemma inMz,z, such Eqs. respectively yield

DiDjVBH = DjDiVBH; (5.3.1.21)

DiDjVBH = DjDiVBH, (5.3.1.22)

as it can be checked by looking at the expressions (5.3.1.16), (5.3.1.17) and (5.3.1.18).

For completeness, since DkZ =
(

∂k + 1
2 ∂kK

)
Z and Cjkl is a rank-3 completely

symmetric, Kähler-covariantly holomorphic tensor with Kähler weights (2,−2) for
which then (see Eq. (4.1.21))

DiCjkl = ∂iCjkl + (∂iK) Cjkl − Γ m
ij Cmkl − Γ m

ik Cjml − Γ m
il Cjkm. (5.3.1.23)

Eq. (5.3.1.16) may be further elaborated as follows :

DiDjVBH = 4iCijkGkkZDkZ + i
(

D(iCj)kl

)
GkmGll (DmZ

)
DlZ =

= iGkm
[(

∂m + 1
2 ∂mK

)
Z
]
·

·


4ZCijk + Gll

[(
∂l + 1

2 ∂lK
)

Z
]
·

·
[
∂(iCj)kl +

(
∂(iK

)
Cj)kl − GmkCmkl∂k∂i∂jK− 2GmkCml(j|∂k∂|i)∂kK

]
 .

(5.3.1.24)

Now, by evaluating at the point(s)
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
in Mz,z defined by

Eq. (5.3.1.2), Eqs. (5.3.1.16), (5.3.1.24), (5.3.1.17) and (5.3.1.18) yield(
DiDjVBH

)
(zsusy,zsusy) =

(
∂i∂jVBH

)
(zsusy,zsusy) = 0; (5.3.1.25)

(
DiDjVBH

)
(zsusy,zsusy) =

(
∂i∂jVBH

)
(zsusy,zsusy)

=

= 2 |Z|2
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
Gji
(
zsusy, zsusy

)
.(5.3.1.26)
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As previously done for the function |Z|, it is now possible to introduce the 2nV× 2nV

complex Hessian matrix HVBH
ı̂ ̂ of the function VBH (z, z; p, q) inMz,z, as follows:

HVBH
ı̂ ̂ (z, z; p, q) =


HVBH

ij HVBH
ij

HVBH
ji

HVBH
ij

 ≡

= 2



i


2CijkGkkZDkZ+

+1
2 D(iCj)kl·

·GkmGll (DmZ
)

DlZ




(DiZ) DjZ + Gij |Z|

2 +

+CjklCimkGmkGllGkn·

·
(

DnZ
)

DlZ





(
DiZ

)
DjZ + Gji |Z|

2 +

+CjklCimkGkmGllGnk·

· (DnZ) DlZ

 −i


2CijkGkkZDkZ+

+1
2 D(iCj)kl·

·GmkGll (DmZ) DlZ





.

(5.3.1.27)

Thus, by evaluating at the point(s)
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
inMz,z defined by Eq.

(5.3.1.2) and recalling Eq. (5.3.1.14), the Hessian becomes

HVBH
ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q) ; p, q

)
=

= 2VBH
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q) ; p, q

)
·

·

 0 Gij
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
Gji
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
0

 .

(5.3.1.28)
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Since Gij = Gji, also in this case we obtain(
HVBH

ı̂ ̂
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

))†
= HVBH

ı̂ ̂
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
, (5.3.1.29)

i.e. the 2nV × 2nV complex Hessian matrix HVBH
ı̂ ̂ evaluated at the 1

2 -BPS-SUSY pre-
serving extreme BH “attractor”, point(s)

(
zsusy, zsusy

)
in Mz,z is Hermitian for any

BH charge configuration. Thus, HVBH
ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
is always diagonalizable by

a unitary transformation, and it has 2nV real eigenvalues; from Eq. (5.3.1.28) it then
follows that, for an arbitrary but fixed BH charge configuration

(
pΛ, qΛ

)
∈ Γ

Gij
(
zsusy, zsusy

)
strictly positive (negative) definite

m(
zsusy, zsusy

)
at least local miminum (maximum) of VBH (z, z; p, q) inMz,z.

(5.3.1.30)

Such a result also follows from the comparison of H|Z|ı̂ ̂
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
(given by

Eq. (5.3.1.11)) with HVBH
ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
(given by Eq. (5.3.1.28)), yielding

HVBH
ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
= 4 |Z|

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
H|Z|ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
=

= 4
(
VBH

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

))1/2 H|Z|ı̂ ̂
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
,

(5.3.1.31)

where in the last line we recalled Eq. (5.3.1.14).

As mentioned above, since we assume that the SKG ofMz,z is regular, we obtain
at least a local minimum of VBH at the 1

2 -BPS-SUSY preserving extreme BH “attrac-
tor” point(s). However, different situations may arise if we go beyond the regular
regime of SKG; in such a case, Eq. (5.3.1) yields that the eventually existing (at least
local) maxima of VBH are reached out of the regular SKG ofMz,z.

Summarizing, in the context of regular SKG ofMz,z, all 1
2 -BPS-SUSY preserving

extreme BH “attractor” points, defined by the differential Eq. (5.3.1.2) (∀i = 1, ..., nV)

(∂i |Z|)
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
= 0 (5.3.1.32)

m
(DiZ)

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
=

=
[
(∂iZ) (z, z; p, q) + 1

2 (∂iK) (z, z) Z (z, z; p, q)
]
(zsusy,zsusy)

= 0
(5.3.1.33)

⇓
(∂iVBH)

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
= 0, (5.3.1.34)
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are (at least local) minima7 of both the real, positive functions VBH (z, z; p, q) and
|Z| (z, z; p, q), for the arbitrary but fixed BH charge configuration being considered.

However, if one considers only one (p, q)-parameterized continuous branch of
VBH (z, z; p, q) and |Z| (z, z; p, q) inMz,z, then just one critical point

(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
= limr→r+

H
(z (r) , z (r)) (5.3.1.35)

exists as solution of the set of nV complex differential Eqs. (5.3.1.32)-(5.3.1.33), and it
is a global minimum for the (p, q)-parameterized continuous branch of VBH (z, z; p, q)
and |Z| (z, z; p, q) inMz,z.

Clearly, the situation changes if, for the considered Sp (2nV + 2)-covariant BH
charge configuration

(
pΛ, qΛ

)
∈ Γ, more than one continuous branch of VBH (z, z; p, q)

and |Z| (z, z; p, q) may exist inMz,z, or also if one considers not only the continuous
branch(es) of VBH and/or |Z|. In such cases, one would obtain that a variety of criti-
cal points may exist, corresponding to (at least local) minima of VBH and |Z| inMz,z,
in 1 : 1 correspondence with possibly existing disconnected continuous branches of
such functions, or in (not necessarily 1 : 1) correspondence with eventually existing
disconnected, non-continuous branches of VBH and |Z|.

Furthermore, by going beyond the regular SKG ofMz,z, and thus by admitting
changes of definiteness of the Kählerian metric Gij, one would obtain various possi-

7Since the real functions |Z| and VBH are (strictly) positive inMz,z, their stable critical points are
(at least local) minima. Since the “attractor” points are generally defined as stable critical points, it
follows that in the considered framework of regular SKG of Mz,z all critical points of |Z| and VBH

are actually “attractors”.
In general, this does not continue to hold when the assumption of regularity of SKG is removed.
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ble cases8: 1)

Gij
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
strictly positive definite (5.3.1.36)

m

HVBH
ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
H|Z|ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
 strictly positive definite (5.3.1.37)

m(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
= limr→r+

H
(z (r) , z (r))

(at least local) minimum for both VBH and |Z| inMz,z

(for the considered
(

pΛ, qΛ
)
∈ Γ)

[proper 1
2 -BPS supersymmetric extreme BH “attractor”];

(5.3.1.38)

2)

Gij
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
strictly negative definite (5.3.1.39)

m
HVBH

ı̂ ̂
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
H|Z|ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
 strictly negative definite (5.3.1.40)

m(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
= limr→r+

H
(z (r) , z (r))

(at least local) maximum for both VBH and |Z| inMz,z

(for the considered
(

pΛ, qΛ
)
∈ Γ);

(5.3.1.41)

8Notice that the not strict positive (negative) definiteness of Gij at the critical points(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
is only a necessary, but not necessarily a sufficient, condition for them to

be (at least local) minima (maxima) for the functions VBH and |Z| inMz,z.
Indeed, when the positive (negative) definiteness of Gij is not strict, explicit counterexamples may

be considered in which
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
is a saddle point for VBH and |Z|. Thus, when the

definiteness of Gij is not strict, in order to discriminate between the different possibilities a more
detailed investigation is needed, for instance consisting in the study of the function VBH and/or |Z|
in a neighbourhood of the considered critical point(s)

(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
.
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3)

Gij
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
neither positive nor negative definite
(i.e. it has some positive, some negative,
and possibly some vanishing, eigenvalues)

(5.3.1.42)

m
HVBH

ı̂ ̂
(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
H|Z|ı̂ ̂

(
zsusy, zsusy; p, q

)
 neither positive nor negative definite (5.3.1.43)

m(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q)

)
= limr→r+

H
(z (r) , z (r))

saddle point for both VBH and |Z| inMz,z

(for the considered
(

pΛ, qΛ
)
∈ Γ).

(5.3.1.44)

Thus, when going beyond the regular SKG of the vector supermultiplets’ mod-
uli spaceMz,z, one gets a much richer casistics, for example consisting in the pos-
sibility to have different maxima and minima, together with saddle points, also
for only one (p, q)-parameterized continuous branch of the functions VBH (z, z; p, q)
and |Z| (z, z; p, q). In such a non-regular geometric framework, also disconnected
and/or non-continuous branch(es) of VBH and |Z|might be considered.

In [77] Kallosh et al. performed a detailed analysis of the issue of the uniqueness
of the critical points of both VBH and |Z|, not necessarily relying on the regularity
of the Kähler geometry. They worked in the framework of N = 2, d = 5 Maxwell
Einstein Supergravity Theory, whose moduli space is endowed with a “very special”
(or “real special”) Kähler geometry. An analogous approach in the corresponding
4-d. framework of SKG of the vector supermultiplets’ moduli space Mz,z of nV-
fold N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory was sketchily outlined in
[55].

5.3.2 Non-supersymmetric Attractors

Let us now consider the case of the non-supersymmetric, non-BPS (NON-(BPS-
)SUSY) extreme BH “attractors”. They are stable critical points of VBH (z, z; p, q),
but not of |Z| (z, z; p, q), inMz,z. In the considered context of nV-fold N = 2, d = 4
Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory, their existence has been firstly pointed out
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in [55]; recently, they have been rediscovered and studied in a number of papers,
also in not necessarily supersymmetric frameworks ([61], [66], [71], [72], [78], [79],
[80]).

The elements of such a particular class of critical points of VBH (z, z; p, q) will
be denoted as

(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q)

)
. They are Horizon, “attractor” vec-

tor supermultiplets’ scalar configurations which do not preserve any supersym-
metric degree of freedom out of the ones of the underlying nV-fold N = 2, d =
4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory. By recalling Eq. (5.3.5), they are de-
fined by the following set of differential conditions (also remind that we assume
Z
(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q) ; p, q

)
6= 0):



(DiVBH)
(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q) ; p, q

)
=

=
[
2ZDiZ + iCijkGjmGkk (DmZ

) (
DkZ

)]
(znon−susy(p,q),znon−susy(p,q))

= 0,

∀i ∈ {1, ..., nV} ;

{
(DiZ)

(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q) ; p, q

)
6= 0

i ∈ I ⊆ {1, ..., nV} , I 6= ∅,

(5.3.2.1)

which may be written explicitly as follows:





2Z (z, z; p, q)
[(

∂i + 1
2 ∂iK (z, z)

)
Z (z, z; p, q)

]
+

+iCijk (z, z) Gjm (z, z) Gkk (z, z) ·

·
[(

∂m + 1
2 ∂mK (z, z)

)
Z (z, z; p, q)

]
·

·
[(

∂k + 1
2 ∂kK (z, z)

)
Z (z, z; p, q)

]


(znon−susy(p,q),znon−susy(p,q))

= 0,

∀i ∈ {1, ..., nV} ;


{(

∂i + 1
2 ∂iK (z, z)

)
Z (z, z; p, q)

}
(znon−susy(p,q),znon−susy(p,q))

6= 0;

i ∈ I ⊆ {1, ..., nV} , I 6= ∅.

(5.3.2.2)

Thus, by inserting the explicit expressions of K (z, z), Cijk (z, z) and Z (z, z; p, q) as
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input9, the set of differential conditions (5.3.2.1)-(5.3.2.2) should give, as output, the
purely charge-dependent NON-(BPS-)SUSY extreme BH “attractors”(

znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q)
)

= limr→r+
H

(z (r) , z (r)) . (5.3.2.3)

Let us now reconsider the condition of criticality for VBH (z, z; p, q) inMz,z. From
Eq. (5.3.5) it reads (∀i ∈ {1, ..., nV})

2ZDiZ = −iCijkGjmGkk (DmZ
) (

DkZ
)

; (5.3.2.4)

m

DiZ = − i
2

Z

|Z|2
CijkGjmGkk (DmZ

) (
DkZ

)
; (5.3.2.5)

m

DiZ =
i
2

Z

|Z|2
CijkGmjGkk (DmZ) (DkZ) . (5.3.2.6)

By using Eqs. (5.3.2.4)-(5.3.2.6), the evaluation of Eq. (5.3.1.16) at the critical points
of VBH (z, z; p, q) inMz,z yields

DiDjVBH
∣∣
∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

= 2i


2CijkGkkZDkZ+

+1
2

(
D(iCj)kl

)
GkmGll (DmZ

)
DlZ


∂rVBH=0, ∀r

= 2i
{

Z2

|Z|2
(DnZ)

(
DpZ

)
·

·


i
(

δn
i δ

p
j + δ

p
i δn

j − GnnGppRinjp

)
+

+ 1
8|Z|2

[
D(i|

(
GllGnnGppGqqGrrR|j)nlpClqr

)] (
DqZ

)
DrZ




∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

.

(5.3.2.7)

In the last line of Eq. (5.3.2.7) we used the result(
DiCjkl

)
CmnpClqrGkmGllGnnGppGqqGrr = −D(i|

(
GllGnnGppGqqGrrR|j)nlpClqr

)
,

(5.3.2.8)

9It is worth recalling once again that, beside Gij = ∂j∂iK, the Kähler potential K also determines
the contravariant metric by the orthonormality condition

Gij∂j∂lK = δi
l .
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following from the Metric Postulate inMz,z, from the SKG constraints (7.2.1.39) and
from the Bianchi identities (4.1.6) for the Riemann-Christoffel tensor.

On the other hand, by means of the criticality conditions (5.3.2.4)-(5.3.2.6) of
VBH (holding for non-vanishing Z, as we assumed) and recalling Eq. (5.3.1.18),
we can express DiDjVBH at the critical points by using either holomorphic or anti-
holomorphic Kähler-covariant derivatives of Z, respectively as it follows:

DiDjVBH
∣∣
∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

=

= 2


Gji |Z|

2 +

+
(

2δn
j δl

i
+ GnlGji − GllGnkRjilk

)
(DnZ) DlZ


∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

=

= 2



Gji |Z|
2 +

− i
2

Z
|Z|2

(
2δn

j δl
i
+ GnlGji − GllGnkRjilk

)
·

·CnrsGrrGss (DlZ
) (

DrZ
)

DsZ


∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

.

(5.3.2.9)

Notice that the expressions (5.3.2.7) and (5.3.2.9) are manifestly symmetric, as, in
general, it holds true for Eqs. (5.3.1.16), (5.3.1.24) and (5.3.1.17), (5.3.1.18).

In general, Eqs. (5.3.2.7) and (5.3.2.9) hold for every critical point of the func-
tion VBH (z, z; p, q) in Mz,z. In the case of 1

2 -BPS-SUSY preserving extreme BH “at-
tractor” point(s) (which, by definition (5.3.1.2) are also critical points of the func-
tion |Z| (z, z; p, q)), such Eqs. reduce to the much simpler expressions (5.3.1.25) and
(5.3.1.26), respectively. Thus, since we already treated the 1

2 -BPS-SUSY preserving
extreme BH “attractors” in Subsubsect. 4.4.1, we will here understand Eqs. (5.3.2.7)
and (5.3.2.9) in their non-trivial form in nV-fold N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Su-
pergravity Theory, i.e. evaluated at the NON-(BPS-)SUSY extreme BH “attractor(s)”
which, by the definitions (5.3.2.1)-(5.3.2.2), are critical points of VBH, but not of |Z|.

Thus, by evaluating the Hessian HVBH
ı̂ ̂ (z, z; p, q) at the point(s)(

znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q)
)

inMz,z defined by the differential conditions (5.3.2.1)-
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(5.3.2.2), we get

HVBH
ı̂ ̂

(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q) ; p, q

)
=

=



2i Z2

|Z|2
(DnZ)

(
DpZ

)
·

·



i

 δn
i δ

p
j + δ

p
i δn

j +

−GnnGppRinjp

+

− 1
8|Z|2

(
D(iCj)kl

)
CmnpClqr·

·GkmGllGnnGpp·

·GqqGrr (DqZ
)

DrZ



2



Gij |Z|
2 +

− i
2

Z
|Z|2
·

·


2δn

j
δl

i + GlnGij+

−GllGknRijkl

 ·
·ClmpGmmGpp·

·
(

DnZ
) (

DmZ
)

DpZ



2



Gji |Z|
2 +

+ i
2

Z
|Z|2
·

·

 2δn
j δl

i
+ GnlGji+

−GllGnkRjilk

 ·
·ClmpGmmGpp·

· (DnZ) (DmZ) DpZ



−2i Z2

|Z|2
(

DnZ
) (

DpZ
)
·

·



−i


δn

i
δ

p
j
+ δ

p
i

δn
j
+

−GnnGppRnipj

+

− 1
8|Z|2

(
D(iCj)kl

)
CmnpClqr·

·GmkGllGnnGpp·

·GqqGrr (DqZ
)

DrZ




non−susy

=

where the subscript “non− susy” means that everything inside the matrix is eval-
uated at the point(s)

(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q)

)
inMz,z defined by the differ-

ential conditions (5.3.2.1)-(5.3.2.2).

It is worth pointing out that at the critical points of VBH the Kähler-covariant
Hessian of VBH coincides with the “flat”, ordinary Hessian, defined through ordi-
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nary derivatives:

HVBH
ı̂ ̂ (z, z; p, q)

∣∣∣
∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

=


HVBH

ij HVBH
ij

HVBH
ji

HVBH
ij


∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

≡

≡

 DiDjVBH DiDjVBH

DjDiVBH DiDjVBH


∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

(5.3.2.10)

This is clearly due to the fact that the (regular) Special Kähler moduli spaceMz,z

is linearly connected (see Eqs. (5.3.1.19) and (5.3.1.20)).

Now, by knowing the explicit expressions of the functions Z (z, z; p, q), K (z, z)
and Cijk (z, z), and by solving the differential conditions (5.3.2.1)-(5.3.2.2), one should
explicitly calculate the Hessian HVBH

ı̂ ̂
(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q) ; p, q

)
given on

the last page and study, case by case (if more than one solution exists to (5.3.2.1)-
(5.3.2.2)), the definiteness of such an Hessian, i.e. the sign of its eigenvalues.

By denoting HVBH
ı̂ ̂

(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q) ; p, q

)
≡ HVBH

ı̂ ̂,non−susy (p, q), it is

immediate to check that the Hessian HVBH
ı̂ ̂,non−susy (p, q) is not Hermitian

(
HVBH

ı̂ ̂,non−susy (p, q)
)†

=


HVBH

ij,non−susy
(p, q) HVBH

ij,non−susy
(p, q)

HVBH
ji,non−susy

(p, q) HVBH
ij,non−susy (p, q)

 6=

6=


HVBH

ij,non−susy (p, q) HVBH
ij,non−susy

(p, q)

HVBH
ji,non−susy

(p, q) HVBH
ij,non−susy

(p, q)

 =

= HVBH
ı̂ ̂,non−susy (p, q) .

(5.3.2.11)

Such a non-Hermiticity is, in general, due to the diagonal terms of the above block-
diagonal arrangement, i.e. essentially to the nV × nV matrix HVBH

ij,non−susy (p, q), which
is symmetric but, in general, not real, and therefore not Hermitian (see also [72]).

Let us now evaluate the “BH effective potential” function VBH at its critical points.
By using Eqs. (5.3.4), (5.3.5) and (5.3.2.4)-(5.3.2.6), one gets that the (semiclassical,
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leading order) BH entropy reads

SBH = π VBH|∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV} =

= π
{
|Z|2 + Gii (DiZ) DiZ

}
∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

=

= π


|Z|2 +

+ 1
4|Z|2

CimkC mn
i
(

DmZ
) (

DkZ
)
(DmZ) DnZ


∂rVBH=0, ∀r∈{1,...,nV}

.

(5.3.2.12)

Thus, the (semiclassical, leading order) BH entropy at the NON-(BPS-)SUSY ex-
treme BH “attractor(s)” is

SBH,non−susy ≡ SBH
(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q) ; p, q

)
=

= π

{
|Z|2 + 1

4|Z|2

∣∣∣CijkGjmGkk (DmZ
)

DkZ
∣∣∣2}

non−susy
,

(5.3.2.13)

where the subscript “non − susy” in the r.h.s. has the same meaning as above.∣∣∣CijkGjmGkk (DmZ
)

DkZ
∣∣∣2 is the square norm of the complex, Kähler gauge-invariant

covariant vector CijkGjmGkk (DmZ
)

DkZ inMz,z. Since we assume the SKG ofMz,z

to be regular, i.e. that the metric tensor Gij is strictly positive definite in allMz,z, it
holds true that∣∣∣CijkGjmGkk (DmZ

)
DkZ

∣∣∣2 ≡ CimkC mn
i
(

DmZ
) (

DkZ
)
(DmZ) DnZ > 0, (5.3.2.14)

vanishing iff
CijkGjmGkk (DmZ

)
DkZ = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., nV} . (5.3.2.15)

Notice that the condition (5.3.2.15) is trivially satisfied at the 1
2 -BPS-SUSY preserv-

ing extreme BH “attractor” point(s) defined by the differential conditions (5.3.1.2).
However, it might happen also that, depending on the BH charge configuration(

pΛ, qΛ
)
∈ Γ and on the explicit expressions of Cijk, K and Z, condition (5.3.2.15) is

satisfied at some particular NON-(BPS-)SUSY extreme BH “attractor(s)”.

Thus, by recalling Eq. (5.3.1.15) one gets that the BH entropy SBH,non−susy at the
NON-(BPS-)SUSY extreme BH “attractor(s)” is larger than the entropy SBH,susy at
the 1

2 -BPS-SUSY preserving extreme BH “attractor” point(s) (having the same |Z|2).
In other words, by assuming

|Z|2
(
zsusy (p, q) , zsusy (p, q) ; p, q

)
=

= |Z|2
(
znon−susy (p, q) , znon−susy (p, q) ; p, q

)
≡ |Z|2cr (p, q) ,

(5.3.2.16)
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it holds that

∆ (p, q) ≡ SBH,non−susy − SBH,susy =

= π
4

[
1
|Z|2

CimkC mn
i

(
DmZ

) (
DkZ

)
(DmZ) DnZ

]
non−susy

> 0.
(5.3.2.17)

The above expressions can be further elaborated by using the SKG constraints ex-
pressed by Eq. (7.2.1.39), yielding

CpilCpjmGpp = GijGlm + GimGl j − Rijlm. (5.3.2.18)

Consequently, at the NON-(BPS-)SUSY extreme BH “attractor(s)” it holds that

[
Gii (DiZ) DiZ

]
non−susy

=

=
[

1
4

Gii

|Z|2
CilmCinpGllGmmGnnGpp (DlZ

) (
DmZ

)
(DnZ) DpZ

]
non−susy

=

=
{

1
4|Z|2

[
2
(

GiiDiZDiZ
)2
− Rlnmp

(
DlZ

) (
DmZ

) (
DnZ

)
DpZ

]}
non−susy

.

(5.3.2.19)

Now, by recalling that in a (commutative) Kähler manifold the completely covariant
Riemann-Christoffel tensor Rijlm is given by Eq. (4.1.8) and the SKG constraints may
correspondingly be rewritten as in Eqs. (4.1.9)-(4.1.11), the obtained result may be
further elaborated by writing

[
GiiDiZDiZ

]
non−susy

=

=


1

4|Z|2



2
(

GiiDiZDiZ
)2

+

−

 ∂n∂l∂p∂mK+

−Grs
(

∂s∂l∂mK
) (

∂r∂n∂pK
)
 (DlZ

) (
DmZ

) (
DnZ

)
DpZ




non−susy

.

(5.3.2.20)

Summarizing, in the (regular) SKG ofMz,z, the following expressions for the (semi-
classical, leading order) BH entropy SBH = πVBH at the NON-(BPS-)SUSY extreme
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BH “attractor(s)” are equivalent:

SBH,non−susy = π
[
|Z|2 + GiiDiZDiZ

]
non−susy

=

= π


|Z|2 +

+1
4

Gii

|Z|2
CijkCijnGjmGkkGmjGnn (DmZ

) (
DkZ

)
(DmZ) DnZ


non−susy

=

= π


|Z|2 +

+ 1
4|Z|2

[
2
(

GiiDiZDiZ
)2
− Rlnmp

(
DlZ

) (
DmZ

) (
DnZ

)
DpZ

]


non−susy

=

= π


|Z|2 + 1

4|Z|2
GllGmm (DlZ

) (
DmZ

)
·

·
[
2 (DlZ) DmZ− RlnmpGnnGpp (DnZ) DpZ

]


non−susy

=

= π



|Z|2 + 1
4|Z|2

GllGmm (DlZ
) (

DmZ
)
·

·



2 (DlZ) DmZ+

−
[
∂n∂l∂p∂mK− Grs

(
∂s∂l∂mK

) (
∂r∂n∂pK

)]
·

·GnnGpp (DnZ) DpZ




non−susy

.

(5.3.2.21)

In the following two chapters, we will present a self-contained analysis of our work
highlighting the interplay between Special Kähler geometry, Supergravity, Black
Holes and Attractor Mechanism which are commonly dubbed as “On Quantum
Special Kähler Geometry” 6 and “Topics in Cubic Special Geometry” 7.
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Chapter 6

Quantum Special Kähler Geometry

In [1] we compute the effective black hole potential VBH of the most general N =
2, d = 4 (local) special Kähler geometry with quantum perturbative corrections,
consistent with axion-shift Peccei-Quinn symmetry and with cubic leading order
behavior.

We determine the charge configurations supporting axion-free attractors, and
explain the differences among various configurations in relations to the presence of
“flat” directions of VBH at its critical points and also elucidate the role of the sec-
tional curvature at the non-supersymmetric critical points of VBH, and compute the
Riemann tensor (and related quantities), as well as the so-called E-tensor. The lat-
ter expresses the non-symmetricity of the considered quantum perturbative special
Kähler geometry.

6.1 Introduction

The Attractor Mechanism was discovered in the mid 90’s [2]- [7] in the context of dy-
namics of scalar fields coupled to BPS (Bogomol’ny-Prasad-Sommerfeld [7]) black
holes (BHs). In recent years, a number of studies (see e.g. [8]-[13] for recent reviews,
and lists of Refs., see also [13]) have been devoted to the investigation of the proper-
ties of extremal BH attractors. This renewed interest can be essentially be traced back
to the (re)discovery of new classes configurations of scalar fields at the BH horizon,
which do not saturate the BPS bound. When embedded into a supergravity theory,
such non-BPS configurations break all supersymmetries at the BH event horizon.

The geometry of the scalar manifold determines the various classes of BPS and
non-BPS attractors. The richest case study is provided by the theory in which the
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Attractor Mechanism was originally discovered, i.e. byN = 2, d = 4 ungauged super-
gravity coupled to nV Abelian vector multiplets. In such a theory, the scalar fields
coordinatize a Kähler manifold of (local) special type (see e.g. [14], [15], and [16], and
Refs. therein), determined by an holomorphic prepotential function F . In general,
(local, as understood throughout unless otherwise noted) special Kähler (SK) geom-
etry admits three classes of extremal BH attractors (see e.g. [17] for an analysis in
symmetric SK geometry):

• 1
2 -BPS (preserving four supersymmetries out of the eight pertaining to asymp-
totical N = 2, d = 4 superPoincaré algebra);

• non-BPS with non-vanising N = 2 central charge function Z (shortly named
non-BPS Z 6= 0);

• non-BPS with vanishing Z (shortly named non-BPS Z = 0).

6.1.1 Quantum Corrections to Prepotential

Dealing with the stringy origin ofN = 2, d = 4 supergravity, the classical prepoten-
tial F receives quantum (perturbative and non-perturbative) corrections, of polyno-
mials or non-polynomial (usually polylogarithmic) nature, which in some cases can
spoil the holomorphicity of F itself (see e.g. [18]- [31]).

A typical (and simple) example is provided by the large volume limit of CY3-
compactifications of Type IIA superstrings, which determines a SK geometry with
purely cubic F at the classical level. Thus, the sub-leading nature of the quantum
corrections constrains the most general polynomial correction to F to be at most of
degree two in the moduli, with a priori complex coefficients. Moreover, some sym-
metries can further constrain the structure of such sub-leading polynomial quan-
tum corrections to F . As shown in [32], the only polynomial quantum perturbative
correction to classical cubic F which is consistent with the perturbative (continu-
ous) axion-shift symmetry [33] is the constant purely imaginary term (i = 1, ..., nV

throughout):

Fclass =
1
3!

dijkzizjzk −→ Fquant−pert. =
1
3!

dijktitjtk + iξ, ξ ∈ R, (6.1.1.1)

where dijk is the real, constant, completely symmetric tensor defining the cubic ge-
ometry (which is then usually named d-SK geometry [34; 35]). All other polynomial
perturbative corrections (quadratic, linear and real constant terms in the scalar fields
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zi’s) can be proved not to affect the classical d-SK geometry, also because the Kähler
potential is insensitive to their presence [32].

The explicit form of the quantum corrections to F depends on the superstring
theory under consideration, and non-trivial relations among the various corrections
arise due to the (perturbative and non-perturbative) dualities relating the various
superstring theories.

For instance, in a certain class of compactifications of the heterotic E8× E8 super-
string over K3 × T2, the whole quantum-corrected F reads (see e.g. [19], and Refs.
therein)

F het = stu− s
nV

∑
a=4

(
t̃a)2 + h1

(
t, u, t̃

)
+ fnon−pert.

(
e−2πs, t, u, t̃

)
,

z1 ≡ s, z2 ≡ t, z3 ≡ u, za ≡ t̃a. (6.1.1.2)

This compactifications exhibits the peculiar feature that the axio-dilaton s belongs
to a vector multiplet, and this determines the presence of (T-symmetric) quantum
perturbative string-loop corrections and non-perturbative corrections, as well. The
tree-level, classical term

F het
class = stu− s

nV

∑
a=4

(
t̃a)2 (6.1.1.3)

is the prepotential of the so-called generic Jordan sequence

SU(1, 1)
U (1)

× SO (2, nV − 1)
SO (2)× SO (nV − 1)

(6.1.1.4)

of homogeneous symmetric SK manifolds (see e.g. [32] and [12; 17], and Refs. therein).
Notice that F het

class given by Eq. (6.1.1.3) exhibits its maximal (non-compact) symme-
try, i.e. SO (1, nV − 2), pertaining to its d = 5 uplift. Non-renormalization theorems
state that all quantum perturbative string-loop corrections are encoded in the 1-loop
contribution h1, made out of a constant term, a purely cubic polynomial term and a
polylogarithmic part (see e.g. [19] and Refs. therein). Finally, fnon−pert. encodes the
non-perturbative corrections, exponentially suppressed in the limit s → ∞ (see e.g.
[19; 22; 31; 36]).

As mentioned above, superstring dualities play a key role in relating the quan-
tum corrected F ’s in various theories. In our framework, the Type IIA/heterotic
duality allows for an identification of the relevant scalar fields (moduli of the geome-
try of the internal manifold in stringy language) such that the heterotic prepotential
(6.1.1.2) becomes structurally identical to the one determined by Type IIA compact-
ifications over Calabi-Yau threefolds (CY3s). Within this latter framework, the F
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governing the resulting low-energy N = 2, d = 4 supergravity is of purely classical
origin. Indeed, there are only Kähler structure moduli, and the axio-dilaton s belongs
to an hypermultiplet; this leads to no string-loop corrections, and all corrections to
the large volume limit cubic prepotential come from the world-sheet sigma-model
[37]. In particular, as shown in [36; 38], there are no 1-, 2- and 3-loop contribu-
tions. It is here worth pointing out that the non-perturbative, world-sheet instanton
corrections (which we will disregard in the treatment below) spoil the continuous
nature of the axion-shift symmetry, by making it discrete [33].

Thus, the relevant part of the prepotential F in Type IIA compactifications reads
(nV = h1,1) [19; 36; 39]:

F I IA =
1
3!
Cijktitjtk +W0iti − i

χζ (3)
16π3 . (6.1.1.5)

The Cijk are the real classical intersection numbers, determining the classical d-SK
geometry in the large volume limit. On the other hand, the quantum perturbative
contributions from 2-dimensional CFT on the world-sheet are encoded only in a
linear and in a constant term:

• the linear term is determined by

W0i =
1
4!

c2 · Ji =
1
4!

∫
CY3

c2 ∧ Ji, (6.1.1.6)

which are the real expansion coefficients of the second Chern class c2 of CY3

with respect to the basis J∗i of the cohomology group H4 (CY3, R), dual to the
basis of the (1, 1)-forms Ji of the cohomology H2 (CY3, R). The linear term
W0iti has been shown to be reabsorbed by a suitable symplectic transformation
of the period vector; thus, in the dual heterotic picture it has just the effect of a
constant shift in Ims ([40]; see e.g. also discussion in [19]).

• The constant term −i χζ(3)
16π3 (≡ iξ in Eq. (6.1.1.1)) in (6.1.1.5) is the only rele-

vant one, as proved in general in [32]. It is determined by the Riemann zeta-
function ζ, by the Euler character1 χ of CY3, and it has a 4-loop origin in the
non-linear sigma-model [36–38]. It is worth noticing that χ = 0 for self-mirror
CY3’s, such that all have ξ = 0. Furthermore, some arguments lead to argue

1For typical CY3’s

|χ| 6 103 ⇔ χζ (3)
16π3 ∼ O (1) .

This motivates the statement that attractor solutions with ξ = 0 can be (in certain BH charge config-
urations) a good approximation for the solutions computed with ξ 6= 0 (see e.g. the remark after Eq.
(3.42) of [19]).
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that (at least) for some particular self-mirror models (such as the so-called FHSV
one [41] and the octonionic magic [42]), non-perturbative, world-sheet instan-
ton corrections vanish, as well (see e.g. discussion in Sects. 12 and 13 of [43],
and Refs. therein). As a consequence, such models, up to suitable symplectic
transformations of the period vector, would have their classical cubic prepo-
tential unaffected by any perturbative and non-perturbative correction.

It should be here pointed out that CY3-compactifications of Type IIB do not ad-
mit a large volume limit; moreover, in Type IIB the Attractor Eqs. only depend on
the complex structure moduli (which in supergravity description are the scalars of
theN = 2 vector multiplets). The solutions toN = 2, d = 4 Attractor Eqs. for the re-
sulting SK geometries were studied (in proximity of the Landau-Ginzburg point) in
[44] for the particular class of Fermat CY3’s with nV = 1, and in [45] for a particular
CY3 with nV = 2.

In [46], extending the BPS analysis of [19], the N = 2, d = 4 Attractor Eqs. were
studied in the simplest case of perturbative quantum corrected d-SK geometry, i.e.
in the SK geometry with nV = 1 scalar fields, described (in a special coordinates) by
the holomorphic Kähler gauge-invariant prepotential2

F = t3 + iξ, (6.1.1.7)

which, up to overall rescaling, is nothing but Fquant−pert. of Eq. (6.1.1.1) for nV = 1.
Despite the (apparently) minor correction to the classical prepotential, in [46] new
phenomena, absent in the classical limit ξ = 0, were observed:

• The “separation” of attractors, i.e. the existence of multiple stable solutions
to the Attractor Eqs. (for a given BH charge configuration). This can be ul-
timately related to the existence of basins of attractions [47–49], specified by
suitable “area codes” [50] (i.e. asymptotical boundary conditions) in the radial
evolution dynamics of scalar fields in the extremal BH background.

• The “transmutation” of attractors, i.e. the change in the supersymmetry pre-
serving features of stable critical points of VBH, depending on the value of
the quantum parameter ξ, suitably “renormalized” in terms of the relevant BH
charges. For example, by varying such a “renormalized” quantum parameter, a
1
2 -BPS attractor becomes non-BPS (and vice versa). This can ultimately be re-
lated to the lack of an orbit structure in the space of Bh charges; this is no sur-
prise, by noticing that the SK geometry determined by F given by Eq. (6.1.1.7)
is generally not symmetric nor homogeneous.

2In [46] ξ was named λ.
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6.1.2 Critical “Flat” Directions of Black Hole Potential

Let us now shortly recall the fundamentals of the Attractor Mechanism. In the critical
implementation given in [6], the Attractor Mechanism related extremal BH attractors
to stable critical points3 zi

H of a suitably defined BH effective potential VBH:

zH (Q) :
∂VBH (z, Q)

∂zi

∣∣∣∣
z=zH(Q)

= 0 (6.1.2.1)

where Q denotes the Sp (2nV + 2, R)-vector of magnetic and electric BH charges (see
Eq. (6.2.0.9) below). The nV complex Eqs. (6.1.2.1) are usually called Attractor Equa-
tions. Then, a critical point zH (Q) is an attractor in strict sense iff the (Hermitian)
2nV × 2nV Hessian matrixHVBH of VBH evaluated at zH (Q) is positive definite:

HVBH
∣∣∣
z=zH(Q)

> 0, (6.1.2.2)

with “> 0” here expressing the non-negativity of the 2nV eigenvalues.

As shown in [51; 52], in N = 2, d = 4 ungauged supergravities with homo-
geneous (not necessarily symmetric) SK manifolds (as well as in N > 2-extended
ungauged d = 4 supergravities, which we however do not consider here) the critical
matrix HVBH

∣∣
∂VBH=0 has the following general signature: all strictly positive eigen-

values, up to some eventual vanishing eigenvalues (massless Hessian modes), which
have been proved to be “flat” directions of VBH itself.

Thus, one can claim that in all homogeneous SK geometries the critical points of
VBH satisfying the “non-degeneracy” condition

VBH|∂VBH=0 6= 0 (6.1.2.3)

are all stable, up to some eventual “flat” directions. Such directions of the SK scalar
manifold MSK coordinatize the so-called moduli space M ( M of the considered
(class of) solution(s) to Eqs. (6.1.2.1). In other words, such “flat” directions span
a subset of the scalar fields which is not stabilized by the Attractor Eqs. (6.1.2.1)
at the BH event horizon in terms of the BH charges Q. It is worth pointing out
that, somewhat surprisingly, the existence of “flat” directions at the critical points
of VBH does not plague the thermodynamical macroscopic description of extremal
BHs with inconsistencies. Indeed, at the considered class of critical points, VBH does
not actually turn out to depend on the unstabilized scalars; therefore, through the
relation [6]

SBH (Q) = π VBH|∂VBH=0 , (6.1.2.4)

3The subscript “H” denotes the value at the event horizon of the considered extremal BH.
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the BH entropy SBH can be consistently defined. Notice that the condition (6.1.2.3)
implies the (classical) Attractor Mechanism4 to work only for the so-called “large”
BHS, i.e. for those BHs with non-vanishing classical entropy.

As known since [6], “flat” directions cannot arise at 1
2_BPS critical points of VBH.

This is no more true for the remaining two classes of non-supersymmetric critical
points, namley for non-BPS Z 6= 0 and non-BPS Z = 0 ones [51; 52]. Tables 2 and
3 of [52] respectively list the moduli spaces of non-BPS Z 6= 0 and non-BPS Z = 0
attractors for symmetric SK geometries, whose classification is known after [54] (see
also [35] and [32], as well as Refs. therein). Let us mention that non-BPS Z 6=
0 moduli spaces are nothing but the symmetric real special scalar manifolds of the
corresponding N = 2, d = 5 supergravity.

6.1.3 Quantum Removal/Survival of Critical “Flat” Directions

It should be pointed out clearly that the issue of the “flat” directions of VBH at its
critical points, reported in Subsect. 6.1.2 hold only at the classical, Einstein super-
gravity level. It is conceivable that such “flat” directions are removed by quantum
(perturbative and/or non-perturbative) corrections. Consequently, at the quantum
(perturbative and/or non-perturbative) regime, no moduli spaces for attractor solu-
tions might exist at all (and also the actual attractive nature of the critical points of
VBH might be destroyed). However, this might not be the case for N = 8, or for some
particular charge configurations in N < 8 supergravities (see below).

By relating the issues reported in Subsects. 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, one might thus ask
about the fate of classical “flat” directions of VBH at its (non-BPS) critical points,
in presence of quantum (perturbative and/or non-perturbative) corrections to the
prepotential F of SK geometry.

This issue, crucial in order to understand the features of the Attractor Mechanism
in the quantum regime (and thus its consistent embedding in the high-energy the-
ories whose supergravity is an effective low-energy limit, i.e. superstrings and M-
theory), was started to be investigated in [55], and it is the object of the investigation
carried out in the present paper.

Let us start by recalling the simplest symmetric d-SK geometries, and their even-
tual non-BPS “flat” directions. For our purpose, it will suffice to consider only the

4Attractor Mechanism can be consistently implemented at the quantum level, at least in some
frameworks, for instance within the so-called entropy function formalism (see e.g. [9] and Refs.
therein, see also [13]). See also [53] (and Refs. therein) for recent developments concerning Attractor
Mechanism and higher derivatives corrections to Einstein (super)gravity theories.
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so-called t3 and st2 models:

• The t3 model is based on the rank-1 symmetric SK manifold

SU (1, 1)
U (1)

, (6.1.3.1)

endowed with prepotential (z1 ≡ t, Imt < 0)

F = t3, (6.1.3.2)

which is the classical limit ξ → 0 of Eq. (6.1.1.7). As yielded by the analysis of
[54], it is an isolated case in the classification of symmetric SK geometries (see
also [32]). Furthermore, such a model can also be conceived as the “s = t = u
degeneration” of the so-called stu model [56]-[63], or equivalently as the “s = t
degeneration” of the so-called st2 model (see below). Beside the 1

2 -BPS attrac-
tors, the t3 model (whose d = 5 uplift is pure N = 2, d = 5 supergravity)
admits only non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points of VBH with no “flat” directions
(and thus no associated moduli space) [17; 52].

• The st2 model is based on the rank-2 symmetric SK manifold(
SU (1, 1)

U (1)

)2

, (6.1.3.3)

endowed with prepotential (z1 ≡ s, z2 ≡ t, Ims < 0, Imt < 0)

F = st2. (6.1.3.4)

It has one non-BPS Z 6= 0 “flat” direction, spanning the moduli space SO (1, 1)
(i.e., the scalar manifold of the st2 model in d = 5), but no non-BPS Z = 0 “flat”
directions at all. Such a model is the smallest (i.e. the fewest-moduli) symmetric
model exhibiting a non-BPS Z 6= 0 “flat” direction. Remarkably, the st2 model
constitutes the unique example of homogeneous d-SK geometry with nV = 2
scalar fields [34; 35]. Furthermore, as evident from the structure of the cubic
norm (see e.g. the discussion in [35], as well as Eq. (3.2.3) and Sect. 5 of [64]),
the st2 model is the unique nV = 2 SK geometry to be uplifted to anomaly-free
pure (1, 0), d = 6 supergravity (at least in presence of neutral matter).

As mentioned at the end of Subsect. 6.1.1, the non-homogeneous model “t3 + iξ”
(with prepotential given by Eq. (6.1.1.7)) was studied in [46]. The “t3 + iξ” model
can be conceived as the prototype of quantum perturbative corrected SK geometry,
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because it is the nV = 1 SK geometry with the most general quantum perturbative
correction consistent with the (continuous, perturbative) axion-shift symmetry [32].
However, since the t3 model has no non-BPS “flat” directions at all, the study per-
formed in [46] is not relevant for the aforementioned issue of the fate of the moduli
spaces of classical attractors in the quantum regime.

From the above analysis, the st2 model is the simplest example of SK geometry
in which the study of the fate of classical non-BPS Z 6= 0 moduli space can be in-
vestigated in quantum perturbative regime, i.e. considering the “st2 + iξ” model,
whose prepotential in special coordinates reads

F = st2 + iξ. (6.1.3.5)

Notice that Eq. (6.1.3.5) is the unique homogeneous nV = 2 determination of Eq.
(6.1.1.1). Such a study was performed in [55], within the (supergravity analogues of
the) so-called magnetic (D0−D4), electric (D2−D6) and D0−D6 BH charge config-
urations. As somewhat intuitively expected, in the magnetic and electric configura-
tions the classical non-BPS Z 6= 0 moduli space SO(1, 1) was shown not to survive
after the introduction of the quantum parameter ξ 6= 0. Interestingly, the investiga-
tion of [55] showed the that the quantum removal of classical “flat” directions occurs
more often towards repeller directions (thus destabilizing the whole critical solution,
and destroying the attractor in strict sense), rather than towards attractive directions.

Surprisingly, the study of [55] also revealed that the D0− D6 configuration ex-
hibits a qualitatively different phenomenon, i.e. that the non-BPS Z 6= 0 classical
“flat” direction survives the considered quantum perturbative corrections effectively
encoded in the “+iξ” term in Eq.(6.1.3.5), despite acquiring a non-vanishing axionic
part.

Aim and Plan of the Chapter

This unexpected fact was not completely understood in [55], and it is the starting
point of the present investigation, which aims at thoroughly investigating, within
the effective BH potential formalism, the d-SK geometries with the most general
quantum perturbative correction consistent with continuous Peccei-Quinn axion-
shift symmetry, i.e. the SK geometries with prepotential (in special coordinates) given
by Eq. (6.1.1.1). As already found in the simple cases investigated in [46] (nV = 1)
and [55] (nV = 2), the Attractor Eqs. (especially the non-supersymmetric ones) can-
not be solved analytically for a generic BH charge configuration, because they turn
out to be algebraic Eqs. of high (> 4) order. However, by explicitly computing VBH
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for the prepotential (6.1.1.1), we will explain the peculiarity of the D0 − D6 con-
figuration as being , in presence of ξ 6= 0, somewhat the “minimal” configuration
which does not support axion-free attractor solutions. In light of new results con-
cerning the relation between the so-called sectional curvature of matter charges at the
(non-supersymmetric) critical points of VBH and the BH entropy SBH, we will then
compute the relevant tensors characterizing the quantum SK geometry (6.1.1.1), i.e.
the Riemann tensor and related contractions, and the E-tensor.

The plan of the chapter is as follows.

In Sect. 6.2 we explicitly compute the effective BH potential VBH for the most
general quantum perturbatively corrected SK geometry consistent with continuous
axion-shift symmetry, i.e. the one with prepotential (6.1.1.1), in general form, i.e. for
an arbitrary number nV of vector multiplets and for a generic configuration Q of
BH charges. We then determine the axion-free-supporting Bh charge configurations,
commenting on the role of D0− D6, and (partially) explaining the findings of [55].

Sect. 6.3 is devoted to the computation of the N = 2 central charge Z and the
related matter charges DiZ in the considered framework. Such a computations allows
one to draw some general statements on the 1

2 -BPS solutions, connecting to the few
results already known from literature [19].

In Sect. 6.4 the role of the so-called E-tensor in SK geometry (and in the Attractor
Mechanism within) is recalled, and its explicit computation for the geometry (6.1.1.1)
is presented. By performing the classical limit ξ → 0, the E-tensor for a generic d-SK
geometry is explicitly obtained. The factorizability of some functional dependences
for the classical E-tensor is explicitly found, highlighting the possibility to uplift the
theory to d = 5. The same does not happen when ξ 6= 0, thus confirming the well
known fact that only d-SK geometry admits an uplift to d = 5 (see e.g. [65] and Refs.
therein).

Then, in Sect. 6.5 a number of original results are derived, pointing out the
role of the so-called sectional curvature of matter charges R in the theory of non-
supersymmetric attractors. Indeed, R vanishes at 1

2 -BPS attractors, but it is pro-
portional to the critical value of VBH (and thus, through Eq. (6.1.2.4), to the BH
entropy SBH). In particular, in symmetric SK geometries it has the same sign of the
quartic invariant I4 at non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points, where as it is opposite to (the
double of) I4 at non-BPS Z = 0 critical points, thus being strictly negative in both
cases.

Since R is nothing but the contraction of the Riemann tensor with the matter
charges vectors (i.e. with covariant derivatives of Z itself), interesting role of R at
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non-supersymmetric critical points of VBH elucidated in Sect. 6.5 calls for an explicit
computation of the Riemann tensor itself. This is carried out in Sect. 6.6, where also
the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar curvature are determined. We proceed by ex-
ploiting two different approaches, one merely based on Kähler geometry (Subsect.
6.6.1) and the second one (Subsect. 6.6.2) based instead on the fundamental con-
straints of SK geometry (see Eq. (6.4.0.5 below). We explicitly show the equivalence
of these two approaches, by shortly commenting on the results of [54] and on the
eventual (unlikely) Einstein nature of the SK geometries (6.1.1.1).

Finally, Sect. 6.7 makes a brief comment and outlook, and lists some of the var-
ious open issues, originated or highlighted by the present investigation, which we
leave for future study.

6.2 Effective Black Hole Potential

As recalled in previous Section and as firstly found in [32], the most general holo-
morphic prepotential with leading cubic behavior consistent with (perturbative, con-
tinuous) Peccei-Quinn axion-shift symmetry [33], and which affects the Kähler po-
tential K of SK geometry, reads

F(X; ξ) =
1
3!

dijk
XiX jXk

X0 + iξ(X0)2, (6.2.0.1)

which is nothing but Eq. (6.1.1.1) before projectivizing, and before switching to
special coordinates and suitably fixing the Kähler gauge (see below). Let us recall
once again that i = 1, ..., nV throughout (nV denoting the number of Abelian vector
multiplets coupled to the N = 2, d = 4 supergravity one), and ξ ∈ R.

Aim of the present Section is to compute the effective BH potential VBH for the
SK geometry determined by the holomorphic prepotential (6.2.0.1). Below we will
present only the main formulæ, addressing the reader to Appendix A of [1] for the
further details of the calculations.

A general formula determining the kinetic vector matrixNΛΣ reads (see e.g. [66])
(Λ = 0, 1, ..., nV throughout)

NΛΣ = FΛΣ + 2i
Im (FΛΩ) Im (FΣ∆) XΩX∆

Im (FΘΞ) XΘXΞ . (6.2.0.2)

After projectivizing, it is convenient to switch to the so-called special coordinates (see
e.g. [15] and Refs. therein), defined by (a = 1, ..., nV)

ea
i (z) ≡

∂
(

Xa

X0

)
∂zi ≡ δa

i , (6.2.0.3)
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where (xi, λi ∈ R)
zi ≡ xi − iλi (6.2.0.4)

are the nV complex scalar fields, and further suitably fix the Kähler gauge as

X0 ≡ 1. (6.2.0.5)

Within such a framework, one can thus write:

Im [FΛΣ(z; ξ)] =

 1
3 dijk Im

(
zizjzk)+ 2ξ −1

2 djkl Im
(
zkzl)

−1
2 dikl Im

(
zkzl) dijk Im

(
zk)

 , (6.2.0.6)

and the block components of NΛΣ are computed in Appendix A of [1]

In order to compute the VBH governing the Attractor Mechanism [2–6], it is worth
recalling that in N = 2, d = 4 ungauged Maxwell-Einstein supergravity the follow-
ing expression holds [4; 5; 15]:

VBH = |Z|2 + gjj (DjZ
)

DjZ, (6.2.0.7)

where Z is the N = 2 central charge function. On the other hand, an equivalent (and
independent of the number of supercharge generators) expression of VBH reads [6]

VBH = −1
2

QTM (N ) Q. (6.2.0.8)

Q is the (Sp (2nV + 2, R))-vector of magnetic and electric charges, which in the spe-
cial coordinate basis of N = 2 theory reads as follows:

Q =


p0

pi

q0

qi

 . (6.2.0.9)

The (2nV + 2) × (2nV + 2) real symmetric symplectic matrix M (N ) is defined as
[4; 5; 15]

M (N ) = M (Re (N ) , Im (N )) ≡

≡

 Im (N ) + Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1 Re (N ) −Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1

− (Im (N ))−1 Re (N ) (Im (N ))−1

 .

(6.2.0.10)
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Thus, in order to compute VBH for the N = 2, d = 4 specified by the (perturba-
tive) quantum corrected holomorphic prepotential (6.2.0.1), one has to compute the
inverse of matrix ImNΛΣ.

It is also convenient to further simplify the notation, by recalling the definitions
used in [65], and suitably changing them5 (taking into account the presence of effec-
tive quantum parameter ξ):

dij ≡ dijkλk; (6.2.0.11)

di ≡ dijkλjλk; (6.2.0.12)

ν ≡ 1
3!

dijkλiλjλk; (6.2.0.13)

ν̃ ≡ ν +
1
4

ξ; (6.2.0.14)

hij ≡ dijkxk; (6.2.0.15)

hi ≡ dijkxjxk; (6.2.0.16)

h ≡ dijkxixjxk, (6.2.0.17)

thus e.g. yielding
hijλ

iλj = dixi. (6.2.0.18)

By further introducing “rescaled dilatons” [65]

λ̂i ≡ λi

ν1/3 ⇒
1
3!

dijkλ̂iλ̂jλ̂k = 1, (6.2.0.19)

one can then define the following quantities:

d̂ij ≡ dijkλ̂k = ν−1/3dij; (6.2.0.20)

d̂i ≡ dijkλ̂jλ̂k = ν−2/3di. (6.2.0.21)

Let us also recall Eq. (31) of [46], giving the expression of covariant metric tensor
gij for the prepotential (6.2.0.1) within the assumptions (6.2.0.3)-(6.2.0.5):

gij = gij = − 1
4(ν− 1

2 ξ)

[
dij −

didj

4(ν− 1
2 ξ)

]
= − ν1/3

4(ν− 1
2 ξ)

[
d̂ij −

νd̂id̂j

4(ν− 1
2 ξ)

]
.

(6.2.0.22)
5Notice that in [65] a different notation was used, i.e.:

κij ≡ dijkλk;

κi ≡ dijkλjλk;

κ ≡ dijkλiλjλk = 6ν;

κijκjl ≡ δi
l .
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The corresponding inverse metric (gijgjk ≡ δi
k) is computed as

gij = gij = −4(ν− 1
2

ξ)
[

dij − λiλj

2(ν + ξ)

]
= −4(ν− 1

2
ξ)

[
ν−1/3d̂ij − ν2/3λ̂iλ̂j

2(ν + ξ)

]
(6.2.0.23)

where

dijdjk ≡ δi
k ⇔ d̂ijd̂jk ≡ δi

k. (6.2.0.24)

The limit ξ → 0 consistently yields the analogue results for d-SKG, given by Eqs.
(2.4) and (2.6) of [65]:

lim
ξ→0

gij = −1
4

ν−2/3

(
d̂ij −

d̂id̂j

4

)
≡ ğij; (6.2.0.25)

lim
ξ→0

gij = 2ν2/3
(

λ̂iλ̂j − 2d̂ij
)
≡ ğij, ğij ğjk ≡ δi

k, (6.2.0.26)

where ğij and ğij denote the covariant and contravariant classical (ξ → 0) metric
tensor.

After a lengthy but straightforward computations (see details in Appendix A of
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[1]), the following explicit expression of VBH is achieved:

VBH

(
xj, λ̂j, ν; Q, ξ

)
= 1

2ν̃

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)−1
·

·





ν̃2
(

1−
(3

4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)2
+ h2

36 −
1
8 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ hd̂ixi+

+
(3

8

)2
ξ2 ν4/3

ν̃2

(
d̂ixi

)2
− ν̃2

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
12A+

− 1
12

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
Aij
(

1
4 hihj + 3

8 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ hid̂j +
(3

8

)2
ξ2 ν4/3

ν̃2 d̂id̂j

)


(

p0)2 +

+2



− h
12 hi + 1

16 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ hd̂i −
(3

8

)2
ξ2 ν2

ν̃2 (d̂jxj)d̂i+

+ 3
16 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ (d̂jxj)hi + ν̃2
(

1−
(3

4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
12Ai+

+ 1
12

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
Akl

(
1
2 hikhl + 3

8 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ hikd̂l

)


p0pi+

+



1
4 hihj − 3

16 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ (hid̂j + hjd̂i) +
(3

8

)2
ξ2 ν4/3

ν̃2 d̂id̂j+

−ν̃2
(

1−
(3

4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
12Aij+

− 1
12

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
Aklhikhjl


pi pj+

+
(

h
3 −

3
4 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ d̂ixi
)

q0p0+

+2


h
6 xi − 3

8 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ d̂jxjxi − 1
24

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
Aijhj+

−3
8 ·

1
12

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
ξ ν2/3

ν̃ Aijd̂j

 qi p0+

+2
(
− hi

2 + 3
8 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ d̂i

)
q0pi+

+2
[
−1

2 hjxi + 3
8 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ d̂jxi + 1
12

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
Aikhjk

]
qi pj+

+q2
0+

+2xiq0qi+

+
[

xixj − 1
12

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
Aij
]

qiqj



.

(6.2.0.27)
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By using the results (7.2.1.34) and (7.2.1.36) of Appendix A of [1], it is easy to
check that in the classical limit ξ → 0 Eq.(6.2.0.27) yields the effective BH potential
V̆BH

(
xj, λ̂j, ν; Q, 0

)
for a generic d-SKG, given by Eq. (2.13) of [65], which we report

here for ease of comparison:

2 lim
ξ→0

VBH = 2V̆BH =

=
[

ν (1 + 4ğ) +
h2

36ν
+

3
48ν

ğijhihj

] (
p0
)2

+

+
[

4νğij +
1

4ν

(
hihj + ğmnhimhnj

)]
pi pj +

+
1
ν

[
q2

0 + 2xiq0qi +
(

xixj +
1
4

ğij
)

qiqj

]
+

+2
[

νği −
h

12ν
hi −

1
8ν

ğjmhmhij

]
p0pi +

− 1
3ν

[
−hp0q0 + 3q0pihi −

(
hxi +

3
4

ğijhj

)
p0qi

]
−1

ν

[(
hjxi +

1
2

ğimhmj

)
qi pj

]
.

(6.2.0.28)

ğij and ğij have been respectively defined in Appendix A of [1], with contractions
consistently defined as

ği ≡ ğijxj = lim
ξ→0

gijxj; (6.2.0.29)

ğ ≡ ğijxixj = lim
ξ→0

gijxixj. (6.2.0.30)
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6.2.1 Axion-Free-Supporting Configurations

Let us now consider the terms of VBH given by Eq. (6.2.0.27) which are linear in the
axions xi’s; they read as follows:

VBH|linear in {xi} = 1
2ν̃

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)−1
·

·



2



−
(3

8

)2
ξ2 ν4/3

ν̃2 (d̂jxj)d̂i+

+ν̃2
(

1−
(3

4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
12Ai+

+3
8 ·

1
12

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
ξ ν2/3

ν̃ Aklhikd̂l


p0pi+

−3
4 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ d̂ixiq0p0+

+2
[

3
8 ξ ν2/3

ν̃ d̂jxi + 1
12

(
1−

(3
4

)2 ξ2

ν̃2

)
Aikhjk

]
qi pj+

+2xiq0qi



.

(6.2.1.1)

As a consequence, for a d-SKG corrected by ξ 6= 0 (with prepotential given by Eq.
(6.2.0.1)), only two axion-free-supporting BH charge configuration exist, i.e. the electric
(D2− D6) and magnetic (D0− D4) ones:

electric : Qel ≡


p0

0
0
qi

 ; (6.2.1.2)

magnetic : Qmagn ≡


0
pi

q0

0

 . (6.2.1.3)
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For such BH charge configurations xi = 0 ∀i is a(n at least) particular solution of the
axionic Attractor Eqs.:

∂VBH

∂xi

∣∣∣∣
Q=Qel

= 0⇐ xi = 0 ∀i; (6.2.1.4)

∂VBH

∂xi

∣∣∣∣
Q=Qmagn

= 0⇐ xi = 0 ∀i. (6.2.1.5)

This fact is a major difference with respect to the classical limit ξ → 0, in which
the linear term in xi’s proportional to q0p0 (see Eq. (6.2.1.1)) vanishes. Indeed, it
consistently holds that

2 lim
ξ→0

VBH|linear in {xi} = 2 V̆BH
∣∣
linear in {xi} =

1
ν

2xiq0qi + 2νği p0pi − 1
2ν

ğikhkjqi pj.

(6.2.1.6)
This implies that also the Kaluza-Klein (D0− D6) BH charge configuration

KK : QKK ≡


p0

0
q0

0

 (6.2.1.7)

supports axion-free (at least particular) attractor solutions [65]. Thus, besides the
classical limits of Eqs. (6.2.1.4) and (6.2.1.5), i.e.:

∂V̆BH

∂xi

∣∣∣∣
Q=Qel

= 0⇐ xi = 0 ∀i; (6.2.1.8)

∂V̆BH

∂xi

∣∣∣∣
Q=Qmagn

= 0⇐ xi = 0 ∀i, (6.2.1.9)

for ξ = 0 it also holds that

∂V̆BH

∂xi

∣∣∣∣
Q=QKK

= 0⇐ xi = 0 ∀i. (6.2.1.10)

The non-axion-free-supporting nature of the D0− D6 BH charge configuration in
perturbatively quantum corrected d-SKG (determined by the holomorphic prepo-
tential (6.2.0.1)) is consistent with, and sheds new light on, the results of [55].

Such a paper (developing the analysis of [46]) addressed the issue of the fate of
the unique non-BPS Z 6= 0 flat direction in the N = 2, d = 4 ungauged Maxwell-
Einstein supergravity described by Eq. (6.2.0.1) with nV = 2 (i.e. the so-called “st2 +
iξ model”). By analyzing the (supergravity analogues of the) D0−D4, D2−D6 and
D0− D6 charge configurations, the following results were obtained:
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• In D0− D4 and D2− D6 charge configurations the classical solutions (ξ = 0)
were found to lift at the quantum level (ξ 6= 0). Remarkably, it was found that
the quantum lift occurs more often towards repeller directions (thus destabiliz-
ing the whole critical solution, and destroying the attractor in strict sense), rather
than towards attractor directions.

• The D0− D6 charge configuration yielded a somewhat surprising result: the
classical solution gets modified at the quantum level, acquiring a non-vanishing
axionic part. However, despite being no more purely imaginary, such a quan-
tum non-BPS Z 6= 0 solution still exhibits a flat direction. The origin of such a deep
difference among electric/magnetic and D0− D6 configurations was unclear in
[55], but it is clarified (and further generalized to an arbitrary number nV of
Abelian vector multiplets) from the results of the analysis performed above:
due to the very structure of VBH (see Eqs. (6.2.0.27 and (6.2.1.1)) for ξ 6= 0, the
electric/magnetic still support axion-free solutions, whereas the D0− D6 con-
figuration do not.

On the other hand, the persistence of the flat direction also in presence of quan-
tum generated axions is still not completely understood, and we left the study of such
issues for future work.

6.3 Central Charge and Matter Charges

As given by Eq. (6.2.0.7), the effective BH potential VBH enjoys a rewriting in terms
of the N = 2, d = 4 central charge Z and of its covariant derivatives DiZ (usually
named matter charges), which is therefore worth computing.

In order to do this, let us recall that under the assumptions (6.2.0.3)-(6.2.0.5) the
holomorphic prepotential (6.2.0.1) reduces to

F (z; ξ) ≡ 1
3!

dijkzizjzk + iξ. (6.3.0.1)

Furthermore, the Kähler potential reads (Fi ≡ ∂F/∂zi; see e.g. [15; 66])

K = − log
{

i
[
2(F −F ) + (zı − zi)(Fi +F ı)

]}
=

= − log
[
− i

3!
dijk(zi − zı)(zj − z)(zk − zk)− 4ξ

]
=

= − log
(

8
(

ν− ξ

2

))
, (6.3.0.2)
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where definitions (6.2.0.4) and (6.2.0.13) were used. Eq. (7.2.1.2) thus implies

exp (−K) = 8
(

ν− ξ

2

)
⇔ exp (K/2) =

1
2
√

2ν− ξ
, (6.3.0.3)

with the global condition of consistency (relevant also for previous treatment, see
for instance Eq. (6.2.0.22))

2ν− ξ > 0. (6.3.0.4)

Therefore, by recalling its very definition (see e.g. [6] and Refs. therein)

Z ≡ eK/2(XΛqΛ − FΛ pΛ) ≡ eK/2W, (6.3.0.5)

where W is the holomorphic superpotential, and under the assumptions (6.2.0.3)-
(6.2.0.5), the N = 2, d = 4 central charge function for the holomorphic prepotential
(6.2.0.1) can be computed to be:

Z
(

xj, λ̂j, ν; Q, ξ
)

=
1

2
√

2ν− ξ
W
(

xj, λ̂j, ν; Q, ξ
)

=

=
1

2
√

2ν− ξ

 q0 + qixi − p0

2 ν2/3d̂ixi + p0

6 h− pi

2 hi + ν2/3 pi

2 d̂i+

+iν1/3
(
−qiλ̂

i − p0

2 d̂ijxixj + p0ν2/3 − 2 ξ
ν1/3 p0 + pid̂ijxj

)
 ;

(6.3.0.6)

DiZ
(

xj, λ̂j, ν; Q, ξ
)

=
1

2
√

2ν− ξ
DiW

(
xj, λ̂j, ν; Q, ξ

)
=

=
1

2
√

2ν− ξ



qi +
p0

2 hi − p0

4 ν2/3d̂i+
−pjhij + iν1/3 (−p0xj + pj) d̂ij+

− i
2

ν2/3

(2ν−ξ) d̂i


q0 + qjxj − p0

2 ν2/3d̂jxj + p0

6 h+

− pj

2 hj +
pj

2 ν2/3d̂j+

+iν1/3

(
−qjλ̂

j − p0

2 d̂jkxjxk+
+p0ν2/3 − 2 ξ

ν1/3 p0 + pjd̂jkxk

)



.

(6.3.0.7)

Clearly, due to the different Kähler weights of Z and W (respectively (1,−1) and
(2, 0)), the covariant differential operator acting on them has different definitions,
i.e.:

DiZ ≡ ∂iZ +
1
2

(∂iK) Z; (6.3.0.8)

DiW ≡ ∂iW + (∂iK) W. (6.3.0.9)
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Notice that in the limit ξ → 0 Eqs. (6.3.0.6) and (6.3.0.7) exactly matches with
known results for d-SK geometries, given by Eq.(4.9) and (4.10) of [65]. It is worth
remarking that Eq. (6.3.0.6) yields that the holomorphic superpotential W gets mod-
ified, with respect to its classical (ξ → 0) counterpart, only by a global shift of its
imaginary part:

W
(

xj, λ̂j, ν; Q, ξ
)

= W
(

xj, λ̂j, ν; Q, 0
)
− 2ξip0. (6.3.0.10)

In particular, for axion-free critical solutions (supported for ξ 6= 0 only by the charge
configurations (6.2.1.2) and (6.2.1.3)) it holds that the superpotential W (on-shell for
axions xi’s) is purely imaginary and real, respectively:

W
(

xj = 0, λ̂j, ν; Qel, ξ
)

= iν1/3
(
−qiλ̂

i + p0ν2/3 − 2
ξ

ν1/3 p0
)

;(6.3.0.11)

W
(

xj = 0, λ̂j, ν; Qmagn, ξ
)

= q0 + ν2/3 pi

2
d̂i. (6.3.0.12)

Concerning supersymmetric critical points of VBH, the (1
2 -)BPS conditions

DiW = 0 ∀i = 1, ..., nV (6.3.0.13)

for axion-free critical solutions within the charge configurations (6.2.1.2) and (6.2.1.3)
respectively read (∀i = 1, ..., nV):

DiW = 0⇔ qi −
p0

4
ν2/3d̂i +

1
2

ν

(2ν− ξ)
d̂i

(
−qjλ̂

j + p0ν2/3 − 2
ξ

ν1/3 p0
)

= 0;

(6.3.0.14)

DiW = 0⇔ pjd̂ij −
1
2

ν1/3

(2ν− ξ)
d̂i

(
q0 +

pj

2
ν2/3d̂j

)
= 0, (6.3.0.15)

reducing to nV (ξ-parametrized) real algebraic Eqs. in nV real unknowns
{

λ̂i, ν
}

.

In [19] the axion-free 1
2 -BPS critical points of VBH determined by the holomorphic

prepotential (6.3.0.1) were determined by introducing the Kähler gauge-invariant
sections

Y ≡ Z


L0

Li

M0

Mi

 = exp (K) W


X0

Xi

F0

Fi

 (6.3.0.16)
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and evaluating the identities of the SK geometries (see e.g. [15; 66] and Refs. therein)
along the BPS conditions (6.3.0.13), thus obtaining (Ξ ∈ R)

Y0 = 1
2

(
Ξ + ip0) ;

Yi = ipi (Ξ+ipi)
Ξ .

(6.3.0.17)

In the case of Ξ 6= 0, the ξ-dependent value of VBH at its 1
2 -BPS axion-free critical

points can be computed to be6

VBH,BPS,axion− f ree = −2

[
Ξ +

(
p0)2

Ξ

](
q0 − 2ξΞ +

ξ

2
Ξ
)

, (6.3.0.18)

where Ξ satisfies the ξ-parametrized Eq. (see Eq. (3.34) of [19]):

3p0q0 + piqi = 6ξΞp0, (6.3.0.19)

along with the condition [19]

(q0 − 2Ξ) dijk pi pj pk > 0. (6.3.0.20)

On the other hand, the 1
2 -BPS axion-free solutions with Ξ = 0 are necessarily sup-

ported only by the electric configuration (6.2.1.2), and the dependence on ξ drops
out: the resolution of the Attractor Eqs. in terms of the sections YΛ’s and the deter-
mination of the critical value of VBH go as for a generic d-SK geometry [58].

Concerning non-axion-free supersymmetric (if any) and non-supersymmetric (ei-
ther axion-free or non-axion-free) critical points of VBH, the case study becomes much
more complicated.

As yielded by the analysis of t3 + iξ model (nV = 1) [46] and of st2 + iξ model
(nV = 2 particular case) [55], in general the corresponding Attractor Eqs. are higher-
order algebraic Eqs. which cannot be solved analytically, but only investigated nu-
merically. Furthermore, interesting phenomena occur, such as: the “separation” of
attractors (related to presence of basins of attraction / area codes in the dynamical sys-
tem describing the radial evolution of the scalar fields in the BH space-time back-
ground) [46]; the “transmutation” of the supersymmetry-preserving properties of the
attractors [46]; and the “lifting” (with or without removal) of the “flat” directions of
the critical potential, which exist in the classical (ξ = 0) regime, at least for symmetric
d-SK geometries [55].

6Eq. (6.3.0.18) fixes a typo in Eq. (3.35) of [19]. For the configuration D0− D6 (which however,
as explicitly shown above, is not axion-free-supporting for ξ 6= 0) this was noticed in [46].
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Despite the lack of analytical expressions of non-supersymmetric (non-BPS Z 6=
0 and/or non-BPS Z = 0) critical points of VBH for ξ 6= 0, many issues are still to be
carefully investigated (we list some of them in the concluding Sect. 6.7).

The intricacy of the SK geometry described by the holomorphic prepotential
(6.2.0.1) (or, equivalently by Eq. (6.3.0.1)) calls for a deeper analysis of the fun-
damental quantities characterizing such a geometry, and also for a deeper under-
standing of the conditions determining the (various classes of) critical points of VBH

itself. The study of these issues, needed for a deeper investigation of the dynam-
ics of the Attractor Mechanism in the generally non-homogeneous geometries under
consideration, will be the object of Sects. 6.4 and 6.6.

6.4 E- Tensor

The first quantity we want to determine is the so-called E-tensor. This rank-5 tensor
was firstly introduced in [35] (see also the treatment of [54]), and it expresses the
deviation of the considered geometry from being symmetric. Its definition reads
(see e.g. [10] for a recent treatment, and Refs. therein):

Emijkl ≡
1
3

DmDiCjkl. (6.4.0.1)

This definition can be elaborated further, by recalling the properties of the so-called
C-tensor Cijk. This is a rank-3 tensor with Kähler weights (2,−2), defined as (see e.g.
[15; 67; 68]):

Cijk ≡
〈

DiDjV, DkV
〉

= eK (∂iNΛΣ) DjXΛDkXΣ =

= eK
(

∂iXΛ
) (

∂jXΣ
) (

∂kXΞ
)

∂Ξ∂ΣFΛ (X) ≡

≡ eKWijk, ∂lWijk = 0, (6.4.0.2)

where the second line holds only in special coordinates. Cijk is completely symmetric
and covariantly holomorphic:

Cijk = C(ijk); (6.4.0.3)

DiCjkl = 0. (6.4.0.4)

Furthermore, it enters the fundamental constraints on the Riemann tensor Rijkl of
SK geometry 7 (see e.g. [15; 67; 68], [15] and Refs. therein; see also e.g. [69] and [10]

7Notice that the third of Eqs. (7.3.0.2) correctly defines the Riemann tensor Rijkl , and it is actually
the opposite of the one which may be found in a large part of existing literature. Indeed, such a
formulation yields negative values of the constant scalar curvature homogeneous symmetric non-
compact SK manifolds, as given by the treatment of [54].
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for more recent reviews):

Rijkl = −gijgkl − gilgkj + CikmCjlngmn. (6.4.0.5)

The Bianchi identities for Rijkl (see e.g. [67]) and constraints (6.4.0.5) yield the fol-
lowing result

D[iCj]kl = 0, (6.4.0.6)

where (round) square brackets denote (symmetrization) anti-symmetrization with
respect to enclosed indices throughout. Due to its holomorphic Kähler weight, the
covariant derivative of Cijk reads:

DiCjkl = D(iCj)kl = ∂iCjkl + (∂iK) Cjkl + Γ m
ij Cmkl + Γ m

ik Cmjl + Γ m
il Cmjk, (6.4.0.7)

where the Christoffel connection Γ is defined as

Γ m
ij ≡ −gml∂igjl. (6.4.0.8)

By using Eqs. (7.3.0.2)-(6.4.0.8), Emijkl defined by (7.3.0.1) can thus be further elabo-
rated as follows:

Emijkl =
1
3

DmD(iCjkl) = Cp(klCij)ngnngppCnpm −
4
3

g(l|mC|ijk) =

= gnnR(i|m|j|nCn|kl) +
2
3

g(i|mC|jkl) = Em(ijkl). (6.4.0.9)

It thus holds that Emijkl = 0 globally in (homogeneous) symmetric SK manifolds,
defined by the covariant constancy of Rijkl itself:

DmRijkl = 0. (6.4.0.10)

Eq. (7.3.0.17), through the covariant holomorphicity of Cijk and the constraints
(6.4.0.5), yields the global covariant constancy of Cijk itself, and thus the global van-
ishing of Emijkl:

DiCjkl = D(iCj)kl = 0⇒ Emijkl = 0, (6.4.0.11)

which in turn, through Eq. (7.3.0.4), implies

Cp(klCij)ngnngppCnpm =
4
3

g(l|mC|ijk) ⇔ gnnR(i|m|j|nCn|kl) = −2
3

g(i|mC|jkl). (6.4.0.12)

It is worth noticing that, while (7.3.0.17) defines the symmetricity of a Kähler mani-
fold, Eq. (6.4.0.11) (or equivalently Eq. (7.3.0.18)) is a necessary (but not necessarily
sufficient) condition of symmetricity.
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Recently, in [8] the E-tensor was used in the expression of the value of VBH at its
non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points (see also the treatment in [71], and Refs. therein):

VBH,nBPS,Z 6=0 =
[
4 |Z|2 + ∆

]
nBPS,Z 6=0

, (6.4.0.13)

where (Zi ≡ gjiDjZ)

∆ ≡ −3
4

EmijklZ
iZjZkZlZm(

CnpqZnZpZq
) , (6.4.0.14)

such that (see e.g. [8; 10]). gij (DiZ) DjZ

|Z|2


nBPS,Z 6=0

= 3; (6.4.0.15)

m

∆nBPS,Z 6=0 = 0⇔
(

EmijklZ
iZjZkZlZm

)
nBPS,Z 6=0

= 0, (6.4.0.16)

where in the last step the non-degeneracy of the cubic norm CijkZiZjZk (at least at
non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points of VBH) was used. Therefore, Eq. (6.4.0.11) (or equiv-
alently Eq. (7.3.0.18)) is a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for the so-called
“rule of three” (6.4.0.15) to hold at non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points of VBH.

These results (and further relations with the sectional curvature treated further
below; see Eqs. (6.5.0.21)-(6.5.0.25) as well as the treatment given in [10]) call for an
explicit determination of the E-tensor in the SK geometries described by the holo-
morphic prepotential (6.3.0.1), and through the limit ξ → 0, in a generic d-SK geom-
etry.

Thus, after a lengthy but straightforward algebra (detailed in Appendix B of [1]),
the covariant derivative of the C-tensor can be written as follows:

DiCjkl =
i

25
1(

ν− ξ
2

)2


−
(

ν− ξ
2

)
ν+ξ ν2/3 (dijdkl + dikdjl + dildjk

)
+

−2
(

ν− ξ
2

)
ν−1/3 (dijndmkl + dikndmjl + dilndmjk

)
d̂mn+

+ν2/3 (didjkl + djdikl + dkdijl + dldijk
)

 .

(6.4.0.17)
Notice that for ξ 6= 0 there is no way to make DiCjkl = 0 globally. This con-
firms the result of [54] that, with the exception of the sequence of the minimal cou-
pling sequence CPn, all homogeneous symmetric (non-compact) SK are given by
d-geometries (i.e., by the ξ → 0 limit of prepotential (6.3.0.1)). Thus, the SK ge-
ometries described by the holomorphic prepotential (6.3.0.1) are not symmetric, nor
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homogeneous (at least of the d-type studied and classified in [34; 35; 54], and Refs.
therein).

Through definition (7.3.0.1) and Eq. (6.4.0.17), the E-tensor can then be explicitly
computed:

Emijkl ≡
1
3

DmDiCjkl =
1
3

[
∂mDiCjkl − (∂mK)DiCjkl

]
=

=
1

12 · 24
1(

ν− ξ
2

)2



(2ν− 7ξ) ν4/3

4(ν+ξ)2

(
d̂ijd̂kl + d̂ikd̂jl + d̂il d̂jk

)
d̂m+

− ν4/3

2
(

ν− ξ
2

) (d̂idjkl + d̂jdikl + d̂kdijl + d̂ldijk

)
d̂m+

−
(

ν− ξ
2

)
ν+ξ ν1/3

(
dijmd̂kl + dklmd̂ij + dikmd̂jl+
+djlmd̂ik + dilmd̂jk + djkmd̂il

)
+

+2ν1/3
(

d̂imdjkl + d̂jmdikl + d̂kmdijl + d̂lmdijk

)
+

−2
(

ν− ξ
2

) (
dijndpkl + dikndpjl + dilndpjk

) ∂(d̃−1)pn

∂λm



,

(6.4.0.18)

where it is easy to show that

∂dpn

∂λm = −dijmdipdjn = −ν−2/3dijmd̂ipd̂jn. (6.4.0.19)

By standard symmetrization procedures and using Eq. (6.4.0.19), Eq. (6.4.0.18)
can be further elaborated as follows:

Emijkl = − 1
3 · 27

1(
ν− ξ

2

)3



[
4 d̂(idjkl) − 3

(
ν− ξ

2

)
ν+ξ d̂(ijd̂kl)

]
ν4/3d̂m+

+12

(
ν− ξ

2

)2

ν+ξ ν1/3dm(ijd̂kl) − 24
(

ν− ξ
2

)
ν1/3 d̂m(idjkl)+

−12
(

ν− ξ
2

)2
ν−2/3dp(ijdkl)n dmrsd̂rpd̂sn+

+3
2 ξ

(
ν− ξ

2

)
(ν+ξ)2 ν4/3 d̂m d̂(ijd̂kl)



.

(6.4.0.20)
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It is here worth remarking that the observation made above that for ξ 6= 0 it
is not possible to make DiCjkl = 0 globally does not imply that Emijkl = 0, and/or
EmijklZ

iZjZkZlZm = 0, locally, i.e. on a (set of) point(s), eventually at non-BPS Z 6= 0
critical points of VBH. Thus, the interesting question arises (which we leave for
future investigation) whether for some charge configurations (and eventually for
some value(s) of ξ itself) the “rule of three” (6.4.0.15) still holds at non-BPS Z 6= 0
critical points of VBH in SK geometries determined by the prepotential (6.3.0.1). Let
us here recall that, as explicitly found in [72], at least in some homogeneous non-
symmetric d-SK geometries, the “rule of three” (6.4.0.15) still holds, despite the fact
that Emijkl does not vanish globally.

Before concluding this Section, let us notice that in the limit ξ → 0 the result
(6.4.0.20) yields the expression of the E-tensor for a generic d-SK geometry, i.e.:

Emijkl,ξ=0 = − 1
3 · 27 ν−5/3



(
4 d̂(idjkl) − 3 d̂(ijd̂kl)

)
d̂m+

+12dm(ijd̂kl) − 16 d̂m(idjkl)+

−12 dp(ijdkl)n dmrsd̂rpd̂sn

 . (6.4.0.21)

It is worth noticing that Eq. (6.4.0.21) yields that the tensor

Ẽmijkl,ξ=0 ≡ ν5/3Emijkl,ξ=0 (6.4.0.22)

is independent of ν, but it rather depends only on the “rescaled dilatons” λ̂i’s (recall
definitions (6.2.0.19)-(6.2.0.21)):

∂Ẽmijkl,ξ=0

∂ν
= 0. (6.4.0.23)

By looking at Eq. (6.4.0.20), it is easy to realize that the same does not happen for
ξ 6= 0: the non-vanishing of the quantum parameter ξ does not allow for an overall
factorization of the dependence of Emijkl on ν and/or other (shifted and/or rescaled)
variables. In other words, ξ entangles the dependence of Emijkl on ν with the de-

pendence on λ̂i’s, and thus the “ξ 6= 0 analogue” of Ẽmijkl,ξ=0 (defined in (6.4.0.22))
cannot be introduced. This fact is related to the impossibility to uplift the quantum
perturbatively corrected SK geometry described by the prepotential (6.3.0.1) to d = 5
space-time dimensions. Indeed, as is well known, in general only d-SK geometries
can be uplifted to d = 5 (see e.g. [65] and Refs. therein).
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6.5 Sectional Curvature at Critical Points

In the present Section we reconsider the non-supersymmetric criticality conditions
for the effective BH potential VBH of anN = 2, d = 4 Maxwell-Einstein supergravity
coupled to a generic number nV of Abelian vector supermultiplets. We will find that
in both classes (Z 6= 0 and Z = 0) of its non-BPS critical points, the critical value of
VBH (and thus, through the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy-area formula, the classical
BH entropy) is proportional to the local value of the so-called sectional curvature of
matter charges.

Within the present study, this general result then motivates the explicit compu-
tation (carried out in the next Section in two different, but equivalent, approaches)
of the Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar curvature for the SK geometries
determined by the prepotential (6.3.0.1), as well for generic d-SK geometry, obtained
as the classical limit ξ → 0 of these former ones. This latter calculation extends to
the inclusion of the most general axion-shift-symmetric quantum perturbative cor-
rection (see discussion in Introduction) the results on the curvature of non-compact
SK manifolds, found long time ago in [54].

Along the lines of the elaborations of [10] (see also [71]), we will now determine
a “non-BPS Z = 0 analogue” of the “rule of three” (6.4.0.15). Such a “non-BPS Z = 0
analogue” is an hitherto unaddressed issue in literature (for instance, not considered
in the fairly general treatment of [59], nor in [10]). In order to derive such a result,
let us contract the constraints (6.4.0.5) by ZiZjZkZl, obtaining

RijklZ
iZjZkZl = −2

(
ZiZ

i
)2

+ CikmC m
jl ZiZjZkZl. (6.5.0.1)

Therefore, by recalling the non-BPS Z = 0 criticality conditions for VBH:

CijkZjZk = 0, (6.5.0.2)

as well as the definition of sectional curvature8 (of the matter charges) (see e.g. [73] for a
recent use; notice the different definition used here, consistent with the one adopted
in [10]: see Eq. (3.1.1.2.11) therein)

R (Z) ≡ RijklZ
iZjZkZl, (6.5.0.3)

it follows that at (“large”) non-BPS Z = 0 critical points of VBH it holds that:(
ZiZ

i
)2

nBPS,Z=0
=
[

gij (∂iZ) ∂jZ
]2

nBPS,Z=0
= −1

2
R (Z)|nBPS,Z=0 > 0. (6.5.0.4)

8Notice that in general the Riemann tensor Rijkl , the Ricci tensor Rij, the Ricci scalar curvature R
and the sectional curvatureR itself all are real quantities.
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The result (6.5.0.4) holds for allN = 2, d = 4 ungauged Maxwell-Einstein supergrav-
ities, not only for the ones with symmetric scalar manifolds, and it implies that the
sectional curvature of the matter charges R (Z) to be strictly negative at non-BPS Z = 0
critical points of VBH.

Moreover, for symmetric (and actually also for homogeneous non-symmetric) SK
manifolds, recalling that along the non-BPS Z = 0-supporting charge orbits the
quartic invariant I4 is positive, it further holds that (see e.g. [17] and [10])[

gij (∂iZ) ∂jZ
]

nBPS,Z=0
=

√
−1

2
R (Z)|nBPS,Z=0 =

√
I4, (6.5.0.5)

thus yielding the relation

R (Z)|nBPS,Z=0 = −2I4 < 0. (6.5.0.6)

Eq. (6.5.0.6) is to be contrasted with the analogue result obtained in [10] for
(“large”) non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points of VBH in symmetric SK geometries (see Eq.
(3.1.1.2.23), as well as Eq. (3.1.1.2.20), therein):

R (Z)|nBPS,Z 6=0 = −6 |Z|4nBPS,Z 6=0 =
3
8
I4 < 0. (6.5.0.7)

Thus, at least in symmetric SK geometries, at various classes of “large” critical
points of VBH the sectional curvature of the matter charges R (Z) takes the following
values:

R (Z) =



1
2 − BPS : 0;

nBPS, Z 6= 0 : 3
8I4 < 0;

nBPS, Z = 0 : −2I4 < 0.

(6.5.0.8)

Correspondingly, through the celebrated Bekenstein-Hawking entropy-area formula
[74] and its implementation through the Attractor Mechanism [6]

SBH = π
AH

4
= π VBH|∂VBH=0 , (6.5.0.9)

at (“large”) non-BPS critical points of VBH in (at least symmetric) N = 2, d = 4
ungauged Maxwell-Einstein supergravities, the value of the classical BH entropy is
proportional to the local value ofR (Z) itself:

SBH

π
=


nBPS, Z 6= 0 : 2

√
2
3

√
|R (Z)|;

nBPS, Z = 0 : 1√
2

√
|R (Z)|.

(6.5.0.10)
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Eqs. (6.5.0.8) (and consequently Eqs. (6.5.0.10)) hold on-shell, i.e. at the vari-
ous classes of critical points of VBH. Actually, they can be “unified” into an off-shell
(i.e. global) relation, involving R (Z) along with the true-vector (vanishing on-shell)
∂iVBH. In order to determine such a relation, let us evaluate the definition of sectional
curvature of matter charges (6.5.0.3) along the constraints (6.4.0.5), thus obtaining:

R (Z) = −2
(

ZiZ
i
)2

+ gnmCiknCjlmZiZjZkZl. (6.5.0.11)

Now, by differentiating Eq. (6.2.0.7) and using the defining relations of SK geometry
(see e.g. [66] and Refs. therein), one can then write [6]

DiVBH = ∂iVBH = 2ZZi + iCijkZjZk ⇔ CijkZjZk = −i
(
∂iVBH − 2ZZi

)
. (6.5.0.12)

By using Eq. (6.5.0.12), Eq. (6.5.0.11) can thus be recast in the following way:

R (Z) = −2
(

ZiZ
i
)2

+ gij (∂iVBH − 2ZZi
) (

∂jVBH − 2ZZj

)
=

= 2ZiZ
i
(

2 |Z|2 − ZjZ
j
)

+

+gkl
[
(∂kVBH) ∂lVBH − 2Z (∂kVBH) Zl − 2Z

(
∂lVBH

)
Zk

]
.(6.5.0.13)

Eq. (6.5.0.13) is nothing but an equivalent rewriting of the sectional curvature of
matter charges in SK geometry, given by Eq. (6.5.0.11). By consistently using the
criticality conditions of VBH defining the various classes of (“large”) critical points of
VBH itself (i.e.: 1

2 -BPS - see Eq. (6.3.0.13) -, non-BPS Z = 0 - see Eq. (6.5.0.2) -, and
non-BPS Z 6= 0 - see Eq. (6.5.0.16) below), the three on-shell relations (6.5.0.8) are
obtained.

Aside, let us also notice that the constraints (6.4.0.5) clearly yield a constrained
expression for the Ricci tensor (and for the Ricci scalar curvature) of a SK manifold,
in which the partial (and complete) contractions of the C-tensor with its complex
conjugate play a key role. i.e., Eq. (6.4.0.5) respectively imply:

Rij ≡ gklRilkj = − (nV + 1) gij + gklgmnCimkCjnl; (6.5.0.14)

R ≡ gijgklRilkj = gijRij = − (nV + 1) nV + gijgklgmnCimkCjnl. (6.5.0.15)

From the discussion at the end of Subsect. 6.6.1, it will be clear that the first terms
on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (6.5.0.14) and (6.5.0.15) are the constribution of the
“quadratic sector” of the SK geometry (in which Cijk = 0, as a consequence of its
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very definition (7.3.0.2); notice that the contributions of such a “quadratic sector” are
missing in rigid SK geometry, see e.g. [16] and [70]).

A further elaboration for (“large”) non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points of VBH can be
performed by plugging the non-BPS Z 6= 0 criticality condition of VBH (see e.g. [10])

Di log Z = − i
2

1

|Z|2
CijlZ

jZl (6.5.0.16)

into Eq. (7.2.1.39), thus getting

R (Z)|nBPS,Z 6=0 =
[
2ZiZ

i
(

2 |Z|2 − ZiZ
i
)]

nBPS,Z 6=0
; (6.5.0.17)

m(
ZiZ

i
)2
− 2gijZiZ

i |Z|2 +
1
2
R (Z) = 0; (6.5.0.18)

m(
ZiZ

i
)
±

= |Z|2 ±
√
|Z|4 − 1

2
R (Z); (6.5.0.19)

m

|Z|2 =
1
4
R (Z)

ZiZ
i +

1
2

ZiZ
i, (6.5.0.20)

where the subscript “nBPS, Z 6= 0” has been suppressed for simplicity’s sake. No-
tice that, also when R (Z) > 0 satisfying |Z|4 − 1

2R (Z) > 0, only one brach of ZiZ
i

should be consistent with the fact that ZiZ
i
> 0.

Result (6.5.0.17), holding for all N = 2, d = 4 ungauged Maxwell-Einstein su-
pergravities, not only for the ones with symmetric scalar manifolds, consistently
reduces to Eq. (6.5.0.7) when the “rule of three” (6.4.0.15)holds, as is the case for
symmetric SK manifolds (see discussion above).

By recalling Eqs. (6.4.0.13) and (6.4.0.14), Eq. (6.5.0.20) thus implies that

R (Z)|non−BPS,Z 6=0 = −
[

2

(
3 +

∆

|Z|2

)(
1 +

∆

|Z|2

)
|Z|4

]
non−BPS,Z 6=0

, (6.5.0.21)

or, more explicitly (evaluation at “large” non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points of VBH un-
derstood)

R (Z) = −9
8

|Z|4(
N3 (Z)

)2 |Z|4
[
4N3 (Z) |Z|2 − E

(
Z, Z

)] [4
3

N3 (Z) |Z|2 − E
(
Z, Z

)]
.

(6.5.0.22)
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where

N3 (Z) ≡ CijkZiZjZk; (6.5.0.23)

E
(
Z, Z

)
≡ EijklmZiZjZkZlZm. (6.5.0.24)

Results (6.5.0.21) and (6.5.0.22) relate R (Z), N3 (Z) and E
(
Z, Z

)
at “large” non-BPS

Z 6= 0 critical points of VBH in generic N = 2, d = 4 ungauged Maxwell-Einstein
supergravities, and they consistently reduce to Eq. (6.5.0.7) (at least) for symmetric
SK manifolds. They are consistent with the treatment performed in [8; 10; 71], see
e.g. Eq. (3.1.1.2.17) of [71], here reported for ease of comparison (evaluation at non-
BPS Z 6= 0 critical points of VBH understood):

3
4

1

|Z|2
E
(
Z, Z

)
N3 (Z)

− 1 =
R (Z)

2 |Z|2 ZiZ
i = 2

R (Z)

CiknCi
rsZkZnZrZs

. (6.5.0.25)

Furthermore, through the definition (6.4.0.14), Eqs. (6.5.0.21) and (6.5.0.22) are im-
plied also by Eq. (6.5.0.20). Notice that, whileR (Z) is a real quantity, Eijklm, E

(
Z, Z

)
and ∆ are generally complex. But, (at least) at non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points, ∆, or

equivalently the ratio
E(Z,Z)
N3(Z)

, becomes real (consistent with Eq. (6.4.0.14); see also
Eq. (276) of [8] and Eq. (5.17) of [71]).

6.6 Riemann Tensor

The new results obtained in previous Section call for an explicit computation of
the Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar curvature for the SK geometries
determined by the prepotential (6.3.0.1), as well for generic d-SK geometry, obtained
as the classical limit ξ → 0 of these former ones. We will do this in the present
Section, carrying out the calculation in two different, but (proved to be) equivalent,
ways.

6.6.1 First Approach

The first approach conceives SK geometry as a particular Kähler geometry, and
therefore one starts with the standard formula of Riemann tensor:

Rijkl ≡ gmn
(

∂l∂j∂mK
)

∂i∂n∂kK− ∂l∂i∂j∂kK. (6.6.1.1)
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After a lengthy but straightforward algebra (detailed in Appendix C of [1]), the
Riemann tensor of the SK geometry determined by the prepotential (6.3.0.1) is com-
puted as

Rijkl = Rijkl = − ν2/3

32
(

ν− ξ
2

)2 ·

·



−
(

ν− ξ
2

)
ν+ξ d̂ikd̂jl + 2d̂ijd̂kl + 2d̂il d̂jk+

+ ν2

4
(

ν− ξ
2

)2 d̂id̂jd̂kd̂l+

− ν

2
(

ν− ξ
2

) (d̂ijd̂kd̂l + d̂jkd̂id̂l + d̂il d̂jd̂k + d̂kl d̂id̂j

)
+

+2

(
ν− ξ

2

)
ν dikndjlmd̂mn



. (6.6.1.2)

In the classical limit (ξ → 0), the expression of the Riemann tensor in a generic d-SK
geometry is easily obtained:

Rijkl,ξ=0 = Rijkl,ξ=0 = − 1
32

ν−4/3 ·

·


−d̂ikd̂jl + 2d̂ijd̂kl + 2d̂il d̂jk + 1

4 d̂id̂jd̂kd̂l+

−1
2

(
d̂ijd̂kd̂l + d̂jkd̂id̂l + d̂il d̂jd̂k + d̂kl d̂id̂j

)
+ 2dikndjlmd̂mn

 .

(6.6.1.3)

Notice that both Eqs. (6.6.1.2) and (6.6.1.3) have all the symmetry properties suitable
to the Riemann tensor.

Consequently, the Ricci tensor and Ricci curvature scalar can respectively be
computed as follows (recall nV denotes the number of Abelian vector multiplets
coupled to gravity multiplet, or equivalently the complex dimension of the consid-
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ered SK manifold):

Rij ≡ gklRilkj = − 1
16

ν4/3(
ν− ξ

2

)2



[nVν3+ 3
2 (nV+2)ν2ξ− 3

4 νξ2− 1
8 (4nV+3)ξ3]

(ν+ξ)2
(

ν− ξ
2

) d̂id̂j+

− [4nVν2+2(nV+3)νξ−(2nV+3)ξ2]
ν(ν+ξ) d̂ij+

−4

(
ν− ξ

2

)2

ν2 dikndjlmd̂kl d̂mn


=

= − 1
16

[
nVν3 + 3

2 (nV + 2) ν2ξ − 27
36 νξ2 − 1

8 (4nV + 3) ξ3
]

(
ν− ξ

2

)3
(ν + ξ)2

ν4/3d̂id̂j +

+
1

16

[
4nVν2 + 2 (nV + 3) νξ − (2nV + 3) ξ2](

ν− ξ
2

)2
(ν + ξ)

ν1/3d̂ij +

+
1
4

ν−2/3dikndjlmd̂kl d̂mn

= Rij (6.6.1.4)

R ≡ gijRij = −nV (nV + 1)− 9
2

(
ν− ξ

2

)
ν

(ν + ξ)3 ξ +
3
2

nV

(
ν− ξ

2

)
ν + ξ

−

(
ν− ξ

2

)
ν

dikndjlmd̂jkd̂mnd̂il.

(6.6.1.5)

Thence, in the classical limit (ξ → 0), the expression of the Ricci tensor and Ricci
scalar curvature in a generic d-SK geometry is easily obtained, respectively:

Rij,ξ=0 ≡ ğklRilkj,ξ=0 = − 1
16

ν−2/3
(

nV d̂id̂j − 4nV d̂ij − 4dikndjlmd̂kl d̂mn
)

= Rij,ξ=0;

(6.6.1.6)

Rξ=0 ≡ ğijRij,ξ=0 = −nV (nV + 1) +
3
2

nV − dikndjlmd̂jkd̂mnd̂il =

= −n2
V +

nV

2
− dikndjlmd̂jkd̂mnd̂il. (6.6.1.7)

Let us notice that both Eqs. (6.6.1.4) and (6.6.1.6) have the symmetry properties
suitable for Ricci tensor.

As pointed out at the end of Sect. 6.4, the symmetricity conditions (7.3.0.17)-
(7.3.0.18) cannot be satisfied for prepotential (6.3.0.1) with ξ 6= 0. As is well known,
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all symmetric spaces are Einstein spaces (see e.g. [75], and [76] for a comprehensive
list of Refs.), i.e. with a Ricci tensor satisfying

∃Λ ∈ R : Rij = Λgij ⇒ R = nVΛ, (6.6.1.8)

and then with a constant Ricci scalar curvature, whose sign is the one of the real con-
stant Λ itself. However, the opposite does not generally hold true: not all Einstein
spaces are symmetric. Thus, it is reasonable to ask whether the considered quantum
SK geometries determined by prepotential (6.3.0.1) can be Einstein. By recalling Eq.
(6.2.0.22) and using Eq. (6.6.1.4), the condition for such geometries to be Einstein
can be written as follows:

1
4

ν(
ν− ξ

2

)



[nVν3+ 3
2 (nV+2)ν2ξ− 3

4 νξ2− 1
8 (4nV+3)ξ3]

(ν+ξ)2
(

ν− ξ
2

) d̂id̂j+

− [4nVν2+2(nV+3)νξ−(2nV+3)ξ2]
ν(ν+ξ) d̂ij+

−4

(
ν− ξ

2

)2

ν2 dikndjlmd̂kl d̂mn


= Λ

[
d̂ij −

1
4

ν

(ν− 1
2 ξ)

d̂id̂j

]
,

(6.6.1.9)
and it seems to us that such an Eq. does not admit solutions for any value of the real
constants ξ and Λ.

The situation is pretty different for the classical limit (ξ → 0), determining the
so-called d-SK geometries (described by prepotential (6.3.0.1) with ξ = 0). For such
geometries, by recalling Eq. (7.2.1.37) and using Eq. (6.6.1.6), the condition to be
Einstein reads

1
4

(
nV d̂id̂j − 4nV d̂ij − 4dikndjlmd̂kl d̂mn

)
= Λ

(
d̂ij −

d̂id̂j

4

)
. (6.6.1.10)

As found in [54] (see also [34]), a (proper) subset of solutions to Eq. (6.6.1.10) is
given by the symmetric d-SK geometries, satisfying the conditions of symmetricity
(7.3.0.17)-(7.3.0.18). (At least) in such geometries, the d-tensor satisfies the following
relation ([17; 54; 65]; see also the treatment given in [10], and Refs. therein):

dp(kldij)napransamqdrsq =
4
3

δm
(kdlij), (6.6.1.11)

which is a consequence of Eq. (7.3.0.18), and in fact can be further elaborated by
using the second relation (involving the Riemann tensor) in Eq. (7.3.0.18) itself. In
Eq. (7.2.1.26) aij is a sort of “rescaled” metric tensor, defined as (recall Eq. (7.2.1.38);
see e.g. [65] for further elucidation of d = 5 origin of such a quantity):

aij ≡ 1
4

ν−2/3 ğij =
1
2

(
λ̂iλ̂j − 2d̂ij

)
. (6.6.1.12)
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Let us also notice that, from Eq. (6.6.1.8) the constancy of the Ricci scalar curva-
ture is necessary but not sufficient condition for Einstein, and in turn for symmetric,
spaces. In other words, it holds:

symmetric :=⇒ Einstein :=⇒ constant R. (6.6.1.13)

Eq. (6.6.1.5) yields the condition (Ω ∈ R)

− nV (nV + 1)− 9
2

(
ν− ξ

2

)
ν

(ν + ξ)3 ξ +
3
2

nV

(
ν− ξ

2

)
ν + ξ

−

(
ν− ξ

2

)
ν

dikndjlmd̂jkd̂mnd̂il = Ω,

(6.6.1.14)
and it seems that it is not possible to have R constant for SK geometries determined
by (6.3.0.1) with ξ 6= 0. On the other hand, Eq. (6.6.1.7) yields the condition

Rξ=0 = −n2
V +

nV

2
− dikndjlmd̂jkd̂mnd̂il = Ω. (6.6.1.15)

As pointed out above, a (proper) set of solutions to condition (6.6.1.15) is given
by the symmetric d-SK geometries. As for all Einstein spaces, for symmetric d-SK
spaces it holds that

Ω = ΛnV . (6.6.1.16)

The results of [54] yields Λ = −2
3 nV for the four irreducible symmetric d-SK ge-

ometries (which are nothing but the “magic” ones) and Λ = − (n2
V+2nV+3)

nV
for the

reducible sequence SU(1,1)
U(1) ×

SO(2,nV−1)
SO(2)×SO(nV−1) (and Λ = − (nV + 1) for the minimal

coupling CPnV sequence, whose prepotential is however quadratic).

Analogously to the comment made at the and of Sect. 6.4, it is here worth notic-
ing that Eqs. (6.6.1.3), (6.6.1.6) and (6.6.1.7) respectively yield that the quantities

R̃ijkl,ξ=0 ≡ ν4/3Rijkl,ξ=0; (6.6.1.17)

R̃ij,ξ=0 ≡ ν2/3Rij,ξ=0; (6.6.1.18)

Rξ=0; (6.6.1.19)

are independent of ν, but they rather depend only on the “rescaled dilatons” λ̂i’s
(recall definitions (6.2.0.19)-(6.2.0.21)):

∂R̃ijkl,ξ=0

∂ν
= 0; (6.6.1.20)

∂R̃ij,ξ=0

∂ν
= 0; (6.6.1.21)

∂Rξ=0

∂ν
= 0. (6.6.1.22)
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By looking at Eqs. (6.6.1.2), (6.6.1.4) and (6.6.1.5), it is easy to realize that the
same does not happen for ξ 6= 0: the non-vanishing of the quantum parameter ξ

does not allow for an overall factorization of the dependence of Rijkl, Rij,ξ=0 and
R on ν and/or other (shifted and/or rescaled) variables. In other words, ξ entangles
the dependence of Rijkl, Rij,ξ=0 and R on ν with the dependence on λ̂i’s, and thus

the “ξ 6= 0 analogues” of R̃ijkl,ξ=0 and R̃ij,ξ=0 (respectively defined in (6.6.1.17) and
(6.6.1.18)) cannot be introduced. As already pointed out at the end of Sect. 6.4, this
fact is related to the impossibility to uplift the quantum perturbatively corrected SK
geometry described by the prepotential (6.3.0.1) to d = 5 space-time dimensions.
Indeed, as is well known, in general only d-SK geometries can be uplifted to d = 5
(see e.g. [65] and Refs. therein).

6.6.2 Second Approach

The second approach is actually the one considered in [54]: the constraints (6.4.0.5),
characterizing, among others, a Kähler geometry to be special, are exploited in order
to compute the Riemann tensor itself, yielding the same results given by Eq. (6.6.1.2)
and (6.6.1.3), respectively for the prepotential (6.3.0.1) and its classical limit ξ → 0
(d-SK geometry). The same can explicitly be proved to hold for the Ricci tensor
(6.6.1.4) and the Ricci scalar (6.6.1.5), and for their respective classical limits (6.6.1.6)
and (6.6.1.7).

Thus, the approaches respectively based on (6.6.1.1) and (6.4.0.5) have been pr-
oved to be equivalent, by explicitly computing the expressions of the Riemann ten-
sor Rijkl, of Ricci tensor Rij and of Ricci scalar curvature R of a SK geometry of
arbitrary complex dimension nV and determined by the holomorphic prepotential
(6.3.0.1) (also considering the corresponding limit of d-SK geometry, obtained by
letting the quantum parameter ξ → 0). As previously mentioned, by including in
the prepotential the most general quantum perturbative correction consistent with
the Peccei-Quinn axion-shift symmetry [33] (see discussion in the Introduction), the
results and considerations of Sect. 6.6 are an extension of the findings of [54] to the
quantum perturbative regime.

6.7 Conclusion

It is clear that the present investigation (completing, extending and generalizing the
work of [46] and [55]) does not conclude the study of quantum (perturbative) SK
geometries. Only some venues have been considered in the vast realm of quantum
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geometries of the moduli spaces of superstring theories. Many issues still deserve
a deeper understanding and call for a thorough analysis, and we leave them for
further future study. Below, we list only some of the most appealing ones (to us).

1. It would be interesting to determine the extent of validity of the so-called “rule
of three” (6.4.0.15), which is nothing but the sum rule determining the value
of VBH at its non-BPS Z 6= 0 critical points. While its “non-BPS Z = 0 ana-
logue” (6.5.0.4) has general validity, (6.4.0.15) does not hold in general. Firstly
noticed in [59], the “rule of three” (6.4.0.15) has been proved to hold in sym-
metric SK geometries [17], in (at least some of the) homogeneous non-symmetric
d-SK geometries [72] (and in N > 2-extended supergravities admitting non-
supersymmetric attractors with non-vanishing central charge matrix [8; 77]).
The most general results for d-SK geometries currently available are given in
[59], but they are depending on the particular considered BH charge configu-
rations; thus, it would be nice to see whether the “rule of three” (6.4.0.15) still
holds in a generic BH charge configuration. On the other hand, since the con-
dition (6.4.0.16) of validity of the “rule of three” does not imply symmetricity
(nor homogeneity), it would be nice to see if and how the “rule of three” works
in the quantum corrected SK geometries (6.3.0.1).

2. In the present chapter we explained the peculiarity of the D0− D6 configu-
ration in presence of the most general axion-shift-symmetric quantum pertur-
bative parameter ξ. The D0− D6 configuration turns out to be the somewhat
“minimal” configuration which does not support axion-free critical points of
VBH. But we did not yet completely explain the results of the investigation of
[55]. In other words, we did not explain why the classical non-BPS Z 6= 0 “flat”
direction of VBH of the st2 model gets non-renormalized (despite acquiring a
non-vanishing axion) when switching ξ on. We leave the investigation of this
issue (within d-SKG geometries of arbitrary complex dimension nV) for future
study.

3. An issue concerning both d-SK geometries and their quantum corrected coun-
terparts (6.3.0.1) is the generality of the axion-free solutions (if any) to the Attrac-
tor Eqs.. As found in [65], the axion-free-supporting BH charge configurations
in d-SK geometries are the electric (D2−D6), magnetic (D0−D4) and D0−D6
ones, whereas in the present work we obtained that for SK geometries deter-
mined by the prepotential (6.3.0.1) only electric and magnetic configurations
support purely imaginary critical points of VBH. It would be interesting to an-
alyze the degree of generality of axion-free solutions (in a model-independent
fashion, if possible) in these frameworks.
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4. Concerning d-SKG geometries, the expression of the 1
2 -BPS attractors is known

in the most explicit form possible [58], and (going beyond symmetric cases)
there are various explicit (but charge-dependent) results for non-BPS Z 6= 0
critical points of VBH (see e.g. [59]). On the other hand, there are currently
no general results on the explicit form of non-BPS Z = 0 critical points of
VBH within the same SK geometry. Thus, it would be interesting to determine
such expression and use it to elaborate the “non-BPS Z = 0 analogue” (6.5.0.4)
(obtained in the present paper) of the “rule of three” (6.4.0.15).

5. Still very little is known on the explicit expression of the critical points of the
quantum perturbatively corrected BH potential VBH given by Eq. (6.2.0.27).
The complete analysis of 1

2 -BPS critical points (beyond the axion-free results of
[19]; see the end of Sect. 6.3) should be based on the implementation of 1

2 -BPS
conditions (6.3.0.13) through the formula (6.3.0.7). More interestingly, the non-
BPS (Z 6= 0 and Z = 0) critical points of (6.2.0.27) still need to be completely
determined and studied.

6. The phenomena of “splitting” of attractors [46], “transmutation” of attractors
[46], and “lifting” of moduli spaces of attractors [55], even if explicitly found
by studying models with only one or two complex scalar field(s), are likely
to characterize the quantum perturbatively corrected SK geometry (6.3.0.1) for
an arbitrary complex dimension nV . Thus, it would be worth studying more in
depth such phenomena, eventually relating them with the presence of partic-
ular symmetry groups acting in transitive or non-transitive way on the (gen-
erally non-homogeneous) scalar manifold.

7. By extending the results obtained in [55] (at least in the magnetic and electric
configurations) to the presence of more than one “flat” direction, and includ-
ing the effects of non-perturbative corrections (see e.g. [19; 22; 31; 36]), one
would be lead to conjecture that only a (very) few classical attractors do remain at-
tractors in strict sense at the quantum level. Consequently, at the quantum (pertur-
bative and non-perturbative) level the set of actual extremal BH attractors should
be strongly constrained and reduced. As already noticed in the Conclusion of [55]
itself, in N = 8, d = 4 supergravity the (“large”) 1

8 -BPS and non-BPS BHs crit-
ical points of VBH,N=8 exhibit 40 and 42 “flat” directions, respectively [51; 78].
Within the possibility of N = 8 supergravity to be a finite theory of quantum
gravity (see e.g. [79] and [80], and Refs. therein), it would be interesting to un-
derstand whether these “flat” directions may be removed at all by perturbative
and/or non-perturbative quantum effects.
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Chapter 7

Topics in Cubic Special Geometry

In [1] we reconsider the sub-leading quantum perturbative corrections to N = 2
cubic special Kähler geometries. Imposing the invariance under axion-shifts, all
such corrections (but the imaginary constant one) can be introduced or removed
through suitable, lower unitriangular symplectic transformations, dubbed Peccei-
Quinn (PQ) transformations.

Since PQ transformations do not belong to the d = 4 U-duality group G4, in sym-
metric cases they generally have a non-trivial action on the unique quartic invariant
polynomial I4 of the charge representation R of G4. This leads to interesting phe-
nomena in relation to theory of extremal black hole attractors; i.e., the possibility to
make transitions between different charge orbits of R, with corresponding change
of the supersymmetry properties of the supported attractor solutions. Furthermore,
a suitable action of PQ transformations can also set I4 to zero, or vice versa it can
generate a non-vanishing I4: this corresponds to transitions between “large” and
“small” charge orbits, which we classify in some detail within the “special coordi-
nates” symplectic frame.

Finally, after a brief account of the action of PQ transformations on the recently
established correspondence between Cayley’s hyperdeterminant and elliptic curves,
we derive an equivalent, alternative expression of I4, with relevant application to
black hole entropy.

7.1 Introduction

Special Kähler geometry (SK) characterizes the scalar manifolds of Abelian vector
multiplets inN = 2 supergravity theory in d = 4 space-time dimensions (see e.g. [2–
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5], and Refs. therein). Along the years, it has played a key role in various important
developments in black hole (BH) physics.

Among these, the Attractor Mechanism [6] shed light on the dynamics of scalar
fields coupled to BPS (Bogomol’ny-Prasad-Sommerfeld) and non-BPS extremal BHs.
Through the introduction of an effective BH potential VBH [6], this mechanism de-
scribes the stabilization of the scalar fields in terms of the BH conserved charges in
the near-horizon limit of the extremal BH background (see e.g. [8–12; 12], also for
reviews and lists of Refs.).

Within theories with N = 2 local supersymmetry emerging from Calabi-Yau
compactifications of superstrings or M-theory, the Attractor Mechanism has played
a key role in the study of connections with topological string partition functions [14]
and relations with microstates counting (see for instance [10]), and also in the inves-
tigation of dynamical phenomena, such as wall crossing and split attractor flow (see
e.g. [15], and Refs. therein).

In some seminal papers dating back to mid 90’s [6], the Attractor Mechanism
was discovered by Ferrara, Kallosh and Strominger in N = 2, d = 4 ungauged
supergravity coupled to nV vector multiplets. This theory proved to be an especially
relevant and rich framework for the study of the attractor dynamics of scalar flows
coupled to extremal BHs.

An important arena in which many advances have been made along the years is
provided by a particular yet broad class of SK geometries, i.e. the ones determined
by an holomorphic prepotential function F which is purely cubic in the complex
scalar fields themselves:

Fd ≡
1
3!

dijkzizjzk. (7.1.0.1)

Fd defines the so-called d-SK geometries [16; 17]. These geometries naturally arise
as the large volume limit of CY3 compactifications of Type II(A) superstring theories,
in which dijk is given by the triple intersection numbers of the CY3 internal manifold
itself (see Sec. 7.2.1 for further details, and list of Refs.).

Moreover, up to the so-called minimal coupling sequence (with quadratic prepo-
tential) [18], all non-compact symmetric coset SK spaces G4

H4
are actually d-spaces,

defined by a prepotential of the form [17]; G4 is the d = 4 U-duality group1, and
H4 is its maximal compact subgroup (with symmetric embedding). In symmetric
SK geometries the Attractor Mechanism enjoys a noteworthy geometrical interpre-
tation, related to the fascinating interplay among orbits of the charge irrepr. R of G4

1Here U-duality is referred to as the “continuous” limit (valid for large values of the charges) of
the non-perturbative string theory symmetries introduced by Hull and Townsend in [19].
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[20; 21], the solution of the Attractor Eqs. [21] and the related “moduli spaces” [22].
Through the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (S) -area (A) formula [23]

S
π

=
A
4

=
√
|I4 (Q)|, (7.1.0.2)

the entropy of the BH is given in terms of the unique invariant polynomial I4 of the
charge irrepr. R of G4, which is quartic in charges Q. It is also worth recalling that
also the recently introduced first order approach to non-BPS scalar flows [24] has
been completely solved in terms of geometrical quantities (U-duality invariants) in
[25].

It is therefore natural to ask what is the role and the effect of sub-leading cor-
rections to the N = 2 purely cubic prepotential (7.1.0.1). As is well known (see the
recent discussion in [26], and Refs. therein), such corrections are of both quantum
perturbative and non-perturbative nature, and not all of them are consistent with
the Peccei-Quinn axion-shift symmetry [27], nor all of them actually affect the SK
geometry of the scalar manifold itself (see e.g. [28]).

In this chapter, extending on some previous results in [16; 29; 30], we further de-
velop the study of those sub-leading corrections to d-SK geometries (7.1.0.1) which
are consistent with the axion-shift symmetry and which do not affect the geometry
of the vector multiplets’ scalar fields2.

It is known [16; 29] that these sub-leading corrections can be included in (or
removed from) the N = 2 symplectic sections by acting with suitable symplectic
transformations, and this provides an effective shortcut to the process of solving the
Attractor Eqs. (alias criticality conditions for VBH) in the so corrected d-SK geome-
tries. As we will find in the present investigation, such symplectic transformations
have a group structure (we dub them Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symplectic transforma-
tions), but they do not belong to the suitable symplectic representation of G4 itself.

At least for symmetric d-SK geometries, this leads to interesting consequences in
the theory of charge orbits and “moduli spaces” of extremal BH attractor solutions.
Indeed, the PQ transformations do not affect the geometry of the scalar manifold,
neither the statification of the charge irrepr. space R into disjoint orbits, nor the
structure of the corresponding “moduli spaces” of attractors3, but they can change the
value and the sign of I4, thus possibly switching from one charge orbits to another.

2For a recent discussion of the unique (constant imaginary) term which is consistent with axion-
shift and affects the geometry, see e.g. [26].

3In this respect, the general analysis and findings of the present chapter explains the result ob-
tained in Sec. 3 and App. A of [31], also providing a way to generalise them to generic BH charge
configuration, and to a generic model with nV vector multiplets.

Moreover, through the action of PQ symplectic group, also the results concerning non-perturbative
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For instance, an extremal “small” BH configuration (with vanishing entropy ac-
cording to formula (7.1.0.2)) within the d-SK geometry (7.1.0.1) can acquire, by intro-
ducing the quantum perturbative correction under consideration, a non-vanishing
area of the event horizon, and thus a “large” nature (i.e., a non-vanishing I4, and
thus entropy, according to (7.1.0.2)). The opposite phenomenon can occur too, i.e.
that “large” extremal BH configuration can become “small” for particular choices of
the supporting charge vectors.

Another possible phenomenon is that the supersymmetry preserving features
of the attractor configurations of d-SK geometry (7.1.0.1) can change in presence of
those sub-leading corrections accounted for by PQ transformations. This is some-
what analogous to some phenomena observed in presence of the “+iλ” correction
in the prepotential in [32].

By exploiting the PQ symplectic transformation, we will also study how the ef-
fective BH potential VBH gets modified in presence of the aforementioned correc-
tions, and what is the fate of those charge configurations which support axion-free
attractor solutions within the theory determined by (7.1.0.1). In general, the solu-
tions of Attractor Eqs. for the corrected d-SK geometries can be obtained by con-
sidering the solutions in the purely cubic theory [30; 33], and by transforming the
charges in such formulæ with a suitable PQ transformation.

We will also briefly comment on the action of the PQ group on the roots of certain
cubic elliptic curves, which have been recently connected [34] to the Cayley’s hy-
perdeterminant [35], i.e. to the (opposite of) I4 for the noteworthy triality-symmetric
so-called stu supergravity model [36]. This might lead to an interpretation of the PQ
transformation within the intriguing “BH/qubit correspondence” [37].

Finally, we derive an alternative expression of I4 for symmetric d-SK geome-
tries, and more in general for symmetric cubic geometries (such as the ones of some
N > 2-extended, d = 4 supergravities). This result allows for a consistent treat-
ment of some expressions of the BH entropy available in the literature (see e.g. [33]).
Furthermore, its further generalisation to the case of non-symmetric geometries (in
which I4 is not generally related to the BH entropy) explicitly shows the contribu-
tion of the so-called E-tensor [17] introducing an explicit dependence on (some of
the) scalar degrees of freedom.

The plan of this chapter is as follows.

instantonic corrections to the prepotential, obtained in Sec. 4 and App. B of [31], can be generalised to
include the sub-leading quantum perturbative corrections under consideration. See treatment below
for further comments.
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In Sec. 7.2.1 we analyse the PQ symplectic transformations within N = 2, d = 4
SK geometry. More specifically, in Sec. 7.2.1 we recall the general structure of sub-
leading terms in cubic prepotential, and their consistency with axion-shift symme-
try. The PQ symplectic group is introduced in Sec. 7.2.1, and its relation to the
U-duality group clarified in Sec. 7.2.1. Moreover, Sec. 7.2.1 considers some aspects
of stringy origin and topological interpretation of some generators of the PQ group.

Then, Sec. 7.2.2 applies this general formalism to relevant issues within the
theory of extremal black hole attractors. Secs. 7.2.2 and 7.2.2 are devoted to the
study and classification (within symmetric cubic geometries) of the PQ group on
the unique invariant polynomial I4 of the charge representation R of the U-duality
group. At the end of Sec. 7.2.2, we briefly comment on the relevance of the PQ group
for the attractor values of the scalars, i.e. for the non-degenerate critical points of the
effective BH potential VBH. The transformation properties of the latter are studied
in Sec. 7.2.2, with an analysis of the possible axion-free supporting charge configu-
rations.

Sec. 7.2.3 briefly analyses the “PQ-deformation” of the recently established in-
triguing relation between Cayley’s hyperdeterminant and elliptic curves.

Finally, in Sec. 7.3 an equivalent, alternative expression for I4 is derived, by ex-
ploiting the identities characterising symmetric cubic special geometries, with rele-
vant consequences on the matching of known expressions of the black hole entropy.
In particular, the new expression I4 allows one to relate its scalar-dependence in
non-symmetric geometries directly to the so-called E-tensor.

7.2 Peccei-Quinn Symplectic Transformations

7.2.1 General Theory

Let us considerN = 2, d = 4 ungauged Maxwell-Einstein supergravity, whose vector
multiplets’ scalar manifold is endowed with special Kähler (SK) geometry, based on
an holomorphic prepotential function F, homogeneous of degree 2 in the contravari-
ant symplectic sections XΛ (the reader is addressed e.g. to [2–5] for a thorough in-
troduction and list of Refs.).
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Cubic Special Geometries and Axion-Shifts

We start and define the most general form of cubic prepotential as follows4 (dΛΣΞ =
d(ΛΣΞ) ∈ C):

F ≡ 1
3!

dΛΣΞ
XΛXΣXΞ

X0 =

=
1
3!
(
Redijk + iImdijk

) XiX jXk

X0 +
1
2
(
Red0ij + iImd0ij

)
XiX j +

+
1
2

(Red00i + iImd00i) XiX0 +
1
3!

(Red000 + iImd000)
(

X0
)2

. (7.2.1.1)

By denoting the real and imaginary part of Xi respectively as Xi ≡ Ri + iIi, the
corresponding Kähler potential reads5

K ≡ − ln
[
i
(

XΛFΛ − XΛFΛ

)]
= −4

3
iRedijk Ii I j Ik − 2

3
iImdijkRiRjRk − 2iImdijkRi I j Ik

−2iImd0ijRiRj − 2iImd0ij Ii I j − 2iImd00iRi − 2
3

iImd000. (7.2.1.2)

Thus, the invariance ofK under Peccei-Quinn (PQ) perturbative (continuous) axion-
shift symmetry [27]

Ri → Ri + αi, αi ∈ R (7.2.1.3)

yields
Imdijk = Imd0ij = Imd00i = 0. (7.2.1.4)

The resulting axion-shift-invariant expression of K then simply reads

K = −4
3

iRedijk Ii I j Ik − 2
3

iImd000, (7.2.1.5)

and the prepotential F given by (7.2.1.1) can accordingly be split as

F = F + F, (7.2.1.6)

where

F ≡ 1
3!

Redijk
XiX jXk

X0 +
i

3!
Imd000

(
X0
)2

(7.2.1.7)

4Greek capital and Latin lowercase indices respectively run 0, 1, ..., nV and 1, ..., nV throughout.
The naught index pertains to the graviphoton, while nV denotes the number of Abelian vector mul-
tiplets coupled to the supergravity one. Therefore, we work within the so-called symplectic basis of
special coordinates (see e.g. [3; 17] and Refs. therein), which is manifestly covariant with respect to the
d = 5 U-duality group G5.

5For simplicity’s sake, in Eqs. (7.2.1.2), (7.2.1.3) and (7.2.1.5) we give the result for X0 ≡ 1, which
does not imply any loss of generality for our purposes.
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is the part contributing to K given by (7.2.1.5) and thus to the SK geometry, and

F ≡ 1
2

Red0ijXiX j +
1
2

Red00iXiX0 +
1
3!

Red000

(
X0
)2

(7.2.1.8)

is a quadratic form in XΛ, which does not contribute to K. Thus, F given by (7.2.1.7)
is the most general cubic prepotential which is consistent with the PQ axion-shift
(7.2.1.3) and which affects the geometry of the scalar manifold itself [28]. Some
issues within the SK geometry based on F have been recently investigated in [26]
(see also [29]).

On the other hand, Redijk is usually denoted simply by the real symbol dijk, and
the holomorphic function

Fd ≡
1
3!

dijk
XiX jXk

X0 (7.2.1.9)

is the prepotential of the so-called d-SK geometries6 [17; 40]. This will be the most
general framework we will be considering in the applications of Sec. 7.2.2.

For later convenience, let us compute the derivatives of F with respect to the
sections7 XΛ:

FΛ ≡ DΛF =
∂F

∂XΛ =


F0 = 1

2Red00iXi + 1
3Red000X0;

Fi = Red0ijX j + 1
2Red00iX0.

(7.2.1.10)

It has been known (see e.g. [16; 29; 30]) that F can be introduced (or removed) in
any N = 2 prepotential by performing suitable symplectic transformations. More
specifically, through the action of particular symplectic transformations one can in-
troduce the effect of the sub-leading quantum perturbative terms (7.2.1.8) into the
explicit expression of horizon values of attractors and into the corresponding value
of BH entropy [29; 30].

A major part of the present investigation is devoted to a thorough analysis of
this issue in general form. In particular, we will focus on the effect of F on the BH
entropy in the general framework of d-SKG, with leading cubic prepotential given
by (7.2.1.9). This will naturally lead to the study of the effect of the so-called Peccei-
Quinn transformations, i.e. particular symplectic transformations deeply related to

6Regardless of the explicit form of dijk, the corresponding special Kähler manifold has always
at least nV + 1 global isometries, i.e. an overall scaling and PQ axion-shifts (see Eq. (7.2.1.3)), form-
ing the group SO (1, 1)×s RnV , which can be considered the “minimal G4” of d-SK geometries. Its
relation to d = 5 uplift and further details can be found e.g. in [38] (see also Refs. therein).

7As shown in [39], the symplectic connection of SK geometry is flat.
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F, on the duality invariants and supersymmetry properties of extremal BH attractor
solutions.

The results recently obtained in Sec. 3 of [31] provide an explicit example (with
nV = 2 and for a particular charge configuration) of some aspects of the general
treatment given here. Indeed, the prepotential given by Eq. (3.7) of [31] is nothing
but a particular case8 of the general structure (7.2.1.6)-(7.2.1.8).

The Peccei-Quinn Symplectic Group

Given an element9

S ≡
(
U Z
W V

)
∈ GL (2nV + 2, R) , (7.2.1.11)

it belongs to the symplectic group Sp (2nV + 2, R) ( GL (2nV + 2, R) iff

STΩS = Ω⇔ S−1 = Ω−1STΩ = −ΩSTΩ, (7.2.1.12)

where Ω is the (2nV + 2)× (2nV + 2) symplectic metric (the subscripts denote the
dimensions of the square block components):

Ω ≡
(

0nV+1 InV+1

−InV+1 0nV+1

)
. (7.2.1.13)

The finite condition of symplecticity (7.2.1.12) translates on the square block compo-
nents of S as follows:

UTV −WTZ = InV+1; (7.2.1.14)

UTW −WTU = ZTV − VTZ = 0nV+1. (7.2.1.15)

In general, the U-duality group G4 of N = 2, d = 4 supergravity is embedded
into Sp (2nV + 2, R) through its relevant (i.e., smallest symplectic) (ir)repr. R (see
e.g. [3] and Refs. therein):

G4
R
( Sp (2nV + 2, R) . (7.2.1.16)

8In this respect (and referring to the equation numbering of [31]), it is worth noting that the
second of Eqs. (3.8) can be directly obtained from the general expression (2.9) for d-SK geometry,
because the sub-leading quantum perturbative terms appearing in Eq. (3.7) do not affect the Kähler
potential and thus the metric.

9In all the following treatment, we work in the (semi)classical limit of large (continuous) charges,
thus the field of definition of considered linear and symplectic groups is R, and not Z, as instead it
would pertain to the quantum level.
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The vector of the fluxes of the two-form field strengths of the Abelian vector fields
and of their duals

Q ≡
(

pΛ, qΛ

)T
=
(

p0, pi, q0, qi

)T
, (7.2.1.17)

as well as the vector of the holomorphic sections

V ≡
(

XΛ, FΛ

)T
=
(

X0, Xi, F0, Fi

)T
, (7.2.1.18)

sit in R, and thus they are Sp (2nV + 2, R)-covariant, transforming under S as fol-
lows:

Q′ = SQ =

(
UΛ

Σ pΣ +ZΛΣqΣ

WΛΣ pΣ + V Σ
Λ qΣ

)
; (7.2.1.19)

V′ = SV =

(
UΛ

ΣXΣ +ZΛΣFΣ

WΛΣXΣ + V Σ
Λ FΣ

)
. (7.2.1.20)

Now, by recalling (7.2.1.10), it is immediate to realize that FΛ can be generated
or removed by performing a suitable symplectic finite transformation on V. Indeed,
the identification

FΛ ≡ F′Λ − V Σ
Λ FΣ =WΛΣXΣ =WΛ0X0 +WΛiXi (7.2.1.21)

defines, through Eq. (7.2.1.20), the components of the (nV + 1) × (nV + 1) sub-
matrixWΛΣ:

WΛΣ =

 W00 W0j

Wi0 Wij

 ≡ 1
3!

 2Red000 3Red00j

3Red00i 6Red0ij

 ≡
 $ cj

ci Θij

 =W(ΛΣ),

(7.2.1.22)
which inherits the symmetry properties from the relevant components of the dΛΣΞ

tensor. Note that we re-named the quantities for simplicity’s sake (Θij = Θ(ij)).

Thus, we are going to deal with particular symplectic transformations defined
as follows:

1. In order to keep the contravariant symplectic sections XΛ (and thus the coor-
dinates of the scalar manifold) invariant under the considered transformations,
(7.2.1.20) imposes

ZΛΣ ≡ 0, UΛ
Σ ≡ δΛ

Σ . (7.2.1.23)
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2. In order to generate or remove FΛ, as stated above one must defineWΛΣ as in
Eq. (7.2.1.22), and furthermore Eq. (7.2.1.20) yields

V Σ
Λ ≡ δΛ

Σ . (7.2.1.24)

The (nV + 1) × (nV + 1) matrices U , Z , V and W defined by Eqs. (7.2.1.22),
(7.2.1.24) and (7.2.1.23) do satisfy the finite symplecticity condition (7.2.1.12), and
we denote the corresponding symplectic matrix as

O ≡

 InV+1 0nV+1

W InV+1

 . (7.2.1.25)

It is easy to realize thatO given by (7.2.1.25) belongs to the (nV+1)(nV+2)
2 -dimensional

Abelian group

PQ (2nV + 2, R) ≡ Sp (2nV + 2, R) ∩ LUT (2nV + 2, R) , (7.2.1.26)

which we will henceforth refer to as the Peccei Quinn symplectic group. In (7.2.1.26)
LUT (2nV + 2, R) is the (nV + 1)2-dimensional Abelian group of lower unitriangu-
lar
2 (nV + 1) × 2 (nV + 1) real matrices, which are unipotent (see e.g. [41]). Corre-
spondingly, the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symplectic Lie algebra pq (2nV + 2, R) is given
by

pq (2nV + 2, R) ≡ sp (2nV + 2, R) ∩ lut (2nV + 2, R) , (7.2.1.27)

i.e. by the strictly lower triangular 2 (nV + 1)× 2 (nV + 1) real matrices (which are
nilpotent) with symmetric lower (nV + 1)× (nV + 1) block.

Matrices with structure asO given by (7.2.1.25), and thus belonging to the group
PQ (2nV + 2, R) defined above, appear also in other contexts. For instance, they are
a particular case (with A = InV+1) of the quantum perturbative duality transforma-
tions in supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories coupled to supergravity (see e.g. [42],
and Eq. (4.1) therein). In particular, Eq. (7.2.1.25) defines the structure of quantum
perturbative monodromy matrices in heterotic string compactifications with classi-
cal U-duality SL (2, R)× SO (2, nV + 2) (see e.g. (5.4) of [42]).

Let us give here some other explicit results, useful in the subsequent treatment.

Eqs. (7.2.1.21, (7.2.1.22) and (7.2.1.24) imply

FΛ ≡ F′Λ − FΛ. (7.2.1.28)
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Thus, within the framework under consideration, it follows that

FΛ ≡ DΛF =
∂F

∂XΛ =


F0 = − 1

3!Redijk
XiX jXk

(X0)2 + i
3Imd000X0;

Fi = 1
2Redijk

X jXk

X0 ;

(7.2.1.29)

F′Λ ≡ DΛF + DΛF = DΛF =
∂F

∂XΛ , (7.2.1.30)

where Eqs. (7.2.1.6) and (7.2.1.7) were used.

Moreover, by using (7.2.1.12), the inverse of matrix O can be easily computed to
be simply

O−1 ≡

 InV+1 0nV+1

−W InV+1

 . (7.2.1.31)

Thus, by recalling Eqs. (7.2.1.19), (7.2.1.20), and the expressions (7.2.1.25) and (7.2.1.31)
along with Eq. (7.2.1.22), one can write down the finite transformations of Q and
V under the action of a generic element of PQ (2nV + 2, R) (the unwritten matrix
components vanish throughout):

Q′ = OQ =


p0

pi

q0 + $p0 + cj pj

qi + ci p0 + Θij pj

⇔ Q = O−1Q′ =


p′0

p′i

q′0 − $p′0 − cj p′j

q′i − ci p′0 −Θij p′j

 ;

(7.2.1.32)

V′ = OV =


X0

Xi

F0 + $X0 + cjX j

Fi + ciX0 + ΘijX j

⇔ V = O−1V′ =


X′0

X′i

F′0 − $X′0 − cjX′j

F′i − ciX′0 −ΘijX′j

 .

(7.2.1.33)

Relation with U-Duality Transformations

In order to highlight some important features of the Peccei-Quinn transformations
defined above, it is here convenient to briefly recall the properties of V and related
quantities under the action of Sp (2nV + 2, R) (see e.g. [2; 3; 43] and Refs. therein).

The holomorphic sections V defined in (7.2.1.18) belong to the holomorphic (chi-
ral) ring over the Kähler-Hodge bundle defined over the vector multiplets’ scalar
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manifold. Under a finite symplectic transformation S ∈ Sp (2nV + 2, R) defined by
(7.2.1.11)-(7.2.1.15), V transform as

V (z) S−→ SV′ (z) = exp
[
− f
(
z′
)]
SV′

(
z′
)

. (7.2.1.34)

“z” and “z′” collectively denote the scalar field parametrization (i.e., the coordinate
frame) before and after the application of S . Thus, the action of S generally induces
a (generally non-linear) coordinate transformation

z −→ z′. (7.2.1.35)

Thus, the holomorphic superpotential W ≡ 〈Q, V (z)〉 ≡ QTΩV (z) transforms as
(recall (7.2.1.12))

W S−→ exp
[
− f
(
z′
)] 〈
Q′, V′

(
z′
)〉
≡ exp

[
− f
(
z′
)]

W ′, (7.2.1.36)

i.e. with an holomorphic overall factor exp [− f (z′)]. The holomorphic function
f (z′) appearing in (7.2.1.34) and (7.2.1.36) is the gauge function of the Kähler trans-
formation induced by S on the Kähler potential K (z, z) ≡ − ln

[
i
〈
V (z) , V (z)

〉]
itself (recall Eq. (7.2.1.34)):

K (z, z) S−→ − ln
[
i
〈

V′
(
z′
)

, V′
(
z′
)〉]

+ f
(
z′
)
+ f

(
z′
)
≡ K′

(
z′, z′

)
+ f

(
z′
)
+ f

(
z′
)

.
(7.2.1.37)

Eqs. (7.2.1.36) and (7.2.1.37) yield that the covariantly holomorphic sections
V (z, z) ≡ exp [K (z, z) /2] V (z), belonging to the Kähler-Hodge U (1) bundle, trans-
form under S as follows (recall (7.2.1.34) and (7.2.1.37)):

V (z, z) S−→ exp
[
−iIm

(
f
(
z′
))]
SV ′

(
z′, z′

)
, (7.2.1.38)

i.e. with an overall phase (Kähler-Hodge U (1) factor) exp [−iIm ( f (z′))]. This in
turn implies that the N = 2 central charge Z (z, z) ≡ 〈Q,V (z, z)〉 transforms as

Z (z, z) S−→ exp
[
−iIm

(
f
(
z′
))]

Z′
(
z′, z′

)
. (7.2.1.39)

A general consequence of Eqs. (7.2.1.34)-(7.2.1.39) is the following.

Under a transformation S ∈ Sp (2nV + 2, R), W (z) and Z (z, z) are invariant iff
S does not induce any change in the coordinates of the scalar manifold. By looking at the
conditions (7.2.1.14)-(7.2.1.15), it is immediate to realize that O ∈ PQ (2nV + 2, R)
represented by (7.2.1.25) is actually the most general element of Sp (2nV + 2, R) that
does not induce any transformation of coordinates on the scalar manifold, and thus
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leaves both W and Z (as well as the corresponding covariant derivatives DiW and
DiZ) invariant.

A direct consequence of this is that the effective BH potential [44]

VBH ≡ |Z|2 + gij (DiZ) DjZ (7.2.1.40)

is also invariant under PQ (2nV + 2, R):

VBH (z, z;Q) O−→ VBH (z, z;Q) . (7.2.1.41)

For this reason, while PQ (2nV + 2, R) can be efficiently used to investigate the ef-
fects of F given by (7.2.1.8) on the attractor points of VBH itself and on the BH entropy
(through the study of the transformation properties of the quartic G4-invariant I4;
see Sec. 7.2.2), its use in relation to Z, DiZ and VBH has some caveats, pointed out
at the start of Sec. 7.2.2. The analysis of the latter Sec. relies on the results of [44]
(see also [11] for a review, and Refs. therein) on the axion-free supporting charge
configurations, and related supersymmetry properties, in d-SK geometries.

We are now going to show that

pq (2n, R) ( sp (2nV + 2, R)
g4

, (7.2.1.42)

which thus implies, through exponential map:

PQ (2n, R) ( Sp (2nV + 2, R)
G4

. (7.2.1.43)

In other words, the PQ symplectic transformations lie in Sp (2nV + 2, R) outside of
the d = 4 U-duality group G4, whose Lie algebra is denoted by g4 throughout. Thus,
(7.2.1.27) and (7.2.1.26) can respectively be recast as

pq (2nV + 2, R) ≡ sp (2nV + 2, R)
g4

∩ lut (2nV + 2, R) ;

⇓ exp

PQ (2nV + 2, R) ≡ Sp (2nV + 2, R)
G4

∩ LUT (2nV + 2, R) , (7.2.1.44)

where “exp” denotes the exponential map.

Clearly, (7.2.1.42)-(7.2.1.44) hold whenever g4 is well defined, for instance in the
N = 2 models whose vector multiplets’ scalar manifold is a symmetric coset G4/H4,
with H4 being the maximal compact subgroup (with symmetric embedding) of G4
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itself (see e.g. [17] and Refs. therein; see also [45] for a recent survey). Besides the
minimally coupled [18] CPn sequence with quadratic prepotential, these models are
given by all symmetric d-SK geometries, whose prepotential is given by (7.2.1.9),
with dijk satisfying the identity [46; 47]

dr(pqdij)kdrkl =
4
3

δl
(pdqij), (7.2.1.45)

which implies that dijk and its contravariant counterpart dijk are both G5-invariant
(scalar-independent) tensors (see Sec. 7.3 for further elucidation). Moreover, for all
d-SK geometries a “minimal” G4 ≡ SO (1, 1)×s RnV always exists (see Footnote 3).

Furthermore, for a symmetric d-SK geometry, the expression of the unique quar-
tic invariant polynomial I4 (Q) of the symplectic repr. R of G4 reads (in the “special
coordinates” sympletic basis [20]):

I4 (Q) ≡ −
(

p0
)2

q2
0−
(

piqi

)2
− 2p0q0piqi + 4

[
q0I3 (p)− p0I3 (q) + {I3 (p) , I3 (q)}

]
(7.2.1.46)

where

I3 (p) ≡ 1
3!

dijk pi pj pk; I3 (q) ≡ 1
3!

dijkqiqjqk; {I3 (p) , I3 (q)} ≡ ∂I3 (p)
∂pi

∂I3 (q)
∂qi

.

(7.2.1.47)

In d-SK geometries, the manifestly (g5 ⊕ so (1, 1))-covariant form of the sym-
plectic embedding of the infinitesimal transformation of the G4 is provided by the
following 2 (nV + 1)× 2 (nV + 1) matrix (i, j, k = 1, ..., nV) [38]:

X ≡


3λ bj 0 0j

ci Ai
j + λδi

j 0i dijkbk

0 0j −3λ −cj

0i dijkck −bi A
j
i − λδ

j
i

 , (7.2.1.48)

where Ai
j is the electric-magnetic representation of the g5 algebra, λ is the so (1, 1)

parameter, ci are the parameters of the PQ axion-shift transformations l+2, and bi are
the parameters of the additional transformations l′−2, not implementable on the vec-
tor potentials A0, Ai, which complete the algebra to g4 (subscripts denote weights
w.r.t. so (1, 1)):

g4 = (g5)0 ⊕ (so (1, 1))0 ⊕ l+2 ⊕ l−2. (7.2.1.49)

Thus, the matrix X given by (7.2.1.48) realizes the Lie algebra g4 of the U-duality
group G4 in its symplectic irrepr. R, defining the embedding (7.2.1.16). By com-
paring the matrix X given by (7.2.1.48) with the infinitesimal form of O given by
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(7.2.1.25), i.e. with the strictly lower triangular matrix

Oin f =

(
02 02

W2 02

)
∈ pq (2nV + 2, R) , (7.2.1.50)

one can conclude that results (7.2.1.42), and thus (7.2.1.43), hold.

Stringy Origin

It is here worth briefly commenting on the stringy origin of the components of the
matrixWΛΣ given by (7.2.1.22). For more details, and a list of Refs., we address the
reader e.g. to the treatment of [29; 48; 49].

In Type I IA compactifications over Calabi-Yau threefolds (CY3), it holds that

W0i ≡ ci =
c2,i

24
≡ c2 · Ji

24
=

1
24

∫
CY3

c2 ∧ Ji, (7.2.1.51)

where c2 is the second Chern class10 of CY3, and {Ji}i=1,...,nV
is a basis of H2 (CY3, R),

the second cohomology group of CY3.

Moreover, the coefficients of F (as given by Eq. (7.2.1.7)) have the following
stringy interpretation [29; 52–54]:

1
3!

Redijk = Cijk; (7.2.1.52)

1
3!

Imd000 = − ζ (3)
(2π)3 χ, (7.2.1.53)

where Cijk and χ respectively are the classical triple intersection numbers11 and Eu-
ler character of the CY3, and ζ is the Riemann zeta function.

Notice that the other components of WΛΣ, i.e. W00 ≡ $ and Wij ≡ Θij, do not
have an interpretation in terms of topological invariants of the internal manifold
(see e.g. the discussion in [48]), at least in the compactification framework under
consideration. For this reason, they are usually disregarded in the stringy literature
(see e.g. [29], in particular the discussion of Eq. (3.48) therein; see also [30]). How-
ever, it is worth pointing out thatW00 andWij are important for fixing the integral
basis for V itself (see e.g. the discussion in [48; 55; 56].

10Note that, e.g. in presence of R2-corrections, the second Chern class also contributes non-
homogeneously to the BH entropy (see e.g. [50; 51]).

11Actually, quantum (perturbative and non-perturbative) effects can also affect Redijk, i.e. (through
Eq. (7.2.1.52)) the classical triple intersection numbers (see e.g. [29; 48], and Refs. therein).
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When setting $ = Θij = 0, the transformation (7.2.1.32) yields
p0

pi

q0

qi

 O−1
−→


p′0

p′i

q′0 − cj p′j

q′i − ci p′0

 , (7.2.1.54)

which is a Witten theta-shift [57] of electric charges via magnetic charges (in a gen-
erally axionful background).

Nevertheless,W00 andWij are perfectly consistent in a fully general supergrav-
ity analysis, and we will consider them non-vanishing throughout the applicative
developments treated below.

In general, the term determined by Redijk in the general cubic prepotential (given
by Eqs. (7.2.1.6)-(7.2.1.8)) is the leading one for large values of the scalar fields (mod-
uli), and it defines the purely cubic prepotential (7.2.1.9) of the d-SK geometry of the
complex structure (or Kähler structure) deformation moduli space of the large vol-
ume limit of the internal manifold CY3 (in Type II compactifications). All other terms
in Eqs. (7.2.1.6)-(7.2.1.8) define sub-leading contributions, which are of quantum
perturbative nature, and consistent with the continuous PQ axion-shift symmetry
(7.2.1.3). All such sub-leading terms, but the purely imaginary constant determined
by iImd000 (and eventual renormalization of classical triple intersection numbers;
see Footnote 6), can be taken into account by means of the group PQ (2nV + 2, R).

Non-perturbative effects (which can generally traced back to world-sheet instan-
tons, i.e. to non-perturbative phenomena in the non-linear sigma model) usually ex-
hibit exponential dependence on the moduli, and they are thus exponentially sup-
pressed in the large volume limit (see e.g. [29] and [58; 59]). They break down the
perturbative continuous PQ axion-shift symmetry (7.2.1.3) to its discrete form, i.e.
[48]

Xi → Xi + 1. (7.2.1.55)

In some stringy framework, exponential terms (e.g. polylogarithmic functions) can
arise also from quantum perturbative corrections (see e.g. the discussion in [29] and
[58; 59]). The effect of non-perturbative, exponential corrections to cubic prepoten-
tials on the spectrum and the stability of extremal BH attractors has been recently
addressed in [31], whose findings confirm the general belief that non-perturbative
correction lift the “flat” directions (if any) of the perturbative theory12. At the level of

12Actually, also quantum perturbative corrections, such as the one given by the term iImd000 in
(7.2.1.7) (with stringy origin given by (7.2.1.53)) can lift (some of the) “flat directions” of extremal BH
attractor solutions [60].
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the prepotential, this can be traced back to the fact that exponential corrections to the
purely cubic holomorphic prepotential (7.2.1.9) d-SK geometries (of the kind given
by Eq. (4.1) of [31]) affect the geometric properties of the scalar manifold itself.

7.2.2 Application to Black Hole Attractors, Entropy and Supersym-
metry

As pointed out in Sec. 7.2.1, the Peccei-Quinn symplectic group PQ (2nV + 2, R) is
a proper subgroup of Sp(2nV+2,R)

G4
. The latter is the most general group acting linearly

on the charges Q which can change the value and possibly the sign of the unique
quartic invariant I4 (Q) of the symplectic (ir)repr. R of G4 itself.

In the following treatment, within the manifestly G5-covariant “special coordi-
nates” symplectic frame, we will analyse how PQ (2nV + 2, R) acts on I4 (Q), on
the non-degenerate critical points of the effective BH potential VBH (alias extremal
BH attractors) [6], and on their supersymmetry properties. We will work within the
d-SK geometries determined by the prepotential (7.2.1.9). When they involve the
contravariant tensor dijk, the results on the transformation properties of I4 gener-
ally hold only for d-SK geometries such that the coset G4/H4 is symmetric (see e.g.
[17], and Refs. therein).

By suitably adapting its action, PQ (2nV + 2, R) reveals to be a very effective
tool to investigate the effect of the quantum perturbative sub-leading corrections
(7.2.1.8) to the leading d-SK prepotential (7.2.1.9), some of which have a topological
interpretation (see Sec. 7.2.1).

We anticipate that, under certain conditions on the ratio between the charges
Q and the parameters

(
$, ci, Θij

)
of the finite PQ transformation O (given by Eq.

(7.2.1.25) and (7.2.1.22)), the action of PQ (2nV + 2, R) can give rise to a “transition”
among the various orbits of R of G4, which in turn changes the supersymmetry-
preserving features of the extremal BH attractor solutions13.

13Thus, our results should have interesting connections with the d = 3 timelike-reduced geodesic
formalism and results of [61], whose thorough investigation we leave for further future study. For
some developments in a d = 4 framework, see [62] (and also [8]).
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Transformation of I4

We start and apply the finite transformation14 O−1 ∈ PQ (2nV + 2, R) (given by
(7.2.1.32)) to the G4-invariant quartic polynomial I4 (Q) given by (7.2.1.46)-(7.2.1.47).
Thus, after some algebra, the following result is achieved:

PQ (2nV + 2, R) 3 O−1 : I4 (Q) −→ I ′4
(
O−1Q′

)
= I4

(
O−1Q′

)
= I4

(
Q′
)
+ I4,

(7.2.2.1)
where the quartic quantity I4, describing the “PQ-deformation” of I4 (Q), is given
by the following expression15:

I4
(
Q; $, ci, Θij

)
≡ 2

(
p0
)4
(

1
3

dijkcicjck −
1
2

$2
)

+2
(

p0
)3 (

$q0 − $ci pi − dijkqicjck + dijkcicjΘkl pl
)

+2
(

p0
)2

 −2
(
ci pi)2 + 2q0ci pi + $piqi − $Θij pi pj − 2dijkqicjΘkl pl

+dijkciΘjlΘkm pl pm + 1
2 dijkdilmclcm pj pk + dijkqiqjck



+2p0


2piqicj pj − 2ciΘjk pi pj pk + q0Θij pi pj − 1

3 $dijk pi pj pk

+dijkqiqjΘkl pl − dijkqiΘjlΘkm pl pm + 1
3 dijkΘilΘjmΘkn pl pm pn

−dijkdilm pj pkqlcm + dijkdilm pj pkclΘms ps


−
(

Θij pi pj
)2

+ 2piqiΘjk pj pk − 2
3

cl pldijk pi pj pk

−2dijkdilm pj pkqlΘms ps + dijkdilm pj pkΘlsΘmt ps pt. (7.2.2.2)

Note that the degree-4 homogeneity of I4 in the charges is not spoiled, due to the
linearity of the action of PQ (2nV + 2, R) on the charges themselves.

We now analyse various particular (both “large” and “small”) charge configu-
rations, showing how the action of PQ (2nV + 2, R) can give rise to two types of

14We consider O−1 rather than O (a choice which is clearly immaterial at group level) because
operationally (as discussed in [29]) one would like to include the effects of the sub-leading

(
$, ci, Θij

)
-

dependent terms in the prepotential (7.2.1.6)-(7.2.1.8) on the Bekenstein-Hawking BH entropy [23]
by simply performing the computations within the purely cubic prepotential (7.2.1.9) (see e.g. the
analysis of [44]) and then by applying the transformation O−1 on Q. Note that we will not deal here
with the term i

3! Imd000
(
X0)2 in (7.2.1.7), which has been recently studied in [26].

15Throughout the subsequent treatment, we omit the priming of the O−1-transformed charges.
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phenomena, both corresponding to switching among different R-orbits:

• change of sign of I4:

I4 (Q) ≷ 0 PQ−→ I4 (Q) + I4
(
Q; $, ci, Θij

)
≶ 0, (7.2.2.3)

corresponding to a switch between different “large” R-orbits [21];

• generation of a non-vanishing I4:

I4 (Q) = 0 PQ−→ I4 (Q) + I4
(
Q; $, ci, Θij

)
≷ 0, (7.2.2.4)

or the other way around, generation of a vanishing I4:

I4 (Q) ≷ 0 PQ−→ I4 (Q) + I4
(
Q; $, ci, Θij

)
= 0, (7.2.2.5)

both corresponding to a switch between a “large” and a “small” R-orbit (usu-
ally named “charge orbit”).

Some comments on the meaning of Eqs. (7.2.2.3)-(7.2.2.5) are in order.

• Firstly, let us recall that, through the Bekenstein-Hawking formula (7.1.0.2),
“large” and “small” charge orbits respectively corresponds to I4 6= 0 and I4 =
0; furthermore, “small” orbits split in lightlike (3-charge), critical (2-charge)
and doubly-critical (1-charge) ones [20; 63–66].

Then, the general treatment of Sec. 7.2.1 implies that, in presence of
(
$, ci, Θij

)
-

dependent sub-leading contributions (7.2.1.8) (recall the change of notation (7.2.1.22))
to the purely cubic prepotential (7.2.1.9) of d-SK geometry, the BH entropy S be-
comes

(
$, ci, Θij

)
-dependent:

S
π

=
A
4

=
√∣∣I4 (Q) + I4

(
Q; $, ci, Θij

)∣∣, (7.2.2.6)

where I4
(
Q; $, ci, Θij

)
is defined in (7.2.2.2). Consequently, depending on the re-

lations between I4 (Q) and I4
(
Q; $, ci, Θij

)
, the phenomena (7.2.2.3)-(7.2.2.5) can

occur, and the ones related to ci have, by virtue of (7.2.1.51), a clear topological in-
terpretation within Type I I CY3-compactifications.

It should be remarked that the geometry of the symmetric coset G4/H4 is un-
affected by the action of Sp (2nV + 2, R) (which just produces a change of coor-
dinates; see Sec. 7.2.1), and thus a fortiori by the action of its proper subgroup
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PQ (2nV + 2, R). Furthermore, by virtue of the results in Sec. 7.2.1,PQ (2nV + 2, R)
does not act on the coordinates of the scalar manifolds, and thus does not induce any
Kähler gauge transformation (7.2.1.37) on K, nor any holomorphic scaling (7.2.1.36)
on W (and DiW) and local phase transformation (7.2.1.39) on Z (and DiZ) itself.
Thus, the only effect of PQ (2nV + 2, R) on the BH effective potential VBH and
its non-degenerate critical points (alias extremal BH attractors) [6] is a

(
$, ci, Θij

)
-

dependent transformation of the charge vector Q, as given by (7.2.1.32). This fact
will allow us to analyse the axion-free-supporting nature of the BH charge config-
urations in presence of non-vanishing parameters $, ci and Θij by relying on the
results of [44] (holding for generic (7.2.1.9)). The results recently obtained in Sec. 3
of [31] are an expected confirmation of all this reasoning.

By virtue of the transition from (7.1.0.2) to (7.2.2.6) via (7.2.2.1), Sp (2nV + 2, R)
(and therefore its proper subgroup PQ (2nV + 2, R)) does not affect the geometry
of the scalar manifold, but it may affect the “magnitude” of the near-horizon space-
time BH background, since its action may change the event horizon area A of the
extremal BH, and thus the (semi)classical Bekenstein-Hawking BH entropy S. The
phenomena described by Eqs. (7.2.2.3)-(7.2.2.5) correspond to

(
$, ci, Θij

)
-dependent

transformations moving from one charge orbit to another in the representation space
R of G4.

The geometry and the classification of BH charge orbits (and related “moduli
spaces”16) is not affected by Sp (2nV + 2, R) (and therefore by PQ (2nV + 2, R)),
but symplectic transformations can induce “transmutations” of the nature of the
charge vector Q −→ Q(′) ($, ci, Θij

)
, and thus of its supersymmetry preserving

properties. As we will see in the case study considered in Sec. 7.2.2, in the case
of PQ (2nV + 2, R) the actual occurrence of these phenomena depends on the very
relations between Q and the transformtaion parameters

(
$, ci, Θij

)
themselves.

Analysis of “Large” and “Small” Configurations

The above treatment will be further clarified by the various examples which we are
going to treat, generalising and systematically developing some points mentioned
in [29]. We will make extensive use of formulæ (7.2.1.32) and (7.2.2.1)-(7.2.2.6).

1. “Large”
(

p0, q0
)

(Kaluza-Klein) configuration. It supports non-BPS ZH 6= 0
(possibly axion-free [44]) attractors, and it is the supergravity analogue of D0-

16This has been recently confirmed by the analysis of the particular model of Sec. 3 of [31].
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D6 configuration in Type I I:

Q ≡
(

p0, 0, q0, 0
)T
⇒ I4 (Q) = −

(
p0
)2

q2
0 < 0. (7.2.2.7)

The action of PQ (2nV + 2, R) reads
p0

0
q0

0

 O−1
−→


p0

0
q0 − $p0

−ci p0

 , (7.2.2.8)

and thus it generates ci-dependent electric charges qi’s, which in Type I I com-
pactifications corresponds to a stack of D2 branes depending on the compo-
nents of the second Chern class c2 of CY3 (recall Eq. (7.2.1.51)). The corre-
sponding transformation of I4 reads

−
(

p0
)2

q2
0 < 0 O

−1
−→

(
p0
)4
[

2
3

dijkcicjck −
(

q0

p0 − $

)2
]

R 0. (7.2.2.9)

Thus, depending on whether

2
3

dijkcicjck R
(

q0

p0 − $

)2

, (7.2.2.10)

a “large” (I4 > 0:BPS or non-BPS ZH = 0), a “small” (I4 = 0:BPS or non-BPS),
or a “large” non-BPS ZH 6= 0 (I4 < 0) BH charge configuration is generated by
the action of PQ (2nV + 2, R). As anticipated in the above treatment, (7.2.2.10)
shows that the relations among the components of Q and the parameters of
the PQ symplectic transformation turn out to be crucial for the properties of
the resulting charge configuration. The change of the axion-free-supporting
nature of this configuration will be analysed in Sec. 7.2.2.

2. “Large”
(

p0, qi
)

(“electric”) configuration. Depending on I4 (Q) ≷ 0, it sup-
ports all kind of attractors (possibly axion-free [44]). It is the supergravity
analogue of D2-D6 configuration in Type I I:

Q ≡
(

p0, 0, 0, qi

)T
⇒ I4 (Q) = −2

3
p0dijkqiqjqk ≷ 0. (7.2.2.11)

The action of PQ (2nV + 2, R) is
p0

0
0
qi

 O−1
−→


p0

0
−$p0

qi − ci p0

 , (7.2.2.12)
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and thus it generates a $-dependent electric charge q0. The corresponding
transformation of I4 reads

−2
3

p0dijkqiqjqk ≷ 0

↓ O−1

−2
3

p0dijkqiqjqk + 2(p0)2
[
(

1
3

dijkcicjck −
1
2

$2)(p0)2 − p0dijkqicjck + dijkqiqjck

]
R 0.

(7.2.2.13)

Thus, depending on the sign (or on the vanishing) of the quantity on the last
line of (7.2.2.13), the same comments made for configuration 1 hold in this
case. The change of the axion-free-supporting nature of this configuration will
be analysed in Sec. 7.2.2.

3. “Large”
(

pi, q0
)

(“magnetic”) configuration. It is the “electric-magnetic dual”
of the “electric” configuration 2. It is then interesting to compare the action of
PQ (2nV + 2, R) (which is asymmetric on magnetic and electric charges) on
configurations 2 and 3. Depending on I4 (Q) ≷ 0, this configuration supports
all kind of attractors (possibly axion-free [44]). It is the supergravity analogue
of D0-D4 configuration in Type I I:

Q ≡
(

0, pi, q0, 0
)T
⇒ I4 (Q) =

2
3

q0dijk pi pj pk ≷ 0. (7.2.2.14)

The action of PQ (2nV + 2, R) is
0
pi

q0

0

 O−1
−→


0
pi

q0 − cj pj

−Θij pj

 , (7.2.2.15)

and thus it generates Θij-dependent electric charges qi’s. The corresponding
transformation of I4 reads

2
3

q0dijk pi pj pk ≷ 0

↓ O−1

2
3

q0dijk pi pj pk −
(

Θij pi pj
)2
− 2

3
cl pldijk pi pj pk + dijkdilm pj pkΘlsΘmt ps pt R 0.

(7.2.2.16)

Thus, depending on the sign (or on the vanishing) of the quantity in the last
line of (7.2.2.16), the same comments as made for above configurations hold.
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The change of the axion-free-supporting nature of this configuration will be
analysed in Sec. 7.2.2. Note that for Θij = 0, an example treated in [29] is
recovered.

4. “Small” lightlike (3-charge) qi (“electric”) configuration. This is the limit p0 =
0 of configuration 2. In Type I I, it corresponds to only D2 branes:

Q ≡ (0, 0, 0, qi)
T ⇒ I4 (Q) = 0, (7.2.2.17)

such that (recall definition (7.2.1.47))

I3 (q) 6= 0, (7.2.2.18)

corresponding to a “large” BH in d = 5, with near-horizon geometry AdS2 ×
S3 (see e.g. [44], and Refs. therein). Since there are no magnetic charges,
PQ (2nV + 2, R) is inactive on this configuration, which is thus left unchanged:

0
0
0
qi

 O−1
−→


0
0
0
qi

 . (7.2.2.19)

5. “Small” lightlike (3-charge) pi (“magnetic”) configuration. This is the limit
q0 = 0 of configuration 3. In Type I I, it corresponds to only D4 branes:

Q ≡
(

0, pi, 0, 0
)T
⇒ I4 (Q) = 0, (7.2.2.20)

such that (recall definition (7.2.1.47))

I3 (p) 6= 0, (7.2.2.21)

corresponding to a “large” black string in d = 5, with near-horizon geometry
AdS3 × S2 (see e.g. [44], and Refs. therein). This configuration is the “electric-
magnetic dual” of the “electric” configuration 4. However, unlike what happens
for configuration 4, PQ (2nV + 2, R) is active in this case (due to its asymmet-
ric action on electric and magnetic charges):

0
pi

0
0

 O−1
−→


0
pi

−cj pj

−Θij pj

 . (7.2.2.22)
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and it generates Θij-dependent electric charges qi’s, as well as ci-dependent
electric charge q0. In Type I I compactifications, the latter corresponds to a
stack of D0 branes depending on the components of the second Chern class c2

of CY3 (recall Eq. (7.2.1.51)). The corresponding transformation of I4 reads

0 O
−1
−→ −

(
Θij pi pj

)2
− 2

3
cl pldijk pi pj pk + dijkdilm pj pkΘlsΘmt ps pt R 0. (7.2.2.23)

Thus, according to (7.2.2.23), a “large” (I4 > 0:BPS or non-BPS ZH = 0), a
“small” (I4 = 0:BPS or non-BPS), or a “large” non-BPS ZH 6= 0 (I4 < 0) BH
charge configuration can be generated. In case the quantity in (7.2.2.23) does
not vanish, this is an example of phenomenon (7.2.2.4). Note that for Θij = 0,
an example treated in [29] is recovered.

6. “Small” critical (2-charge) qi (“electric”) configuration. This is the limit I3 (q) =
0 of configuration 4. In Type I I, it corresponds to only D2 branes:

Q ≡ (0, 0, 0, qi)
T ⇒ I4 (Q) = 0, (7.2.2.24)

such that (recall definition (7.2.1.47)){
I3 (q) = 0;
∂I3 (q) /∂qi 6= 0 for some i,

(7.2.2.25)

corresponding to a “small” lightlike BH in d = 5. Since there are no magnetic
charges, PQ (2nV + 2, R) is inactive on this configuration, which is thus left
unchanged (see Eq. (7.2.2.19)).

7. “Small” critical (2-charge) pi (“magnetic”) configuration. This is the limit
I3 (q) = 0 of configuration 5. In Type I I, it corresponds to only D4 branes:

Q ≡
(

0, pi, 0, 0
)T
⇒ I4 (Q) = 0, (7.2.2.26)

such that (recall definition (7.2.1.47)){
I3 (p) = 0;
∂I3 (p) /∂pi 6= 0 for some i,

(7.2.2.27)

corresponding to a “small” lightlike black string in d = 5. This configuration is
the “electric-magnetic dual” of the “electric” configuration 6. However, unlike
what happens for configuration 6, PQ (2nV + 2, R) is active in this case, due
to its asymmetric action on electric and magnetic charges. As given by Eq.
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(7.2.2.22), Θij-dependent electric charges qi’s and ci-dependent electric charge
q0 are generated. The corresponding transformation of I4 reads

0 O
−1
−→ −

(
Θij pi pj

)2
+ dijkdilm pj pkΘlsΘmt ps pt R 0. (7.2.2.28)

Thus, according to (7.2.2.28), a “large” (I4 > 0:BPS or non-BPS ZH = 0), a
“small” (I4 = 0:BPS or non-BPS), or a “large” non-BPS ZH 6= 0 (I4 < 0) BH
charge configuration can be generated. In case the quantity in (7.2.2.28) does
not vanish, this is an example of phenomenon (7.2.2.4).

8. “Small” doubly-critical (1-charge) qi (“electric”) configuration. This is the
limit ∂I3 (q) /∂qi = 0 of configuration 6. In Type I I, it corresponds to only D2
branes:

Q ≡ (0, 0, 0, qi)
T ⇒ I4 (Q) = 0, (7.2.2.29)

such that (recall definition (7.2.1.47))
I3 (q) = 0;
∂I3 (q) /∂qi = 0 ∀i;
qi 6= 0 for some i,

(7.2.2.30)

corresponding to a “small” critical BH in d = 5. Since there are no magnetic
charges, PQ (2nV + 2, R) is inactive on this configuration, which is thus left
unchanged (see Eq. (7.2.2.19)).

9. “Small” doubly-critical (1-charge) pi (“magnetic”) configuration. This is the
limit ∂I3 (p) /∂pi = 0 of configuration 7. In Type I I, it corresponds to only D4
branes:

Q ≡
(

0, pi, 0, 0
)T
⇒ I4 (Q) = 0, (7.2.2.31)

such that (recall definition (7.2.1.47))
I3 (p) = 0;
∂I3 (p) /∂pi = 0 ∀i;
pi 6= 0 for some i,

(7.2.2.32)

corresponding to a “small” critical black string in d = 5. This configuration is
the “electric-magnetic dual” of the “electric” configuration 8. However, unlike
what happens for configuration 8, PQ (2nV + 2, R) is active (see Eq. (7.2.2.22))
in this case, due to its asymmetric action on electric and magnetic charges. It
generates Θij-dependent electric charges qi’s and ci-dependent electric charge
q0. The corresponding transformation of I4 reads

0 O
−1
−→ −

(
Θij pi pj

)2
6 0. (7.2.2.33)
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Thus, according to (7.2.2.28), a “small” (I4 = 0:BPS or non-BPS), or a “large”
non-BPS ZH 6= 0 (I4 < 0) BH charge configuration can be generated. In case
the quantity in (7.2.2.33) is strictly negative, this is an example of phenomenon
(7.2.2.4).

10. “Small” doubly-critical (1-charge) p0 (“magnetic” Kaluza-Klein) configura-
tion. This is the limit q0 = 0 of configuration 1. In Type I I, it corresponds to
only D6 branes:

Q ≡
(

p0, 0, 0, 0
)T
⇒ I4 (Q) = 0, (7.2.2.34)

The action of PQ (2nV + 2, R) reads
p0

0
0
0

 O−1
−→


p0

0
−$p0

−ci p0

 , (7.2.2.35)

and thus it generates $-dependent electric charge q0 and ci-dependent electric
charges qi’s. These latter in Type I I compactifications corresponds to a stack of
D2 branes depending on the components of the second Chern class c2 of CY3

(recall Eq. (7.2.1.51)). The corresponding transformation of I4 reads

0 O
−1
−→

(
p0
)4
(

2
3

dijkcicjck − $2
)

R 0. (7.2.2.36)

Thus, depending on whether

2
3

dijkcicjck − $2 R 0, (7.2.2.37)

a “large” (I4 > 0:BPS or non-BPS ZH = 0), a “small” (I4 = 0:BPS or non-BPS),
or a “large” non-BPS ZH 6= 0 (I4 < 0) BH charge configuration is generated.
In case the quantity in (7.2.2.33) is non-vanishing, this is an example of phe-
nomenon (7.2.2.4). Note that for $ = 0, an example treated in [29] is recovered,
i.e.: 

0 O
−1
−→ 4

(
p0)4 I3 (c) R 0;

I3 (c) ≡ 1
3! d

ijkcicjck.

(7.2.2.38)

11. “Small” doubly-critical (1-charge) q0 (“electric” Kaluza-Klein) configuration.
This is the limit p0 = 0 of configuration 1. In Type I I, it corresponds to only
D0 branes:

Q ≡ (0, 0, q0, 0)T ⇒ I4 (Q) = 0, (7.2.2.39)
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This configuration is the “electric-magnetic dual” of the “magnetic” configura-
tion 10. Since there are no magnetic charges, PQ (2nV + 2, R) is inactive on
this configuration: 

0
0
q0

0

 O−1
−→


0
0
q0

0

 . (7.2.2.40)

We conclude this Sec. with a comment on the attractor values of the scalars,
i.e. on the non-degenerate critical points of the effective BH potential VBH. In pres-
ence of the sub-leading quantum perturbative corrections (7.2.1.8), the expressions
of such critical points can be obtained from the ones for the uncorrected (not neces-
sarily cubic) SK geometry, by applying a suitable transformation of PQ (2nV + 2, R)
on the charges.

This fact has been known for some time [29; 30]. In the case in which the uncor-
rected geometry is a d-SK geometry with prepotential (7.2.1.9), this provides a gen-
erally more efficient approach to the computation of the attractor horizon (purely
charge-dependent) values of the scalars. In other words, one has to start from the
general expression of the extremal BH attractors for d-SK geometries [30; 33], and
then apply the suitable transformation O−1 (7.2.1.32) of PQ (2nV + 2, R) on the
charges. As an example, in this way the results recently obtained in Sec. 3 and
App. A of [31] can be recovered.

Transformation of VBH

As mentioned above, PQ (2nV + 2, R), when acting both on the charges Q and on the
covariantly holomorphic symplectic sections V , leaves Z and DiZ, and thus VBH given
by (7.2.1.40), invariant.

Actually, in order to investigate the effect of the quantum perturbative sub-
leading corrections (7.2.1.8) to any N = 2 prepotential on Z, DiZ, VBH, ∂iVBH,
Di∂jVBH, Di∂jVBH etc., one should act with PQ (2nV + 2, R) only on charges. In or-
der to show this, let us consider (without any loss of generality for our purposes) the
N = 2 central charge Z ≡ 〈Q,V〉 ≡ QTΩV . By recalling that F can be introduced
through the action of O ∈ PQ (2nV + 2, R) (7.2.1.25) on the sections, the expression
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of Z for any N = 2 prepotential corrected with F (7.2.1.8) is given by

Z′ ≡ Z (OV (z, z) ;Q) ≡ 〈Q,OV〉 ≡ QTΩOV

= QT
(
OT
)−1

ΩV =
〈
O−1Q,V

〉
≡ Z

(
V (z, z) ;O−1Q

)
, (7.2.2.41)

where in the second line the symplectic nature of O has been exploited. Thus, the
expression of Z for any N = 2 prepotential corrected with F (7.2.1.8) is nothing but
the expression of Z computed for the uncorrected prepotential, with the charges
transformed through O given by (7.2.1.25). The very same holds also for W, DiW,
DiZ, VBH, ∂iVBH, Di∂jVBH, Di∂jVBH, and in general for all quantities depending on
scalars and charges. In the case of the locus ∂iVBH = 0, this allows to easily compute
the F-corrected attractors, once the ones for the uncorrected prepotential are known
(see the discussion at the end of Sec. 7.2.2). In the case in which the uncorrected SK
geometry is a cubic one, with prepotential (7.2.1.9), this reasoning provides a general
alternative approach for the generalization (for all charge configurations in which
the treatment of the purely cubic case is feasible [30; 33; 44]) of the computations
recently performed in Sec. 3 and App. A of [31].

In light of the previous reasoning, the explicit expressions of Z, DiZ and VBH for
an F-corrected d-SK geometry can be immediately obtained by applying the charge
transformation O−1 (given by (7.2.1.32)) to Eqs. (4.9), (4.10) and (2.13) of [44], re-
spectively.

Since it is crucial to our treatment, we here consider only the F-corrected ex-
pression of VBH for d-SK geometries. As mentioned, the expression of VBH for d-SK
geometries (7.2.1.9) is given by Eq. (2.13) of [44], which we report here for ease of
comparison:

2VBH (z, z;Q) =
[

ν (1 + 4g) +
h2

36ν
+

3
48ν

gijhihj

] (
p0
)2

+

+
[

4νgij +
1

4ν

(
hihj + gmnhimhnj

)]
pi pj +

+
1
ν

[
q2

0 + 2xiq0qi +
(

xixj +
1
4

gij
)

qiqj

]
+

+2
[

νgi −
h

12ν
hi −

1
8ν

gjmhmhij

]
p0pi +

− 1
3ν

 −hp0q0 + 3q0pihi −
(
hxi + 3

4 gijhj
)

p0qi

+3
(

hjxi + 1
2 gimhmj

)
qi pj

 ,(7.2.2.42)
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where the following notation has been introduced (see e.g. [44] for further details):



zi ≡ xi − iλi;

ν ≡ 1
3! dijkλiλjλk;

hij ≡ dijkxk; hi ≡ dijkxjxk; h ≡ dijkxixjxk;

dij ≡ dijkλk; di ≡ dijkλjλk; dijdjk ≡ δi
k;

gij = −1
4

(
dij
ν −

didj
4ν2

)
; gij = 2

(
λiλj − 2νdij) ;

gi ≡ −4gijxj; g ≡ gijxixj.

(7.2.2.43)

It is worth recalling that (7.2.2.42) was recently re-obtained as the Imd000 = 0 limit of
the more general quantum perturbative result of [26]. Consistently with the above
reasoning, straightforward computations lead to the following expression of the F-
corrected expression of VBH for d-SK geometries:

VBH (z, z;Q) O
−1
−→ VBH

(
z, z;O−1Q

)
= VBH (z, z;Q) + VBH

(
z, z;Q, $, ci, Θij

)
,

(7.2.2.44)
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where VBH describes the “PQ-deformation” of VBH:

2VBH
(
z, z;Q, $, ci, Θij

)
=

1
ν



$2 (p0)2 +
(
ci pi)2 − 2q0$p0 − 2q0ci pi + 2$p0ci pi

+2xi


−p0q0ci − q0Θij pj

−$p0qi + $
(

p0)2 ci + $p0Θij pj

−cj pjqi + p0cicj pj + cj pjΘik pk



+
(

xixj + 1
4 gij
)

−qicj p0 − qiΘjl pl

−p0ciqj +
(

p0)2 cicj + p0ciΘjk pk

−Θik pkqj + p0Θik pkcj + Θik pkΘjl pl





+

− 1
3ν



hp0 ($p0 + ci pi)
−3
(
$p0 + cj pj) pihi

+
(
hxi + 3

4 gijhj
)

p0 (ci p0 + Θik pk)
−3
(

hjxi + 1
2 gimhmj

) (
ci p0 + Θik pk) pj


.

(7.2.2.45)

Eqs. (7.2.2.44), (7.2.2.42) and (7.2.2.45), once specified for the particular nV = 2
model treated in [31] (see Eq. (3.7) therein), allows one to easily recover Eq. (A.12)
therein. Furthermore, by setting p0 = 0 = qi (i.e. by considering the D0 − D4
configuration), Eq. (7.2.2.45) yields that the F-corrected VBH does not depend at all
on $; this fact generalizes the comment below Eq. (3.1) of [31].

Let us now consider the part of VBH (7.2.2.42) linear in the axions xi. Eq. (7.2.2.42)
yields

2VBH|linear in xi =
2
ν

xiq0qi + 2νgi p0pi − 1
2ν

gikhkjqi pj. (7.2.2.46)

This implies that the BH charge configurations which support the axion-free solution
xi = 0 ∀i at least as a particular solution of the axionic Attractor Eqs. ∂VBH/∂xi = 0
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are the following ones [44]: 
(

p0, q0
)

;(
p0, qi

)
;(

pi, q0
)

,
(7.2.2.47)

i.e. the “large” configurations 1, 2 and 3 treated in Sec. 7.2.2.

Through Eqs. (7.2.2.44), (7.2.2.42) and (7.2.2.45), the action of PQ (2nV + 2, R)
transforms (7.2.2.46) as follows:

2 [VBH + VBH]|linear in xi =
2
ν

xiq0qi + 2νgi p0pi − 1
2ν

gikhkjqi pj

+
2
ν

xi


−p0q0ci − q0Θij pj

−$p0qi + $
(

p0)2 ci + $p0Θij pj

−cj pjqi + p0cicj pj + cj pjΘik pk


+

1
2ν

gimhmj

(
ci p0 + Θik pk

)
pj. (7.2.2.48)

The rather intricate expression (7.2.2.48) implies that, in presence of the sub-leading
quantum perturbative corrections (7.2.1.8), the configurations (7.2.2.47) do not sup-
port axion-free solutions any more, and that in general there are no axion-free-
supporting BH charge configurations at all17, unless some extra assumptions are made.
For instance, (7.2.2.48) yields the following axion-free-supporting conditions for the
charge configurations (7.2.2.47):

2 [VBH + VBH]|linear in xi,(p0,q0) =
2
ν

xici p0
(
−q0 + $p0

)
= 0⇔


ci = 0;
and/or
q0 = $p0;

(7.2.2.49)

2 [VBH + VBH]|linear in xi,(p0,qi) =
2
ν

xi$p0
(
−qi + p0ci

)
= 0⇔


$ = 0;
and/or
qi = p0ci;

(7.2.2.50)

17This result is consistent with the analysis of the particular nV = 2 model in D0-D4 configuration
worked out in [31].
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2 [VBH + VBH]|linear in xi,(pi,q0) =
2
ν

(
−δi

mq0 + δi
mck pk +

1
4

gildklm pk
)

Θij pjxm = 0

m
Θij = 0;
and/or
−δi

mq0 + δi
mck pk + 1

4 gildklm pk = 0.
(7.2.2.51)

It is known [22] that in symmetric d-SK geometries, the “moduli space” of non-
BPS ZH 6= 0 attractors is the scalar manifold of the d = 5 uplifted theory. This can
be easily seen in the

(
p0, q0

)
configuration. Indeed, by setting xi = 0 ∀i, the effective

BH potential (7.2.2.42) reads

2 VBH|(p0,q0),xi=0 ∀i = ν
(

p0
)2

+
1
ν

q2
0, (7.2.2.52)

thus depending only on the Kaluza-Klein volume ν. The nV real “rescaled” dilatons
[44]

λ̂i ≡ ν−
1
3 λi, (7.2.2.53)

which defines the d = 5 scalar manifold through the cubic constraint

1
3!

dijkλ̂iλ̂iλ̂i = 1 (7.2.2.54)

are “flat directions” of the critical value (7.2.2.52).

The action of PQ (2nV + 2, R) may make the emergence of “moduli spaces” of at-
tractors less manifest but, as stated above, does not change their geometrical struc-
ture. From (7.2.2.49), in F-corrected d-SK geometry the Kaluza-Klein charge config-
uration

(
p0, q0

)
(with no further constraints) is axion-free-supporting for ci = 0 ∀i.

In such a case, Eqs. (7.2.2.49) and (7.2.2.9) respectively yield

2 [VBH + VBH]|(p0,q0),xi=0 ∀i = ν
(

p0
)2

+
1
ν

(
q0 − $p0

)2
; (7.2.2.55)

−
(

p0
)2

q2
0
O−1
−→ −

(
p0
)2 (

q0 − $p0
)2

. (7.2.2.56)

Thus, the PQ-transformed BH charge configuration
(

p0, q0
)

with ci = 0 ∀i (and q0 6=
$p0) still supports non-BPS ZH 6= 0 (possibly axion-free) extremal BH attractors,
whose “moduli space” is still manifest from (7.2.2.55). Note that the case q0 = $p0

is troublesome, because it does not stabilize the Kaluza-Klein volume through the
Attractor Mechanism.
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7.2.3 Cayley’s Hyperdeterminant and Elliptic Curves

Recently, in [34], an intriguing relation between elliptic curves and the Cayley’s hy-
perdeterminant [35] was found.

More specifically, it was shown that if the cubic elliptic curve

y2 = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d (7.2.3.1)

has a Mordell-Weil group containing a subgroup isomorphic to Z×Z2 ×Z2, then
it can be transformed into the Cayley’s hyperdeterminant Det(ψ), which is noth-
ing but the (opposite of the) quartic scalar invariant built out of the unique rank-4
completely symmetric primitive invariant tensor of the repr. (2, 2, 2) of [SL (2, R)]3,
which in turn is the U-duality group of the N = 2, d = 4 so-called stu model [36]:

I4,stu (Q) = −
(

p0
)2

q2
0 −

(
p1
)2

q2
1 −

(
p2
)2

q2
2 −

(
p3
)2

q2
3

−2p0q0p1q1 − 2p0q0p2q2 − 2p0q0p3q3 + 2p1q1p2q2 + 2p1q1p3q3

+2p2q2p3q3 + 4q0p1p2p3 − 4p0q1q2q3 = −Det (ψ) . (7.2.3.2)

This expression can be obtained from the general one (7.2.1.46)-(7.2.1.47), by speci-
fying the stu model data:

dijk = 6δ1(i|δ2|j|δ3|k); dijk = 6δ1(i|δ2|j|δ3|k), (7.2.3.3)

consistent with (7.2.1.45).

Under the aforementioned assumption on the Mordell-Weil group, the elliptic
curve (7.2.3.1) can be factorised as [34]

y2 = 4 (l − kx) (n−mx) (q− px) , (7.2.3.4)

and through the positions (with u, v unknowns) [34]

y = uv2 − ev + g; (7.2.3.5)

x = v; (7.2.3.6)

a = −4kmp; (7.2.3.7)

b = 4kmrt + 4kpts + 4mprs; (7.2.3.8)

c = −4rts (kt + mr + ps) ; (7.2.3.9)

d = 4r2s2t2, (7.2.3.10)

finally (7.2.3.1) can be recast in the form

u2v2 + k2t2 + m2r2 + p2s2 − 2ktuv− 2mruv− 2psuv +

− 2kmrt− 2kpts− 2mprs + 4kmpv + 4rstu = 0, (7.2.3.11)
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which correspond to the vanishing of I4,stu (Q) as given by (7.2.3.2), under the (non-
unique) following mapping of the charge vector:

Q ≡
(

p0, p1, p2, p3, q0, q1, q2, q3

)T
= (u, k, m, p,−v, t, r, s)T . (7.2.3.12)

Interestingly, the two unknowns u and v corresponds to the magnetic (D6) and elec-
tric (D0) Kaluza-Klein charges in the reduction d = 5→ d = 4.

Under the position (7.2.3.12), the vanishing of I4,stu (Q), a necessary condition
defining the “small” orbits of the (2, 2, 2) of [SL (2, R)]3 [67], can be recast in the
form (7.2.3.1), with

y = p0q2
0 + q0

(
p1q1 + p2q2 + p3q3

)
+ 2q1q2q3; (7.2.3.13)

x = −q0; (7.2.3.14)

a = −4p1p2p3; (7.2.3.15)

b = 4
(

p1q1p2q2 + p1q1p3q3 + p2q2p3q3

)
; (7.2.3.16)

c = −4q1q2q3

(
p1q1 + p2q2 + p3q3

)
; (7.2.3.17)

d = 4q2
1q2

2q2
3, (7.2.3.18)

In light of the treatment given in Secs. 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, it is worth pointing out
that the above construction admits a “PQ (8, R)-deformation”.

The “PQ (8, R)-deformation” of the Cayley’s hyperdeterminant can be obtained
from the general result (7.2.2.1)-(7.2.2.2) by using the stu model data (7.2.3.3) (here
i, j = 1, 2, 3):

I4,stu (Q) + I4.stu
(
Q; $, ci, Θij

)
= −

(
p0
)2 (

q0 − $p0 − ci pi
)2

−(pi)2
(

qi − ci p0 −Θij pj
)2
− 2p0pi

(
q0 − $p0 − cj pj

) (
qi − ci p0 −Θij pj

)
+

3

∑
i=1

∣∣εijk
∣∣ pj
(

qj − cj p0 −Θjl pl
)

pk
(

qk − ck p0 −Θkm pm
)

(7.2.3.19)

+4
(

q0 − $p0 − ci pi
)

p1p2p3 − 4p0
3

∏
i=1

(
qi − ci p0 −Θij pi

)
= −Det

(
ψ; $, ci, Θij

)
.

The various terms (unknowns and coefficients) of the corresponding cubic elliptic
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curve (7.2.3.1) are given by the PQ (8, R)-transformed Eqs. (7.2.3.13)-(7.2.3.18), i.e.:

y = p0
(

q0 − $p0 − ci pi
)2

+
(

q0 − $p0 − ci pi
)

pi
(

qi − ci p0 −Θij pj
)

+2 ∏
i

(
qi − ci p0 −Θij pi

)
; (7.2.3.20)

x = −
(

q0 − $p0 − ci pi
)

; (7.2.3.21)

a = −4p1p2p3; (7.2.3.22)

b = 2 ∑
i

∣∣εijk
∣∣ pj
(

qj − cj p0 −Θjl pl
)

pk
(

qk − ck p0 −Θkm pm
)

; (7.2.3.23)

c = −2 ∑
k
|εklm| pl

(
ql − cl p0 −Θln pn

)
pm
(

qm − cm p0 −Θmr pr
)

∏
i

(
qi − ci p0 −Θij pi

)
;

(7.2.3.24)

d = 4

[
∏

i

(
qi − ci p0 −Θij pi

)]2

. (7.2.3.25)

Clearly, the roots of the elliptic cubic curve (7.2.3.1) (with data (7.2.3.13)-(7.2.3.18))
are not the same as the roots of (7.2.3.1) (with data (7.2.3.20)-(7.2.3.25)). In general,
the action of PQ (8, R) amounts to a

(
$, ci, Θij

)
-redefinition of the vertices of the

hypercube whose associate hyperdeterminant is Det(ψ) given by (7.2.3.2) [35].

Let us further remark that in realistic superstring compactifications leading to
the stu model in the supergravity limit, the values of the parameters ci = c2,i

24 (where
c2 is the second Chern class; see Sec. 7.2.1) can be computed to read [68; 69]:

Type I IA on K3 fibrations : c2,1 = c2,3 = 24; c2,2 = 92;
Heterotic on T4 × T2 or K3× T2 : c2,2 = c2,3 = 0.

(7.2.3.26)

In view of the recent progress within the fascinating BH/qubit correspondence
[37], PQ (8, R) may well have a role on the quantum information side; we leave the
study of this interesting issue for future investigation.

7.3 An Alternative Expression for I4

By refining and extending the analysis of [26] and considering d-SK geometries
based on the purely cubic holomorphic prepotential (7.2.1.9), we will now derive
an alternative expression of the quartic invariant I4 given by (7.2.1.46)-(7.2.1.47).

A crucial quantity in such developments is the so-called E-tensor. Such a rank-5
tensor was firstly introduced in [17] (see also the treatment of [47]), and it expresses
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the deviation of the considered geometry from being symmetric. Its definition reads
(see e.g. [11; 26] for a recent treatment, and Refs. therein):

Emijkl ≡
1
3

DmDiCjkl. (7.3.0.1)

This definition can be elaborated further, by recalling the properties of the so-called
C-tensor Cijk. This is a rank-3 tensor with Kähler weights (2,−2), defined as (see e.g.
[2; 70]):

Cijk ≡
〈

DiDjV, DkV
〉

= eK (∂iNΛΣ) DjXΛDkXΣ

= eK
(

∂iXΛ
) (

∂jXΣ
) (

∂kXΞ
)

∂Ξ∂ΣFΛ (X) ≡ eKWijk, ∂lWijk = 0,

(7.3.0.2)

whereNΛΣ is theN = 2, d = 4 kinetic vector matrix, and the second line holds only
in “special coordinates”. Cijk is completely symmetric and covariantly holomorphic:

Cijk = C(ijk); DiCjkl = 0. (7.3.0.3)

By further steps, detailed in [26], the expression for Emijkl defined by (7.3.0.1) can
thus be further elaborated as follows:

Cp(ijCkl)qgprgqsCrst =
4
3

C(ijkgl)t + Etijkl. (7.3.0.4)

Formulæ (7.3.0.1) and (7.3.0.4) hold for a generic SK geometry. By considering
d-SK geometries based on the purely cubic holomorphic prepotential (7.2.1.9) in the
“special coordinates” symplectic basis, (7.3.0.4) can be recast as(

X0
)3

e3Kdp(ijdkl)qgprgqsdrst =
4
3

X0eKd(ijkgl)t + Etijkl, (7.3.0.5)

where gij and gij are defined in (7.2.2.43) (see e.g. [44] for further details).

Let us now introduce the “rescaled metric” [44; 71] and, for later convenience,
its derivatives with respect to λ̂i (the unique set of scalars on which it actually de-
pends):

aij ≡ 4ν2/3gij =
(

1
4

d̂id̂j − d̂ij

)
⇔ aij =

1
4

ν−2/3gij =
1
2

λ̂iλ̂j − d̂ij; (7.3.0.6)

∂aij

∂λ̂k
=

1
2

(
d̂ikd̂j + d̂jkd̂i

)
− dijk; (7.3.0.7)

∂aij

∂λ̂k
=

1
2

(
δi

kλ̂j + δ
j
kλ̂i
)

+ d̂il d̂jmdklm, (7.3.0.8)
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where d̂ij, d̂ij and d̂i are the “hatted” counterpart of the quantities defined in (7.2.2.43)
(also recall the splitting zi ≡ xi − iλi in the first line of (7.2.2.43), as well as (7.2.2.53)
and (7.2.2.54)):

d̂ij ≡ dijkλ̂k; d̂i ≡ dijkλ̂jλ̂k; (7.3.0.9)

d̂ijd̂jk ≡ δi
k ⇒

∂d̂im

∂λ̂k
= −d̂ijd̂mldjkl. (7.3.0.10)

Thus, by fixing the Kähler gauge X0 ≡ 1, after some algebra one achieves the fol-
lowing result18:

dp(ijdkl)qdpqv =
4
3

δv
(ldijk) + 25ν5/3Ev

ijkl, (7.3.0.11)

where

dpqv ≡ apraqsavtdrst; (7.3.0.12)

Ev
ijkl ≡ avtEtijkl. (7.3.0.13)

From (7.3.0.11), one can re-derive the explicit expression of Etijkl given by Eq. (4.21)
of19 [26], implying that in any d-SK geometry ν5/3Etijkl depends only on the “rescaled
d = 4 dilatons” λ̂i.

Let us now introduce the following pi-dependent quantities, which are scalar-
independent in any d-SK geometry20:

dij ≡ dijk pk =
∂I3 (p)
∂pi∂pj ; dijdjk ≡ δi

k, (7.3.0.14)

from which the following behaviors follow: dij ∼ [p]2 and dij ∼ [p]−2.

Thus, whenever dij has maximal rank nV , by contracting (7.3.0.11) with pk pl piqvqtdjt,
a little algebra leads to the result

−
(

piqi

)2
+ dijkdilm pj pkqlqm =

1
3

dijk pi pj pkqlqmdlm + 25ν5/3Em
ijkl p

j pk plqmqndin.
(7.3.0.15)

By plugging (7.3.0.15) into the general expression of I4 given by (7.2.1.46)-(7.2.1.47),
one obtains the following alternative expression:

I4 = −
(

p0
)2

q2
0 − 2p0q0piqi +

1
3

(
2q0 + qiqjdij

)
dklm pk pl pm

−2
3

p0dijkqiqjqk + 25ν5/3Em
ijkl p

j pk plqmqndin, (7.3.0.16)

18Note that in d-SK geometries all geometrical quantities under consideration are real.
19For homogeneous non-symmetric d-SK geometries, the expression of the E-tensor was explicitly

computed in [72].
20Attention should be paid not to confuse the scalar-independent quantities dij and dij defined by

(7.3.0.14) with the λi-dependent quantities dij and dij defined in (7.2.2.43).
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which manifestly shows the contribution of the E-tensor as a source of dependence
on ν and λ̂i’s for non-symmetric d-SK geometries, and more in general for all d-
SK geometries in which the term Em

ijkl p
j pk plqmqndin does not vanish. Note that

(7.3.0.16) is well defined whenever dij (introduced in (7.3.0.14)) has maximal rank
nV .

Some comments on the alternative formula (7.3.0.16) for I4 are in order.

1. In symmetric d-SK geometries (see e.g. [17; 47], and Refs. therein) Emijkl = 0,
as a consequence of the covariant constancy of the Riemann tensor Rijkl itself
(see e.g. [26] for a recent treatment):

DmRijkl = 0. (7.3.0.17)

This implies, through Eq. (7.3.0.4):

Cp(klCij)ngnngppCnpm =
4
3

g(l|mC|ijk) ⇔ gnnR(i|m|j|nCn|kl) = −2
3

g(i|mC|jkl),
(7.3.0.18)

whose specification in the manifestly G5-covariant “special coordinates” sym-
plectic basis gives the identity (7.2.1.45), which is consistently the Ev

ijkl = 0
limit of (7.3.0.11). By recalling definition (7.3.0.12), (7.2.1.45) (holding for sym-
metric d-SKG, and more in general in all cases in which Ev

ijkl = 0 globally)

implies that dijk is a constant, scalar-independent tensor:

∂dijk

∂zl = 0. (7.3.0.19)

Furthermore, the Em
ijkl = 0 limit of (7.3.0.16) yields

I4 = −
(

p0
)2

q2
0 − 2p0q0piqi +

1
3

(
2q0 + qiqjdij

)
dklm pk pl pm − 2

3
p0dijkqiqjqk,

(7.3.0.20)
which is a manifestly G5-invariant, alternative simple expression of I4, inN =
2 symmetric d-SK geometries, as well as in all d = 4 N > 2-extended super-
gravity theories whose scalar manifold is characterised by a symmetric cubic
geometry21. In particular, for G4 = E7(−25) (N = 2, d = 4 JO

3 -based “magic”
supergravity) and G4 = E7(7) (N = 8, d = 4 JOs

3 -based maximal supergravity),
(7.3.0.20) provides an equivalent expression of the Cartan-Cremmer-Julia [73;
74] unique quartic invariant of the fundamental irrepr. 56 of the exceptional

21With the exception of N = 4 “pure” and of N = 5 supergravities, these also are all N > 2-
extended theories which can be uplifted to d = 5 dimensions (see e.g. [45] for quick reference Tables,
and Refs. therein).
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Lie group E7. It is also worth remarking that for symmetric d-SKG (and more
in general in all cases in which Ev

ijkl = 0 globally) the expressions (7.2.1.46)-
(7.2.1.47) and (7.3.0.20) actually are scalar-independent and thus purely charge-
dependent, and therefore I4 actually is the unique quartic invariant polyno-
mial of the relevant symplectic (ir)repr. R of the d = 4 U-duality group G4.

2. The alternative expression (7.3.0.16) for I4 is necessary to consistently match
some known expressions of BH entropy with the formalism of d-SK geome-
tries. Concerning this, the p0 = 0 limit of (7.3.0.20) yields

I4 =
1
3

(
2q0 + qiqjdij

)
dklm pk pl pm, (7.3.0.21)

matching Eqs. (50)-(51) of [33]. Actually, since the treatment of [33] deals with
generic (not necessarily symmetric, nor homogeneous) d-SK geometries, one
should actually use the full formula (7.3.0.16). Consequently, the consistency
of the results (50)-(51) of [33] with the general formula (7.3.0.16) yields the
following constraint on the on-shell expression of the E-tensor (at least for p0 =
0):

Em
ijkl

∣∣∣
∂VBH=0

pj pk plqmqndin = 0. (7.3.0.22)

It is known that the configuration
(

pi, q0, qi
)

does not support axion-free at-
tractor solutions [44], thus (7.3.0.22) should be considered in an axionful back-
ground. However, the E-tensor is insensitive to the presence of non-vanishing
axions, because it only depends on ν and λ̂i’s, as given by Eq. (4.21) of [26].

3. The observations at point 1 are no longer generally true in non-symmetric d-SK
geometries, and in all cases in which the E-tensor does not vanish globally22.
In this case, I4 is no more an invariant of the U-duality group G4 (whose transitive
action on the scalar manifold is spoiled in the non-homogeneous case; see e.g.
[17]). Concerning this, it is worth recalling that G4 always contains (and for
totally generic dijk’s, coincides with) the semi-direct product of PQ axion-shifts
(7.2.1.3) RnV and an overall rescaling SO (1, 1), i.e. (see e.g. [17]):

SO (1, 1)×s RnV ⊂ G4. (7.3.0.23)

Within this framework, some analysis of the dependence on the scalar degrees
of freedom can be made. First of all, one can easily verify that in d-SK geome-
tries all relevant geometrical quantities considered above are independent of
the d = 4 axions xi, i.e. the real parts of the d = 4 complex scalars coordi-
natising the special Kähler vector multiplets’ scalar manifolds ofN = 2, d = 4

22For some elaborations on this issue, see e.g. the recent treatment given in [26].
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supergravity. This can ultimately be traced back to the d = 5 origin of all d-
SK geometries, which are the only SK geometries which can be uplifted to 5
space-time dimensions. Then, (7.3.0.6)-(7.3.0.12) and (7.3.0.6) yield that

∂
(

ν5/3Ev
ijkl

)
∂ν

= 0; (7.3.0.24)

ν5/3
∂Ev

ijkl

∂λ̂v
=

3
25 dp(ijdkl)qdrst

[
1
2

(
δ

p
v λ̂r + δr

vλ̂p
)

+ d̂pmd̂rndvmn

]
aqsavt

=
3
26

 dv(ijdkl)qd vq
r λ̂r + dp(ijdkl)qdsvtλ̂

paqsavt

+2dp(ijdkl)qd vq
r d̂pmd̂rndvmn

 . (7.3.0.25)

The result (7.3.0.24) was derived in [26]. On the other hand, (7.3.0.25) expresses
the way the E-tensor depends on λ̂i’s, encoding the non-symmetric nature of
the corresponding d-SK geometry.
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Chapter 8

The complete analytic structure of the
massive gravitino propagator in
four-dimensional de Sitter space

The first paper [1] of this sequel studies spinor two-point functions for spin-1/2 and
spin-3/2 fields in maximally symmetric spaces such as de Sitter(dS) spacetime, by
using intrinsic geometric objects. The Feynman, positive- and negative-frequency
Green functions are then obtained for these cases, from which we eventually dis-
play the supercommutator and the Peierls bracket under such a setting in two-
component-spinor language. In a follow-up paper [2], we complete, the explicit
representation of the massive gravitino propagator in four-dimensional de Sitter
space with the help of the general theory of the Heun equation. As a result of our
original contribution, all weight functions which multiply the geometric invariants
in the gravitino propagator are expressed through Heun functions, and the result-
ing plots are displayed and discussed after resorting to a suitable truncation in the
series expansion of the Heun function. It turns out that there exist two ranges of
values of the independent variable in which the weight functions can be divided
into dominant and sub-dominant family.

8.1 Introduction

The formulation of a theory of quantum gravity requires one to thoroughly under-
stand the particle propagation in curved spacetimes. Maximally symmetric spaces
such as de Sitter and anti-de Sitter provide one with an interesting backdrop to
study quantum field theory in curved spacetimes. In this background geometry,
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if one needs to calculate basic quantities like scattering amplitudes, one should find
out the correlation function which involves the propagators for various particles in
this background. Thus, the problem of calculating the propagators has always been
of much physical interest to several authors. This hunt also assumed much signif-
icance after the advent of the famous Maldacena conjecture or the AdS/CFT cor-
respondence (for e.g. see [3],[4],[5]) which proposes a duality between a quantum
gravity theory on the bulk AdSd+1 and a strongly coupled conformal d-dimensional
gauge theory at large N on the boundary of it. Then there is the recently proposed
dS/CFT correspondence [6] which might shed light on quantum gravity in de Sitter
space. This conjecture, which is largely modeled on analogy with AdS/CFT [7], still
lacks a clear relation to string theory which in turn hinders the explicit realization of
the proposal made by Strominger. At the same time, a consistent formulation of all
interactions in de Sitter space is also tempting because of the recent observational
data in favor of the inflationary picture.

In field theory the Peierls bracket is a Poisson bracket which is invariant under
the full infinite-dimensional invariance group of the action functional. Without in-
voking a definition of canonical coordinates and canonical momenta in advance, the
Peierls bracket follows directly from the classical action, and is made out of the ad-
vanced and retarded Green’s functions. Hence it is necessary to build the spinor par-
allel propagator and the spinor Green function in order to write the Peierls bracket
in de Sitter and anti-de Sitter spaces for spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 particles. Here we
focus our calculation on de Sitter space.

This chapter consists of two parts, the first part involves the case of ordinary
spin-1/2 particles, and the second part extends the same physics to spin-3/2 fields,
i.e. the gravitino. Using our pedagogical papers ([1], [2]), we first introduce the
idea of the Peierls bracket in Sec.8.2, while Sec.8.3 contains an introduction to max-
imally symmetric bitensors. In Sec.8.4 we review a few elementary properties of
the spinor parallel propagator, in Sec.8.5 we calculate the massive spinor Green
functions and hence the Feynman, positive- and negative-frequency two-point func-
tions. Then we show how to build a Peierls bracket from this for the spin-1/2 case.
In Sec.8.6 we summarize all techniques developed so far in this paper and apply
them to evaluate the gravitino Green functions in four-dimensional de Sitter space
in two-component spinor language. Sec.8.7 is devoted to a rapid introduction to
Heun differential equation while Sec.8.8 builds a Dictionary of weight functions for
the gravitino propagator. In Sec.8.9 we show the qualitative behaviors of the weight
functions with numerous plots and finally in 8.10 conclude this chapter with some
comments.
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8.2 The Peierls bracket

Since the Peierls bracket is not quite a familiar concept, a brief review about it is
presented here. For more details on the subject we refer the reader to [8–10] and the
references therein.

It was in the early fifties when R.E. Peierls [9] first noticed a similarity in al-
gebraic structure between the Poisson bracket and the Peierls bracket as is called
today (for theories without gauge freedom the Peierls bracket is indeed a Poisson
bracket, whereas for gauge theories it becomes a Poisson under restriction to the
space of observables [8; 10]), and found that this new structure could be defined di-
rectly from the action principle without performing a canonical decomposition into
coordinates and momenta. His essential insight was to consider the advanced and
retarded “effect of one quantity (A) on another (B)." Here, A and B are functions
on the space of histories H. The space-of-histories formulation using the DeWitt
condensed-index notation often proves indeed very useful in the study of the gen-
eralized Peierls algebra and provides the opportunity to introduce in a concise way
the relevant techniques. We first define the advanced and retarded effects of A and
B on each other as functions on H, from which the Peierls bracket follows. This
will be straightforward by using the machinery of [10] and indeed, much of what
follows is implicit in that treatment.

Once the action functional S is replaced by a new action functional S + εA after
the interaction with some external agent, the small disturbances δφi are ruled by an
inhomogeneous differential equation (see below) which is solved after inverting a
differential operator Fij. On denoting by G±jk the advanced (resp. retarded) Green
functions of Fij, one can define

δ±A B ≡ εB,iG±ij A,j, DAB ≡ lim
ε→0

1
ε

δ−A B, (8.2.0.1)

and the Peierls bracket
(A, B) ≡ DAB− DB A. (8.2.0.2)

To be more precise, following [10], recall that the undisturbed fields satisfy the equa-
tions of motion

0 = S,i (φj) (8.2.0.3)

while the disturbed fields satisfy

0 = Sε,i (φ
j
ε) = S,i (φ

j
ε) + εA,i (φ

j
ε). (8.2.0.4)

To first order, the perturbations δφi are therefore governed by the equation

S,ij (φk)δφj = −ε A,i(φk), (8.2.0.5)
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and we see that both the boundary conditions (advanced or retarded) and any gauge
fixing applies only to the inversion of the operator S,ij (φk) in the above linear equa-
tion for δφj and not to the solution of (8.2.0.3) for φi. In the case where there are no
gauge symmetries, S,ij is invertible and has advanced and retarded Green’s func-
tions G±jk that satisfy [10]

S,ij G±jk = −δk
i , (8.2.0.6)

so that the advanced and retarded solutions to the above equations are δ±φj =
εG±ji A,i where both G±ji and A,i depend on the unperturbed solution φi. From
the definitions 8.2.0.1 and 8.2.0.2, the Peierls bracket is just

(A, B) = A,iG̃ijB,j, (8.2.0.7)

where
G̃ij ≡ G+ij − G−ij (8.2.0.8)

is called the supercommutator function, i.e. the difference of advanced and retarded
Green functions.

For gauge fields, however, there exists on Φ a set of vector fields Qα that leave
the action S invariant, i.e.

QαS = 0. (8.2.0.9)

If A and B are two such gauge-invariant functionals:

Qα A = QαB = 0, (8.2.0.10)

then their Peierls bracket (A, B) is defined as follows [11; 12]:

(A, B) ≡ A,iG̃ijB,j =
∫ ∫

dx dy
δA

δϕi(x)
G̃ij(x, y)

δB
δϕj(y)

, (8.2.0.11)

where the advanced and retarded Green functions used to define the supercom-
mutator G̃ij now pertain to the invertible gauge-field operator obtained from the
gauge-fixing procedure. Since A and B are observables, Jacobi identity and gauge
invariance hold for the Peierls bracket (for a detailed proof of these properties see,
for example, [8; 10]).

8.3 Maximally symmetric bitensors

More than two decades ago Allen and co-authors used intrinsic geometric objects to
calculate correlation functions in maximally symmetric spaces; their results, here ex-
ploited, were presented in a series of papers [13; 14]. In this section we would like to
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review the elementary maximally symmetric bi-tensors which have been discussed
previously by Allen and Jacobson [13], although more recently the calculation of
spinor parallel propagator has been carried out in arbitrary dimension [15].

A maximally symmetric space is a topological manifold of dimension n, with a
metric which has the maximum number of global Killing vector fields. This type
of space looks exactly the same in every direction and at every point. The simplest
examples are flat space and sphere, each of which has 1

2 n(n + 1) independent Killing
fields. For Sn these generate all rotations, and for Rn they include both rotations and
translations.

Consider a maximally symmetric space of dimension n with constant scalar cur-
vature n(n − 1)/R2. For the space Sn, the radius R is real and positive, whereas
for the hyperbolic space Hn, R = il with l positive, and in the flat case, Rn, R = ∞.
Consider further two points x and x′, which can be connected uniquely by a shortest
geodesic. Let µ(x, x′) be the proper geodesic distance along this shortest geodesic
between x and x′. If na(x, x′) and na′(x, x′) are the tangents to the geodesic at x and
x′, the tangent vectors are then given in terms of the geodesic distance as follows:

na(x, x′) = ∇aµ(x, x′) and na′(x, x′) = ∇a′µ(x, x′). (8.3.0.1)

Furthermore, on denoting by ga
b′(x, x′) the vector parallel propagator along the

geodesic, one can then write nb′ = −gb′
ana. Tensors that depend on two points, x

and x′, are bitensors [16]. They may carry unprimed or primed indices that live on
the tangent space at x or x′.

These geometric objects na, na′ and ga
b′ satisfy the following properties [13]:

∇anb = A(gab − nanb), (8.3.0.2a)

∇anb′ = C(gab′ + nanb′), (8.3.0.2b)

∇agbc′ = −(A + C)(gabnc′ + gac′nb), (8.3.0.2c)

where A and C are functions of the geodesic distance µ and are given by [13]

A =
1
R

cot
µ

R
and C = − 1

R sin(µ/R)
, (8.3.0.3)

and thus they satisfy the relations

dA/dµ = −C2, dC/dµ = −AC and C2 − A2 = 1/R2. (8.3.0.4)

Last, our convention for covariant gamma matrices is

{Γµ, Γν} = 2Igµν. (8.3.0.5)
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8.4 The spinor parallel propagator

Here we will follow the conventions for two-component spinors, as well as all sig-
nature and curvature conventions, of Allen and Lutken [14], and hence we use dot-
ted and undotted spinors instead of the primed and unprimed ones of Penrose and
Rindler [17]. In our work a primed index indicates instead that it lives in the tangent
space at x′, while the unprimed ones live at x. The fundamental object to deal with
here is the bispinor D A′

A (x, x′) which parallel transports a two-component spinor
φA at the point x, along the geodesic to the point x′, yielding a new spinor χA′ at x′,
i.e.

χA′ = φA D A′
A (x, x′). (8.4.0.1)

Complex conjugate spinors are similarly transported by the complex conjugate of

D A′
A (x, x′), which is D Ȧ′

Ȧ (x, x′). A few elementary properties of D A′
A are listed below

(some of them will be used for later calculations) [14]:

D A′
A (x, x′) = −DA′

A(x′, x), (8.4.0.2a)

D A′
A D B

A′ = ε B
A , (8.4.0.2b)

DAA′DAA′ = 2, (8.4.0.2c)

lim
x→x′

D B′
A = ε B

A , (8.4.0.2d)

g b′
a = D B′

A D Ḃ′
Ȧ , (8.4.0.2e)

D B′
A D Ḃ′

Ȧ nAȦ = −nB′ Ḃ′ , (8.4.0.2f)

nAĊDA
B′ = −nB′ Ḃ′D

Ḃ′
Ċ, (8.4.0.2g)

∇AȦDA
A′ =

3
2
(A + C)nAȦDA

A′ , (8.4.0.2h)

DA
A′∇AȦnA′ Ȧ′ = −3

2
CD Ȧ′

Ȧ , (8.4.0.2i)

∇AȦnA
Ḃ =

3
2

Aε ȦḂ. (8.4.0.2j)

Just to recall the previously defined notations and set up the two-component for-
malism, we note from 8.3.0.1 that nAȦ = ∇AȦµ and nA′ Ȧ′ = ∇A′ Ȧ′µ, where µ(x, x′)
is the geodesic separation of x and x′. For completeness we should also find the
covariant derivative of D A′

A , which is formed out of the tangent nAȦ to the geodesic
and from D A′

A itself, i.e.

∇AȦD B′
B ≡ α(µ)nAȦD B′

B + β(µ)nBȦD B′
A . (8.4.0.3)

Here α and β are two arbitrary functions of the geodesic distance to be determined.
But both of them are not independent and are related to each other because of the
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fact that D B′
B and nAȦ, by definition, satisfy the following relations [14]:

na∇aD B′
B = 0, (8.4.0.4)

nAȦnBȦ =
1
2

δ B
A . (8.4.0.5)

From the relations (8.4.0.4) and (8.4.0.5) it follows that β(µ) = −2α(µ). One then de-
termines β(µ) by using the Ricci identity, i.e. the integrability condition for spinors
[17], and after all dust gets settled one obtains the final form of the covariant deriva-
tive of the spinor parallel propagator as

∇AȦD B′
B = (A + C)

[
1
2

nAȦD B′
B − nBȦD B′

A

]
, (8.4.0.6)

where A and C are defined as in the previous section.

8.5 The spinor Green function

First we define a four-component Dirac spinor by

ψα =

(
φA

χȦ

)
, (8.5.0.1)

where φA and χȦ are a pair of two-component spinors satisfying the Dirac equation
[17]

∇AȦφA =
−m√

2
χȦ, (8.5.0.2)

∇ Ȧ
A χȦ =

m√
2

φA, (8.5.0.3)

m being the mass of the spin-1/2 field. We can define two basic massive two-point
functions, which are

PAḂ′ = 〈φA(x)φ
Ḃ′(x′)〉 = f (µ)DA

A′n
A′ Ḃ′ , (8.5.0.4)

Q Ḃ′

Ȧ = 〈χȦ(x)φ
Ḃ′(x′)〉 = g(µ)D Ḃ′

Ȧ . (8.5.0.5)

Here we temporarily assume the spacelike separation between the points x and x′

such that the field operators in (8.5.0.4) and (8.5.0.5) anti-commute. On the right-
hand side of (8.5.0.4) and (8.5.0.5) we have the most general maximally symmetric
bispinor with the correct index structure. It is to be noted that the functions f and
g appearing here in the structure, do depend only on the geodesic distance µ, and
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other two-point functions like 〈χȦχB′〉 and 〈φAχB′〉 are entirely determined by f
and g only. The equations of motion (8.5.0.2) and (8.5.0.3) now imply that

∇AȦPAḂ′ =
−m√

2
Q Ḃ′

Ȧ , (8.5.0.6)

∇ Ȧ
A Q Ḃ′

Ȧ =
m√

2
P Ḃ′

A . (8.5.0.7)

If now we insert equations (8.5.0.4) and (8.5.0.5) into equations (8.5.0.6) and (8.5.0.7)
we obtain, after a little gymnastics with two-spinor calculus, two coupled equations
for the coefficients f (µ) and g(µ) as follows:

f ′ +
3
2
(A− C) f +

√
2mg = 0, (8.5.0.8)

g′ +
3
2
(A + C)g− m√

2
f = 0, (8.5.0.9)

where the prime stands for derivative with respect to µ. On differentiating (8.5.0.8)
with respect to µ once and then using (8.3.0.4) and (8.5.0.9) successively one finds a
second-order equation for f :

f ′′(µ) + 3A f ′(µ) +
[

m2 − 9
4

R−2 +
3
2

C(A− C)
]

f (µ) = 0. (8.5.0.10)

Now to solve for f (µ) and g(µ), one makes a change of variable

Z ≡ cos2
( µ

2R

)
(8.5.0.11)

to write (8.5.0.10) as [14]

Z(1− Z)
d2

dZ2 f (Z) + 2(1− 2Z)
d

dZ
f (Z) +

[
m2R2 − 9

4
− 3

4(1− Z)

]
f (Z) = 0.

(8.5.0.12)
On making further a redefinition

w(Z) ≡ [R2(1− Z)]−1/2 f (Z), (8.5.0.13)

one rewrites (8.5.0.12) as a hypergeometric equation in the variable w, i.e.

H(a, b, c; Z)w(Z) = 0, (8.5.0.14)

where H(a, b, c) is the hypergeometric operator

H(a, b, c; Z) = Z(1− Z)
d2

dZ2 + [c− (a + b + 1)Z]
d

dZ
− ab. (8.5.0.15)
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Following our source, the factor R2 is included in the definition (8.5.0.13) of w to
ensure that the standard branch cut of the square root function lies along the timelike
separations µ2 > 0. The parameters a, b, c here take the values

a = 2 +
√

m2R2, (8.5.0.16a)

b = 2−
√

m2R2, (8.5.0.16b)

c = 2. (8.5.0.16c)

In the same way it can be shown that if we let w(Z) = [R2(Z)]−1/2g(Z), then w
satisfies a hypergeometric equation with parameters a,b and c + 1. Now one has to
specify the boundary conditions to uniquely specify a solution to the hypergeomet-
ric equation. The correct solution to (8.5.0.14) in de Sitter space R2 < 0 is obtained
(following [13]) by demanding that it is only singular when µ = 0, that is Z = 1, and
not when µ = πR, that is Z = 0. Two independent solutions of the hypergeometric
equations [18; 19] are therefore F(a, b; c; Z) and F(a, b; c + 1; Z), and this yields the
following solutions:

fDS = NDS(1− Z)1/2F(a, b; c; Z), (8.5.0.17)

gDS = −iNDS2−3/2m|R|Z1/2F(a, b; c + 1; Z). (8.5.0.18)

The short distance behavior µ → 0 can now be used to fix the as yet undetermined
constant NDS. The flat-space limit as µ→ 0 is

f ∼ −i√
2

1
π2 (−µ2)−3/2. (8.5.0.19)

Thus, from (8.5.0.17) it follows that

NDS =
fDS

(1− Z)1/2F(a, b; c; Z)
. (8.5.0.20)

Furthermore, near Z = 1 we have

F(a, b; c; Z) ∼ Γ(c)Γ(a + b− c)
Γ(a)Γ(b)

(1− Z)c−a−b, (8.5.0.21)

and (1− Z) = (µ/2R)2, hence one finds that

NDS =
−i√

2
(−µ2)−3/2

π2
Γ(a)Γ(b)

Γ(c)Γ(a + b− c)
(1−Z)a+b−c− 1

2 =
−i√

2
(−µ2)−3/2

π2 Γ(a)Γ(b)
µ3

8R3 ,

(8.5.0.22)
where we have used the fact that Γ(a + b− c) = Γ(2) = 1 and similarly Γ(c) = 1.
On using the values of a and b and putting them together in the expression (8.5.0.22)
one gets

NDS =
−iΓ(2 +

√
m2R2)Γ(2−

√
m2R2)

8
√

2π2|R|3
. (8.5.0.23)
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Furthermore, from the relations Γ(z + 1) = zΓ(z) and Γ(1 + i|mR|)Γ(1− i|mR|) =
π|Rm|

sinh(π|Rm|) one can rewrite the final answer for the constant NDS

NDS =
−i|Rm|(1−m2R2)

8
√

2π|R|3 sinh π|Rm|
. (8.5.0.24)

Once we determine NDS, the Feynman Green function is obtained by evaluating
fDS(Z) and gDS(Z) above the branch cut from Z = 1 to ∞, i.e. by taking fDS(Z + i0)
and gDS(Z + i0). This is what happens in the de Sitter case. To conclude we have
the following two-point functions:

PAḂ′
(F) = lim

ε→0+
fDS(Z + iε)DA

A′n
A′ Ḃ′ , (8.5.0.25)

QȦḂ′
(F) = lim

ε→0+
gDS(Z + iε)DȦḂ′ , (8.5.0.26)

where (F) stands for the Feynman Green functions.

It is now helpful to recall the discussion of various types of Green functions
depending on the contours in the complex p0-plane for the integral representation
of the Green function for the simpler case of scalar fields, following [10]. From
various contours the following relations among different Green’s functions can be
easily established:

GF = G− + G(−) = G+ − G(+), (8.5.0.27a)

G(+)(x, x′) = −θ(x, x′)GF(x, x′) + θ(x′, x)G∗F(x, x′), (8.5.0.27b)

G(−)(x, x′) = θ(x′, x)GF(x, x′)− θ(x, x′)G∗F(x, x′), (8.5.0.27c)

G̃ = (G+ − G−) = (G(+) + G(−)) = −2
(

θ(x, x′)− θ(x′, x)
)

ReGF. (8.5.0.27d)

With a standard notation, G+ and G− are the advanced and retarded functions re-
spectively, and their difference G̃ is the supercommutator function. GF is the Feynman
Green function and G∗F is its complex conjugate. G(+) and G(−) are the positive- and
negative-frequency parts, respectively. The θ(x, x′) used above in the definition of
advanced and retarded functions is the step function.

Now our approach to arrive at the Peierls bracket in the de Sitter case will be as
follows: once we determine using (8.5.0.25) and (8.5.0.26) the Feynman Green func-
tion, instead of using the advanced and retarded functions, we can use (8.5.0.27b)
and (8.5.0.27c) respectively to get G(+) and G(−), and then add them to get the su-
percommutator function G̃. Then we use 8.2.0.11 to build the Peierls bracket ( , )P

which, in terms of the spinor fields

ψα =

(
φA

χȦ

)
, χβ′ =

(
ρB′

σḂ′

)
(8.5.0.28)
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reads as
(ψ, χ)P ≡

∫ ∫
P(x, x′)

√
−g(x)

√
−g(x′)d4x d4x′, (8.5.0.29)

where
P(x, x′) ≡ −2

(
θ(x, x′)− θ(x′, x)

)
ψ∇(ReGF)χ∇, (8.5.0.30)

having set

ψ∇(ReGF)χ∇ ≡
(
∇AȦφ

Ȧ
)

RePAḂ′
(F)

(
∇B′ Ḃ′σ

B′
)
+
(
∇AȦχA

)
ReQȦḂ′

(F)

(
∇B′ Ḃ′ρ

B′
)

.
(8.5.0.31)

8.6 Massive spin-3/2 propagator

In this section we consider the propagator of the massive spin-3/2 field. Let us
denote the gravitino field by Ψα

λ(x). In a maximally symmetric state | s > the prop-
agator is

Sαβ′

λν′(x, x′) =< s |Ψα
λ(x)Ψβ′

ν′ (x′)| s > . (8.6.0.1)

The field equations imply that S satisfies

(ΓµρλDρ −m Γµλ)α
γSλν′

γ
β′ =

δ(x− x′)√−g
gµ

ν′ δ
α

β′ . (8.6.0.2)

8.6.1 The ten gravitino invariants in two-component-spinor lan-
guage

It is very convenient to decompose the gravitino propagator in terms of indepen-
dent structures constructed out of nµ, nν′ , gµν′ and Λα

β′ . Thus, the propagator can be
written in geometric way following Anguelova et al. [20] (see also [21]):

Sλν′
α

β′ = α(µ) gλν′Λ
α

β′ + β(µ) nλnν′Λ
α

β′ + γ(µ) gλν′(nσΓσΛ)α
β′

+δ(µ) nλnν′(nσΓσΛ)α
β′ + ε(µ) nλ(Γν′Λ)α

β′ + θ(µ) nν′(ΓλΛ)α
β′

+τ(µ) nλ(nσΓσΓν′Λ)α
β′ + ω(µ) nν′(nσΓσΓλΛ)α

β′

+π(µ) (ΓλΓν′Λ)α
β′ + κ(µ) (nσΓσΓλΓν′Λ)α

β′ . (8.6.1.1)

From here on we will be trying to re-write each of the building blocks of the in-
variant structure in two-spinor language and finally construct the full invariant
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propagator in two-spinor form in harmony with the spin-1/2 propagator previ-
ously discussed. Following Allen and Lutken [14] we can write the gamma matrix
in two-spinor language as follows (Penrose and Rindler, on page 221 of [17], do
not have the −i factor since their γ-matrices satisfy the anti-commutation relation
γaγb + γbγa = −2Igab, unlike the sign convention in our Eq. 8.3.0.5)

(γp)
β

α = −i
√

2

(
0 εPAε Ḃ

Ṗ
ε ṖȦε B

P 0

)
, (8.6.1.2)

where εBC is the curved epsilon symbol which raises and lowers indices within each
spin-space, is skew-symmetric and encodes information on the curved spacetime
metric. In the case of flat Minkowski spacetime it reduces to the well known form

εBC = εBAε A
C =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
. (8.6.1.3)

From the rules of two-spinor calculus and from the treatment of Allen and Lutken
[14] we already know the following correspondences:

nα −→ nAȦ, (8.6.1.4a)

nβ′ −→ nB′ Ḃ′ , (8.6.1.4b)

gαβ′ −→ DAB′DȦḂ′ . (8.6.1.4c)

We also know the form of the spinor parallel propagator, which acts according to

χA′(x′) = D A′
A (x, x′)φA(x), (8.6.1.5a)

χA(x) = DA
B′(x, x′)φB′(x′), (8.6.1.5b)

φȦ(x) = DȦ
Ḃ′(x, x′)χḂ′(x′). (8.6.1.5c)

To translate the above set of equations, e.g. φα = Λα
β′φ

β′ , into two-spinor language,

both left- and right-hand sides should involve a

(
χ

φ

)
column vector, with upstairs

indices at x and x′ respectively. Written in matrix notation we can combine them into
one reading, i.e. (

χA

φȦ

)
=

(
0 DA

B′

DȦ
Ḃ′ 0

)(
χḂ′

φB′

)
. (8.6.1.6)

Therefore from now on we redefine Λρ
β′ to be a (2x2) matrix, expressed in two-

spinor language as ΛRṘ
B′ Ḃ′ and satisfying the correspondence rule

Λρ
β′ −→

(
0 DR

B′

DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

)
. (8.6.1.7)
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Similarly, we go on translating each of the bits of the invariant structure into two-
spinor notation. The next one is (ΓσΛ)α

β′ . We note the following translation:

(ΓσΛ)α
β′ = (Γσ)α

ρΛρ
β′ −→ (ΓSṠ)α

ρΛρ
β′ . (8.6.1.8)

Therefore, on using the two-spinor form 8.6.1.2 of the gamma matrix and the two-
spinor version 8.6.1.7 of the spinor parallel propagator we get

(ΓσΛ)α
β′ −→ −i

√
2

(
0 εS

RεṠȦ

εṠ
ṘεSA 0

)(
0 DR

B′

DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

)
= −i

√
2

(
εS

RεṠȦDṘ
Ḃ′ 0

0 εṠ
ṘεSADR

B′

)
.

(8.6.1.9)
Similarly, we find

(nσΓσΛ)α
β′ −→ nSṠ(ΓSṠ)α

ρΛρ
β′ = −inSṠ

√
2

(
εS

RεṠȦDṘ
Ḃ′ 0

0 εṠ
ṘεSADR

B′

)
. (8.6.1.10)

Now we use the antisymmetry property of the epsilon symbol, i.e. εAB = −εBA, and
the rules for raising and lowering spinor indices, i.e. εABφB = φA, φAεAB = φB, to
write (nσΓσΛ)α

β′ in matrix form as

(nσΓσΛ)α
β′ −→ −i

√
2

(
n Ȧ

R DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

0 nA
ṘDR

B′

)
. (8.6.1.11)

Now let us start writing the invariants in two-spinor language. The first invari-
ant structure (see 8.6.1.1 from now on) is

gλν′Λ
α

β′ −→ DLN′DL̇Ṅ′

(
0 DA

B′

DȦ
Ḃ′ 0

)
. (8.6.1.12)

The second one is

nλnν′Λ
α

β′ −→ nLL̇nN′Ṅ′

(
0 DA

B′

DȦ
Ḃ′ 0

)
. (8.6.1.13)

Then the third reads as

gλν′(nσΓσΛ)α
β′ −→ −iDLN′DL̇Ṅ′

√
2

(
n Ȧ

R DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

0 nA
ṘDR

B′

)
. (8.6.1.14)

Next is the fourth invariant, i.e.

nλnν′(nσΓσΛ)α
β′ −→ −inLL̇nN′Ṅ′

√
2

(
n Ȧ

R DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

0 nA
ṘDR

B′

)
. (8.6.1.15)
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The subsequent invariant structure involves (Γν′Λ)α
β′ and we know that

(Γν′Λ)α
β′ −→ (ΓN′Ṅ′)

α
ρΛρ

β′ . (8.6.1.16)

Now from our previous discussion in this section we already have

(ΓN′Ṅ′)
α′

ρ′ −→ −i
√

2

(
0 εN′R′ε

Ȧ′
Ṅ′

ε Ṅ′Ṙ′ε
A′
N′ 0

)
. (8.6.1.17)

The problem is that what is well defined is either (Γν)α
ρ or (Γν′)α′

ρ′ , where every-
thing is evaluated at the same spacetime point (either x or x′). However, here the rel-
evant invariant consists of a mixed structure of the kind (Γν′)α

ρ, and, to understand
what is meant by it, we should use the parallel displacement bi-vector. Eventually,
with the help of some careful thought we can write

(Γν′)α
ρ −→ (ΓN′Ṅ′)

α′
ρ′gα′

αgρ′
ρ = −i

√
2

(
0 εN′R′ε

Ȧ′
Ṅ′

ε Ṅ′Ṙ′ε
A′
N′ 0

)
gA′ Ȧ′

AȦgR′Ṙ′
RṘ.

(8.6.1.18)

Recalling the fact that gA′ Ȧ′
AȦ = DA

A′D
Ȧ
Ȧ′ and gR′Ṙ′

RṘ = D R′
R D Ṙ′

Ṙ we can write the
final form of the matrix (Γν′)α

ρ as follows:

(Γν′)α
ρ −→ −i

√
2

 0 −DRN′D
Ṙ′

Ṙ DA
A′D

Ȧ
Ṅ′

−D R′
R DṘṄ′D

A
N′D

Ȧ
Ȧ′ 0

. (8.6.1.19)

Now we can build the fifth invariant quite easily as shown here,

nλ(Γν′Λ)α
β′ −→ −inLL̇

√
2

 0 −DRN′D
Ṙ′

Ṙ DA
A′D

Ȧ
Ṅ′

−D R′
R DṘṄ′D

A
N′D

Ȧ
Ȧ′ 0

( 0 DR
B′

DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

)

= −inLL̇

√
2

 −DRN′D
Ṙ′

Ṙ DṘ
Ḃ′DA

A′D
Ȧ
Ṅ′ 0

0 −D R′
R DR

B′DṘṄ′D
A
N′D

Ȧ
Ȧ′

. (8.6.1.20)

The sixth invariant is constructed as follows:

nν′(ΓλΛ)α
β′ −→ nN′Ṅ′(Γλ)α

ρΛρ
β′ −→ −inN′Ṅ′

√
2

(
0 εLRε Ȧ

L̇
ε L̇Ṙε A

L 0

)(
0 DR

B′

DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

)

= −inN′Ṅ′
√

2

(
εLRε Ȧ

L̇ DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

0 ε L̇Ṙε A
L DR

B′

)
. (8.6.1.21)
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Now we start building the last four invariants step by step. First we express the
seventh invariant nλ(nσΓσΓν′Λ)α

β′ in two-spinor language. We note that

nλ(nσΓσΓν′Λ)α
β′ = nλnσ(Γσ)α

ρ(Γν′)ρ′
τ′gρ′

ρgτ′
τΛτ

β′

−→ −2nLL̇nSṠ

(
0 εS

RεṠȦ

εṠ
ṘεSA 0

)(
0 εN′T′ε

Ṙ′
Ṅ′

ε Ṅ′Ṫ′ε
R′
N′ 0

)

× DR
R′D

Ṙ
Ṙ′D

T′
T D Ṫ′

Ṫ

(
0 DT

B′

DṪ
Ḃ′ 0

)
. (8.6.1.22)

After a little bit of algebra we arrive at the seventh invariant, i.e.

nλ(nσΓσΓν′Λ)α
β′ −→ −2nLL̇

 0 −n Ȧ
R DR

N′D
Ṙ
Ṙ′DT

T′DṪṄ′D
T
B′

−nA
Ṙ DṘ

Ṅ′DR
R′D

Ṫ′
Ṫ DTN′D

Ṫ
Ḃ′ 0

.

(8.6.1.23)
Now let us write the eighth invariant term as follows:

nν′(nσΓσΓλΛ)α
β′ = nν′nσ(Γσ)α

ρ(Γλ)ρ
τΛτ

β′

−→ −2nN′Ṅ′nSṠ

(
0 εS

RεṠȦ

εṠ
ṘεSA 0

)(
0 εLTε Ṙ

L̇
ε L̇Ṫε R

L 0

)(
0 DT

B′

DṪ
Ḃ′ 0

)
.

(8.6.1.24)

The final result for the eighth invariant is

nν′(nσΓσΓλΛ)α
β′ −→ −2nN′Ṅ′

(
0 n Ȧ

L ε L̇ṪDT
B′

nA
L̇εLTDṪ

Ḃ′ 0

)
. (8.6.1.25)

The ninth invariant can be translated in two-spinor form accordingly :

(ΓλΓν′Λ)α
β′ = (Γλ)α

ρ(Γν′)ρ
τΛτ

β′ = (Γλ)α
ρ(Γν′)ρ′

τ′gρ′
ρgτ′

τΛτ
β′

→ −2DR
R′D

Ṙ
Ṙ′D

T′
T D Ṫ′

Ṫ

(
0 εLRε Ȧ

L̇
ε L̇Ṙε A

L 0

)(
0 εN′T′ε

Ṙ′
Ṅ′

ε Ṅ′Ṫ′ε
R′
N′ 0

)(
0 DR

B′

DṘ
Ḃ′ 0

)
.

(8.6.1.26)

Eventually, after a few algebraic steps with matrices, we get the ninth invariant

(ΓλΓν′Λ)α
β′ −→ −2

 0 ε Ȧ
L̇ DR

N′D
Ṙ
Ṙ′DT

T′DṪṄ′DLB′

ε A
L DṘ

Ṅ′DR
R′D

Ṫ′
Ṫ DTN′DL̇Ḃ′ 0

.

(8.6.1.27)
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Last, but not least, the tenth invariant is built as follows:

(nσΓσΓλΓν′Λ)α
β′ = nσ(Γσ)α

ρ(Γλ)ρ
τ(Γν′)χ

τΛχ
β′

= nσ(Γσ)α
ρ(Γλ)ρ

τ(Γν′)χ′
τ′gτ′

τgχ′
χΛχ

β′

−→ −2
√

2nSṠ

(
0 εS

RεṠȦ

εṠ
ṘεSA 0

)(
0 εLTε Ṙ

L̇
ε L̇Ṫε R

L 0

)(
0 εN′K′ε

Ṫ′
Ṅ′

ε Ṅ′K̇′ε
T′
N′ 0

)

× DT
T′D

Ṫ
Ṫ′D

K′
K D K̇′

K̇

(
0 DK

B′

DK̇
Ḃ′ 0

)
. (8.6.1.28)

At the end of the day, when all dust gets settled we obtain the final invariant in the
form

(nσΓσΓλΓν′Λ)α
β′ −→ −2

√
2

 n Ȧ
L DT

T′D
K̇′

K̇ DK̇
Ḃ′DL̇Ṅ′DKN′ 0

0 nA
L̇DṪ

Ṫ′D K′
K DK

B′DLN′DK̇Ṅ′

.

(8.6.1.29)

8.6.2 The weight functions multiplying the invariants

A rather tedious but straightforward calculation gives a system of 10 equations for
the 10 coefficient functions α, ..., κ in (8.6.1.1) as found in (See equations (3.6)-(3.15) in
[20]). It was also found there that one can easily express the algebraic solutions for
α, β, γ, δ, ε, θ, τ, ω in terms of the (π, κ) pair in case of de Sitter space, i.e. (hereafter
we set n = 4 in the general formulae of [20], since only in the four-dimensional case
the two-component-spinor formalism can be applied)

ω =
2mCκ + ((A + C)2 −m2)π

(m2 + R−2)
,

θ =
((A− C)2 −m2)κ − 2mCπ

(m2 + R−2)
,

τ =
2mCκ + ((A + C)2 −m2)π

(m2 + R−2)
,

ε =
−([(A− C)2 + 2/R2] + m2)κ + 2mCπ

(m2 + R−2)
,

α = −τ − 4π,

β = 2ω,

γ = ε− 2κ,

δ = 2ε + 4(κ − θ), (8.6.2.1)
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where we have used the relation C2 − A2 = 1/R2.

Furthermore, from (8.6.2.1) we can immediately see that

τ = ω and ε + θ = −2κ. (8.6.2.2)

8.6.3 Peierls bracket for gravitinos

The expression 8.6.1.1 for the gravitino propagator can be written, concisely, in the
form

S αβ′

λν′ −→
10

∑
k=1

wk kS AȦB′ Ḃ′
LL̇N′Ṅ′ , (8.6.3.1)

where, as k ranges from 1 through 10, wk = α, β, ..., κ in (6.3), while the kS AȦB′ Ḃ′
LL̇N′Ṅ′

are the 10 spinor invariants written down in subsection 8.6.1. Two further indices
are needed to characterize each wk function, i.e. j which labels the four singular
points at z = 0, 1, a, ∞ and the subscript F to denote the Feynman prescription to
approach such singular points, i.e. from the above along the positive real axis. Thus,
the definition of Peierls bracket that we propose bears analogies with Eqs.8.5.0.29
and 8.5.0.30, with ψ∇ and χ∇ obtained from the covariant derivative of the Rarita–
Schwinger potential (see notes in 8.9), while

(ReGF) −→ Re

(
10

∑
k=1

w(jF)
k kS AȦB′ Ḃ′

LL̇N′Ṅ′

)
. (8.6.3.2)

8.7 Heun’s differential equation: a primer

The canonical form of the general Heun differential equation is given by ([23], [31])

d2y
dz2 +

(
γ

z
+

δ

z− 1
+

ε

z− a

)
dy
dz

+
αβz− q

z(z− 1)(z− a)
y = 0 (8.7.0.1)

The four regular singular points of the equation are located at z = 0, 1, a, ∞. Here
a ∈ C, the location of the fourth singular point, is a parameter (a 6= 0, 1), and
α, β, γ, δ, ε ∈ C are exponent-related parameters.
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The solution space of the Heun differential equation is specified uniquely by the
following Riemann P-symbol:

P


0 1 d ∞
0 0 0 α ; z

1− γ 1− δ 1− ε β

 . (8.7.0.2)

This does not uniquely specify the equation and its solutions, since it omits the ac-
cessory parameter q ∈ C. The exponents are constrained by

α + β− γ− δ− ε + 1 = 0. (8.7.0.3)

This is a special case of Fuchs’s relation, according to which the sum of the 2n char-
acteristic exponents of any second-order Fuchsian equation on CP1 with n singular
points must equal n− 2 [32].

There are 2× 4 = 8 local solutions of 8.7.0.1 in all: two per singular point. If
γ is not a nonpositive integer, the solution at z = 0 belonging to the exponent zero
will be analytic. When normalized to unity at z = 0, it is called the local Heun
function, and is denoted Hl(a, q; α, β, γ, δ; z) [23]. It is the sum of a Heun series,
which converges in a neighborhood of z = 0 [23; 33]. In general, Hl(a, q; α, β, γ, δ; t)
is not defined when γ is a nonpositive integer.

If ε = 0 and q = αβd, the Heun equation loses a singular point and becomes a
hypergeometric equation. Similar losses occur if δ = 0, q = αβ, or γ = 0, q = 0. This
chapter will exclude the case when the Heun equation has fewer than four singular
points. The case, in which the solution of 8.7.0.1 can be reduced to quadratures, will
also be ruled out. If αβ = 0 and q = 0, the Heun equation 8.7.0.1 is said to be trivial.
Triviality implies that one of the exponents at z = ∞ is zero (i.e., αβ = 0), and is
implied by absence of the singular point at z = ∞ (i.e., αβ = 0, α + β = 1, q = 0).

8.7.1 Reducing Heun to hypergeometric

The transformation to Heun (H) or hypergeometric (h) of a linear second-order Fuch-
sian differential equation with singular points at z = 0, 1, d, ∞ (resp. z = 0, 1, ∞),
and with arbitrary exponents, is accomplished by certain linear changes of the de-
pendent variable, called F-homotopies (see [19] and [23].) If an equation with sin-
gular points at z = 0, 1, a, ∞ has dependent variable u, carrying out the substitution
ũ(z) = z−ρ(z− 1)−σ(z− a)−τu(t) will convert the equation to a new one, with the
exponents at z = 0, 1, d reduced by ρ, σ, τ respectively, and those at z = ∞ increased
by ρ + σ + τ. By this technique, one exponent at each finite singular point can be
shifted to zero.
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In fact, the Heun equation has a group of F-homotopic automorphisms isomor-
phic to (Z2)3, since at each of z = 0, 1, a, the exponents 0, ζ can be shifted to −ζ, 0,
i.e., to 0,−ζ. Similarly, the hypergeometric equation has a group of F-homotopic
automorphisms isomorphic to (Z2)2. These groups act on the 6 and 3-dimensional
parameter spaces, respectively. For example, one of the latter actions is (a, b; c) 7→
(c− a, c− b; c), which is induced by an F-homotopy at z = 1. From this F-homotopy
follows Euler’s transformation [34]

2F1(a, b; c; z) = (1− z)c−a−b
2F1(c− a, c− b; c; z), (8.7.1.1)

which holds because 2F1 is a local solution at z = 0, rather than at z = 1. If the
singular points of the differential equation are arbitrarily placed, transforming it to
the Heun or hypergeometric equation will require a Möbius (i.e., projective linear or
homographic) transformation, which repositions the singular points to the standard
locations. A unique Möbius transformation maps any three distinct points in CP1

to any other three; but the same is not true of four points, which is why (H) has the
singular point a as a free parameter.

8.7.2 The cross-ratio orbit

The characterization of Heun equations that can be reduced to the hypergeomet-
ric equation will employ the cross-ratio orbit of {0, 1, d, ∞}, defined as follows. If
A, B, C, D ∈ CP1 are distinct, their cross-ratio is

(A, B; C, D) :≡ (C− A)(D− B)
(D− A)(C− B)

∈ CP1 \ {0, 1, ∞}, (8.7.2.1)

which is invariant under Möbius transformations. Permuting A, B, C, D yields an
action of the symmetric group S4 on CP1 \ {0, 1, ∞}. The cross-ratio is invariant
under interchange of A, B and C, D, and also under simultaneous interchange of the
two points in each pair. Thus, each orbit contains no more than 4!/4 = 6 cross-
ratios. The possible actions of S4 on s ∈ CP1 \ {0, 1, ∞} are generated by s 7→ 1− s
and s 7→ 1/s, and the orbit of s comprises

s, 1− s, 1/s, 1/(1− s), s/(s− 1), (s− 1)/s, (8.7.2.2)

which may not be distinct. This is called the cross-ratio orbit of s; or, if s = (A, B;
C, D), the cross-ratio orbit of the unordered set {A, B, C, D} ⊂ CP1. Two sets of
distinct points {Ai, Bi, Ci, Di} (i = 1, 2) have the same cross-ratio orbit iff they are
related by a Möbius transformation.
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8.7.3 Reminder of some of the properties of Heun’s function

Our aim will be to find an integral representation of the Heun function as a Frobe-
nius’ solution of the Heun equation, given in another form as follows [23]:

z(z− 1)(z− a)y′′(z) + {γ(z− 1)(z− a) + δz(z− a) + εz(z− 1)} y′(z)

+(αβ z− q)y(z) = 0, (8.7.3.1)

The Frobenius’ solution, noted Hl(a, q; α, β, γ, δ; z) is the entire solution defined for
the exponent zero at the point z = 0. It admits the power series expansion

Hl(a, q; α, β, γ, δ; z) ≡
∞

∑
n=0

cnzn, (8.7.3.2)

with |z| < 1 and c0 = 1, c1 = q
γa and γ 6= 0,−1,−2, .....

The recursion relation is as follows:

a(n + 2)(n + 1 + γ)cn+2

=
[
q + (n + 1)(α + β− δ + (γ + δ− 1)a) + (n + 1)2(a + 1)

]
cn+1

−(n + α)(n + β)cn = 0 n ≥ 0. (8.7.3.3)

The function Hl(a, q; α, β, γ, δ; z) is normalised with the relation

Hl(a, q; α, β, γ, δ; 0) = 1. (8.7.3.4)

It admits the following important particular cases ([23], p9, formula(1.3.9)):

Hl(1, αβ; α, β, γ, δ; z) = 2F1(α, β, γ; z) ∀δ ∈ C

Hl(0, 0; α, β, γ, δ; z) = 2F1(α, β, α + β− δ + 1; z) ∀γ ∈ C

Hl(a, aαβ; α, β, γ, α + β− γ + 1; z) = 2F1(α, β, γ; z),

(8.7.3.5)

where 2F1(α, β, γ; z) is the usual notation for the Gauss hypergeometric function.

8.7.4 Application of Heun’s equation to our problem

Finally we come to the punch line, why do we need these all and how does the
Heun equation indeed find an application to our problem? The answer to this goes
along the following line: On using (8.6.2.2) the differential equations for κ and π,
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the equations (3.14) and (3.15) of [20], acquire the form

− (A + C)θ + κ′ +
1
2
(A− C)κ + mπ = 0,

(C− A)ω + π′ +
1
2
(A + C)π + mκ = 0, (8.7.4.1)

where θ and ω are given in (8.6.2.1). Clearly one can solve algebraically the second
equation for κ. By differentiating the result one obtains also κ′ in terms of π, π′

and π′′, and substitution of these in the first equation yields a second order ODE
for π(µ). Now let us look at the system (8.7.4.1) in case of de Sitter spacetime. On
inserting A and C from (8.8.0.1) below and passing to the globally defined variable
z = cos2 µ

2R (see Sec. III), we obtain the following differential equation for π:[
P2

d2

dz2 + P1
d
dz

+ P0

]
π = 0, (8.7.4.2)

where P2 in (8.7.4.2) is a quartic polynomial in z, i.e.

P2 = 4
[
m2R2 + 1

]
z4 − 4(2m2R2 + 3)z3 + 4(m2R2 + 2)z2. (8.7.4.3)

Similarly, P1 in (8.7.4.2) is a cubic polynomial in z,

P1 = 16
[
m2R2 + 1

]
z3 − 12

[
2m2R2 + 5

]
z2 + 8

(
m2R2 + 2

)
z. (8.7.4.4)

Last, P0 in (8.7.4.2) is a quadratic polynomial in z, i.e.

P0 =
(

4m4 − 19m2 + 32m2R2 + 9
)

z2−
(

4m4 − 14m2 + 32m2R2 + 21
)

z− 3m2R2− 6.
(8.7.4.5)

On making the substitution π(z) =
√

z π̃(z), (8.7.4.2) becomes an equation of the
type

z(z− 1)(z− a)y′′(z) +
{
(b + c + 1)z2 − [b + c + 1 + a(d + e)− e] z + ad

}
y′(z)

+(bc z− q)y(z) = 0. (8.7.4.6)

Written in canonical form it reads as follows:
d2y
dz2 +

(
d
z

+
e

z− 1
+

(b + c + 1)− (d + e)
z− a

)
dy
dz

+
bcz− q

z(z− 1)(z− a)
y = 0, (8.7.4.7)

where the parameters in (8.7.4.7) take the values

a =
(m2R2 + 2)
(m2R2 + 1)

,

b = 2 + imR,

c = 2− imR,

d = e = 3,

q = − (m4R4 + 7m2R2 + 10)
(m2R2 + 1)

. (8.7.4.8)
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The equation (8.7.4.6) is known as Heun’s differential equation [22; 23]. Its solu-
tions, here denoted by Hl(a, q; b, c, d, e; z), have in general four singular points as
we said before, i.e. z0 = 0, 1, a, ∞. Near each singularity the function behaves as a
combination of two terms that are powers of (z− z0) with the following exponents:
{0, 1− d} for z0 = 0, {0, 1− e} for z0 = 1, {0, d + e− b− c} for z0 = a, and {b, c}
(that is, z−b or z−c) for z→ ∞.

We now insert into the second of Eq.8.7.4.1 the first of Eq.8.6.2.1, finding eventu-
ally

κ = f−1
{[

(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1
2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π − (m2 + R−2)π′

}
,

(8.7.4.9)
where

f ≡ m(m2 + R−2 + 2C(C− A)), (8.7.4.10)

and π and π′ are meant to be expressed through the Heun function Hl(a, q; b, c, d, e; z).
Eventually, we will show in the next section that all weight functions can be there-
fore expressed through such Heun function. The material covered in the present
section and in the previous two is not new, and most of it is appropriate only for a
physics-oriented choice of four-dimensional de Sitter space.

8.8 A Dictionary of weight functions for the massive
gravitino propagator

Here we will explicitly list all the weight functions as functions of z = cos2 µ
2R , in

order to analyze their qualitative behavior as a function of z and de Sitter radius R
in the next section. Let us recall a few definitions in de Sitter space, where A and C
are functions of the geodesic distance µ and are given by [13]

A =
1
R

cot
µ

R
and C = − 1

R sin(µ/R)
, (8.8.0.1)

Since all other weight functions α, β, γ, δ, ε, θ, τ, ω can be written in terms of the
(π, κ) pair, and in the last section we have seen κ can also be expressed in a form like
(8.7.4.9), it is evident that all the weight functions including κ, i.e. α, β, γ, δ, ε, θ, τ, ω, κ

can be expressed in terms of π(µ) and π′(µ) only.

We can also express π as a function of z and R only as π = π(z) = π(µ =
±2Rcos−1√z). Similarly, by using a few of the familiar trigonometric identities, one
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can transform π′(µ) as

π′(µ) = ∓ 1
R

√
z(1− z)π′(z). (8.8.0.2)

One can also write down the expressions of (A + C) and (A− C) in terms of z and
R only as follows:

A + C = − 1
R

√
1− z

z
,

A− C =
1
R

√
z

1− z
. (8.8.0.3)

Another function appearing quite frequently in our evaluation of all the weight
functions is f , which can be also expressed as a function of z and R only as follows:

f = m(m2 + R−2 + R−2(1− z)−1). (8.8.0.4)

Now we start by listing all the weight functions in terms of π(z) and π′(z), bearing
in mind that

π̃(z) = Hl(a, q; b, c, d, e; z), (8.8.0.5)

π(z) =
√

z Hl(a, q; b, c, d, e; z), (8.8.0.6)

where Hl(a, q; b, c, d, e; z) is the Heun function with arguments as defined before.
One has therefore the lengthy formulae for all other weight functions as follows:

α(z) = −2mC(m2 + R−2)
f (z)

·
[
(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1

2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π(z)

∓2mC(m2 + R−2)2

f (z)

√
z(1− z)

R
π′(z)−

(
(m2 + R−2)[(A + C)2 −m2]− 4

)
π(z).

(8.8.0.7)

β(z) =
4mC

(m2 + R−2) f (z)
·
[
(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1

2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π(z)

±4mC
f (z)

√
z(1− z)

R
π′(z) + 2(m2 + R−2)−1

[
(A + C)2 −m2

]
π(z).

(8.8.0.8)

γ(z) = −
[
(A− C)2 −m2]
(m2 + R−2) f (z)

·
[
(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1

2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π(z)

±
[
(A− C)2 −m2

] √z(1− z)
R f (z)

π′(z)− 2mC(m2 + R−2)−1π(z).

(8.8.0.9)
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δ(z) = −
6
[
(A− C)2 −m2]

(m2 + R−2) f (z)
·
[
(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1

2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π(z)

∓6
[
(A− C)2 −m2

] √z(1− z)
R f (z)

π′(z) + 12mC(m2 + R−2)−1π(z).

(8.8.0.10)

ε(z) = −

[
(A− C)2 + 2

R2 + m2
]

(m2 + R−2) f (z)
·
[
(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1

2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π(z)

∓
[
(A− C)2 +

2
R2 + m2

] √
z(1− z)
R f (z)

π′(z) + 2mC(m2 + R−2)−1π(z).

(8.8.0.11)

θ(z) =
[
(A− C)2 −m2]
(m2 + R−2) f (z)

·
[
(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1

2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π(z)

±
[
(A− C)2 −m2

] √z(1− z)
R f (z)

π′(z)− 2mC(m2 + R−2)−1π(z).

(8.8.0.12)

τ(z) =
2mC

(m2 + R−2) f (z)
·
[
(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1

2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π(z)

±2mC
f (z)

√
z(1− z)

R
π′(z) + (m2 + R−2)−1

[
(A + C)2 −m2

]
π(z) = ω(z).

(8.8.0.13)

κ(z) =
[
(A− C)((A + C)2 −m2)− 1

2
(A + C)(m2 + R−2)

]
π(z)
f (z)

±(m2 + R−2)
√

z(1− z)
R f (z)

π′(z). (8.8.0.14)

These exhaust all the weight functions multiplying the invariant structure present
in the gravitino propagator, written explicitly in terms of a Heun function and its
derivative.

8.9 Qualitative behaviors of the weight functions

Now using the series expansion (8.7.3.2) defined before one can numerically study
the behavior of each weight function, by taking the first 10 terms of the infinite series
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Figure 8.1: Two-dimensional plot of the weight function α(z). The curve has two
branches, depending on whether one takes the + or − sign in (A1). One branch of
α cuts the horizontal z-axis at the points z = 0.25, 0.75, whereas the other branch of
α cuts the horizontal axis at the points z = 0.12, 0.6, 0.92. Both branches approach
the vertical axis, the first one cuts it near the value 0.5, while the other has a vertical
asymptote at z = 0.02. The two branches intersect each other at z = 0.15, 0.69, 1; at
these points the function α(z) becomes single-valued.

8.7.3.2. Indeed, dealing with an infinite number of terms is impossible, and one has
therefore to resort to approximations, by truncating such a series. On taking less
than 10 terms, we have found minor departures from the pattern outlined below in
figures 1 to 9, whereas on taking 15 terms, the pattern in such figures is essentially
confirmed.

We draw for example all these weight functions in a two-dimensional plot vs z,
in the range (0,1). The plots, which also include π̃(z), are as follows.

As one can see, for values of z < 0.1, the main contribution to the gravitino
propagator results from the weight functions α(z), β(z), τ(z) = ω(z), whereas the
other weight functions are sub-dominating. By contrast, when z ∈]0.8, 1[, the dom-
inating contribution to the gravitino propagator results from the weight functions
γ(z), δ(z), ε(z), θ(z), π(z), while the others remain sub-dominating.

Rarita–Schwinger potentials

The gravitinos of supergravity are described by spinor-valued one-forms ψA
µ , where

µ is the Greek index used to denote the one-form nature. Bearing in mind that
the soldering form is obtained by contracting the tetrad e ĉ

a with the Infeld-van der
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Figure 8.2: Two-dimensional plot of the weight function β(z). The curve has two
branches, depending on whether one takes the + or − sign in (A2). One branch of
β cuts the horizontal z-axis at the points z = 0, 0.7, 1, whereas the other branch of β

cuts the horizontal axis at the points z = 0.18, 0.67, 1. The first branch never cuts the
vertical axis, while the other has a vertical asymptote at z = 0.05. The two branches
intersect each other at z = 0.15, 0.69, 1; at these points the function β(z) becomes
single-valued.
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Figure 8.3: Two-dimensional plot of the weight function γ(z). The curve has two
branches, depending on whether one takes the + or − sign in (A3). The first branch
of γ cuts the horizontal z-axis at the points z = 0.43, 0.92 and the vertical axis at 1,
and then it has a vertical asymptote at z = 0.95. The second branch of γ cuts the
horizontal axis at the points z = 0.47, 0.76 and the vertical axis at 0.67, and then
it has a vertical asymptote at z = 0.87. The two branches intersect each other at
z = 0.15, 0.5, 0.69; at these points the function γ(z) becomes single-valued. The first
branch of γ has an absolute minimum, of negative sign, at z = 0.85.
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Figure 8.4: Two-dimensional plot of the weight function δ(z). The first branch cuts
the horizontal axis at z = 0, 0.47, 0.75, and the second branch cuts the horizontal axis
at z = 0.45, 1. While the first branch never cuts the vertical axis, the second one cuts
it at−2. The two branches intersect each other at z = 0.15, 0.5, 0.69, where δ becomes
single-valued. The first branch has a vertical asymptote at z = 0.85, whereas the
second one does have the same at z = 1.
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Figure 8.5: Two-dimensional plot of the weight function ε(z). The first branch cuts
the horizontal axis at z = 0.2, 0.65, 0.93 and cuts the vertical axis at −1. The curve
has an absolute minimum, of negative sign, at z = 0.85, and then reaches a vertical
asymptote at z = 0.97. The second branch cuts the z-axis at z = 0, 0.72. The two
branches intersect each other at z = 0.15, 0.69 and at these points ε is a single-valued
function. The first branch has a vertical asymptote at z = 0.95 whereas the second
does the same for z in between 0.85 and 0.9.
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Figure 8.6: Two-dimensional plot of the weight function θ(z). The first branch cuts
the horizontal axis at z = 0, 0.47, 0.75 and the second cuts the horizontal axis at z =
0.42, 1. The first one never cuts the vertical axis, whereas the second one does it
at the functional value 0.32. The second branch has a more pronounced absolute
minimum, of negative sign, at z = 0.95. The two branches intersect each other at
z = 0.15, 0.5, 0.69, where θ is single-valued. The first branch has a vertical asymptote
for z in between 0.85 and 0.9, whereas the second one does the same at z = 1.
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Figure 8.7: Two-dimensional plot of the weight function τ(z) = ω(z). The first
branch cuts the horizontal z-axis at the points z = 0, 0.7, 1, and it never touches the
vertical axis, whereas the second branch cuts the z-axis at z = 0.18, 0.67, 1, and it
reaches a vertical asymptote at z = 0.05. The two branches intersect each other at
z = 0.15, 0.69, 1, where τ(z) becomes single-valued.
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Figure 8.8: Two-dimensional plot of the weight functions π(z) and π̃(z). The π(z)
curve passes through the origin and cuts the horizontal axis at z = 0.45, 0.83. The
π̃ curve never passes through the origin, it cuts the vertical axis at the functional
value 1 and it cuts the z-axis at z = 0.45, 0.83, where it also intersects the π(z) curve.
Beyond the point z = 0.8 the π and π̃ curves become virtually indistinguishable. At
z = 1 they both have a vertical asymptote.
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Figure 8.9: Two-dimensional plot of the weight function κ(z). The first branch cuts
the z-axis at z = 0.29, 0.7, 0.97, while the second one cuts the z-axis at z = 0.68, 1.
The first branch intersects the vertical axis at the functional value 1.35, whereas the
second one does the same at the functional value 0.67. The two branches intersect
each other at z = 0.15, 0.69, where κ becomes single-valued.
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Waerden symbols τ BḂ
ĉ according to

e BḂ
a = e ĉ

a τ BḂ
ĉ , (8.9.0.1)

one can write the spatial components of the gravitino in the form

ψA i = ΓĊ
AB eB

Ċi, (8.9.0.2)

where Γ, the Rarita–Schwinger potential, can be obtained from a spinor field α ac-
cording to [25]

ΓA
BḂ = ∇BḂ αA. (8.9.0.3)

It obeys the equations [26] (Λ being the cosmological constant, and Φ being the
trace-free part of Ricci)

εBC∇Ȧ(A ΓȦ
B)C = −3ΛαA, (8.9.0.4)

∇B(Ḃ ΓȦ)
BC = ΦȦḂL

C αL, (8.9.0.5)

and the gauge-transformation law

Γ̂Ȧ
BC = ΓȦ

BC +∇Ȧ
B νC. (8.9.0.6)

In the Peierls bracket proposed in 8.6.3, the role of ψ∇ and χ∇ in 8.5.0.30 will be
played by covariant derivatives of such spinor-valued one-forms, or, in purely two-
component-spinor language, by spinor covariant derivatives of Rarita–Schwinger
potential occurring in 8.9.0.2–8.9.0.6. A part of the existing literature on supergravity
prefers instead to omit spinor indices, writing simply ψµ for gravitinos. With this
notation, one can say that, to the functional derivative A,i in the definition 8.2.0.11
there corresponds the covariant derivative [27]

Dνψρ(x) = ∂νψρ(x)− Γσ
νρ ψσ(x) +

1
2

ωνabσabψρ(x), (8.9.0.7)

where Γσ
νρ are the Christoffel symbols, ωνab is the spin-connection, and σab is pro-

portional to the commutator of “flat” γ-matrices, i.e.

σab =
1
4
[γa, γb]. (8.9.0.8)

8.10 Concluding remarks

Our papers [1; 2] have been devoted to geometric constructions of current interest
in theoretical physics. Its original contributions, of structural nature, are as follows:
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(i) A two-component-spinor analysis of geometric invariants contributing to the
gravitino propagator in four-dimensional de Sitter spacetime.

(ii) A Peierls bracket for massive spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 fields in de Sitter spacetime
has been proposed, by relying upon the same tools as in item (i) above.

Our use of positive- and negative-frequency Green functions to re-express the
Peierls bracket is also of some interest, by virtue of the more direct link with the
Feynman Green function. It now remains to be seen whether our brackets can be
exploited to study quantum field theories in de Sitter spacetime from a modern
perspective.

We were able to obtain the complete analytic structure of massive gravitino prop-
agators in de Sitter space. In 8.9 we have plotted all weight functions α, β, γ, δ, ε, θ, τ =
ω, π, κ which appear in the gravitino propagator (jointly with π̃) as a function of z
in a two-dimensional plot where z = cos2(µ/2R), µ being the geodesic distance be-
tween the points x and x′, and R is the de Sitter radius. Although the series 8.7.3.2
has been truncated, it remains true that 8.9 is the first attempt to display a super-
symmetric propagator in de Sitter via Heun functions. As is well-known, further
interest, from the point of view of mathematical methods, arises from the possi-
bility to expand Heun functions in terms of hypergeometric functions [29]. As we
said before, direct implications of our findings on the current understanding of the
propagation of gravitinos in de Sitter space are as follows: there exist two ranges of
values of z in which the weight functions can be divided into dominating and sub-
dominating family. In other words, when z is smaller than 0.1, the weight functions
α, β, τ = ω are dominating while the others are sub-dominating. By contrast, when
z is very close to 1, the weight functions γ, δ, ε, θ, π take much larger values.

The plot range is between 0 and 1 for z, which is indeed the only admissible
region, since the squared cos function lies always between 0 and 1. Note that the
plot of π̃ is basically nothing but the plot of the Heun function with properly defined
coefficients, and the plot of π is

√
z times the Heun function.

The flat-space limit is instead a considerable simplification, since the functions
A and C in 8.8.0.1 are then found to reduce to A = 1

µ , C = − 1
µ , and the formulae for

the weight functions are therefore considerably simplified.

It also remains to be seen whether the familiarity acquired with Heun functions
will prove useful in studying gravitino propagators in other backgrounds relevant
for modern high energy physics.
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Chapter 9

General summary and outlook

In this thesis, we have analyzed the Attractor Mechanism in various contexts, each
with specific relevant features.

i) The N = 2, d = 4 dilatonic extremal Reissner-Nördstrom BH arising from
heterotic string theories.

ii) The N = 2, d = 4, nV-fold Maxwell-Einstein Supergravity theory (Maxwell
Einstein Supergravity Theory), i.e. theN = 2, d = 4 SUGRA coupled to nV Abelian
vector supermultiplets; the moduli space of such a theory has a special Kähler-
Hodge geometry with additional symplectic structure.

We have discussed [1; 2] various aspects of the cubic special Kähler Geometry
and treated at length the issues related to quantum perturbative corrections to the
N = 2 prepotential function. We were able to show that all such sub-leading cor-
rection terms can be either introduced or removed by means of Peccei-Quinn Sym-
plectic transformations, leading to several interesting phenomena e.g.transitions be-
tween large and small BH charge orbits. For non-supersymmetric attractors we in-
voked the concept of sectional curvature to write down the Bekenstein-Hawking en-
tropy using Attractor Mechanism. We also mention the intriguing fact of BH/Qubit
correspondence, a concept developed at the interplay between Black Hole physics
and Quantum Information theory.

In the final part of this thesis, we illustrated [3; 4] the complete analytic structure
of the massive gravitino propagator in four-dimensional de Sitter space using the
two-component spinor formalism à la Penrose. We also gave a prescription on how
to divide the weight functions into dominant and sub-dominant families depending
on the ranges of values taken by the ratio of geodesic distance and the de Sitter
radius.
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An outline for future work is tentatively the following.

In [5] the “Entropy function formalism” was developed and the complete set
of higher derivative terms was considered in relation to the near-Horizon geometry
AdS2× Sd−2 of a d-dim. extremal BH, by applying the general formalism elaborated
by Wald et al. in [6]-[9].

Sen’s elaboration of the Wald et al.’s higher-order derivative Riemannian formal-
ism is based on a set of working assumptions, which are, respectively

- asymptotic flatness,

- spherical symmetry,

- Abelian gauge fields.

Moreover, Sen’s results rely on the assumption that the Lagrangian density can
be expressed only in terms of gauge-invariant field strengths, and does not explicitly
involve the related gauge fields. Such a condition is clearly violated in presence of
Chern-Simons terms. If such terms can’t be removed by switching to dual field
variables, the results obtained in [5] still hold true if the additional Chern-Simons
terms do not affect, for some reasons, the Eqs. of motion and the entropy of the
particular BH solution under consideration.

A progressive study, by relaxing some of the working hypotheses might lead
to further generalizations, which should hopefully allow one to gain new interest-
ing insights into the Attractor Mechanism dynamics in supersymmetric and non-
supersymmetric frameworks.

Below we give a list (far from being exhaustive) of just of some of the possible
directions that appear to be a natural extension of the results briefly reported in
this thesis, mostly being related to the removal of some hypotheses made in our
treatment.

I) Removal of the hypothesis of asymptotic flatness of metric backgrounds.

Asymptotically non-flat (maximal) SUGRAs, in general corresponding to (max-
imal) gauged SUGRAs, do deserve a completely different treatment w.r.t. their
asymptotically flat, ungauged counterparts.

For instance in 4 we treated the ungauged N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Su-
pergravity Theory, i.e. the asymptotically flat, non-maximal N = 2, d = 4 SUGRA
coupled to nV Abelian vector supermultiplets, and possibly to nH hypermultiplets,
too. In such a case we have seen that the scalar fields coming from the hypermulti-
plets are not fixed at the Event Horizon, because the central charge of the local SUSY
algebra does not depend on the asymptotical configuration of these fields. Thus,
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such scalars are completely decoupled from the dynamical behavior of the system,
and they do remain moduli of the theory also in the asymptotical “near-Horizon”
radial evolution of the considered extremal (spherically symmetric) BH.

Instead, in the non-maximal gauged SUGRAs all the scalars coming from the
field contents of the extra matter multiplets coupled to the SUGRA one should be
taken into account, including the ones related to the hypermultiplets, which now
cannot be decoupled from the dynamics of the system.

Asymptotically AdS backgrounds have been quite extensively considered in the
literature, also in their relation with string theories. In [10] some advances were
made in the study of the Attractor Mechanism in such backgrounds, also in the de
Sitter (dS) case. The obtained results are quite general, because they do not rely on
SUSY, but nevertheless some other aspects of the Attractor Mechanism in asymptot-
ically (A)dS background still wait for a detailed examination.

In particular, the moduli space dynamics related to the radial evolution of the
scalars of the hypermultiplets coupled to asymptotically non-flat, non-maximal (sph.
symmetric)N -extended, d-dim. SUGRAs (e.g. to the spherically symmetric, asymp-
totically AdS, gauged N = 2, d = 4 Maxwell Einstein Supergravity Theory) have
not been considered yet, but a detailed study appears to be an interesting direction
of development to be pursued.

II) Removal of the hypotheses of spherically symmetry and /or staticity.

All the extremal BH solutions considered in our treatment, and in most of the
literature, have spherical symmetry. That is why we always considered only the
evolution flow in the moduli space (see [11] for attractor flows in st2 model for ex-
ample) which was related to radial dynamics of the relevant set of scalar fields.

The study of non-spherically symmetric singular metric solutions in the context
of SUGRAs should naturally lead to the “merging” of the radial and angular dy-
namics, and consequently to a deeper understanding of the Attractor Mechanism,
possibly involving both of them.

Also the removal of the hypothesis of staticity (i.e. time-independence) of the
considered solutions should shed some new light on interesting aspects. Some spin-
ning (for example, Kerr-Newman-like) BH metrics could be considered, and their
possible interpolating solitonic nature could be investigated, together with the pos-
sibility to obtain higher-dimensional spinning extensions of such backgrounds. Re-
cently found Kerr/CFT correspondence [12] might turn out to be a good playground
to test the Attractor properties.
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III) Attractor Mechanism in higher dimensions and Black Rings.

Reasonably, the removal of the basic hypotheses about the structure of the BH
metrics should possibly determine a modification of the Attractor Mechanism itself,
as recent works seem to point out.

Indeed, a deeper, recently gained understanding of the BPS equations in SUGRA
([13]-[15]) has led to new examples of general solutions, such as 5-dim. Black Rings
([16] -[26]). Also multi-centered BHs in four dimensions have been considered (
[27]-[30]), and they share some of the features of their 5-dim. ringy counterparts1.

For these new classes of singular metrics the entropy turns out to be function not
only of the conserved (quantized) charges related to a certain number of (Abelian)
gauge symmetries exhibited by the low-energy effective SUGRA theory, but it also
depends on the values of the dipole charges. These are non-conserved quantities,
which may be defined by flux integrals on particular surfaces linked with the ring.

Thus, it could be reasonably conjectured that the near-Horizon, “attracted” con-
figurations of the moduli should in this case also depend on the dipole charges.

Rather intriguingly, they actually turn out to be exclusively dependent on the
dipole charges ([35]-[37]).

Consequently, for Black Rings the Attractor Mechanism cannot be related to
some kind of Extremum Principle involving the central charge, because such a quan-
tity depends on the conserved charges, and not on the dipole charges. In [35] Larsen
and Kraus formulated a new Extremum Principle for the Attractor Mechanism in 5-
dim. Black Ring solutions, in which a certain function of the dipole charges plays a
key role.

A general analysis revealed the existence of two general classes of solutions,
whose internal, near-Horizon dynamics is governed by the universal Attractor Mech-
anism, realized differently in terms of Extremum Principles for different functions
of different charges.

1An interesting line of research on Black Ring solutions in 5-d. SUGRA has recently been pursued
by Strominger et al. .

By using M-theory, in [25] Cyrier, Guica, Mateos and Strominger exploited the microscopic inter-
pretation of the entropy of a recently discovered new Black Ring solution in 5-d. SUGRA.

Moreover, as previously mentioned, in [31] Gaiotto, Strominger and Yin proposed a simple relation
between Zd=4

BH and Zd=5
BH based on the demonstration that the M-theory lift of a 4-d. CY Type IIA BH

is a 5-d. BH spinning at the center of a Taub-NUT-flux geometry. Such a result on M-theory liftings
was then further generalized to the case of 4-d. multi-BH geometries, which in [32] were shown
to correspond to 5-d. Black Rings in a Taub-NUT-flux geometry (see also [33] and [34] for related
further developments).
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The discriminating, key point is the vanishing or not of certain components of the
field strengths (the so-called dipole field strengths). The framework corresponding to
non-vanishing dipole field strengths represents a new arena to generalize the possible
realizations of the Attractor Mechanism.

As a final note, we want to make our final comments in view of the recent flurry
of activities in the field of AdS/CMT (For review on this topic see [38–41]). In recent
papers, [42; 43], the authors have studied extremal and non-extremal black holes
and black branes in dilatonic gravity. The study is quite interesting in the sense
that these extremal black hole/brane configurations exhibit the attractor mecha-
nism regardless of supersymmetry; their near horizon geometry is universal and
independent of the asymptotic values of the moduli. In such a setting different
kinds of attractors correspond to different kinds of universal behavior. In the context
of AdS/CFT characterizing different kinds of attractors tells us about the different
kinds of IR behavior which can arise in the dual CFT which is at zero temperature
but can be deformed by the addition of a chemical potential (or charge). This will
be clearly of great interest in order to further develop the AdS/CFT dictionary.

Then again, as the popular saying indicates, the road to success is always under
construction, and perhaps this is also valid for the road to AdS/CFT and thus the
road to quantum gravity.

As Karl Popper remarked, “Our knowledge can only be finite, while our igno-
rance must necessarily be infinite”.
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